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TF.ever'-there was a .time when humanity should 
^ question the * meaning of life, it isnow; and if 
ever; there, was a time when there was an answer, 
it is now. ' 

The principal ideas upon which we. must build are, 
first-, the essential Divinity of man, then his Duality; 

that there are two forces working in his nature, one 
foe selfish and worldly interests, pleasures and pas-
sions, and .the other for the upward way, for the 
advancement of his spiritual life, working ever to 
attain the state of perfection which is mail's destiny. 
; One of the special points 1 always try to bring out 
•in this cormexion is that if we study the general aspects 
of the world today, and particularly the religious 
aspects, we find many earnest and devoted people 
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depending to a very large degree upon the brain-mind generations of people there" has been something mis-
judgment to interpret the laws of life, as found iii the : sing;: the missinĝ link so to speak, /the lost Word ; 
Bible and other sacred books. Now the brain-mind "so that man, ignorant' of his"Divinity, not being 
has its place; it is the seat of the intellect, it is like an conscious of that power in him, not having full trust 
instrument in the hands either of a master-musician in the divine Law, not being able to interpret these 
or of one who is not a master-musician. As long as.the-. simple doctrines of life^wandered a ^ y from the path? 
lower forces play through the chambers of th£ mihd,:;" Look at humanity today as-ii is physically. -With 
the real light, the real knowledge, the true interpreta- a few exceptions do we not see that there is a de-
tion, that quality of intuition that belongs to every terioration in the physical nature of man? • It:simply 
man and is a part of his inner life, cannot he accen- shows that we have not. the" basic ideas to depend on, 
tuated. To a large degree I fed that we are depending to think, with, to feel with,, and to live by. 
too much on the outward life, we are living too much Now the Raja-Yoga system of education, which is 
in the external, our vision and our progress are limited based on these reconstructive ideas, has-brought cb.t 
by our lack of knowledge of the Higher Law; but if - in quite an interesting way the possibilities of human 
we could once realize that the real life, the ever-growing " nature that are latent in all. The term. 'RSja-Yoga' 
eternal life, is within, the mind would become recep- is a Sanskrit term, which I chose as covering, better 
tive to the higher knowledge and to that state of than any I have found, my ideas in reference to educa-
consciousness which is ever illuminated by. the in- tion.. It means; ' Kingly. Union' "-^-the balance, -and 
ner light. " . harmony of thephysical, the mentaland the spiritual; 

Christ has taught this, St. Paul taught it; you "will - for we cannot go\through life one-sidedly, and-"half 
find it in all the sacred writings; the greatest thinkers, awake;, -we have.to' reach a point of balance, and it 
and those who have given us the' best examples of should come to us in youth. I am'very certain" that 
spiritual life, have accentuated this fact: that the if the whole world could have had thelraihing thatis 
truth, the knowledge, the revelation, to man of the".- given in the Raja-Yoga College and 
divine laws, must come from within." - have, better amditions everywhere;. life woUld.be more 

T fed that if all down "Uie ages from the very be- -. joyful," mbrejjiapeful, -more, optimistic." . The.woridjis 
ginning of JChristianity there could have been-this crying for something, new, for "something., that will 
intuitive-profound grasp of the true meaning of jreli- adjust human-affairs and prevent, a repetition - of fall 
îori, if the earlyf-Fathers could have had it, there we have gone through, during- thfe t̂errible yeSite'of 

would'have been different results;. ' _-" \f - tlte^greaf:^-!" "" 
My effort is to lift the^eil and to show humanity " This is "not "a fantastic dream of inineyf isjan;abk»-

that thereare potent forces within roan,and above him, lutely/provenfact: -for" the" ;Raja:Yoga-SyMemrKas 
that can be utilized for the" reconstruction."of the :be&.active fta"" n^ly- twcntyjyears;j-jt has-.pS ŝed 
human race—- not-merely ^ reconstruction of our -. the' experimental- stage,- /aiid^th^e'I r^i^te^ have 
countryr but of the whole human family. "been demonstrated.. It iis all -so?e£sy~arid so teauti-

There:must come an awakening some time. There .ful, .if oiie _can:6nly understanrl 'the^lawg'gover^g 
must come a spiritual awakening; there must-be new .human life- .;"". . - . - V / r l 
ideas, dynamic idisas, introduced into the human mind r--~ Now of co&se itis not to bebeheved that aiiydne 
to bring about a -resuscitation, so to speak,-, of the. who is seeking far- truth can r£ach a point of satisiac-
spiritual part ofjnan, which shall, be a basis ; for .-that "-"tion in a day ..or anihqur, .or tetany, teacher cSnim-
quality of reconstruction that shall touch the home, -part the' truth. "sufficiently/to "cany", one through'-Jife 
all systems .of education, and religion, and shall ul- eveiiJor a day 01: z .week̂ r or that books will do it; 
timately become the most potent factor in readjusting the-best literature we" iiave'willfail you absdutdy, 
all mankind. ".'"- unless right dOwnin your:hearts:is. that'yearning, that 

If we had no crimes, if we had no prisons and lunatic longing, and that quality of determination that will 
asylums, if we were all following the rosy path, if make .you push on daringly and courageously. Be-

' we were never sick and had no difficulties to contend ; lieving absolutelythat brotherhood is a fact in nature, 
with, I should be very much out of place; and you that all men are divine,..that, even the. weakest and 
would have the right to say that my ideas are far- lowest have in them a spark of Divinity," there- comes 
fetched; but you all know as well as I do that crime into our lives a deep sense of pity and compassion for 
is increasing throughout the land, that unbrotherliness all who suffer; so we are obliged, to free pur con-
is the insanity of the age, that we have just emerged sciences by trying to lift the burdens from thepeople, 
from a war of horrors, the cruelty of which has ex- to remove the stumbling-blocks, and to bring under-
ceeded all that has ever been recorded in history, standing and enlightenment for all. -
and so many people are asking; "Why did it happen? In working for humanity I have visited many of 
How could it happen? Where was God?" the prisons in this country and in Europe; I have 

Can we not see that the sowing of the seed began studied criminology from all sides^of the question; 
ages ago — that down through the generations and and I have realized that crime will increase and so will 
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insanity, andthat in-tJie course of lime we shall have 
new, unnameable diseases and many : more vices, for-
the reason that -we have-not the key to the situation. 
Human- life cannot be reconstructed, nor national- or 
international; life, until we-have carried-these ideas 
into the home, until .-we have Teached a point where 
we can and should challengemen and women to take 
up home-life and marriage and parenthood more seri-
ously — challcnge'-them," and bring- about .such an 
awakening; in the minds of "those who control the 
home, that their responsibilities shall become so sacred 
that they cannot err. If we areto reconstruct human 
life, we must b^m to btiild:characterv aiid we must do 
it in childhood; we must.touch the pliastic, flexible 
minds of the children with, that indescribable some-
thing that is so exquisitely beautiful that no language 
can name it, something that will awaken the soul in 
their very childhood and bring them.slowly.and surely 
to that state of consciousness that will help them to 
meet the trials of life~ 

To reconstruct the nation, we must begin in,the 
horde, :btit -according to my idea we cannot- do this 
unless there is an understanding off the self. There 
must- be self-adjustment, • self-improvement; there 
must be .self-endeavor, selfndirected evolution. Then 
the souls of the parents and ther souls of the children 
will blossom like the flowers in the springtime, and 
many jwonderful 'things -will come -to add. to the 
stability and the happiness of the home. 

With this1 idea! of; reconstruction, though we may 
work-hard and earnestly, though our Government 
may be successful in establishing a certain semblance 
of peace; yet for:years and I say it-determinedly — 
we shall be under-the shadow otsuch menacing forces 
that it will- take, alt our intellectual and- physical 
strength to bear the burden; and possibly after a few 
years we may have: other aspects of suffering- even 
worse than during the war;; And under these condi-
tions,- when humanity begins to deteriorate, when the 
world's pleasures become so destructive that they tear 
men and women from their moorings and send them 
adrift — when it comes* to this and we look at the 
whole picture with a larger, perspective,-then we shall 
begin to turn and ask more questions about life's 
meaning; From my standpoint I cannot see how 
permanent reconstruction-can be begun in any. other 
way than by man setting out to find himself, find his 
moorings, find his way, his divinity, his soul, and 
begin; the conquest of life individually;., But there 
can be no national and international reconstruc-
tion on a permanent basis of justice to all until the 
light breaks in on the minds of ihose in power, until 
the inner light comes home to them and refreshes 
their minds and lifts them to sufch a point Of opti-
mism and* courage that they will find again in their 
hands -the-key .that has been lost for ages — the 
key for: the salvation' of. man, the redemption of 
humanilife. . - , 

The. Horror of the- Silence 

I. .HAPPENED to be sitting at the club window 
f~ one hot morning in the early spring, while Titus 

Harbottle was occupied in sweeping the walk below. 
Our janitor belongs to.;that class of people who con-
sider that silence, whether of speech or of thought, is 
a blank, empty horror, and I could see that the dull 
monotony of the 'swish, swish' of the broom was 
beginning to get on his nerves. Suddenly the buzzer 
in the basement buzzed, and although Titus had 
already swept that section of the walk, he edged close 
up to the kitchen window and discovered a crack in 
the cement which seemed to be in urgent need of 
careful and prolonged sweeping; His little stratagem 
for obtaining some free entertainment was entirely 
successful. 

After some confused spluttering on the part of the 
telephone, the raucous voice of the colored cook was 
heard in reply:' 

"Hello! Carter and Dangerfield, did you say? 
Well, yaas, I guess you'd better truss that chicken 
'cos it's fer roastin', and say! That bird you sent us 
last week — talk about tough! I go 'n .put three 
carving-knives out of commish in tryin' to get it 
apart. I don' know but what we could use dat meat 
to rub out pencil-marks; but as fer eatin' " — 

At this juncture a cavalcade of loaded wagons lum-
bered past and drowned all lesser sounds in its thunder. 
As the last rumble died away, the voice of the cook 
with an angry edge on it sounded out once more: 

"— Well, I'll tell you straight, -we don' hanker after 
no more of your feathered Methusalers, with laigs 
like rubber and breasts with no more taste to 'em 
than a bath-towel, and if you can't send us birds 
we c'n eat, we'll have to go some 'ers else fer 'em, 
dat's all." . 

'Click,' said the receiver as it settled itself upon its 
customary hook. Silence resumed its sway, and Titus, 
satisfied that the crack was now clean, sauntered off 
to a distant stretch of the walk which yet remained 
to do. . . . . . 

"Is it not strange," I thought to myself, "that a 
man will listen to any kind of trash that has no con-
nexion with his interests or his duties rather than be 
left alone .with the silence? So long as he can hear 
the buzz of conversation, he enjoys the comfortable 
feeling, that something is going forward, and that life 
is being lived; but when silence sets in, the abyss of 
nothingness seems to gape beneath his feet and threat-
ensthe extinction of his mental life." 

To more highly developed minds, the seeming void 
of silence is the exhaiistless treasure-house from which 
they draw their inspiration and the very material 
for their finished creations. A Mozart or a Mendels-
sohn, with no resources but that silence so abhorred 
by lesser minds, will weave celestial harmonies whose 
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strains will never die while music still retains its power 
to charm the ears of men. Milton within the silence 
of his soul, preserved amid the roar of London life, 
heard the bold rebel-fiend hurl his defiance at Je-
hovah's ride, and on the background of the "ever-
during dark" which his blindness had brought upon: 
him, beheld the flowery glades of Paradise and those 
infernal flames in which the fallen angels tossed, 
in pain. 

Before the worlds condensed from what appears 
to mortal view as hopeless, empty space, primeval 
silence must have brooded there; the storehouse 
where all sounds since uttered were contained in 
latent possibility, as children lie in tranquil sleep 
before the dawn awakes them for the coming day. 
The music of the birds, the roar of cataracts, the 
thunder of the surf upon the rocks, the hum of. insects 
and the rustle of the forest-trees, were existent in the 
silence though as yet unborn and unexpressed. 
Silence is not an empty, barren void to those who can 
still the aimless flow of common thought in the 
search for their own souls, and in that deep quietude 
we may become aware of a continuing .music that is 
infinitely full of meaning. As we gradually leam to 
find its inspiration, the walls of personality which 
hitherto have shut us in, dissolve and, disappear, 
setting us free to enter on a new life of. boundless 
promise in a region rich with everything we need to 
stimulate us to our highest possibilities. : L. 

& 

Trusty 

" T KNOW that fellow, the mean, sneaking cuss! 
t Trying to curry favor by spying on his mates! 

How I hate him! I'd like to down him, the dirty 
rascal. He's doing time like the rest of us, if not for 
his own good, then for the good of his country. 
Curse hrm!" And so on, with bitterness of heart and 
tongue Jake Miller gave vent to his wounded feelings, 
expressing his attitude of rebellion against life in 
general, and in particular against the burden of his 
own irksome confinement. -r.- .•.•.:•..• 

He had been caught napping, 'off guard.' for a • 
mean trivial offense, and oddly enough despised him-
self for it, having more than a sneaking regard for 
the more serious offenders who at any rate had had a 
good run for their money, and had created a sensation, 
which meant, of course, that there was an element of 
daring, audacity, and bigness in their crime which 
evoked a kind of public admiration. 

The Trusty was such a one. And here he was 
currying favor, playing the spy, all his audacity and 
bigness gone. Curse him! Why didn -t he take his 
medicine like a man and stand up to it! Faugh! 
Acting as a jailer, a keeper! 

However, there was an dement of bigness in this 

particular Trusty, and the surprising fact was. that he 
was taking his medicine like a man. But -instead of 
'standing .up to it' lie had already learned to. stoop 
to conquer, and felt something of the real meaning of 
being his brothers' -keeper, often making their lot 
easier without their knowing' it. 

"Brother," he said to Jake one morning, "you 
don't seem to be enjoying yourself here; You don't 
seem at-home, like.. Take it easier, pardner. You'll 
get through better." 

The hot blood rushed to Jake's face and he straight-
ened himself up —. But there was something in the 
other's look that disarmed him, and Trusty, saying: 
"Sorry I spoke too soon, brother! -1 didn't want, to 
hinder you," left Shim, as he f e l t - i t ; o f . a heap. 

For several days no words passed- between them, 
until, when Trusty was passing Jake's- cell early one 
morning, Jake called out, softly, "Good morning, 
George." He stopped and returned the: greeting. 

Jake spoke in hurried whispers. "I 've been-having 
a dickens of a time since I came here. I was feeling 
very hot against you just when you spoke the other 
day. I'd like to know what you meant.by being"=at 
home here and enjoying myself; Seems to-me I never 
did enjoy myself anywhere, and perhaps; right here 
is the place -where I might-begin; .if I knewj-how. 
Seems like what you said touched soniething^that's 
been asleep, as if there's something "that never"had a 
chance, and wants one. I'm out; of harm's way here, 
anyway, and if you've made good eyen here,,-.well, 
I guess? I can too, and Twill. You haven't let it beat 
you. I won't let it beat me. Shake, brother!" 

Trusty shook, saying: "Can't stop-long just now, 
Jake, but you've got the hardest part of it'over.. Hold 
on to it for all you are worth and let .the other drop. 
I know just what you've been feeling. We, all-go 
through it, though some stay in it. We're all brothers 
in misforturie inside here, and I'm not sure but there's 
worse-outside the bars "than many of us doing, time 
here. That's what makes it so hard at first. But if 
you can take things when-they're at the worst, and 
not let them crush you—1 why you're free already, 
and can bide the time of release cheerfully —.and get 
ready for it. I guess you know what I mean, and 
you'll find out how to do it in your own way, as I 
had to in mine. So long brother." 

So, there, as bottom dogs; these two brothers bore 
their burdens manfully, and despite seasons of de-
pression fought the good fight to rehabilitate them-
selves in their own eyes, paying the-forfeit of their 
liberty with a good' grace and hopeful hearts.; en-
couraging, heartening one another. . -

When Jake was released he left prison a new man. 
He went into it as the House of Bondage, snarling. 
It had proved the House of Liberation because herhaid 
desired and won true Freedom, rising above the chains 
of his own forging that had held him down. 

Trusty was pardoned with part of his sentence 
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unexpired, by Hie Governor, who, knew a man. when and sure -way, by leading my thoughts, hitching them 
fa.e saw one and had watched his record. .. to pleasant things and subjects. My mind will be 

There is nothing startling in this story; just a tickled with these,— gradually get the new habit — 
simple illustration r of,-the New Way, riot imposed and I shall be happy. Good-bye Jim. Hear the 
from above, but born out of real Manhood, too strong birds sing! Happy New Year!" F. P. 
for 'criminal tendencies' to smother. There is no 
' criminal type,', but how-.many are letting themselves j/t 
be smothered! [What-one. can do another can. 

If that spMtrcould,dominate an entire prison that Danger t Keep away! 
place would be the brightest spot in the national life, 
greater than any church,. university, law-court, or "IV/J"ANY and many a man has suddenly found 
legislature. ; If one prison were a place where - the 4- V-*- himself caught up by some tremendously irre-
crooked could be made straight, from it would go out sistible force of evil and driven, like a rudderless ship 
a light that would redeem and transform the entire before a gale, to utter shipwreck and ruin. After the 
national .life. • R. storm, when he has tried calmly to think the thing 

' over and get at the meaning of it all, he has rarely 
J* found anything but a hopeless puzzle. So he gives 

it up: "What's the use? . . ." 
Swearing Off There remains, in the back of such a man's mind, 

::. a more or less hazy feeling of soreness, of resentment 
" T SAY', Jim! I'm not going to swear off on a against • whatever Power or Powers govern his life; 

J- blessed- thing this. New Year. It swings one he thinks himself the victim of aft outside force which 
up on to a higher level thaiihe is used to and a 'fall- . he could not possibly have resisted. This sense of 
off' comes. That discourages a fellow and makes him having been wronged, this going about all day with a 
think—'What's the,use!' But I have thought of grievance against the universe, is altogether a very 
one thing l am going to keep trying to do — easy like; bad thing for a man, for it stands right in the way of 
not struggling — for that means strain and a let-go." his present and future happiness and usefulness. 

"You are, are you? Well,.good luck! What are -•.- In a recent article we discussed the fact that there 
you going to tackle, Fred?" .. exists everywhere in the universe a great building-

"Oh, nothing big— jusVfo be happy.. „ It's only .a. power, an enormous creative energy, a WILL with 
simple matter of how you think. Why, you can't which we can always connect our own personal 
say the word 'Happy!' without getting some of it 'machine,' provided our 'clutch' is working properly, 
into you! Don't have to think and puzzle over how We also touched on the fact of there existing an op- •: 
you will be that way,. what you 'll do or where you '11 posing force, one that destroys instead of creating, a 
go to be happy, don't you see?" dark side of the great Will, so to speak. 

"What little I get of happiness I have to scheme Now if I, while at work in a machine-shop and 
and hunt for, so that most of the fun is gone in trying surrounded by wheels, shafts and belting, get too 
for the thing I start for." . , close to the latter, so that it catches me up and hurls 

"Yes, you look it, Jim; as though you were always me into the machinery, I naturally have to take the 
reaching for a plum just beyond your fingers, straining consequences. It doesn't matter how innocent I may 
for it- and getting left." have been or how ignorant of the danger; the belting 

"Well, things are everlastingly turning up which didn't know anything about that, 
make a fellow sour. What are you going to do with In the same way, if I keep allowing my mind to 
them, Mr. Happy.?"- play with impure thoughts, or my imagination to 

"I don't have;to bite into a sour apple: you.may form pictures of gratification of passion and low de-
give me, do I? And I can smile at you for trying to sires, and then all at once I find myself whirled off 
get me to. If I let disturbing thoughts come in on my feet and driven to do that which afterwards will 
me, or stay with me when 'they do, these are what cause me great pain and remorse — why, I have no 
make me unhappy, surely."; one nor anything to blame but myself. Getting closer 

" Well, they ̂ fs there, aren't they? What is a chap and closer to the danger-line, the moment had to 
to do with them?" ' come when I put myself in the power of the dark 

"Why,•Jim, the same as I would do with the bite forces of Nature — forces that are as irresistible, once 
of sour apple,— spit 'em out of my mind, quick. It is they get hold of one, as those which whirl the earth 
just as a fellow lets himself think, that he is unhappy and the sun and the whole universe of suns and 
or happy. Most of us permit our minds to form habits worlds around in their orbits, unceasingly, 
of thought and let 'em trickle along in these as they But the mere fact of my being a man means that 
please. I've done this till it would be a stiff job to I have it in me to keep away from this danger-line, 
stop it just by fighting them. So I'm taking the easy I don't have to think in a way to bring me closer 
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and closer to that line, I need not live so as constantly devil of a long time to discover that fact,- but" dis-
to weaken, my resistance to the destructive forces, cover it I did." - - - ' ,••'---
" The mil is free" . Until three years ago the writer of the above had 

Nevertheless, how many men, knowing only too spent no small part, of his time in prison." " 
well how all this works- out, still let themselves get He was a professional 'then, too—a professional 
caught from time to time! They remind me of a bank robber. -
small boy I once knew,: in whose father's work-shop " I never bothered with jobs that promised less than 
there was a machine with a set of cog-wheels on the ten thousand," he said to me not long ago. He spoke 
outside. The working of these, one on the other, modestly, without a shadow of hoastfulness in his 
fascinated the boy. He would put his finger into the voice. . .Nor apology. 
cogs of one of the big wheels, while no one was looking, "It was exciting. I lived twenty years in ten. 
and let it be carried slowly around until it was just I made several big hauls, too. But it didn't pay half 
about to be caught by the next wheel, when he would .as well as the life I 'm now living, 
jerk it out. After three finger-tips in succession had "Let them say what they will, nothing pays so well 
been badly • crushed, he gave it up! . . . , However, as a home—no matter how simple—and a goodwife." 
he was never heard to blame the machine, as most I asked if the woman he married knew he had 
men do when they get caught! .. . been in prison. 

But there are also men who have learned how to "She did," he answered, 
be absolutely safe from this power that destroys. "She knew that, and she knew I was out of prison 
Like the Hollanders, they have gradually :built up for good. "We've had some hard sledding, financially, 
dykes to keep out the'waters of this ocean, so that the the last two years, but we've never complained. "Of 
land of their daily fives is wholesome, and beautiful course, the name I now use is not the one I was born 
to see. They know how necessary It is to guard their with. I'm not ashamed of my original name, but I 
mind-dam; they realize that one small thought or didn't want my old pals to know where I was. They 
feeling of the wrong kind can easily start a break might try to get me back in the game,-and I'm not 
and let in the whole fiood. * So they keep watch over going."- . -.= --•.-,-:.-
their thoughts, over the feelings that give rise to their - He smiled, lit a cigar .and told me of "several other 
thoughts; over the will, and over that which stands men who had turned right-about face, and taken the 
behind the will: desire. - And they keep pumping away "street called Straight." - . : 
daily at whatever evil seepage remains in their natures. Men canjnak.e_good,if .they._want to. _.JNTo.:manever 

Such have begun to be real men. They are trying falls so far that he can't rise again, if he-makes up his 
to be men all the time, and better men every- day, mind in that:direetion. -And every man may do well 
without ever falling back into die animal state which to remember this man's statement that "honesty is 
lets in the destroying forces. For man was not in- just a common-sense and sane viewpoint." 
tended to be merely "a little higher than the animals," ' "And it pays!" — "THE. OPTIMIST' -in the Phila-
but "a little lower than the angels"; nay, he is delphia North American.- '. . 
destined to become one day, through his own efforts, - : -
something far higher than the angels themselves. • To ** . 
be altogether a man is the greatest thing on earth. K. "Falling" •"' -

Honesty Pays 
(1QOMEWHERE in America" is a good-looking, 

upstanding man of less than forty, putting in 
six days a week at hard, honest work — he's a pro-
fessional man, but they work hard, too! — and getting 
a good deal out of life, as the following excerpt from 
a letter evidences: 

"A little less than three years ago I started out to 
travel the 'street called Straight;' Haven't slipped or 
stumbled, and those three years have passed on flying 
feet. Seems now as if the past was a bad dream. 
And I imagined I was enjoying life then. But the 
last three "years meant - more than all the others 
rolled -together. 

"Honesty isn't a policy — it is just a common-
sense and sane viewpoint, and it pays. Took me a 

TVyrOST everyone who has ever ridden a bicyde 
i-VA can remember how; , in-first learning to ride, 
everything he tried to steer clear-of came right at him. 
If there was a deep rut in the road, into it he went; 
a mud-puddle' had the same, compelling attraction; 
a harmless pedestrian simply' couldn't get out of the 
way; while a telegraph-pole pr a:-lamp-post was an 
irresistible goal. He got off right- there. . 

-However, once having'mastered-ftis wheel, these 
things in the shape of false goals somehow lost their 
attraction; the secret being-that the rider learned 
to pay no attention to them, keeping his eyes upon the 
real objective and. the path leading thereto." 

Like the beginner with his bicycle,- the traveler on 
Life's path is beset with similar difficulties. Pitfalls, 
stumbling-blocks and other obstacles," snares and delu-
sions confront him at every turn. That he 1 falls for' 
this, or trips over that, is simply for the reason that 
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he pays little, or no attention to the path"* leading to 
Life's goal; or, still worses-is ignorant of there being 
any-real goal, at all. . . . . : 

The main thing, thenrit 'would seem, would be 
first to determine just what the destined end of man's 
life here is, and after that to stick to the path which 
must be traveled in order to reach that end, learning 
to pay.no attention to anything else,, and, if he falls, 
picking himself up as quickly as possible. That the 
destined end of man is the same today as it was ages 
and ages ago is evident, and leaves no room for any 
sort of argument. The stumbling-blocka of today are 
also the same.as-they were ages ago/while .the path 
trodden by the sages of antiquity is the same as it 
ever was.- Read what these "old travelers have in-
scribed oh the sign-posts along the way.. -They wrote 
it down for us and exhausted language in their descrip-
tions of-the splendor of the great goal ahead of us. 

: R , - " . " - R • -STUDENT 

O Little Self 

_ "' John Masefield 
LITTLE self, within whose smallness lies 

- All that man-was, and is, and will become, 
• Atom unseea:that :comprehends the skies;. 
And tells the tracks by which the planets roam; 

= That, without moving, knows the joys of wiiigs,: 
- -The. tiger a - strength, - the. -eagle's ..secresy, -,—•- . 
. Andin the-hovel can consort with kings,. -
Or clothe a God with his own mystery. 
0 with what darkness do .we clothe thy light, 
What" dusty-- folly - gather thee' for food! 
.Thou.whb alone art knowledge'and delight, _' 
• The heavenly .bread, the beautiful, the good; 
O living self," O Gbd, 0 Morning Star,"' 

. Give us'thy light, forgive us what we arel— Selected 

, IF . . 
" Rudyard Kipling : "-,-..- . 

TF_you can keep your head .when "alT about you 
-*- Are losing theirs; aiid blaming it on you; 

:If you can trust .yourself when a 1 men doubt you, 
; : : And make' allowance for their doubting, too;' •:••..: 

'If you can wait and not be tired by waiting. 
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies; ; -

Or, being hated, don't give way to hating; : 
. - And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise; 

If you can-dream and not make dreams your roaster; -
If you can think, and not make thoughts-your aim; 

If you can meet with triumphs-and disaster, - -
^ And treat both these impostors just the. same; 
If you can bear to hear the truth you've" spoken 

Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 

Or watch the things you gave your life- to, broken, 
' And stoop, and build them up with womout tools; 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue. 
;•• Or walk with kings,— nor lose the common touch. 

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you. 
If all men count with you— but none too much; 

If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty seconds worth of distance run, 

Yours is the earth and everything that's in it, 
•:•.• And, -which is more, you'll be a man, my son.—Selected 

Special Notice '• • • 

THE NEW WAY was established by Mme. Katherine 
Tingley in 1911 "for the benefit of prisoners and 
others whether behind the bars or not." The pub-
lishers, The International Brotherhood Leaguê  follow-
ing out Mme. Tingley's plan since the establishment 
of this little paper, have distributed and continue 
to distribute every month, several thousand copies 
free,, without money and without price, among prison-
ers in all the Federal Prisons, most of the State 
Penitentiaries, and many of the County Jails in the 
U. S. A., sending also a large number abroad. 

The whole expense of publishing and mailing is 
borne by the International Brotherhood League — 
ho subscriptions being accepted .from' mftff in "prison." 

In addition to this free distribution there has gradu-
ally grown up an increasing list of. subscribers. It is 
a maxira^pf our New Way philosophy that true 
pleasure increases more than twofold by sharing it 
with another. If therefore THE NEW WAY gives you 
pleasure and, we hope, profit also, we ask you to 
share that pleasure and that profit with others by 
getting them to become fellow-travelers with you. 
along the New Way. 

Send us the names of your friends that we in turn 
: may send them sample copies. By helping to increase 
our subscription list you will help to make possible a 
wider distribution of THE NEW WAY among those who 
are less fortunate than we and who find themselves 
deprived' of thfeir liberty and behind prison bars. 

If you are not already a fellow-traveler on the 
New Way we invite you to join us. Let us send you 
a sample copy. If already you have begun your 
journey on the New Way we are confident that you 
will wish to get still.others to join you. It will add 
to your happiness and to theirs. 

•"•••••. THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic). Seventy-five 
Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four 
or more, per year, each. Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join 
you in subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions per year 51.00. Five 
subscriptions for §3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00. 

Money orders and checks should be made payable 'to THE 
NEW "WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be 
addressed to: THE NEW WAT, Point Loma, California. 
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The New Way- Quotebook 

THE HUMAN SOUL 

"THE personal human soul is, in its highest form, a 
compound of spiritual aspirations, volitions, and divine 
love; . . . It thus stands as- a link and a'medium 
between the animal nature which its higher reason 
seeks to subdue,. and the divine spiritual nature to 
which it gravitates whenever it has. the upper hand in 
its struggle with the inner animal."— H. P. Blavalsky 

"IN a few hundred thousand years, no doubt, a 
new and superior variety of the human species will 
have been evolved. In the meantime perhaps it may 
not be a mistake to cultivate a friendly feeling for the 
sort already in existence."— New York Tribune. : 

"BEGIN with a generous heart. Think how you can 
serve others. Then you shall find your resources 
grow. Your own portion shall not be left desolate. 
Strength shall be shed through you; Do the utmost 
with what you have, and it shall go far enough." 

— 0. B.t Frothingkam 

"I TELL you the hestrt and soul of compassion are: 
of more consequence than intellectuality." 

— William Q. Judge 

,. "IF civilization means anything at.all, it means the 
increasing ability Of men to .look through material 
possessions, through clothing; through. differences of 
speech and . color of skin, and to see the genuine man 
that abides in each of us."— David Grayson .. 

"THE mental representation of an ideal self may be 
made the most pervasive and persistent of ideas and 
may thus become the dominant principle of conduct." 

— Professoi' G. F. Stout 

STAND continually on guard over the beginnings^ 
things. One impatient or angry thought, for instance, 
if not promptly checked, may open the door; for a 
whole train of thoughts that will drag you down from 
where you belong. 

IF each morning on rising we will remember to lift 
the mind out of the night mists and fill it with the glow 
of some strong, unselfish thought, we shall lay a strong 
foundation for that day's work, and, so long as such 
thinking is sustained, all will go well with us. And-by 
daily practice in this, it will become easy, natural, and 
more and more fruitful. But if -the mind is allowed to 
drop, everything will appear out of focus;' the weak-
nesses of others will become exaggerated in" our sight 
whilst our own are excused or overlooked. The mind 
will be clouded with worry and even our physical 
faculties strained and warped. 

. How different ifthe note struck" dn rismg be. made 
to go on sounding throughout the day! : Worry and 
irritation "cannot touch the mind and it renxains -free 
to act sanely and "justly. The limitations of yesterday 
fall away; tomorrow will not exist- and the present 
alone will remain as the field of peaceful, and confident 
action. The body will become responsive and every 
event can be met with courage" and -equanimity. 

KEEP persistently at work to make over the mind. 

. THE .highest art is the art of triie living,:-which like 
all the' lesser arts/ can. only find expression through a 
technique slowly built up by daily practice,_ perse-
verance, and the constant pressure of a steady-will. 
But it is an art that, is open to all.: . 

WHATEVER weaknesses are mine-now, . I-myself 
-bring' out of the" past. Whatever I thai failed to 
conquer, that it is- which now meets me again and will 
continue to meet me eternally until I settle the 

• account with it. "Why Should I wait, then, or com-
promise, now that a new opportunity arises t̂o strike 
a decisive blow for freedom? . "_ ." ' 

f ' . -
WE truly-open or close our-own doors of oppor-

tunity. No law can ôperate "without agents; no 
Providence can ihove of itself: It is thestateswe get 
into that bring-us exactly.whatis^due to us." Andiwe 
can all-of US" learn , to control "these states;:--'Thus we 
become the masters of our own fete, the guides of 
our own evolution. . • - --" --• - - -

LACK of concentration spells -weakness of will. But 
each and every moment of "the".day\ brings oppor-
tunities :for us. to. cultivate concentration — which 
means, to throw, ourselves whole-heartedly and entire-
ly into whatever we may be doing at : the moment. 

"EVER in the tragic moments of life, when we feel 
ourselves to be poor and orphaned, the majesty of the 
God in us makes us feel that the wrong and sorrow of 
the world are but incidents in a greater drama which 
will end in; power, gloryantTlove." - ;.„ 

' "—S. i^DHA^isiiNAN, ,in: the Hibbert journal 

"CAN it- be true "that aHgrowthfall development, 
comes from the expenditure of effort in .'trying, to 
overcome some defect? In,this sensfedoes ̂ Jl. strength 
have its origin in weakness?. And if so, , should we not 
rather welcome suffering because only through trials 
that tax to us our limit can the full of our powers come 
to fruition? A& Schopenhauer, expresses it : "He who 
through such coilsidemtions haŝ realked̂ HGW -neces-
sary to our salvation are sorrow and suffering?-—he 
will recognise that we should envy-others not So much 
on account of their happiness as of their unhappiness.'" 

— Df; W. A. White 
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. ' " -,- TEMPLE OF HATIiOR, ABU"-SIMBEE, -EGypT 

Ancient Egypt seemed to want all future ages "to know of her faith in the 
soul's divinity and immortality. So she built vast temples and pyramids that 

„. ,jime- couldnot touch, and filled and covered "them with colossal carvings of initiate 
V kings, with indestructlbie.paihtings on.the stone symbolic of her religion, and with 

-'hieroglyphic tests from-hese sacred writings. She- has been called the 'Land of 
v-.ImmWaUty/ and belief in immortality was-" a constant power in the daily life 

, of . the-people. . 1 *..-• 
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The Hope for Humanity 

(Front a public: address oj Katherine Tingley's 
delivered in 1920) 

WHAT a new hope, what a new meaning all life 
would hold, if we could only impress: upon 

the minds of the age that out beyond all hearing and 
seeing and thinking, there are infinite powers con- ? 
trolling human life, that they are the immutable laws 
of life, and that these sacred and divine laws of the 
great universe hold us in their keeping just as far as 
we permit. But we do know, when at our best, when 
we arc most unselfish, when we forget our prejudices 
and our weaknesses and our troubles, that we can 
rise to heights of conception and confidence in the 
beneficence of these Universal. Laws. Then we have 
glimpses of spiritual life, and feel the touch of the 
immortal symphonies. 

So my message, my effort, is to bring, to the public 
mind as much as is possible a conception of a New 
Order of things, a new order of living, .and a new 
order of dying. If we look at the world in its present 
state, or go back through the centuries, we" shall find 
that we have been going down the liSe,. so to speak, 
of human effort, half-satisfied, shut in with limitations 
that are really pathetic, doubting, fearing the tomoj;-. 
row, dreading death; that, as a race, we have lost 
our way in a very true sense; - and the reason .is that, 
in the ages past those sublime truths taught by Jesus 
and other great spiritual Teachers have not been 
rightly interpreted. Wehave attempted to explain 
these divine ideas and. these immutable laws .of life 
by the brain-mind alone, when the interpretation 
should have come from the divine side of inari.— the 
soul. The light must be sought .for in a higher state 
of consciousness, which can be attained by effort and 
by striving to reach the highest point of rectitude all 
along the way. I have always said that we have 
many, many ideals, and we need no new-Ones. .All 
we need is to try to put ourselves in place, so that we 
can truly support those great, ancient ideals by . the 
example of our lives. - - '-'-. 

Certainly in the last few years we have had 
enough nightmares to awaken us. Among us as; a 
people there has been more questioning in the last 
few years, I am certain, on the. subject of death, 
than at any other time." The air is filled with ques-
tioning as to whence we came and whither we go. 
It is everywhere, and that sweeping, seething power 
of unrest among us all is becoming too much for 
one to bear. 

What is this mystery of death? How can it be 
explained? What is the meaning of life after all? 
Our philosophy is optimistic, and we all know we 
cannot have too many optimistic ideas now; it shows 
most clearly that the soul, in seeking its goal, moves 
to other conditions, and so we define death as a 
rebirth. The body when it ceases to be useful and is 

worn out, drops away from the soul; it disintegrates 
and blends with the earth-forces to which it belongs. 
:We -also know that this "part which' dies — not the 
part we: love —"holds an association of saeredness 
and tenderness about it because it had enwrapped 

• the soul of the one we loved. But the soul, we say, 
goes into a temporary state of rest through the gate 
of Tebirth into another world, and there,- through the 
essential power of its divine nature, works on a line 
of self-improvement — self-evolution — in a condi-
tion -.that belongs to that, state; and then, when 
ready, takes up active life anew. 

Surely, once this conception is grasped, there will 
be nothing more in death to make iis fear it, this 
conception that it is nothing more than an essential 
part of the great plan of human evolution, of the 
soul's evolution. 

Now, how are we going to change the deplorable 
. conditions" of life-at the present time?What fatilities 
have we for reconstructing the human race, and par-

,-ticularly for reconstructing "America? How are we 
going about it? We know thatwe are bound'to follow 
on a- line of retrogression, "even in ""our-" best- efforts, 
without that knowledge which I have spoken of.. -One 
system of thought will urge erne thing," another system 
of thought another, and'"there will "be ̂ separation, 
a pandemonium of ideas^and^c^; motives: without 
any possibility of permanent -result". ; r 

.'We know .that Brotfierhood is' a- fact in-nature; 
we know that all life is governed by Immutable Law, 
and that Deity in this great universal plan of evolu-

- tion has given "us the privilege of finding our real 
selves,' finding the richer p̂ irt of .-our nature,, reaching 
up to those -ideals we havie" of effort., and action, of 
self-sacrifice and love and service for our fellows. 

If we had not-been separated-all dowii the ages by 
false teachings,' we shouldljiot have had the late.war. 
If we had been living even approximately"close to the 
ideals, and the teachings, "of "Jesus ,aiid> "Others, "there 
could not have been a war, because there would 
have Existed a spirit.of.(unity ruimm'gVthi-oilgh the 
very blood,of the whole " ^ ^ ^ - / o n the 
spiritual life of man; intellectually we haveT-gepara-
tions, in our ideas, and; our opinions, and the'world is 
worn out with opinions, and half-efforts ifidj&ere 
intellectualism. • . - ^ 

As long as we 'feel "that our^ves^depend" entirely on 
the material side of nature^ ' # ' shall educate ourselves 
and our children and our nation on merely intellectual 
lines. There must be a-psychological wave of the 
New Life, there must be established in every nation 
a quality of trust in the "divinity .of man, and a rare 
quality of trust in our fellow-men. We must bury 
our prejudices and our misconceptions and our dis-
likes; we must, set aside our mere , opinions and step 
out in a godlike way, as we know we can, for our very 
hearts'tell us so. If the heart-life had been lived, 
there would indeed have been no war. 
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So, if .we are to reconstruct on a basis of seairity 
for a-permanent peace and a permanent confidence 
between the nations, we must undoubtedly take our-
selves in hand.: It seems to me that, in this aftermath 
of the war, every human being is challenged now as 
never before. It is as if the very powers of tie universe 
were pressing in upon us to bring to our consciousness 
a realization of the menacing conditions that surround 
us, warning us against thfe possibility of another war. 
If we are to rise and go forth in the glow of our soul-
life, we must begin to study our own individual strength 
and our own individual weaknesses; and as far as 
I can see, I cannot conceive how the world is going to 
reach the point of understanding the laws of life, the 
laws that govern human beings, until soul-wisdom, 
in all its simplicity and beauty, is understood. Its 
optimistic teachings are enough to lift the world, if 
we would consider them, take them home, so to 
speak, and make them a part of our lives. 

i/riV-̂ •••^b. ":St'/ ! ••v •: ": 'i' ' ; i^i -!j ji ." 

This Side Up With Care . 

COMING back from the ferry last Fourth of July, 
. I Ml- in with Ned Strongheart's father. He 

was carrying a horseshoe in rather a furtive way, and 
in response to my question, he told me that he meant 
to nail it over his door for luck, adding: "I don't see 
as how it can do any harm anyway, and these bad 
times a-man's a fool if he loses a chance to grab hold 
of any bit of good luck that happens to be floating 
around." " 

I replied, that as far as I knew, the advantage of -
nailing -up a- horseshoe was not because it had any 
magical properties or brought us luck that we didn't 
deserve, but because it suggested a few helpful 
thdughts. '<S6mepeople," I continued, "nailit points 
down, perhaps to stand for the rising sun and other 
excellent things; but my fancy is-for Muling it up the 
other way to represent a cup ready to receive some-
thing poured into it." ••. 

" I get you," said the old man with a knowing grin. 
"The big idea is to catch the luck as it drops from the 
sky and be careful to keep the cup open-side up to 
prevent it from falling out again. A fellow needs to 
hold on to whatever he can g.et, these days." 

I had to laugh at his absolutely selfish point of view 
and then replied that what I hoped to find in the 
bottom of my 'cup' was some faint reflexion from the 
light of my higher self to illuminate the pathway that 
I have to tread from day to day, 

"There seem to be two of us," I went on, "not only 
in me but in everybody, and the lower, ordinary self 
which rules our lives for the most-part, is simply 
swollen up with its chesty self-conceit like a bubble 
in a tub of soapsuds, or a horseshoe with the points 
turned down. And it's/very clear to me that this 

lower self lacks the wisdom and pretty often the wish 
to guide our lives aright. We don't know the hidden 
evil of our own hearts; we are ignorant of the laws 
of life and we're altogether too much bent on 'having 
a good time.' Now if we would empty our minds of 
our. puffed-up vain conceit and listen for the still, 
small voice that speaks within, I truly believe that 
help and guidance would be poured into the 'cup' 
for every time of need." 

But the old man shook his head. He liked to see a 
fellow with some manly independence who could look 
after his own interests by - his natural ' horse-sense,' 
and an empty tumbler in his judgment was a helpless-
looking tiling anyway, just sitting with its mouth 
gaping open and asking to be filled. 

"That's where you make a big mistake," I inter-
rupted, "though of course I'm bound to admit that 
you'll never get anywhere by sitting down and wait-
ing to be helped. But a drinking-glass is a strong 
thing and rings harmoniously when it is struck, and 
while it guards the liquor which it holds, it does not 
consume it, but receives only that it may give. And a 
man;: has need to-be strong too and resist bad thoughtŝ  
as a glass refuses to be dented. like a pewter pot. 
He must preserve his inner harmony amid the strife 
and discord all around, and he must resolutely hold 
up his two arms, as it were, like the points of a horse-
shoe to appeal for help from on high, by which of 
course I mean the better part of his nature which is 
always trying to guide him right. Your idea of inde-
pendence is all very well in its way; but just consider 
for a moment. Here's a mother and her child crossing 
over Broadway, when all of a sudden the child jerks 
loose and starts in to show his 'manly independence.' 
How's that going to work out for the child I'd like 
to know? And I do believe that when you look at the 
temptations of our lower nature, and bad companionŝ  
the most of us are about as well fitted to look after 
ourselves as a lost child in crowded Broadway. 

"It's no use talking. A man may have the world 
at his feet and every prize of life within his grasp, 
and yet there are moments when he feels an empty, 
aching void these things can never fill. He yearns 
for the companionship of his higher nature 'As the 
hart panteth after the water-brooks* as it says in 
the Psalms you know. Now the horseshoe with the 
points up, seems to me to stand for j ust that appeal, 
that cry for help from something higher than our 
everyday selves, and when, like a drowning man, we 
stretch up our hands into the darkness, though never 
a word passes our lips, there's an answering clasp, a 
friendly grip, and then we realize that we are not 
wandering alone in a far-off country, but that home 
is close at hand, and that peace and satisfaction are 
in a man's heart already if he could but find them. 
'Those that seek shall find,' said the Nazarene teacher, 
and it certainly does sound almost too easy; but a 
mere look around is not enough, you've got to search 
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high and low, and long with all your heart like a 
hungry man for food, and then into the empty: cup 
will be poured everything we really need, A weak, 
negative man simply hasn't the power to draw down 
the wished for results." 

When I passed the old man's house last Friday, 
I noticed that he had nailed the horseshoe cup-wise 
over his door, and I have heard from several sources 
that his character has developed a softer and a sweet-
er aspect quite unsuspected heretofore." He is also 
more ready to accept advice and holds his opinions a 
little more loosely, so perhaps that horseshoe is getting 
in its work. OBSERVER 

Another Chance 

ONE of my earliest memories as a boy in New 
England is of a blizzard one Christmas Eve, 

and of a stranger who came to our house seeking 
shelter. He could not have come to a btetter house 
or at a better time: ours was not a prosperous farm, 
but we kept 'open house' at Christmas, and made 
certain sacrifices of personal comfort throughout the 
year in order to be able to do this. 

We had one of those huge old-fashioned fireplaces 
in which you could get right inside and sit around 
the blazing logs; and many a tale do I remember, 
wonderful to boys' ears, of my father's early ex-
periences, told around those cosy fires. But parti-
cularly do I remember the stranger and the story he 
told. He was a frail, pathetic looking man, and I saw 
the tears rise to his eyes when my mother insisted on 
taking off his wet boots and putting slippers on his 
feet. This was his_ story as a contribution to the 
evening's entertainment: 

"This is not the first time I have been caught in a 
storm on Christmas Eve. I remember, when I was a 
boy of about fourteen, being sent into town on that 
day, in order to get a medicine for my mother. While 
I was there an unexpected and violent storm sprang 
up, and though I could have waited .a while and 
gotten help quite easily, yet I seemed: obsessed by 
the idea that I must get home at once, and so I 
struggled through the storm. Neither my parents nor 
myself could understand my feverish anxiety, as I 
had a deal of common sense for my age. 

" Well, I was lying on a couch in front of the fire 
that Christmas Eve, very exhausted and a little deli-
rious. On the table near me were some roses that had 
been sent my sister from a friend in the sunny south. 
They had been packed in an air-tight can and arrived 
in fairly good condition, adding quite a unique touch 
to our Christmas decorations. One of them seemed to 
be wilting rapidly, and thinking that perhaps its stem 
had gotten put of the water, and there being no one 
else in the room at the: time, I sat up and reached over 
to put it into place, feeling very lightheaded as I did 

so. But the bowl must have been quite full of .water, 
and some of it spilled on to "the table.- .- At the same 
time one of the petals fell and lay- floating'on the little 
pool thus formed. I lay back and watched the pretty 
picture it made, thinking how like to an old Spanish 
galleon it'was, with its high prow-and stern. As I 
watched, it seemed to my excited brain .to be growing 
and expanding into a real ship, -and I sat atp again 
and reached over to touch it and verify my surprise. 
Yes, something solid met my hand. . : .There was 
a confusion in my mind 

"How strahgef Ihad been dreaming that I "was 
lying on a couch before a blazing fire. It was a quaint 
dream, because here I was,dozing mthehstlessnxid-
day heat of the tropics, serving as a boy ori board a 
Spanish ship. • Quite' near by was a rocky island with 
most precipitous sides and what seemed the cone of 
an old volcano iii the center, while on the side within 
view was a broad, sloping entrance that must surely 
have been cut sheer through the rock, it was so 
precise in its shape. But how unbearably hot it was. 
My head seemed to be in a whirl. . . V I could not 
connect my thoughts— .. . . 

"Ah — yes! .Things were becoming clearer now. 
My father was shaking my arm to wake 'me.- :Of course 
— I lived on the. island; How odd to .dream-that I 
was away off on a drip looking ai the island! But 
indeed it was time" to wake: the last few days had been 
days of frenzied preparation for departure. A "fright-
ful earthquake had shaken our island; the volcano 
in the center was again in eruption, and the immense 
swinging stone that closed the-only possible entrance 
to the isiahd had toppled over into!deep water. At 
any moment our old enemies might come into": sight ; 
sea-rovers they were, and evil — horribly evil. They 
had long coveted the possesion of our'island, with 
its unscalable shores and wonderfully- .guarded en-
trance; but by-keeping ceaseless watch "from the 
mountain-top we had always been able; to. .detect 
their approach. Now-our.ohly safety lay- in; flight 

" I was to leave in charge of the first boat̂ ' and with 
me went my mother and sister.;, I: was" on-n6-account 
to delay on the way,- but to make' haste to the main-
land, and. from.there go-into the mountains. . My 
father would follow as soon as he was able. 

" It was a two days'" journey to the-^prerjmd on 
the way it raihed continu6usly, untii:at the end of the 
first day we were utterly miserable and dejected. 
Towards the next morning-"we.arrived -at. a small 
wooded island. Surely it would be no loss of time to 
land and dry ourselves and. eat: our added strength 
would easily make up for the delay/ 1 . .. 

"We succeeded after a deal of trouble "and; with 
much smoke in making a fire, and at ; dawn were 
comfortable and preparing to leave, when in the 
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distance we saw boats approaching..- It was our 
enemies^ the evil ones! They had seen the smoke! 
Oh, how we raced arid strained! But they were many 
and powerful, and soon; - our plight was .hopeless; 
With a bursting heart I cried out: 'Oh, my father; 
if I had only obeyed you!' 

"Someone was shaking my arm. 'What is it, boy? 
Why are you calling out?' 

"After all, it was only a dream that I was on the 
island. . Here 1 was on the ship, the island was slipping 
astern, and the captain was smiling down on nie with 
amusement. I told him what I had dreamt; and as 
he listened, his face grew thoughtful and serious. He. 
made no comment, but' a few days afterwards called 
me to him and spoke again of my dream. . 

"He asked me what I thought I would do if I had 
another' .such chance to look after my mother and 
sister. Now that very thing liad been troubling me 
greatly. I could not .get rid of the awful feeling of 
having .sacrificed my mother and sister, although I 
knew it was only a dream; and I had been wishing 
with all my heart that I could dream it again, but 
dream it so that I had obeyed my father and saved 
my mother and aster. 

'"This T told the captain, and he was very pleased, 
and said: 'If you wish you shall have another similar 
chance. Listen; you know that I and my family 
have been exiled for political reasons, and I dare not 
land in this our colony that we are approaching. But 
my wife and daughter are hidden in the mountains, 
under the care of a friendly Indian. Would you care 
to carry a message to them, and with my Indian friend 
conduct them to the coast? There is not one on -board 
whom I could trust to return.with the ship if I should 
myself secretly land. If you fail 1 shall not held you 
to blame; if you succeed I shall cherish you here-
after as my son.' " 

"I was most eager to undertake the journey, and 
the next few days were well occupied by the captain 
explaining to me the country I would pass through 
and the people I would be likely to meet. When at 
length I was landed and started on my journey, I had 
no difficulty in carrying out instructions, except from 
the over-friendliness of those whom I met. It was the 
rainy season, and they could not understand why a 
boy should refuse shelter and travel on in spite of 
the weather. 

"And. indeed my plight was- becoming desperate : 
after a week had passed. "I had sacrificed everything 
1 could to speed, perhaps unnecessarily; but the 
memory of my dream goaded me on, and I was de-
termined not to fail in this trust. 

"It was on the chilly mountain-heights and in the 
teeming rain'that I .came to the shelter of the Indian 
of whom Lwas in search; and when I had satisfied 
him of. my identity by certain methods intrusted me 
by the captain, I insisted on being at once conducted 

to the captain's wife and daughter, thinking that we 
would surely need to travel further into the mountains. 

"The Indian replied that we would go at once, but 
that it would first be necessary to step into a cave 
near by. I followed him, wondering if by chance 
we were to travel under ground, thinking that would 
be a relief, as I was very wet and bitterly cold. But 
there was no exit to the cave, except by the way we 
entered, and in it no one but a stolid-looking woman 
and girl, to all appearance the Indian's wife and 
daughter. 

"But at a few words from the Indian their gravity 
vanished. They sprang to their feet with every sign 
of excitement, their disguise at once apparent; and 
the woman came forward and embraced me, addressing 
me in my own tongue: 

' "My poor boy, my brave boy, you bring me news 
of my husband? He is well! He is free! Heaven be 
praised! But not another word now; you shall rest 
and be comforted. Daughter, tend those tired feet!' 
And she pressed me gently to be seated, kissing me 
tenderly on the forehead the while. 

"The sudden end to my journey, and the reaction 
after days of strain were too much for my weakened 
body: f sank back on the couch in a faint. 

"What was the matter? What had happened? 
Why was my mother bathing my forehead with a 
handkerchief as moist as her eyes, and my sister 
drying my feet? Oh, had I tipped the bowl over, and 
had the water run from the table on to my feet as I 
lay in a faint? Yes, certainly I would lie back and 
rest. I wasn't at all sure who I was or where I would 
wake up and find myself next, and it was not until 
next day that I told of my dreams within a dream, and 
we-all enjoyed a good laugh over them." 

— And that was the end of the stranger's* story. 
I remember my boyish disappointment and my ques-
tions as to the captain's wife and daughter. 'What 
happened: to them? Did they get safely on to the 
ship?' 

.The stranger replied: "Ah, boy; that was my 
feeling about it at the time. But in later years I 
came to bless the memory of it for its lesson of 'another 
chance' — another chance to repair injuries to others 
that seemed to be beyond repair, to make good, to 
try again. But you don't have to trouble your little 
head about that now. Suppose I make up an end 
to the story." 

And he did so, to my great delight, filling it with 
breathless adventures, and finishing up by marrying 
himself to the captain's daughter. But of course 
it would serve no purpose to tell that part of the 
story; anyone can make up an end to suit himself. 
And also, now that I myself am older I see so much 
to ponder over in the stranger's story that the mere 
adventure of it seems unimportant. —E. D. 
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A New Use for Old Duties 

t WAS trying to write. In another room someone 
was playing something on the piano; in another 

a baby was crying. And as I- tried to write I was 
conscious of hearing sometimes the music and not the 
baby, and then again the baby and not the music. 
Then I would 'come to/ forget them both,: and follow 
the train of ideas I was trying to write down. 

I thought: there's that girl at the piano, obviously 
entirely lost in her playing, doing, her best work arid 
building herself into a .fine pianist; And the nurse: 
trying to comfort the crying baby, she probably 
hardly notices the piano, and is thinking only of her 
duty to the little one she has in charge. 

And here are you, I said to myself, pretending to 
write. Why don't you close your mind to everything 
else and think. That's your present business. Time 
enough to listen to the piano when you come to play 
it yourself; time enough to 'mind the baby' when 
you've got to take care of it. 

Efficiency — that's a great word today. We be-
come more efficient in everything by becoming more 
efficient in anything. And efficiency comes from con-
centration. Ergo, why shouldn't we learn to practise 
full concentration on everything we have to do from 
hour to hour, making everything yield us something? 
That's what the days are for; that's what duties 
are for; that's what life is for — to yield us some-
thing we can use in character-building., Same old 
duties day after day? The point is, that one need not 
do them in the same old way! Put the mind on them 
and try to do them better day after day. At once, 
we feel something inside us that is approving and co-
operating and helping concentration. . If we aim for 
that sense of inner approval and co-operation all day, 
in all we do (including relaxation), we have the path 
to self-knowledge, to knowledge of that part of us that 
does not change (except to get more and more light) 
or die. 

You feel different from day to day, even in different 
parts of the same day. This inner self is unchanged 
all along. It is you. That which changes is only the 
feeling and color and quality of thoughts, all conditioned 
by the body and by outer events. Get behind them 
to find yourself! The string on which beads are strung 
does not change just because it passes through black 
beads and white beads and beads of every other color. 
It might, think it did and feel depressed when it was 
among the grays and blacks, feeling itself to have 
become gray or black. 

Let us refuse to let life tyrannize over us, doing our 
duty better and better by all that it contains of duties,! 
getting more and more brotherhood of feeling towards 
companions and associates — fellow-threads passing 
through their 'beads' from day to day. And so, 
through duties better and better done;, through cheer-

fulness -and hope maintained- alwaysj and through 
kindly thought- and deed, we shall in no long, time 
reach our- true selves, recognise- ourselves as souls 
everlasting, gods, if you will, and so enter consciously 
upon real life, no longer the victims of the 'beads.' 

- A-'THREAD' 

: Romulus' Hint (for daily use) • 

M:T> OMULUS, what do you suppose is the matter 
- XV with me, that I can't get these roses to grow? 

Here I've been studying up on roses for these two years 
past, and reading everything I could lay my hands on. 
I've gone into the subject in the. most scientific way 
and given these bushes the best of treatment. Yet I 
can't make the consarned things grow right! . . . 
Why, any ignorant old washerwoman will take a rose-
cutting, stick it in the ground of her back yard, throw 
her dish-water over it once in a while maybe, and 
pretty soon she has a fine young bush. She will 
proceed to hack its branches off, by and by, without 
any notion of scientific priming; she seldom or never 
digs around it nor give it any fertilizer; yet that rose-
bush will give her loads of blooms, year after'year, 
and will last half a lifetime. 

"Now, just look.at mine here! I declare it fairly 
makes me sick! What do you reckon is wrong, with 
me, anyway? " 

"Ah duraio, Mars Lewis,.unless it's becaze dc ol' 
wimmen dey jes' natchelly tubs dey posies an', you 
only wants somethin' to be proud ob, maybe. .. 

"Dar's Mis' Charlotte now, down.-by de-crick; 
why, she doan know nuthin' 'bout real gyardenin' 
nohow, lak-me an' yo* does, but she sho' dojraise 
some moughty scrumptuous roses: de fines', in-dese 
yerc pahts, sho' nuff. Mis' Charlotte, housomevah, 
jes' dotes on dem posies ob hern lak dey was livin' 
things. - Why, I's seed her git up in" de -middle.ob de 
night, ter kiwer up sumpin' she done forgot,-fo' feah 
de fros' 'ud kill it. Dey's jes' lak little-chilluns to 
Mis' Charlotte, dey is.. , -

"Den dey's ma wife Daisy. Dey - ain't nothin" 
signatific 'bout her, no sah — 'ceptin' believin' in 
signs an' omens, and chalms and sich, she not needin' 
no book-larnin* for which.-" Yo ain't nevah seed ma 
Daisy's flowah-gyarden, is yo', Mars Lewis? Dis 
yere neighborhood -ain't got none lak it, sah: sich 
giraniums an' hollyhockses an' 'stiirtiums! An' as 
fer roses an' jessamines an'- oleandahs. . . . '(Course 
I does de heavy wuk; but Daisy she's de boss ob her 
gyarden, same as she ib ob de house.) I suspec's de 
flowahs feels sumpin' ev'y time Daisy go by an' dey 
jes' wants ter grow an' grow. It 'mos' 'pears lak dey 
bow dey haids an' try ter kiss her on de cheek as she. 
come erlong de path. An' when she's at de wash-
tub or doin' de dishes, she ain't fergittin' de gyardin 
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rrnther,- tho' she sure do'make dem dishes shine lak 
she lubbed -'em. • •, 

"It's jes lak raisin' chilluns, Mars Lewis. Ef yo' 
lubs 'em, yo' natcheUy does yo' bes' -ter tek kyare.ob . 
'em, 'cordin! to de sense de Lawd done gib yo'. But ef 
you-: sets up ter raise yo' chill uns outen a book, lak 
Mars Sam an' Mis' Do'thy done, dey's sho' troubles 
awaitin'fer to Sing yo* flat. Yassah!':' 

"I reckon it's not altogether the fault of the books, 
Rom. The trouble,begins when we let our heads get 
the best of our hearts. Come to think of it, I never 
have had the feeling for these rose-bushes that I have, 
say, for my auto or my turning-lathe ̂ - although I 
was interested and wanted to have fine flowers." 

" Dere yo* is, Mars Lewis: yo' wants de fine flowahs 
but yo' fergits wha de flowahs is got to come from." 

"I see the point, Romulus; thank you." The reason 
men fail, then, must often be that they don't put 
LIFE into what they are trying to do. 

"Have you ever heard the famous story of the 
sculptor who, while carving the statue of a beautiful 
woman, put .so much of his life into his work that 
when it was finished, lo and behold! the cold marble 
had changed to flesh and blood, and the statue 
stepped down; off its .pedestal a living, breathing, 
human creature? Maybe there is more in it than a 
mere pretty story. 'Whatsoever thy hand findeth to 
do, do ft with thy — whole self' aye? As if jon loved 
it, even if you don't and can't. . 

"Anyway, you just watch these roses of mine, in 
about six months!" ' A GARDENER 

jt 

Radio . 

By Archibald Rutledge, ill Scriiner's Magazine 

/^ iH NOT "a word and.not a thought 
. ^ In the wide world shall come to naught; 

•' No'little love with -sails of white 
Shall vanish homeless ih the night. 

This wind that moves with fluting song :••:• 
••'•. My plumed and purple pines among, , 

Shall wave dim palms in tropicnights, : 
Shall storm the white Himalayas' heights. 

And every, dream I mourn as dead 
Or lost, is lyrically fled 

. Out of my heart into another's,— 
. While I have taken home my brother's. 

At length shall break on Hatteras 
The' wave that Breton sailors pass 
Blue-rolling westward, or shall, run 
To thunder on the dreadful Hom. 

The tingling air is thrilled with spirit; 
The universe I can inherit; 
Mysteriously great and near. 
Creation's throbbing heart I hear. 

Of those elusions, farewells, flights. 
That dim my days and haunt my nights,— 

- In all the lonely strength of wings, 
Some heart shall make rccovermgs. 

Jf 
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The New Way- Quotebook 

" D U T Y is that which is-rfae to Humanity, to our 
fellow-men, neighbors, family,. and especially, that 
which we owe to all those who are poorer and more 
helpless than we are ourselves.'' And; a man's duty 
to himself is, "To control -and conquer,- though the 
Higher, the lower self; to purify himself inwardly and 
morally ; to fear no one, and nought, save the tribunal 
of his own conscience."—H. P. Blavalsky 

: "IT will all depend upon self-mastery. The self 
below will continually drag down the man who is not 
self-conquered. This is because that lower one is so 
near the thick darkness that hangs about the lower 
rungs of evolution's ladder that it is partly devil. 
Like a heavy weight, it will drag into the depths the 
one who does not try to conquer himself. But on 
its other side the self is near to Divinity; and when 
conquered it becomes the friend and helper of the 
conqueror.* — W. Q. Judge 

"ONE should let every dawn be the beginning of 
a new life, and every sunset the close, and live these 
lives in terms of kindness and concern for the welfare 
of his feilow-men."—Katherine Tingley . 

"THERE is in every intelligent human being a 
Capability which is equal to every contingency, .event 
and exigency;- andrwill prove itself- so if-trusted-in 
exercise. It is the divine Soul."— F. P. 

"SEEK for truth: it is discoverable,, because it is 
within you; .it is withinyoiv because the deepest, the 
universal-'part of you, is divine,, a ray of -that light 
which is God, the Universal Spirit, 'that lighteth 
every man that cometh into the world.' " 

— Kenneth - Morris 

"IF, in grief and pain, we cannot find the.support, 
of the soul, it is because, in times of good fortune and 
pleasure, we let ourselves be absorbed and forgot that 
we need the soul in the one as much as in the other 
condition." 

"MY mind is rambling along, innocently enough 
from thought to thought; why should I trouble to 
control it or interfere with it at all? Because it may 
at any moment strike a trail that will lead you straight 
upon a hornets' nest!" 

" THE steps of the ladder to the Light are steps of 
increasing friendliness and compassion for all men. 
Why not mount them? Why step of this ladder 
by moments of harsh and unfriendly and critical 
thought of others?" 

"GIVE the best of mind and thought, and God 
unexpressed will dawn upon thee." 

. " STEADY yottr:.thoughts, which haV£ beeni running 
hither arid thither, playing hide-andrgo^seek ,=with 
your best" possibilities;r sit in silence^and:-Snd^that 

.' unexpressedwhich words can never -bring -1 forth. 
Truth will; dawn upon you- ..and you shall".unburden 
ydursdvesand throw- aside all nusgivings^aE: doubts, 
all hesitancy,--and never again- shall you falter in "the 
pursuit of truth.. -You will seek it because it' is your 
heritage;! because it is your life, it :is the panacea of 
all your woes; you will seek it because! youvcah 
wait no longer."— Katherine Tingley 

"IF a man.could — and he can if he "will.-Vfind 
that .center of life, iii" his heart which is the real, source 
of his life on all its planes, he.would find also the 
center of fellow-feeling with, all his. fellow-beings. 
That fellow-feeling, therefore, "well cultivated,-is the 
way to the understanding of and joy "in real life and 
to conscious immortality." * 

"OUR little lives are kept in. equipoise --"--
. By opposite attractions and.-desires;!" " / 
-The struggle of the instinct that enjoys; 
With the-more noble instinctlhat aspires '̂ " 

" THERE'S a part o* "God's creation very handy t'yer 
view, . 

JUI the.,truth.,A', .life" is in it,, an!jrenjembet,,.Bill,.jjt's 
you.- . . . . . ' 

An' after all yer science ye must" look "up in yer-mind 
An'learn its own astronomy, the star o' .peace t^find. " 

. — JED "FEARY, in Eben Holden 

"WE habitually underestimate this importance of 
self-discipline in small- things. But it is; only ; the 
strength gathered in these small .efforts that can 
insure our victory over the great and sudden temp-
tations.'.': - - • r ... . 

"THE physical.glow that follows vigorous-exercise 
of the body can be duplirated:ih any one of the other 
parts of our make-up. We can, have the glow of 
spiritual fire, the glow of .-mental' .activity;" the life-
giving glow- of brotherly feeling in. the. heart, simply 
by exercising with a will ; the corresponding part of 
our being. We need not live in one roomronly of our 

. many-chambered house." - - .. 

"A high ideal: consistently and faithfully pursued 
may be like .the carrot tied in front of thehqrse's nose: 
it may never be quite got to, but it does,bring about 
constant progress." 

- - "WE" fail! 
'But screw your courage to thesticking-place, 
. And we'll not faill" . 
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' - ' THE DAMASCUS 

. Just outside this gate is the skull-shaped rock believed 

The.Solution of the Vital Problems of Today 
From an address by Katherine Tingley in 1919 

TN looking-at the problems confronting human life 
^ today can we hot. sec tl&t the great need is what 
1 wdtild call spiritual courage, a quality which marks 

GATE, JERUSALEM 
to be Calvary or Golgotha, 'place of the skull,' literally. 

one who has realized that he is essentially divine, 
which endows him with a measure of knowledge that 
can come to him only through his inner nature, which 
at that moment-makes him conscious that he is some-
thing more than he seems, part of the universal scheme 
of life, and in harmony with the wonderful forces 
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of nature? In spite of his having made mistakes, in we should be nearer to a state, of true Brotherhood, 
spite of having faltered, of having done injustice to instead of being,, as we are, near to insanity in the 
others — once he realizes that he and every man present condition of the world's affairs. For,: as I have 
inherits the power to he his own savior and can often said, unbrotherliness is the insanity of the age; 
make his life an expression of divine law, that very we have but to look about us to see that this is so. 
fact will bring to him this superb courage. If all Brotherhood is a Fact in Nature — we cannot get 
those who are looked to as leaders in the various away from it. It is only in our outer lives, due to the 
nations possessed this pulsating and inspiring quality, systems of education which have been followed so 
a way would open by which the present threatening long, teaching self-serving, and self-aggrandisement — 
problems in Europe and in the whole world might be which are the aims of so many — that it seems not 
solved. There would come into the minds of those to be so, that Brotherhood appears not to exist as 
who are seeking the solution an inner light, an inner a fact. True, there arc many splendid souls in the. 
knowledge, and an inner and a higher understanding world, but how many really have the courage of their 
of Brotherhood. The force would be so great that it convictions? They work out their best endeavors 
would not only touch the hearts and minds of those from the brain-mind only; they have not the'splendid 
who are participating and helping in this great effort, impersonal courage and spiritual virility that are 
but it would go out through the world, wherever needed. They try, and hope, and have a certain 
there is unrest, suffering, discouragement and despair; quality of faith; they pray; but they are hemmed in, 
it would touch the most indifferent, those who are imprisoned as it were, by the limitations of their 
but half living because of the seeds they have sown mental and spiritual life; they do not realize that the 
in the past; it would reach to all nations and bring kingdom of heaven is within and must be found 
a breath of new life and hope and inspiration, not here on earth. 
only to them but. to those who shall follow after. , These thoughts are simply and crudely expressed, 

We need the courage of our convictions, but how but my endeavor is simply to start new currents of 
can we have this in the highest sense unless our thought and to awaken you to. the realization that 
convictions are founded on the. granite rock of know- there is a. wonderful latent power in every man, 
ledge — self-knowledge — unless we know ourselves? imperfect as- he is, and discouraged and possibly 
The ancient injunction, "Man Know Thyself," has hopeless as some are. There is in every human being 
a greater urgency today than it had yesterday, be- a great surging power of the Divine:' It is the urge of 
cause there is a greater demand upon each: of us and the soul that gives courage to speak out to the world 
upon the whole human race. in all simple acts of self-forgetfulness. But there are 

The darkness and ignorance in regard to spiritual so few who recognise it; we have so little real com-
things have been largely the result of following the. panionship with the soul in. life because of the ig-
letter of the law rather than the spirit; due also largely norance of the age respecting the realities of existence 
to the fact that the early Fathers had not reached a — the result of the imperfect preparation of .those who 
point of inner knowledge, had not sufficiently advanced ' professed to be working for.the benefit of human kind, 
spiritually to have the inner, higher Light of the And because of the obscurations of the deeper truths 
Soul, and to know that there were two. sides to the which have grown out of the mistakes of the early 
teachings which they were passing on to future genera- Fathers when the Christian Church was being es-
tions; that the teaching which was given by the Naza- : tablished, humanity has lost its way and instead of 
rene to the multitudes was different, and was intended turning. to the Light within, it is all' the time seeking 
to be different, from that which he gave to those who, for some revelation from without. ' This Divine Inner 
in seeking to follow the Path, had reached a point of Self of every man has no form, but is, as it were, an 
spiritual discernment. All this was shown clearly Illumination to the oiie whoseeks it; it is the',Helper, 
by St.. Paul, truly one of the most advanced exponents the Warrior-Companion who neva: deserts one; never 
of the teachings, and I am very sure that I have the alone can one possibly be.when' working in consonance 
majority of thinkers with me on this point. In his with the Higher Law, and when the time, comes that 
letter to the Corinthians he wrote that he could not the Light illumines the soul —Oh, the Victory! The 
approach them as he wished, for they were not in a triumph of one soul finding the Light, following the 
state of spiritual discernment, he had to meet them as Way, taking an optimistic view of life; understanding 
living yet in a carnal condition, saying, "I have fed that all life is under the governance of Immutable 
you with milk, and not with meat: for hitherto ye Justice, that the harvest will surely follow the seed 
were not able to bear it, neither yet now are ye able., that is sown in trust; and that "as ye sow, so shall 
For ye are yet carnal- . . ."• ye also reap." 

If humanity had today the quality of courage of Accepting these few ideas—fugitive ideas, one 
which I spoke, if the human mind would but claim might alsmost call them,— one no longer walks with 
its birthright of spiritual knowledge, we should have crutches, hesitatingly and falteringly, no longer tem-
a different system of education, a different race; porizes with the higher and lower natures, no longer 

0-WM 
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plays the part of the saint, one day and crucifies the 
inner Christos on another day; hut one follows the 
straight-path, with a courage bom of conviction, 
based''on the knowledge of these superb truths which 
are within the reach of everyone. 

Not until he seeks "the Light within and finds the 
Higher Self, the Divinity within, and learns to love 
life because it is so sacred and because it possesses 
sacred moments " and grand opportunities all .along 
the way, can man conic into his own. Realizing that 
there is no .Chance in life,, but that it is. governed by 
Immutable Law, that if he is to work on the lines of 
least resistance he must find himself a part of the 
great Universal Life, that he must accentuate the 
spirit of Brotherhood in every act of his life — not 
in the large things alone, but in the smallest duties — 
thenceforth shall he carry with him a realization of the 
dear companionship that such knowledge brings.. 

The companionship of the Higher Self is no vision-
ary idea, it is vitally real- Once you find it, as I have 
often said, never again can you lose it. It fills one's 
whole being; it changes - the very atoms of one's 
physical body; and if you have as much faith in these 
things as I have, you will find yourself a new being, 
with new life, new hopes, and a new optimism. Re-
member that as you go on, every time you think high 
thoughts and every time you accentuate them in 
noble deeds, greater things , are happening to you. 
And you will not seek these things in the spirit of 
self-serving; or for power, or t'o;'build .up'yourself in 
the minds of men; but you will come, all of you, like 
little children to the feet of the Master—the Divine 
Truth, the. Central Light — sitting at the feet of the 
Truth in order that you may know the Self and find 
the Child-Life, the Christos Spirit. 

jt 

' Tuning In 

HE didn't warm up to the subject of the radio in 
the way one might have expected; certainly 

not in the way some of us did. Still, on the other 
hand, he was far from being indifferent. He said it 
would be great to 'listen in' to grand, and even light 
operas, and to concerts, first class orchestras, individual 
artists and pipe-organ recitals, in particular, but that 
the kind of stuff most fellows would 'listen in' to-was 
no good to anybody. Consequently he didn 't agree 
with Sidewinder Bill, who said that every fellow 
ought to be provided with a little receiving set of 
his own. Sidewinder retorted that this 'first class' 
stuff of Bunkie's was highbrow, while Bunkie assured 
him he'd soon modify his opinion if he had the chance 
to try it out alongside of a steady spell of jazz and 
that kind of stuff. 

Now Bunkie was a fellow who, quite unconsciously 
to himself, was in possession of what one might call 

a fund of natural wisdom. He was a fellow who 
seemed forever striving to adjust himself to fit in 
with what he himself, within, felt to be true. Un-
lettered, yet in a way educated, he was a bit out of 
the ordinary. He was more like the Spanish peasant, 
a type little known outside of his own native land. 
I don't know where else one would go in order to find 
many more like him. 

But it was in connexion with the radio, and his 
reflections upon this that I wished to say a few words. 
I tried to get out of this task by persuading him to 
write himself, but it was no go. It was about that 
vital process of tuning in that his remarks seemed 
worth recording. Tuning in, he said, with the mind, 
was the most important thing for good or ill that we 
did. He said that, taken as a whole, a man was both 
a receiving and a broadcasting station — "if he only 
knew it!" He frequently used to get this in. He said 
a man did his tuning in for the day when he first opened 
his eyes of a morning — that his very first thoughts 
did this, more than at any other time. It was like 
striking the key-note for the day. 

Getting up in the morning was something of a 
ritual with Bunkie. He was cheerful enough; but 
while everyone else seemed to have something to say, 
he was like one deaf and dumb; you couldn't get a 
word out of him. I never suspected what might have 
been going on in that head of his until after the affair 
of the radio and this matter of tuning in came up. 
His theory was, that there were diiferent layers of 
thought and feeling — different planes or states of 
consciousness - • that a fellow might tap, as it were, 
or be in tune with, according to what mood he was in. 
These fields of thought and feeling he likened to 
immense reservoirs, with which a man might connect 
up at will. He explained that everyone had, within 
himself, all the connexions to these, and that he 
tuned in to one or another of them, according to his 
mood. He said the trick was to control the moods; 
to do this deliberately, positively, by kicking out of 
his mind the thoughts he didn't want; or, what was 
easier, to call up a thought of another and opposite 
character to put in its place, whenever necessary. 
He said there were thoughts that hindered, as well as 
thoughts that helped, and that it was entirely a matter 
of rejecting the one and inviting the other, a sort of 
mental discipline, yet awfully simple. : 

Among a host of reasons he had as to why a fellow 
should more deliberately rule his moods was the idea 
that a man owed a duty to the better, as well as to 
the worser part of himself; that in most cases it was 
only through carelessness or indifference that a fellow 
failed to give his Real Self anything like the chance 
it was entitled to. 

He said he had thought a lot about the radio, and 
that the more he thought about it the more he was 
convinced that every man was a walking and breathing 
broadcasting-and-rcceiving station complete in him-
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self. After having once realized this, the next thing what you eat; nor altogether upon what you see or 
to do was to learn to make some use of his outfit; what you hear. But it does depend upon what you 
his receiving set in particular. He had a notion that think and how you feel. It depends upon raising 
a man's brain was a far more complicated and sensi- one's self in thought, by tuning in to whefe the 
tive instrument than any receiving set yet invented, things that contribute to happiness are. It can 
The broadcasting part of it he explained as being be done. . . . .. . . . REPORTER 
more or less automatic, and to be going on all the . . . *: . - • '."•.•• 
time, as long as a man was awake, but that the tuning ' " . • • • ' • ' • • • .•• 
in process had to be learned, that it was one requiring • 
careful, conscious adjustment and regulation, and The Great Search, and How 
that that was where the necessity for some sort of .• . v.... • 
mental discipline came in. " O E E K ye first the Kingdom, of Heaven and, all 

He illustrated the main difficulty in this way: : O these things diall be added unto you." ; 
We'll say that station ABC makes a specialty of : "Greater things than these shall ye dp." 
vaudeville and jazz, while* station DEF is devoted to I've al ways wished that I could hear some.illuminat-
the news of the day - - murders, hangings, suicides, : ing preachment about these two texts. I used to 
fires, wrecks, and politics; and that GHI station is think them over when I was a boy and wondered how 
given to broadcasting talks on art, literature, and you were going to work to "seek the Kingdom of 
philosophy; that JKL is more concerned with new Heaven." From what, we used to hear on Sundays it 
discoveries in medicine, inventions, polar explorations; seemed1 that seeking the kingdom of Heaven was 
what they are finding among the ruins in Egypt and done by trying to be a good boy. But though I did 
in the Gobi Desert and that sort of thing; while try—lay spells — I never could notice that anything 
another, say MNO, is set apart for broadcasting pipe- striking was 'added' to me. And being a good boy 
organ and other music, including grand opera, and and doing good-boy things somehow never seemed like 
what Sidewinder calls 'highbrow.' Now, it's taken any kind of seefo'wg. How, then, was the.seeking 
for granted that you can't be in touch with all these be set about?;' . .. . V '. 
stations at one and the same time. If vaudeville and Wdl, at other times the main idea impressed iiipon 
jazz is what you want,: you time in to ABC; if mur- us was that we were to fry all we could to improve 
ders, suicides, wrecks, and politics is what you're our xninds,:study weD, and reaid the necessary books, 
interested in,' you mustlook to DEP: - But •supposing" •'FratfldWt f̂arfIl0itt îa-to• Of tlfittgS'trtit 
you have decided that the programs from ABC and I could not see that this either was exactly "seeking 
DEF are no good to you, that you are fed up on that the Kingdom of. Heaven:" And another difficulty 
and will have no more, you will tune in for the pro- was that Heaven was spoken of as a place you got to 
grams that you find are helpful. 'after you were dead, so how could you find it while • 

But now suppose that there was something the you were alive? .:-* •• 
matter with the tuning coil of your receiving set, so I did not get any light on my difficulties and finally 
that it wouldn't stay where you wanted it, but that dropped them, just continued to try — by spells - -
it kept putting you in touch with first one and then to be a good boy, and 'improved my mind' as far as 
the other of these stations every half minute of the was necessary to keep out of trouble with the head-
time, with a tendency to slip back to-jazz all the time, master. •'• "• •"" •'-.•' 
You can easily imagine the result. You would have Later on, after leaving school, i :got to feading 
a snatch of vaudeville mixed with. a. detail of some science, forgot all about the: Kingdom of Heaven, 
murder, or something of the kind, just as you were and learned that man was only an animal of a higher 
getting interested in some wonderfuL new discovery, sort, more mind, but nothing that the animals didn't 
or while you were listening to some beautiful music, have in lesser degree. In other words I. went through 
You would not hesitate to call this unsatisfactory, to the phase usually called materialism, 
say the least. Yet that is just what happens right But it wasn't materialism, either. I never thought 
along with a man's mind. It wanders about, like your that mind was matter. Whatever matter was, mind 
defective receiving set, and you think nothing of it: was conscious; it was consciousness rr~ at work in the 
you are perfectly used to it, so you let it go on year in way called thinking. It couldn't, be matter, arid it 
and year out. And when you come, to die. you see spent part of its time in thinking oi what matter is. 
that you might almost as well never have lived, for I could see, of course, that, the animals had mind — 
all the real progress you made. that is, working consciousness; though their conscious-

The pursuit of happiness has been held up as an ness could not do as good work of this sort as man's, 
inalienable right, and so it is; yet few know how to Even the insects and worms had mind, only still less, 
go about finding it. Money doesn't accomplish it. and also the little creatures in the dirty water of the 
Criticizing everybody and excusing one's self doesn't. puddles that I watched through, my microscope. I 
do it. Nor does it depend: upon what you wear or could not see why the little specks, of earth and stone 
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should not .have their little speck of consciousness too, 
though it would hardly work as mind —in fact every-
thing conscious in degree. It was all one scale: of evolv-
ing consciousness, from the earth-speck up to man. -. 

i*4 * 

, * - •> 

• • Lomalmtd Photo i£ Bnlratine Dtpt. 

STREET: CORNER IN JERUSALEM NEAR THE DAMASCUS GATE • 
Showing: how the houses are connected by overhead arches. No wheeled traffic is 
allowed within the city, but the foot-passenger must pick his way amongst camels 

and donkeys, whose loads not infrequently jam the street from wall to wall. 

Was there really no radical difference, I thought, 
between man and animal; nothing in man that, animals 
had none oi—at any rate none in an active state? 

I came down to breakfast one day feeling (as I said 
to myself), as surly as a dog, wanted to kick everybody 
and everything. "As surly as a dog": — well, I 
looked out of the, window and there was my dog 
rolling delightedly in the damp grass and giving a 
bark now and then just for the joy of it, and then 

getting up and hilariously chasing a bee that he never 
caught. " I wish I could feel like he does," I said to 
myself. And then my old mother came down, as 
serene and sweet as ever, with her white cap and 

, __ rippled hair. But there was 
my "Surly mood and my ugly 
thoughts to correspond with it. 

Suddenly I thought, "Why,' 
you fool, you can see your own. 
mood and your own thoughts, 
and you can see the mood 
you'd like to have instead — 
yes, and have it too, if you'd 
put your will on to the job. 
Can an animal do that, see and 
appreciate and criticize his 
own mood and think of some 
other mood he'd rather have 
and the x go to work with his 
will and have it? Imagine 
what isn't there in him and 
then create it? Can he stand 
back and look at his thoughts 
and alter them to suit himself, 
and think of what he chooses 
to select to think about, and 
have his thoughts any which 
way he wants? Can he specu-
late about what he himself is? 
Why, that's a set of powers 
that a dog hasn't any begin-
ning of, even. Man's all that 
an animal is plus a something 
that can see and appreciate 
what he is and boss it and run 
it to suit himself to corres-
pond with his imagining of 
what he would like to be. My 
mind, my feelings: well, what 
am I that has them? They 
may run me most of the time 

-- but. I don't have to let them. • 
After that, somehow, "seek-

ing the Kingdom of Heaven" 
seemed to have some meaning. 
Anyway it was clear that to 
seek yourself, or find yourself 
as you are behind the moods 
and thoughts was the first 

step. To keep feeling yourself as two — namely the 
mind and moods and personality in general, mostly 
a thing of tendencies and impulses that one isn't 
always entitled to be proud of! And the real man 
behind, with ideals of what he ought, to be, and mostly 
unused powers of controlling and altering in every 
fiber that personal make-up that he has hitherto 
regarded as himself. There's the two: soul and mind, 
god (if he chooses to assert himself) and demon (if he 
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lets the other wholly run him its own way); heaven to what they want to do; but that dreadful- door 
(if he will) and hell (if he lets himself be run down always puts me in mind of a lunatic at play because 
into the depths). there is no intelligence to guide it, and sooner or later 

Well, that, 1 guessed was the way to live — by will it bangs itself all to pieces. In the same way I believe 
and self-choice; arid whatever was,* added ' to. me would that if people let their minds wag..their tongues with-
come along in its. own time along with the.'greater, out.holding the reins,-?the'mind, lunguidedhy reason, 
things' — whatever they might be. bangs itself.all to pieces,.to say nothing-of thfrharm 

And then I heard my old mother say' in her old that loose, unconsidered -jabber does to the neighbors. 
. sweet voice, -Good morning, Tom, boy.'' - " Miiid you, I'm a great believer in real, good -don-

By the living Jingo! I had thought all those things versation, and" when a man has somethinĝ  wdcth say-
between her. opening the breakfast-room door and ing, why let-him turn it loose on the pubUc;-butit's 
coming forward to the table! The surly demon was- the- wagging tongue that -goes flrp-flap all thejime 
all gone, tail and hoofs and wings, and I felt as if I • -forno ..good reason at .all "that gets- on -my nerves, 
had had the biggest moment of my lifeand the biggest" And then what it .says about the souL getting silenced 
time. For, mind you, there was a sort of light sudden- ^while the tongue's a-wagging. .That?s somethmgiiat 
ly come all over me and into me and through me that would almost spoil a fellow's sleep if-he;thought,about 
I can't describe and isn't in what I've written nor it too much I reckon. .There's something deep down 
could be. And yet for that moment it was as if-I'd in every man's heart that wants to guidehis life - for 
heard a great secret beyond any wording. good and yet is held back from helping Mm simply 

COSPESSIO MEDICI because that idiotic brain is spilling over with the 
poorest kind of tittle-tattle for the wagging tongue 
to scatter all over the country.. - _ : • 

"The sbut in amah,"as I t^eit,"i&;t&atdeepervpari 
Mind the Feathers! of him that is there all the tune; but whi<&~betpays 

very Httle attention to*"-

PETE, who usually delivers the bread, invariably & god lying hidden in" a-hollow tree; and-it's-more 
delivers a 'good deal of conversation at the same than Hidden in' the most:of, us, it seems to The;- it's 

time; but today he handed in the .loaf with little bound hand and fool and can'thelp usunless w^give it 
more than a polite " good morning." I called at the a chance -by putting a padlock" on that -wagging tongue 
bakery on my way home from the office to settle our and paying- some 'attention to an inside presence that 
monthly account, for I hate to keep a man waiting - can't make itself known .to-us "except in the silence, 
for his money when I have it by me.- Pete was on' What a strange idea it is that the soul, so "wise and 
duty and having receipted the document in due form, strong, is in prison and quite helpless to do-anything 
he broke out somewhat as follows: for us unless we.give it leave! -

"I saw a queer motto in Ned Hardwick's place - " I remember that my old mother used to" say: think 
yesterday: 'The soul is silenced while the tongue three times before you speak once, arid. I reckon .it's 
wags.' How's that for a motto? I know it set me a pretty good rul§ too. She sent me off in.a4iurry to 
thinking pretty hard. It seems that there's soxne- buy achicken one. day when Uncle-J^ettnued up 
thing inside of us that gets paralyzed when another unexpectedly, and I, startM-to pluck-it;-as -Twent 
something inside is pouring out a running stream of along home. 'Now Aleck', says mother--when she 
random, careless talk. It almost looks as though the -saw me, 'suppose' youjgq -back and pick up all those 
brain and the tongue worked away all-on-their-own feathers youdropped.pn-the-way.'*. I;was-scared pretty 
sometimes with nothing to start 'em or stop 'em, well stiff I can tell you, aind I said: 'why mother, 
something like a faucet that's out of repair that sizzles they 're flying all over the States by this time,' ' Ah,' 
and gurgles the round of the clock. And I reckon says she, looking wise, 'that's like the spoken word; 
that whenever a fellow buzzes without using his so long as it's in your mind, it's under your control; 
judgment, some of it is dead sure to hit somebody on but once it's uttered, there's no knowing where it 
a sore spot and get them all riled up, and then mis- may light, or what harm it may do.' 
understandings are liable to crop up and everything " Well, I guess you'll think my tongue's a-wagging 
goes criss-cross and all because of a wagging tongue, all right; but I tell you that the motto gave me a 

"Now here's something I've noticed: I don't mind body blow that: sobered me up quite a bit.- And 
the noise of carpenters at work, or the rumble of a I'll have to let up on this everlasting gabble, from 
cart, or the grinding of a mill, because 1 know that this time forth and for ever." LISTENER 
you can't get your work done without making a noise. 
But did you ever hear a door in an empty house keep & 
banging back and forth on a windy day? I call that 
just awful. The other noises that we hear are made "LEARN benevolence—it is the only cure to a 
by people with a definite purpose in their minds as morbid nature." - - LYTTON, Godoiphin 
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En Paz -
Amado Nerva . . 

TV /T UY cerca de ml ocaso, yo te bendigo, vida, • -
i. VX 'Porcjue nunca me diste ni esperanza fallida, 

• Ni trabajos injustos, ni pcna inmerecida; -
• Porque yo veo al final de mi rudp caminQ 

Que yo ful el. arquitccto de fru propio destino; 
Que si extraje la miel o la hiel de las cosas, 

..: Fue porque en ellas puse hiel o mieles sabrosas; 
Cuando plante rosales coseche siemprc rosas. 

. Cierto, a mis lozaiuas va a seguir el inviemo, 
Mas tti no mc dijiste que mayo fuese etemo! 

HaH£. sin duda, largas las noches de mis penas, 
Mas no roe prometiste tu solo noches bu'enas, 
Y en cambio tuve alguna. santamente serena.. . . . 
Ame, fui amado, el sol acancio mi faz. 
•iVida, nada me dcbes! jVida, estamos en pazl 

(Translation) 

In Peace 
Amado Nerva, 

A S I draw near the sunset of my day,. 
Life, I bless thee! .. 

For never gayest thou me. a barren hope, 
Nor unjust..:hardships* nor pain unmerited; . • 

Because I sec, 
Here at.the end of my rough road, 
That I was the builder of my own fate: 
That the honey or. the gall I drew from things : . 
Was the gall or the honey I put into them: 
For whenever I planted rose-trees, I picked only roses. 
. . . True it is 
That on my prime is following the winter; 
But thou. Life, ne'er taughtst me May were eternal! 
I found, indeed, long the nights of my sorrows, 
But thou didst not promise to give-none .but good ones. 
And some there were, too, of most holy serenity. 
I loved and was loved, the sun caressed my face. 
Life, thou owest me nothing! 
Life, thou and I are quits! 

Don't Take Your Troubles to Bed 
• Edmond Vance Cook 

X,7"0U may labor your fill, Friend of mine, if you will; 
You may worry a bit if you must; 

You may treat your affairs as a series of cares, 
You may live on a scrap and a crust; 

But when the day's donej put it out of your head; . 
Don't take your troubles to bed. 

You may batter your way through the thick of the fray; 
:. You may sweat, you may swear, you may grunt; 

You may be a jack-fool if you must, but this rule 
Should ever be kept at the front: 

Don't fight with your pillow, but lay down your head 
And kick every worriment out of the bed. 

— Condensed from Bindery Talk 

. Special Notice : : 
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The" New Way Quotebook .---
"IF the actions of each one of us react-on the lives 

of all, and this is the true scientific idea, -then it is 
only by aft men becoming brothers and-all women 
sisters, and by all' practising- in their daily lives true 
brotherhood and. true sisterhood, that the real human 
solidarity, which lies at the root of the elevation of 
the race, can ever be attained. Hurt a man by 
doing him bodily harm; you may think that his pain 
and suffering cannot spread by any means to his 
neighbors, least of all to men 'of other nations. We 
affirm that it will, in good time. Therefore we say 
that unless every man is brought to understand and 
accept as an axiomatic truth that by wronging one 
man we wrong not only ourselves but the "whole 
of humanity in the long run, no. brotherly "feelings 
such as are preached by . all the great reformers are 
possible on earth.1"—H. P. Blavatsky . 

"REMEMBER this: that as you live your life each 
day with an uplifted purpose and unselfish desire, 
each and every event will- bear for - you a deep sig-
nificance, an- inner -meaning; and as you leam their 
import, so do you fit yourself for higher work." 

W. Q. Judge 

"THE day when men shall realize.-that they are 
each and all threads -in the garment Of a Being nt 
finitely greater than they, a beghsnitig: wilt have'been 
made towards making human life what., it was in-
tended to be."— K. R. 

"COULD there be such a thing as carrying the Christ-
mas Spirit right through the whole year? If . that 
were once done — for one year.— the black cloud 
which now palls the world would be gone, the blue 
sky everywhere, and humanity would be for evermore 
in the sunshine of Brotherhood. Why not try. to do 
your part as an -individual, in this noble piece of 
work?"—F, P. -

"A PENNY held close to the eye will obscure-the 
sun. Likewise the little personal self, held up close 
to the mind all the. time by constant thought of its 
interests, can blot out of' sight the spiritual Sun 
of the World." 

" N o LIFE 
Can be pure in its purpose, or strong in its strife, 
And all life not be purer and stronger thereby." : 

— Owen Meredith 

"THERE is no action .so slight; nor so mean, but it 
may be done to a great" purpose, and ennobled there-
by; nor is any purpose so great but that slight 
actions may help it and be so done as to help • it 
much."— Ruskin 

"PURPOSE directs energy, and makes energy; it is 
what gives life a meaning-"— C. H. Parkkurst . 

"CHILDHOOD may do without a grand purpose, 
but manhood cannot."--/. H. Holland \ -

"LIFE," to be worthy of. a rational being, must be 
alwaysj in progression; we must always purpose to 
do more or better than in time past.""— Satnuel Johnson 

" MANHOOD begins joyfully and hopefully only when 
we have reconciled ourselves to necessity, and thus 
in reality triumphed over it and-felt that in necessity 
we are tree."—CarlyIe 

"HAPPINESS, I have-discovered; is nearly always a 
rebound from hard work."—David Grayson : 

"LET"not -a man trust too1 far in his victory over 
his nature; for nature will lie buried a great time and 
yet revive upon the occasion or temptation."— Bacon 

. "THE happiest man, the:most helpful .man, the 
best man, is he, who "gathers, up the little blessings 
which come intb every life, and turns them-into ac-
count in the rearing of the--wbnderM- tempfe -of the 
soul. The-dewdrops are very small as they come 
gently down at eventide;. ;but in the morning they lie 
so- thick~everywhere-that-all nature is made fresher 
and brighter by-their presence-" 

"To inhale and exhale, to eat and drink,, to .attend 
to the necessary routine .of every day, is but a small 
part of Hying, Until we have learned.to absorb, as it 
were, the essential beauties'of life, the things-.that are 
ours without even the asking; until we'have" culti-
vated om and receptive faculties to their 
utmost; enlarged our horizon by reading, thinking, 
studying/' and" observing; made "ourselves, as far as 
lies in .our power, broad-minded, cultured men and 
Women, who dan appreciate the best in art and litera-
ture; and until we have added to all this-a love of 
doiiig good, for its own sake,-^ of helping and uplift- ; 
ing to the extent of our-ability, lives less fortunate 
than our own,-r- we have not yet learned how to live. 

" D O N ' T put your daily experience into a museum; -
put it in your tool-chest!" 

"REMEMBER that.it is only the personal in us that 
wears out. That which is deeper lasts forever." 

"IT is possible and easy to cultivate concentration 
so thoroughly that one is as shocked to find,the 1 
mind-- flitting off from attention to the duty in harid 
as. if we found our limbs; making sudden movements 
on their own account." 
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En Paz -
Amado Nerva 

TV 7TUY cerca de mi ocaso, yo te bendigo, vida,. -
XVX 'Porque nunca me diste ni esperanza fallida, 

• '••Ni trabajos injustos, ni pcna inmerecida; -

• Porque yo veo at final de mi rudp camino 
Que yo fui el. arquitccto de mi propio:destino; 
Que si extraje la miel o la hiel de las cosas, 

.. Fue porque en ellas puse hiel o mieles sabrosas; 
Cuando plants rosales coseche siempre rosas. : : 
. . . Cierto, a mis lozanias va a seguir el inviemo, 
Mas tfi.no me dijiste que mayo fuese etemo! 
HallS, sin duda, largas las noches de mis penas, 
Mas no me prometiste tu solo noches butnas, 
Y en cambio tuve alguna santamente serena . . . . 

. Ame, fui amado, el sol acancio mi faz. 
J Vida, nada me dcbes! iVida, estamos en pazl 

(Translation) -

• In Peace 
Amado Nerva 

A S I draw near the sunset of my day, 
^ Life, I bless thee! .. - ' 
For never gavest thou me. a barren hope, 
Nor unjust̂  hardships* nor pain unmerited; ' 
Because I see, : 
Here at the end of my rough road, 
That I was the builder of my own fate: 
That the honey or the gall I drew from things 
Was the gall or the honey I put into them; 
For whenever, I planted rose-trees, I .picked only roses. 

. . . True , it-is 
That on my prime is following the winter; 
But thou, Life, ne'er taughtst̂ me May were eternal! 
I found, indeed, long the nights of my sorrows, 
But thou didst not promise to give none but good ones. 
And some there were, too, of most holy serenity. . . . 
1 loved and was loved, the sun caressed my face. 
Life, thou owest me nothing! 
Life, thou and I are quits! 

Don't Take Your Troubles to Bed 
'" Edmond Vance Coot 

X / 'OU may labor your Ell, friend of mine, if you will; 
t ;You may worry a.bit if. you must; 

You may treat your affairs as a scries of cares, 
You may live on a scrap and a crust; 

But when the day's donci put it out of your head; .: 
Don't take your troubles to bed. 

You may batter your way through the thick of the fray; 
:.•. You may sweat, you may swear, you may grunt; 

You may be a jack-fool if you must, but this rule 
Should eves' be kept at the front: 

Don't fight with your pillow, but lay down your head 
And kick every woniment out of the bed. 

— Condensed from Bindery Talk. 

& 

Special Notice 

THE NEW WAY was established by Mme. Katherine 
Tingley in 1911 "for the benefit of prisoners and 
others whether behind the bars or not." The pub-
lishers, The International Brotherhood League, follow-
ing out Mme. Tingley's plan since the establishment 
of this little paper, have distributed and continue 
to distribute every month, several thousand copies 
free, without money and without price, among prison-
ers in all the Federal Prisons, most of the State 
Penitentiaries, ajid many 'of the County Jails in the 
U: S. A., sending also a large number abroad. 
: The whole expense of publishing and mailing is 

bome by the International Brotherhood League — 
no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison. 

In addition to this free distribution there has gradu-
ally grown up an increasing list of subscribers. It is 
a maxim of our New Way philosophy that true 
pleasure increases more than twofold by sharing it 
with another. If therefore THE NEW WAY gives you 
pleasure ahd, we hope, profit also, we ask you to 
share that pleasure and that profit with others by-
getting them to become fellow-travelers with you 
along the New Way. 

Send us the names of your friends that we in turn 
may send them sample copies. By helping to increase 
our subscription list you will help to make possible a 

: wider distribution of THE NEW WAY among those who 
are less fortunate than we and who find themselves 
deprived of their liberty and behind prison bars. 

If you are not already a fellow-traveler on the 
New Way we invite you to join us. Let us send you 
a sample copy. If already you have begun your 
journey on the New Way we are confident that you 
will wish to get still others to join you. It will add 
to your happiness and to theirs. 

THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-five 
Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four 
or more, per year, each, Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join 
you in subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions per year SI .00. Five 
subscriptions for S3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00. 

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE 
NEW WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be 

• addressed to: •. THE NEW WAY, Point Loma, California. 
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The" New Way Quotebook ' 

"IF the actions of each one of us react on the lives 
of all, and. this is the true scientific idea, then it is 
only by all men becoming, brothers and all women 
sisters, and by all practising in their daily lives true 
brotherhood and true sisterhood, that the real human 
solidarity, which lies at the root of the elevation of 
the race, can ever be attained. - Hurt a man by 
doing him bodily harm; you may think that his pain 
and suffering cannot spread by any: means to his 
neighbors, least of all to men of other nations. We 
affirm that it will, in good time. Therefore we say 
that unless every, man is brought to understand and 
accept as an axiomatic truth that by wronging one 
man we wrong not only ourselves but .the whole 
of humanity in the long run, lib brotherly feelings 
such as are preached by all the great reformers are 
possible on earth."—H. P. Blavatsky. "J..: 

"REMEMBER this: that as you live your life each 
day with an uplifted purpose and unselfish desire, 
each and every event will-bear for" you a deep .sig: 
nificance, an. inner meaning; and as you learn their 
import; so do you fit yourself- for higher, work," 

Judge 

"THE day when men shall realize that they are 
each and all threads in the . garment Of a Being; in-
finitely greater than they, a begm~mtrgp-will have* been 
made towards making human life -what - it was. in-
tended to be."— K. if. -

" COULD there be such a thing as carrying the Christ-
mas Spirit right through the whole year? If that 
were once done — for one year — tie black cloud 
which now palls the world would be-gone, the blue 
sky everywhere, and humanity would.be for evermore 
in the sunshine of Brotherhood, Why not try to do 
your part as an individual in this noble piece of 
work?"—F. P. -

"A PENNY held close to .the eye will obscure the 
sun. Likewise the little personal self, held up close 
to the mind all the time by constant thought of its 
interests, can blot out of sight the spiritual Sun 
of the World." 

" N o LIFE 
Can be pure in its purpose, or strong in its strife, 
And all life not be purer and stronger thereby." 

— Owen Meredith 

"THERE is no action-so slight;.nor so mean,-but it 
may be done to a great purpose, and ennobled there-
by; nor is any purpose so great but that slight 
actions may help it and be so done as to help it 
much."—Ruskin 

"PURPOSE directs energy, and makes energy; it is 
what gives fife ia meaning."— C. H. Parkhurst 

"'CHILDHOOD may do without a grand purpose, 
but manhood cannot."—/. H. Holland " 

. ' "LIFE, to be.worthy of a:rational being, must be 
always in progression; we must always purpose to 
do more or better thanin time past."— Samuel Johnson 

" MANHOOD begins joyfully and hopefully only when 
we have reconciled ourselves to'necessity, and'thus 
in reality triumphed oyer it and felt that in.necessity 
we are free."— Carlyle 

"HAPPINESS, I have discovered? is nearly always a 
rebound! from hard work."— David Grayson 

. "LET-' not a man trust too far in his victory over 
his nature; for nature will lie buried a great time and 
yet revive upon the occasion or temptation."— Bacon 

"THE happiest man, the-inost helpful man, the 
best man, is he, who: gathers up the. little blessings 
which come 'into every life,: and turns .them into ac-
count in the rearing of the-".-wonderful- temple of the 
soul The dewdrojps are very small asL they come 
gently down at eventide; but ih the morning they lie 
so' thick-everywhere that all-nature is made fresher 
and brighter by their presence." 

"To inhale and exhale, to eat and drink,, to .attend 
to the necessary routine of "every day, is'but a small 
part of living. Until we have learned to absorb, as it 
were, the essential beauties of life, the things-that are 
ours without even the asking; until we have" culti-
vated our perceptive and receptive faculties , to their 
utmost; enlarged our horizon by" reading, thinking, 
studying, "and observing;, made ourselves, as far as 
lies in our power, broad-minded, cultured men and 
women, who can appreciate the best in art and litera-
ture; and until we have added to all this a love of 
doing good, for its own sake,— of helping and uplift-
ing to the extent of our ability, lives less fortunate 
than our own,— we have not yet learned how to live." 

" D O N ' T put your daily experience into a museum; 
put it in your tool-chestl" 

"REMEMBER that it is only the personal in us that 
wears out: That which is deeper lasts forever." 

"IT is possible and easy to cultivate concentration 
so thoroughly that one is as shocked to find.the 
mind- flitting off from attention to the duty in hand 
as if we found our limbs making sudden movements 
on their own account." 
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* " Lomoland PAo/e. &.BngrartTig Dipt. 
PALAEOLITHIC CAVE-PAINTING OF A CHARGING BISON 

FROM THE ALTAMIRA CAVE NEAR SANTANDER, SPAIN 
We don't know how many hundred thousand years ago the man-that drew that picture •••• 
lived, but if he incarnated again today and sturiiedin the modern schools he couldn't 
do any better. The bison is evidently attending closely1 to the business in hand. 

The Message of, Easter 
[From a public address by Kaikerine Tingley in 1919) 

THIS is Easter morning and we are gathered here 
in the truest sense of tljie word to pay tribute to 

all that can possibly expresl.the meaning of Easter-
time — the Resurrection. We are going to forget all 
our worldly cares and misgivings; we must ignore 
that we ever had a sorrow or a disappointment or 
a trial; we" must try. to remember that we are divine 
expressions of the great Divine Life; and in the 
thought of Easter-time and of all its meaning, we 

must find ourselves close to our highest ideals.: 
It is one of the greatest pities that poor humanity 

cannot always find itself in: an exalted state, ever 
working in consonance with its' highest aspirations 
and the noblest ideals that man possesses. A time 
like this is, to me, a very solemn time, a very beauti-
ful time, when we can evoke from the innermost 
part of our natures something quite new, something 
that will bring home to us the power of the soul and 
make us feel more and more that we are essential 
parts of the great Universe, and that the future 
happiness, the future deliverance of humanity, ab-
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solutcly depend upon our making nobler and more 
unselfish efforts. 

It is by contrast that we learn life,-and if we look 
out into the world today we cannot find that quality 
of peace which it has been taught us all down the ages 
should be our possession, • and we have not that 
quality of trust and confidence in the divine side of 
things that should be ours. • We know that there is a 
great lack of these in. the world,, and that something , 
has happened all down the ages to deprive us of our 
rights, some of our rights of thinking, feeling and 
knowing. Then the monster, so to speak — Fear of 
Death—has always been in our minds from the 
time when we received our first impressions of the 
meaning of the word. It has haunted us all along the 
path, in spite of all our efforts to break away from its 
psychology — all due to the half-teachings, the half-
truths that have been presented in the name of reli-
gion. Religion must be a divine inspiration, the 
divine support of life. But, as peoples, we have 
retrograded; coming down through the centuries, we 
have lost the imdertones and the overtones of the 
glorious message of Easter, and the joy of Nature and 
of the Master Minds of men who lived in the conscious-
ness of the Christos Spirit. - . -

There is a sacred music in those words:. " I am the 
Resurrection and the Life." There, is in them- an 
inner spiritual meaning that we might /understand 
if we could move out into the grand Silences, if: we 
could but believe in ourselves, find ourselves; if in 
our moments of silent prayer and aspiration we could 
deliver our burdens to the keeping of the Universal 
Law and find ourselves in mood and intent and with 
a spiritual love that no words can express, sitting at 
the feet of the Law — of Universal Truth. There is 
in them new life and hope and joy. 

To steady our thoughts that have been running 
hither and thither playing Hide-and-go-seek with our 
lives all these times — that is what we must do; to 
sit in silence and find that which is unexpressed, 
which words can never bring forth — so powerful that 
these great truths will dawn upon us, and we shall 
unburden ourselves and throw aside all misgivings, 
all doubts, all hesitancy; then never again shall we 
falter in the pursuit of Truth. We shall seek it be-
cause it is our heritage; we shall seek it because it is 
our life, the panacea of all our woes; we shall seek it 
because we can wait no longer. 

Think, just for a moment, of all the waiting souls 
on earth today; let your minds run for a moment 
across the water into the environment of the family 
and national life that has been so disturbed; see the 
pictures of despair and distress that are in the hearts 
of those without homes, possibly without shelter; 
Without this sustaining Divine Power that I speak of, 
how do they exist? While they have not the know-
ledge of it, yet because they are essentially divine, 
because the spark of Divinity is within every human 

soul, it sometimes sweeps into" their lives — God un-
expressed — possibly when they are sleeping, when 
even thought is silent, and for a moment. they lose 
sight of the awful pictures through which they have 
passed. In the quiet, in the silence, along the paths 
of Divine Service the soul breathes into the mind and 
into the very being a wee bit of comfort, just as far 
as. the mind and being are prepared, to receive -it. 
And so they go on, touched in part by the Divine 
Spirit, but not- consciously built up and sustained by 
it, not realising its support, its inspiration, its life — 
this is why despair and hopelessness at. times over-
shadow them. 

We must not only think of the people across the 
water, but of all, here and everywhere, in all classes 
of society and all stations of life, from the poorest to 
the richest, from the unlearned to the learned, from 
the most degraded (as the world speaks of them) 
up to the most spiritual — from the lives of all there 
is something lacking. • It is the knowledge of the one 
great key of Truth that man must have before he 
»can go forward, before he can realize who and what 
he is, why he is here, and what life means — he must 
have this key before he can interpret the strange and 
tenible happenings in the world — the seeming in-
justices. -.-/--"• 
; .Find the iifeirjLive it; know what is behind all 
these things .thai sixain and trouble and hurt you, 
and bring %m~to. points of despair, and you will find 
them explained- ih accordance with the laws of Uni-
versal Truth; you will , find that Justice overrules 
even what seems injustice. This knowledge once 
attained, I hold that man can then begin to work on 
lines of least resistance. It will give him such strength 
that he can rejoice at being under the control of these 
divine, laws, and through his own divine will, day by-
day, in the different processes of his experiences, he 
will journey on, slowly but surely, to the sunlit heights 
that we are all seeking. 

Each year the Easter morning somehow echoes 
to us from the mighty and wonderful past something 
quite new. Humanity, in intent at least, is growing 
slowly' under the very pressures that I speak of. 
There is a time in the. lives of all of us when we shall 
reach a point of understanding; and when we reach 
that point we shall then" be able to attune ourselves 
to the broader and deeper and grander conceptions 
of all the teachings of the past in their' true meanings 
as they were given, and - bring ourselves to see that 
after all. Life is Joy. Life is Joy! Each one who is 
living in the consciousness of his divinity , will tell you 
that LIFE IS JOY; that the sorrows and disappoint-
ments, and even the persecutions, can bring home to 
each something new; for it is in the law that men shall 
be ever changing, ever growing. These processes of 
the soul move him about from condition to condition, 
interiorly and'otherwise, and the whole great purpose 
of life is to change, to grow; and how can we grow 
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if we do not struggle, and how can we struggle con-
sciously, how can we meet life courageously, except 
we know the meaning of Universal Law, at least as 
far as it is adapted to our development, except we 
know the why. and -Wherefores of life? 

Now comes the thought most beautiful to .me, the 
true interpretation of the idea of death! I have pre-
sented the subject many times, but it always has a 
grander meaning to me, and is connected with -the 
thoughts that have been presented today, and with 
this beautiful Easter morning — this Resurrection-
time. -I am sure.you will find afterwards, that as the 
soul passes out, in the silence, into the new birth, if . 
your hearts are attuned to the deeper touches, that 
soul would say:. "I am the Resurrection and the 
Life! I am the Resurrection and the Life!" And 
at such a timej : inst^d :'of :tears iand regrets and pain 
and suffering, a great vista must opeii out to you. 
We have, bridged the "gap between the brain-mind 
and" the souHand' we aire in the realm of broader 
thought; we arefollowing the soul out into the NEW; 
we anr-freed from atll̂ thcse trials and difficulties that 
hold the body." - While the' body is going to dust, the 
soul is 'marching on,- glimpsing the splendor of the 
Greater-arid the" Grander Life afar. 

The Never-failing Spring 

A BRAHAM GODDBODY is always so. full of 
^ original thought that last Friday, when owing 
to car-shortage, we were working short time, I thought' 
I would pay him a visit. -

Abe was knocking dpwn a nail in a little girl's- shoe 
when I called, and glancing up to see whose shadow 
darkened, the doorway, a grin of welcome overspread 
his newly-shaven countenance. He rose from his 
seat and dusting the visitor's chair with his apron', 
he pushed me down into it, .Very soon we got to dis-
cussing the tide of cheer fulness, and the way it ebbed 
and flowed during the day; how at a sudden stroke 
of luck we soared into the sky, while an unexpected 
set-back sank us to. the lowest depths. Abe went on 
to say that while that might be true of most of us, 
it wasn't for all. Mike Cosslett, for instance, was 
different." ' • 

" He always puts me in mind of the little spring by 
the tunning to Shotover Farm," he said. "It's a 
little hollow no bigger than that basin; but up comes 
the water as cold as ice and as clear as glass, tossing 
the sand-grains -and making them whirl- like snow-
flakfes ih a storm; and then the water goes trickling 
down "the hill to join1 the Dingle Brook. • Now that's 
Mike alf over; : whatever else runs dry, his spring of 
helpful-cheer fulness never fails: Lots of fellers, can . 
be gay-and' frisky so long as they keep their hfealth 
and'-hioney's ''plentiful and everybody gives 'em the 

glad, hand; but when anything goes wrong they pull 
a face as long as a fiddle and go about with no more 
spring in th&r walk than a sack of potatoes. 

"Now 'tain't right to bob up and down like a cork 
that's tossed on the waves and can't help itself. 
A man ought to use his will like a man and keep an 
inner calm and cheerfulness all the time, and to do 
that he must crack the little egg-shell he lives in and 
open up his sympathies and step into the larger world 
that lies around. After a while he '11 clean disremember 
his little , private ups and downs " which seemed to 
matter so much, before he hatched out of his shell. 

"I do believe that Mike Cosslett has hatched out 
all right; for one fine day I found him looking over his 
peach-trees which were all, pretty sick with leaf-curl 
and no hope of a crop that year, he said. I tell you 
he took his disappointment in the best kind of a way. 
He said he'd watch 'em closer next season and give 'em 
the proper treatment in time. Nature was still in the 
business of raising peaches, he said, and other folks 
would get their crops all right, though it happened 
that he couldn't, just once. Summer and winter and 
seed-time and harvest would keep coming right along, 
and if he could keep cheerful tender the disappoint-

: menthe'd get more real good out of it than the peaches 
would have done him. 

"Mike's good spirits never seem to give out for the 
very good reason that he's geared up with the big, 
helpful forces in Nature and is consequently a big, 
helpful force himself and takes his fun out that way. 

. He pointed out to me that even if a feller only barks 
his'skin, there's something that starts in to heal it 
right awfy, and also that you'd very soon die of the 
poisons that you make inside you if the blood didn't 
mighty soon cut their claws and pull their teeth and 
put them in shape to be turned out of the body. 

"Look at the cutting they've made for the new 
road to Piddinglon Rise; don't you know that for all 
it looks so raw and naked just now, by next spring 
it 11 be all blanketed over with daisies and grass? 
I tell you there's a beneficent, creating power that 
helps everywhere, both in the world around and in 
our bodies. You just go to work and give it your 
assistance and you 're bound to be chirpy inside 'cause 
you're living on the sunny side of life, and have taken 
the great kindly forces of life for your allies. So soon 
as ever you stop your whining about things going all 
wrong, and start in to help put 'em to rights, then 
everything changes in your life, like clearing weather 
after rain when the wind shifts round and the sun 
comes out. • 

"T'other day my old woman started in to give me 
a piece of her mind about the ink-blot on the table-
doth and some other little trifles like that. Well sir, 
while she was clacking away to beat the ban<£ I got 
some thread and a needle and I just worked over that 
old blot so you couldn't see it without you used a 
double-barreled, extra-powered microscope. Sally was 
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letting off hot air; but when she saw what I'd done 
she got all softened up and said there might be some 
good in me after all. Which was a good deal for 
Sally to say. 

"Now when I got up this morning I had quite a 
touch of lumbago; but since I got started on this 
shoe, and got to thinking about old Mike's ways and 
how much better Jenny would feel when the shoe was 
fixed, I declare I've forgot all about-my bad back. 
What! Going already? Well, if you must go, you 
must, and that's all there is to it. Mind the loose 
board on the step as you go out." 

After Abe's talk on the secrct of cheerfulness, I 
felt it was up to me to do something, so I slipped 
into the wood-shed and borrowed the hatchet, and 
after pulling a nail or two from a cracker-box, I had 
that rickety old step in good shape in less than the 
shake of a lamb's tail. Abe was just tickled to death, 
as the saying goes, to see the good seed he had sown 
bear a harvest so soon, and as J walked home whistling 
"Scatter Seeds of Kindness," I thought the birds 
had never sung just that way before, and the flowers 
had never looked so living and peaceful and friendly. 

P. L. 

Entertaining 

YOU knock up against some strange characters 
once"in a while, and I recion my Ferfh-mate'on 

that trip was as strange as any. He was a fellow who 
impressed one as always having something on his 
mind — "on his chest," as we say. He was a frail 
specimen, too, and that noddle of his was like a 
transformer stepping down more current than it was 
built for. : - . 

I didn't know what to make of him at first, and I 
thought I'd let him do the talking till I'd got his 
measure- By nature he seemed a silent sort of chap, 
though friendly enough in his ways. But now and 
then he'd start talking and give me a glimpse of his 
way of looking at life. And I soon came to realize 
that the things he had on his mind were quite worth 
while. — to me, anyhow, if not to everybody. And 
after getting to know him real well I found him more 
interesting than many a book. I remember once 
reading to him from the Society Section of a Sunday 
paper: about how Mrs. . . . entertained so and so, 
and so and so, at a party Wednesday night, and how 
Mrs.. . . entertained at bridge whist and all the rest 
of it, and venturing some remark about how these 
good people wasted their time, etc., partly to see 
what he'd say. 

"Well, I don't know," he said, "that they waste 
any more time than the average lot. They're wasting 
it outwardly, maybe, and the rest of us waste it in-
wardly, strings of worthless thoughts hour after hour 

all day. There isn't such a vast difference in people, 
after all, and we're all entertainers, too. We are 
entertaining the whole blessed time, if we only realized 
it." He said that entertaining a thought was often 
of far more importance for good or ill than entertain-
ing a person. That thoughts were living things and 
that after they were born in somebody's.mind they 
were apt to get out on the air and become common 
property, floating around for anybody to take and 
maybe get poisoned with; and that, whether we knew 
it or not we mostly fed and clothed these casual 
visitants every minute of the day unless we were on 
to the game and were watchful what we. harbored. 
For the most of them weren't worth their keep, to 
say the best of it. 

We had many a good talk on this. He used to 
"watch his own thoughts and moods like a cat watches 
a . mouse. He told me of a time when he used to 
entertain grouches against circumstances and people 
till they made him sick, but now hehad learned better. 
He said it took him. a long time to find that some of 
his worst thoughts weren't really his own, but that 
he had foolishly adopted them, picked 'em up — 
tuned in, as it were, and so gave each of them a new 
lease of life at the expense of his own. Nobody who 
knew what he was about would ever allow this class 
of guests in his mental mansion. I don't recall his 
very words, but this was the idea. 

He said much more in that connexion about enter-
taining and society, but without any bitterness, r .For 
bne"thmg,~'fie raid that- it ^s'^inte7p65sibie^for a 
man to move in the best society and have, the best 
manners, and at the same time be given to. entertain-
ing privately a class of thoughts that he would be 
ashamed to have known. What us fellows, needed 
more than anything else was Self-respect,; some ideal 
of what was worthy of us as men. That if. we had 
that we should naturally soon come to reject in-
stinctively all unworthy thoughts, thoughts that 
would darken up our minds and do us harm. A man's 
mind could be trained into health just like the body 
and make as short work of noxious thoughts as the 
healthy body did of noxious germs. That it was an 
affair of practice and habit. There was no need to 
let the mind go its own gait wherever it liked. " How's 
this?" he said; "it's something I picked out of a 
book once, and it's stood me for a sort of a way-bill 
ever since." He got the back of an old envelope out 
of one of his pockets and read off this: 

"Man's only way to win his great hope and to know 
the truth is to seize hold on himself, assert and 
realize his potentially all-dominating SouL-existence. 
Making his mind and memory register beyond all 
future cavil or doubt what he then knows to be true, 
holding himself at his true dignity, guiding into right 
conduct all the elements of his. nature, his body, 
mind and emotions, he will maintain from that mo-
ment strength and joy in life. That once done, 
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Up against Himself 

of the soul and dissolved away,its limitations.' 

would he but stand in that attitude for a few weeks 
or months, he would have made of his mind a will-
ing instrument L of service, harnessed it. to. the chariot A CHILD'S life is sometimes made or marred by 

a single encouraging or depressing remark casu-
^ : ally uttered by a parent and re-

membered forever. " Unstable as 
water, thou shalt not excel," said 
a mother once to her little boy. 
Seventy years afterwards, as an old 
man, he told me that these few 
words had lain like a blight all 
along his life. He had never al-
together been able to throw off the 
paralysis of will that the persistence 
of their suggestion in his mind had 
brought about. 

I was reminded of this by some-
thing told me by an old friend of 
many years' standing. But in his 
case some words of his father's had, 
as it turned out, become an inspira-
tion instead of a curse. Founded 
on absolute belief in the essential 
goodness of the boy's real nature, 
they qjight, in some other case, as 
easily have led to ruin as sal-
vation. 

Not long after striking out for 
himself in the world he had made 
a bad slip, run up against the law, 
and got a term of state detention — 
with the manner of treatment that 
is (and still more, perhaps, was) 
considered good enough and proper 
for offenders, along with a finish of 
brutality practised in that particu-
lar prison. But he proved to be one 
of the rather rare kind who can 
morally ripen instead of wilt under 
hardships and abuse. 
: • One evening, when we were sitting 
together smoking, he became remi-
niscent and brought up some salient 
incidents in his life adventure. Of 
his boyhood; he related that his : 
father, a good man though.strict to 
a fault, had been so much more 
careful in pointing out his son's 
faults to him than in commending 
his good qualities that the boy 
finally got the idea that he was 
essentially worthless and never like-

ly to be of any count in life. But the old man had once 
thoroughly surprised him by saying with great em-
phasis at the end of one of his interviews: "James, 
I want you to feel that you have in you the making 
of a very good or a very bad man. It's up to you 
to make the choice, my boy." 

• , • ' . LomaXand-Photo & Enf rasing Dep!. 
YOUNG FOLK IN AN INTERNATIONAL PEACE PAGEANT 

At the Headquarters of the International Theosophical League of Humanity, 
Point Loma, California. They arc coming: down the steps of theTemple 

of Peace' between the lines of the Sags of all nations. 

He folded up his paper, put it carefully back 
into his pocket, and said: 

"I don't say as I've.done that,. mind you, not 
by a long chalk. But I've put in enough work 
at it to know that it pans out all right if you stick 
t o i t . " . REPORTER 
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"That was all," said my friend; "and he left me 
to infer which of the two he thought I should make 
of myself. But I knew. Arid what lie then said 
became a moral bracer while I was under lock and 
key — is to this minute!" 

He paused, and as I looked into his strongly-lined 
face there was determination and exultation, as 
though his long-dead father were saying; to him: 
"Well done, my son," Then he went on: 

" Yes, when a boy there was a little weakness in me 
which I hid from everybody and carried with me into;;-.• 
manhood. It was like a little crack i^my^armor of: v 
character, widening as I grew up. And-I" went out 
from home into the big world to make my way with 
this concealed weakness, without knowledge, of or 
trust in myself — a lack which my father's well-meant, 
method of up-bringing had certainly been such as-
to foster. Temptations — a-plenty. And in a jiip,, 
in slipped a giant through the widened crack: At : 
first appearing a dwarf and hardly to be noticed; 
in no long time it toppled me down and. turned mer: 
over to the state. . . . 

"The crash brought me to myself. iTealizedthe 
cause. And father's:words came out to my sight — 
inside of my head it seemed — in letters of gold: 
'You have in you the making of a very good or a. 
very bad man,' and I knew which it should be. There 
rose in me the quiet, fixed resolve to be .the man he 
expected me to be, then and there, no putting it off. 

"That same scroll of fiery gold is before .me how: 
Arid I am here! ' Still" striving to'be the man father 
expected me to make of myself and ne^cr xeckoning 
to come to a limit to the growing." , 

And as I looked at his face there was the glow, the ; 
light and hope, of a man who had cohqtiered and . 
will continue to conquer. F. P; 

Jt 

Concerning- the Use of a Pillow 

IN thuswise did a strange thing happen unto me: 
I had risen from my armchair — my well-

cushioned and comfortable armchair — and departed 
to another part of the house. And upon my return 
I did discover my cat in possession of my cushioned 
chair. Whereupon I said to myself that I was tired, 
of that chair anyhow, and that the couch was much 
better. And indeed the couch was much better, for 
I fell asleep thereon and dreamed a dream. . 

Behold, the cat was no longer a cat, but was grown 
to "a tiger; and the stripes upori his body were even 
such as should be upon a tiger, and the bulk of his 
body filled the chair to completion. - -

And I was greatly troubled, for it seemed to me that 
my'armchair was as necessary to my life as was even 
my body; Thereupon I* cast about me for some 
means to remove the tiger; and to riri-hand was 

nought but the feather pillow upon which I had re-
ding'upon the couch: Great and mighty, but-un-
availing, were the blows I struck with this; and there 
was not more than the ruffling of a stripe upon 
that tiger. . . 

Whereupon it did happfen that I woke up (which 
perhaps was just "as well, as the tiger-may lave be-

, come annoyed in - time); and:-1 " considered Ywithin 
~ myself as to ;what manner of dream was this, and 
whether there was not indeed some great truth in it. 
Was -there1, iiid^d'.in- possesion of ray peace:of:mmd 
and body a great andpowerfuTanimal, gromi fixjm a 
small .and magf^cant pnfe, aiid did I sjmite'-upon it 
with- timid and futile blows? .. " _ 

- How, then; should I hit it great and monstrpus 
.thumps, or with what weapon should-1 pierce-it? 
Verily, I thought, the best weapon would be a sword, 
forged withrimuch earnestness and thought, and tem-
pered "with'a little common sense. " ~ ' -

And Lsaid to myself: "Bfehold,. in the future'I will 
: ^myself occupy f that; chair;: and the cat shall! lie at 

my. feet. - . ' - . - -JOHANNE 

Toward the Goal ' - a c j ® " " 

"TSJO one is so busy or so poor .-that hecarinot 
- > create a noble ideal and. "follow it. Why 

then hesitatfr in breaking a path- towards this'-ieieal, 
through all obstacles; over every stumbling-block, 
every petty -hindrance of social life, in order to march 
straight forward until-the goal is reached? -'-."-

."Those' who would make this effort fwould'scon 
. find that.ithe 'strait gate' and "the '̂thprnyrpath' 

lead to. the broad valleys ,of the lirnitless_ horizons, 
to that state where there is no.more: death,-because 
they have, regained their divinityy \But tHe: truth is 

. that^the first, conditions necessary toTreach it are a 
disinterestedness, an absolute impersonality, a bound-
less devotion to the interests of others; and;a complete 
mdifference'tothe world andits opiiiions. ^e'hiotive 
must be absolutely pure in order/to make-.the "first 
steps on that ideal path; -.f^ not an unworthy, thought 
must turn the eyes -from -lie end in view, not" one 
doubt must shackle the feet. ' There do exist men 
and women thoroughly qualified for this whose only 
aim is to dwell under the aegis of their divine nature. 
Let them, at least, take, courage to live the life and 
not conceal it from the eyes of others!" The opinion 
of no other person should be taken as superior to 
the voice of conscience. Let that conscience, de-
veloped to its highest degree, guide us in the" control 
of all the; ordinary acts of life: As to "the conduct 
of our inner' life,, we must concentrate the -' entire 
attention on the ideal we have proposed to ourselves, 
and ldok straight ahead -without paying the slightest 
attention to the mud upon our feet." H. P ; BLAVATSKY 
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To Anyone 
Witter Bynner :in Greenstone Poems 

If we had.the T ime . 
Richard Burton 

T F I had the time to find a place 
A. And sit: me down full face to face 

. With my better self, that stands no show 
In my'daily, life that rushes, so, 

It might be then I would see my,-soul 
Was stumbling still toward the shining goal — 

I might be nerved by the thought sublime, 
If I had the time! 

If I had the time to let my heart 
Speak out and take in my life a part. 

To look about and stretch a. hand 
To a comrade quartered in no-Juck land. 

Ah, God! If I might but just sit still 
And hear the notes of the whip-poor-will -

I think that my wish with God's would rhyme— 
If I . had the tune! 

• : If I: had the time to learn from you 
- How much for comfort my word could do,L 

: And I told you thenof my-suddeh will 
- . "" To kiss your Jeet'when I did you ill; 

- - If the. tears aback of the' coldness feigned 
Could, flow, and the wrong be quite explained— 

Brothers, the souls'of us all would chime, 
'- If- we'had the time! 

-'-" -" —Selected . 

. "Do I t Now*-

•" George A. Turner -
T F with pleasure 'you are viewing any work a man is doing. 

If you like him or, you love him, tell him now; 
Don't withhold your approbation till the parson makes oration 

As he lies with snowy lilies o'er his brow; 
For 

no.nojatter how you shout it, he won't really care about it; 
He won't know how many . teardrops you have shed; 

If yoa think some praise is. due him, now's the -time to slip 
it to him. -

For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead! 

More than fame and more than money is the comment kind 
. and sunny, 

And the hearty, warm approval of a friend; 
For it gives to life a savor, and it makes you. stronger, braver. 

And it gives you heart.and spirit to the end; 
If he 

earns your praise, bestow it; if you like him, let him 
know it; 

Let the words of true encouragement be said; Do 
not wait till life is over and he's underneath the clover. 
For he. cannot read his tombstone when he'sAJead. 

— Selected 

. "TTS 7"HETHER the time be slow or fast, 
* * Enemies, hand in hand. 

Must come together at the last '" 
And understand. 

No matter how the die is cast 
Nor who may seem to win. 

You know that you must love at last — 
Why not begin? 

Jt 

Special Notice 
THE NEW WAY was established by Mme. Katherine 

Tingley in 1911 "for the benefit of prisoners and 
others whether behind the bars or not." The pub-
lishers, The International Brotherhood League, follow-
ing out Mme. Tingley's plan since the establishment 
of this little paper, have distributed and continue 
to distribute every month, several thousand copies 
free, without money and without price, among prison-
ers in all the Federal Prisons, most of the State 
Penitentiaries^ and many of the County Jails in the 
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The whole expense of publishing and mailing is 
borne by the International Brotherhood League — 
no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison. 

In addition to this free distribution there has gradu-
ally. grown up an increasing list of subscribers. It is 
a maxim of our New Way philosophy that true 
pleasure -increases more than twofold by sharing it 
with another. If therefore THE NEW WAY gives you 
pleasure and, we hope, profit also, we ask you to 
share that pleasure and that profit with others by 
getting them to become fellow-travelers with you 
along the New Way. 

Send us the names of your friends that we in turn • 
may send them sample copies. By helping to increase 
our subscription list you will help to make possible a 
wider distribution of THE NEW WAY among those who 
are less fortunate than we and who find themselves 
deprived of their liberty and behind prison bars. 

If you are not already a fellow-traveler on the 
New Way we invite you to join us. . Let us send you 
a sample copy. If already you have begun your 
journey on the New Way we are confident that you 
will wish to get still others to join you. It will add 
to your happiness and to theirs. 

THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-five 
Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four 
or more, per year, each, Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join 
ybii in subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions" per year $1.00. Five: 
subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00. 

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE 
NEW WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be 
addressed to: . THE NEW WAY, Point Loma. California. 
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The New Way Quotebook 

"THERE is hut cine Eternal Truth, one universal, 
infinite and changeless spirit of Love, Truth and 
Wisdom, impersonal, therefore, bearing a different 
name in every nation, one Light for all, in which the 
whole Humanity lives and moves and has its being." 

— H. P. Blavalsky 

"THERE is a great Cause — in the sense of an 
enterprise ̂  called the Cause of Sublime Perfection 
and Human Brotherhood. This rests upon the essen-
tial unity of the whole human family, and is a possi-
bility because sublimity in perfectness and actual 
realization of brotherhood on every plane of being 
are one and the same thing."— W. Q. Jttdge 

" OUR philosophy considers humanity as an emana-
tion from divinity on its return .path thereto." 

— H. P. Blaiatsky 

"ORIGINALLY the heart is in harmony with the Divine, 
But when caught in the various nets of the world 
It finds it not easy to avoid mistakes. 
But there remains a light shining through the gloom." 

, — Chinese 

"THE youth who calls his pleasures by their true 
names has learned the secret of resisting them." . 

- . Mrs.'Whaiton 

" FOR know, the myriad miseries of mankind, 
And the . long reign of sin, 

: Come but of questing outward, for to find 
That which abides within."— James Rhoades 

" THE Present, if it will have the Future accomplish, 
shall itself commence. Thou who believest, begin 
thou to fulfil. Here or nowhere, now equally as at 
any time!"— Carlyle 

"KNOW . . . that when all men have said 'Im-
possible/ and tumbled noisily elsewhither, and thou 
alone art left, then first thy time and possibility 
have come."— Carlyle 

"BROTHER, thou hast possibility in thee for much: 
the possibility of writing on the eternal skies the 
record of a heroic life."— Carlyle 

"LET me leam to look habitually on my fellow-man 
as I look on a landscape — taking no account, for the 
purpose of the picture, of whatever things would mar 
it, yet not blinding myself to their existence there." 

"SELF-SATISFACTION means, of course, that the aim 
has not been high enough. For h£ who pursues- thfe 
highest, along any line, is never deluded in this way," 

"IN the individual soul alone is to be found the 
guide to God, the faculty which is itself divine and the 
revealer of Divinity to men."— Plato 

"THE habit of concentration leads on to more and 
more prolonged meditation, upon deeper and . deeper 
truths; for: the mind meditating is the nearest thing 
to spiritual life —the one moment in which we cease 
to be material."— Plato 

"LOOK within. There is the fountain of good, 
• welling perpetually if you always dig." -

'— Marcus. Aurelt'us 
"WE are strong in the muscles we use, and.it is so 

with every faculty of the soul, and e,very..attribute 
of the mincl."— Anon. 

"How .use doth breed a habit in a man!" 
. i —Shakespeare 

" DON'T do anything till you do it, and when you've 
done it, stop doing it."— W. Gillett 

"SURELY it is sufficient to spur man>on to new 
effort — the .suspicion that beyond mental culture, 
beyond art and.mechanical perfection, there" is a new, 
another gateway,- admitting to the realities of life." 

" THERE xan be no final point, for life in. every form 
-is one vast series of fine gradationsj-and -theiiaanrwho 
"dec^'to" stand "still* at'ffie point EeTias" reached, and 
to avow that he can go.no further, is simply making 
an arbitrary statement for'the excuse of his indolence." 

" FOR. a man will sometimes, when in deep trouble, 
pray the gods to take this trouble'from him. But 
again, • thinking that the gods themselves^had-. al-
lqttedhim the trouble for his goody he ^ays^ them to 
gisje-him fortitude! to bear it. But at lafijvbethMdng 
hiib that he is a man and therefore ,-̂ th"sqmewfiat 0f 
the godlike in him, he will pray them this 
godlike essence: And :even as he prays ife-suddenly 
thinks, Go to! I am a man'and shall best please the 
gods' il- I myself awaken myself to thiS; godlike." 

— Stoic 
" In the workshop of my daily life, how much power 

am 1 losihgfromslack belts of indifferenceto duty, 
from needled friction of worry, from dirty bearings 
of thoughts of the wrong kind, £rbm-poor connexions 
of weak-mlled applicatioirto my work?; And-how is 
the shop lighted?' Is it kept clean and white, every 
corner of it lit up by the bright sxinlight oFsineerity? 
Or are its windows small, too few, or-cbvered with 
dust and dirt?- — Room here for" some' efficiency 
engineering .of my own, I guess:" ' ' ;y1~';̂ .:.-

"W:Hf' wait for' outside pressure to arouse your 
sleeping will? Arouse it yourself!" 
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The 'Great Needs of Today :>-„-
(From one of the writings' of Katherine Tingley) 

JJa-tart thing, to find-in jthe .world, whether in 
fierica>or Hseqhe^-a-'perfect physical type — 

maî toF-wonianiy Occa&oriaftyJ artists Jecure models 

that approximate something of the kind, but it is still 
more difficult to find even in those who approximate 
thereal type of the wholesome; healthy man or woman 
that inside touch of a harmoniousmental development 
which should be normal.; ; Hence we can well imagine 
that in a few years under the pressure and the strain 
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of modern life the most pefrect type that we know of 
will naturally deteriorate. Without a conception of 
the essential divinity of man, not knowing this as 
the central fact of human life, not realizing that all 
existence is governed by divine, immutable laws, not 
being assured that these laws are ever at hand, there 
naturally must come deterioration for the race. 

If we are to rebuild physically, according to , the 
highest standpoint, we must study causes perhaps a 
little differently from what we have before, and we 
must realize that the power of the mind depends en-
tirely, in the truest sense, upon the higher nature, 
the divine part of man. If we could become conscious 
of the Divinity within, arouse it into action, through 
the mind, then there would immediately follow a 
reconstruction of physical life and a throwing away of 
much of the physical luggage and of the mental debris 
that most human .beings carry with them all through 
life. 

When the physical, mental; moral and spiritual 
aspects of man are brought into harmony with the' 
laws of Nature, life takes on a new aspect. With the 
stimulating, all-inspiring and forceful divine quality 
of that inner harmony which cannot fully be defined— 
so great is it and with the royal urge that comes 
from a recognition of the Divinity within, it becomes 
possible to build truly, to build the body as a. vehicle, 
a temple for the soul. Then the whole being of man 
is lifted to a higher spiritual level. One who is imbued 
with this. Divine Spirit, and who is _se.eld ngtp eliminate 
all his acquired mental rubbish will feel an impetus, 
a new energy and a more determined will, that he 
cannot stay. Working through the inind, this power 
will bring about a balance of the whole nature, and 
there will come the knowledge of how to adjust one-
self physically, mentally, and morally. Simply-to. 
announce these principles would not be sufficient; 
it would be but a half-doing; they must be built into 
the life and applied to the problems that each one has. 
to meet from day to day. 

We do many things that are noble and unselfish 
at times, we cannot help doing them; we do them with 
no great effort, because the Divine is within us and 
icill speak in spite of the obstacles that we put in 
its way; it will announce itself occasionally; but in 
general the mind is shut in by a bondage, that few can 
understand. It is weighted not only with the luggage 
that I have spoken of, but with the monster, as I 
call it, Fear. It is there, very big, very menacing: 
it is ever at our heels, ever before us, ever with us 
on every side. Why? Because we have no faith in 
ourselves; we cannot fall back upon, and stand secure 
in, the consciousness of our Divinity, of the weapons 
of the Soul, the spiritual forces that are ours, with 
which we can throw away all the luggage, overcome 
all the obstacles, and move out into life with our eyes 
eternally on the great goal of man's perfectibility. 

We falter, we stumble, we become discouraged, we 

turn to this remedy and to that remedy, this teacher 
and that, this book and that; i-and we have no cer-
tainty as to the deeper meaning .of life and its duties. 
Such is the condition of humanity today. In spite of 
the bright lights that we have intellectually and other-
wise ̂  taking mankind as a whole the great surg-
ing body of humanity is a ĵry,. and the more quickly 
we recognise it "the more quickly we shall turn to the 
interior forces, to the iight within, to the illumination 
of our very Souls, our Divine Selves. 

Do not look for phenomena; do not expect any 
strange, startling manifestation of the Law expressing 
itself through you or for you. The divine laws do not 
work, that way. They work in the Silence, in the 
inmost part of one's being, ever seeking to manifest, 
to be recognised, to serve, and to bring one physically, 
morally and spiritually to a state of consciousness 
that means Peace, and a full realization of the mean-
ing of-Liberty. In one's inmostJnature, infthe Imost 
calm and restful times of thought̂  ohe lries to^ach 
out into something :n<j.w; the. ve"iy ,yeariiings;oF'the 
soul confirm what I say;- the. disappointments £nd 
heartaches of life all tell the story>. bejause^the^oat-
ward things, the non-essentials-in lifej-co^tituj^- a 
great psychological force that biriHs man SnSSgufht 
and act, in the home, and every^ere£®deedrits 
mark is on all humanity. ~ C ~ == >> ~ 

As a people we live too much'on the exteriorlige "of 
thought and effort; and too little on.the interior;',-^ 
carry our weight of woe and ,suffering and half-truths 
and suspicion-and misconception unt3: we are "weary. 
We-begin to" grow old when we should be young in 
the.truest "sense, "because " y o u t h m SI its" richness and 
fulness can be found iri life at seventy./ -It. is the 
grace-notes in life that we let go;./we miss tlife, peeper 
harmonies, the exquisite 'divine toUEhes in their sileht 
processes. Think of how often we find theniin imisic, 
. in superb poetry, or-in some rioble! Uttei^gelo^actl 
But they" dol not .stay with us; we oursely^.-rabye 
away from them. On rare occasions we do reach the 
heights, and give out ourvbest-jtist for ^"moment; 
but then we fall back, and find ourselves in false posi-
tions— unless indeed we determine, .to go forward 
hour by hour, and dayi hy-day,:dpmg"our. .best, and 
carrying our burdens cheerfully/becausafcvwe under-
stand the Law of life. '"-*.- - "-: --i 

Can "we" not recall how, "when we started out &£life, 
we planned this and planned that, years ahead? Per-
haps we planned too much; for the mind, being sub-
ject to the higher laws, should work with a. Quality of 
trust and far-sightedness for the expression of which 
there is no language — a quality of trust that in one 
sense takes no heed of the morrow; that is, in the sense 
of distrusting what may befall. We plan and keep on 
planning, and we meet disappointments and heart-
aches. One sets a date, and says that this shall be so, 
placing such limitations on his life that the "oil of the 
brain is almost exhausted with the plannings. Then 
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come the disappointments which break the life.- It is 
pitiful, tragic-! -

Bui if every morning.and every night, and indeed 
in all our duties, we can hold the idea that the higher 
laws do exist,- that they/brought us intolife and will 
take ufc out of it more mercifully than we ourselves 
can do so with all our planning,— out into a greater, 
grander life — a nobler, sweeter life: if, holding-to 
this inspiring thought; we seek to do our duty from 
moming -till nighty trustingly- and lovingly,: royally 
and faithfully, then we can look forward to the morrow 
with confidence Truly, there must be common sense 
and judgment about the ordinary things of life; for 
if a man plants the right kind of seed in his garden, 
it is reasonable for him to look forward to the harvest. 
But there will be no worrying; there will be reliance 
on the Higher Law.. - -" 

As one becomes conscious of one's own higher na-
ture, there "may-perhaps be no outward proof, no 
illumination; for it is something that comes into the 
very surging of one's life, the pulsation of one's heart, 
the circulation of-One's blood; one awakens to the 
consciousnessthat life is' joy- one finds more cheer 
in the -sunshine> sweeter fragrance in the flowers, and 
new music in the songs of -the birds; the stars are 
more beautiful; one feels that something has come 
into his life, that has iievef been there before. It is 
findable/huridreds'and hundreds have found it; it does 
not come at any definite time; it is not heralded; it is 
a silent force that streams into one's nature and lifts 
thewhole'beihgintoastateof understanding!-With a 
noble act today and a-noble act tomorrow, and a 
larger sympathy for humanity, we retire at night with 
some knowledge of what sleep means, taking it as the 
working of one of Nature's laws, that the great unrest 
of the exterior, physical life and its pressures tan be 
eliminated, and that for the time the mind may rest 
as a child rests on the bosom of its mother. Such 
are the expressions of the Divine Law. 

Can we reap the real benefit: of :sleep if we enter 
upon it negatively, in ignorance, carrying all our frets 
and worries, our dislikes, our despair, our hatreds, to 
bed with us? Can we expect that Nature will work 
for the building up of our physical, mental and moral 
life upon this" line? Surely, no! We should go to 
sleep trustingly, as little children do, just as we did 
when we were at our- mothers' knees, just as we used 
to do in the old nursery, in the days long since gone by. 
We must throw aside, all mental stumbling-blocks; 
we must bring ourselves to a point of trust in the great 
and wonderful mysteries of life. We can pray in the 
inward sense, in the silence, simply holding within 
ourselves the aspiration for something better tomor-
row, for something more sweet and true, for oppor-
tunities for a larger service, resting in the law of that 
which is true, whether we yet- understand it or not. 

We are. all at the mercy of these laws I have spoken 
of, when we sleep. We are unconscious, unprotected 

in a sense — simply asleep in the arms of Nature, 
cherished by the divine laws, if'we will but work in 
consonance with them. Holding to this idea, it is a 
time of reconstruction of the whole being. We must 
carry ourselves through the day with respect for our 
physical bodies, not overdoing, not overeating nor 
overdrinking, not permitting any excesses, but just 
trying in all our thoughts and actions to get a little 
closer to the simple realities. And when night comes, 
when our duties are well done, then we can go to sleep 
in trust. The dear little babies have this trust, and 
why not we? Then, when we awake in the morning 
we shall realize that something new and uplifting has 
happened to us. We may not be able to tell what it is, 
but the seeds will have been planted, and the recon-
struction of man will begin. 

The great divine mission of man is to find Liberty 
and Life, through service, through the religious as-
pects of his nature. To announce the principles of 
truth is of little value unless something else follows. 
If man is to find real Liberty, he must follow the 
essential line of duty and service; he must live re-
ligiously; he must find his religion, and in the true 
sense this lies within himself. He is the master of his 
destiny; he is the commander; he can array all the 
forces of evil and cast them aside. He can bring 
forward the spiritual forces of his real, divine nature 
and make life superb and help to lift the burdens 
of humanity in a new way. 

So, according to the Higher Law,'in my interpreta-
tion, each of us is challenged — not challenged by a 
person, but by the conditions of our present age; 
and it does seem to me that we are falling far back 
from the'real duty of life if we waste one moment in 
hesitating, one moment in hugging and holding on 
to our dear old luggage and letting our ideals die 
from want of putting them into action. 

jt 

. Miller's Job, and How He did It 

1 ' "D UM idea, it may seem to you, but I reckon 
XV.: some men come on earth with a job to do 

of their own choosing. When they've done it, they 
quit." 
.•••••••••:" 'Come on earth,' you say?" 
: "Yes, that's just what I do say. That's what 
I mean. No need of a long philosophizing. The thing 
will be in what I was going to tell you. 

"There was a fellow here once, call him Miller if 
you like, in as a lifer for a thing he never did, died here. 
After he was dead the cur that really did the thing, 
owned up — conscience-stricken, I guess. Pity his 
conscience was so darned leisurely. Miller stuck to 
it, in court, of course, that he was innocent. But 
never another word of that after he got inside here. 
Just went around as calm as you like. Fourteen years 
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he lived.. But I tell you he was a benediction to this 
place. The authorities got to trust him pretty soon, 
somehow, and let him do pretty much what he liked, 
go around anywhere, into the infirmary and the cells 
and talk with the fellows. He didn!t have any pull 
outside that I know of, though there was a well-
placed pardon now and again that nobody knew just 
the how of. He'd drop in on the newcomers, specially 
the youngsters, the first evening andtonce and again 
through their early days — the black- days as we call 
'em. Stay quite awhile. I dunno just what he said, 
but whatever it was it sure did lift the cloud off them 
and give them a bit of hope and encouragement, 
Condemned cells, too, always. Well sir, he'd stay 
with those fellows — especially the night before the. 
drop - - and he'd somehow make 'em feel that death 
warn't the final blot-out that it looked to them, just 
passing along for a new deal, and with a heap more 
light than this side and more life and soul to it. 
Laid it out for 'em so's they could somehow see ahead 
a bit and had no more fear for what was coming — 
no, not even for the ugly moment of the drop. 

"He'd get the rules kept, too. He made the fellows 
see — the reasonable ones, anyhow—that the rules 
was necessary for the smooth goin' of things, and that 
if there wasn't any there'd be just a wild anarchy. 
Some might be hard; some unnecessary, or seem so; 
but take 'em by and large the right and best thing 
was to stand by them. And anyhow that was the 
only way to get 'em- softened and eased. I tell you-
there wasn't ten per cent, of the. usual punishments 
for infractions after Miller had been here a while. 
And the rules did get softened and more considerate-
like. 

"But I guess his best work was in getting some of 
the fellows — the worst ones, too — to straighten up 
their characters. You see, he took long views, him-
self, and that was how he could get others to do it. 
'This life ain't all there is to it, boys,' he'd say. 
'And the main thing ain't so much what you can get 
out of it as what you can put into it;.; Just you live 
by that. You'll get a heap more real solid enjoyment 
from the putting-in business than the other way. It 
pays. Put in your best. Your best-work, whatever 
the job is; your best good-will and help to the other 
fellows; and sympathy, just the same if they don't 
do the fair thing by you as if they did. Just let the 
putting-in spirit go right through you and out around 
all the time. I'm not any kind of a preachcr, don't 
know the first thing, of it. But I know, and you all 
know if you think of it, that the Great Warden works 
just that way, puts his Great Self and compassion and 
light right into this world, everlastingly helping and 
uplifting — at work, boys, always, not taking out but 
putting in. And if we want fellowship with this great 
Presence and to know about it and feel it and be sure 
of it and be in touch there, we must do the same: at-
tend to the putting-in business all the time. And 

that' s. the way to grow a big will and a big character 
and get ahead of our pasts and be real men. 

"'And then when-we come to go through the 
Great Door we won't have anything to be ashamed of. 
It's life there beyond, for them as has learned here 
how to live. And the putting-in "business is how to 
live. But the getting out all you can for yourself is 
not living and don't really get you any steady fun and 
enjoyment nor any real growing. No real richness 
to "it. It makes an average man small and a small 
man smaller. Just think of; life, boys, as stretching 
way back behind and way forward ahead. . Maybe 
we didn't do so very well in that way back behind 
stretch before getting born here. And so, maybe 
(/ reckon it's so, anyhow) we got born here into this 
bit.o' life just so's to learn to do better altogether 
in the stretches way on ahead beyond the Great Door 
we're mostly so afeared of.. And those that do ac-
cordingly and live by-this putting in all you 're worth 
system and not by the getting mU all you can scheme, 
will be mijghty glad , later on that they had the com-
mon sense to do it. For I tell you, boys, that duty 
and friendliness and helpingness and sympathy aire 
the i)M^t«gi"nprescriptionand:let theGreatWarden 
right into a man's mind and heart.' . ' • - ' 

"And a heap more like that. Just plain solid talk 
man to man. And I tell you some of the fellows, 
lots of 'em, took a new hold' on themselves. and 
straightened up. And so the work that fellow Miller 
-did-here —well, -it-won i-n^er-come-to^an.cnd. Good 
stuff like that spreads, I tell you; passesr along from 
one to another and into the children. Why, you 
couldn't measure it, the influence of fellows going 
out from here with the Miller stamp on 'em. -. 

"And out of that fellow Millers own mouth you 
can get' the point of what I've said. I don't reckon 
to know the full ins and outs of it, of course. But.'l do 
say as some fellows come with a special job for their 
bit of this earth. And circs, somehow work with them 
and give 'em all the opportunity to do' what they 
want. Maybe ' circs.' is what Miller called ' the .Great 
Warden.' The circs., as in Miller's case, may seem a 
bit tough sometimes, but they sure are the exact 
circs, that provides the field with-the work in it ready 
to be done. And I reckon that's the main thing that 
these big fellows; like Miller, deep inside, really care 
about. They won't bother a whole lot so long's they 
get their chance to do their job, which, as Miller 
said, is putting-in and nowise_getting-out.. Thanks be 
for such as them to — well, Miller's 'Great Warden,' 
say I . There's none too many of 'em." ' REPORTER 

The Contentment of Pyecraft 

" C O he called me an old loafer, did he," said Jim 
. O: Pyecraft as we strolled along the beach one-
evening. " Well, I don't blame him 'cos I reckon 
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I look: just that way to him. . He's all for getting on 
in the . world and works so uncommon hard at his 
correspondence: classes that he natchally despises a 
feller who's satisfied with what:he's got and chooses 
to sitstill once in a while to take,stock of the better 
things in life that you can't put into a cart and draw 
with a horse. It's all according as to how you feel 
about it, and if young Ha skins thinks it's worth the 
hard knocks and the scrapping, let him go to it and 
win a .good position and all the money, he can honest-

. Lomaland P&oto A Engraving D*p£ 
ANCIENT SANSKRIT BOOK, PROBABLY FROM THE LIBRARY 

OF A BUDDHIST COLLEGE-TEMPLE IN NORTHERN INDIA 

The pageseonsist of palm-Jeaves hound with boards ornamented with little 
symbolic paintings. The numbering of pages 29 and 30 can be seen just above 
oneof the cord perforations- ..The figures are essentially the same as our 'Arabic' 
numerals, for it was from the ancient Hindus that the Arabs learned their 

notation. The leaves are about 14 inches by 3. 

Iy lay hold of. He'll get there maybe, if he keeps on. 
"Maybe I'm behind the times; but it seems to me 

that if a feller can make both ends meet, and has a 
job that suits him, and good neighbors and decent 
health, and a. bit of unspoiled nature close at hand 
like this here, beach, he'swell off. Enough is as good 
as a feast I reckon, and a man can't eat two dinners 
or wear two suits of clothes. More money will get 
you a better quality of course; but what's the odds 
so long as you can say that you're fed and clothed? 

" T'other day Haskins was sitting on that rock with 
his back to the sea and his head full of debit and credit 
and posting imaginary payments into a make-believe 
ledger; and all, the' while the sky out there was a 

blaze of crimson and the sea a deep, dark blue, while 
scattered right across the pale blue heaven a flock of 
cloud-sheep blushed from white to pink, and then 
from pink to rose, as the red. glory made its way. 
Following the coast-line came a string of pelicans 
gliding so silent and so soft, while wavelets lapped the 
pebbles at my feet ever so gently all the time. I can't 
begin to tell you all there was to it, and I sure did 
pity that poor feller surrounded by beauty that money 
couldn't buy, but blind as a bat to it all. I can't 

tell you in dollars what that 
sunset meant to me. I simply 
soaked up the calm of it right 
down into my heart. 'Twan't 
nothing to talk about nor ar-
gue about; but ever since I' ve 
felt that, come what may I'd 
only feel it on the surface, 
• like those choppy little waves 
out there; and all the while 
far down below lies the water 
as peaceful as a little child 
asleep. There's more in a 
man's heart, I tell you, than 

: any of us knows, and soaking 
up a bit of nature like this is 
one of the ways to find it. 
Ever since that evening, I've 

. tried to make my home in 
the- deep water as you may 
say, and a feller can't begin 
to compare the real life down 
there with money or outward 
comforts or anything else. 

"I know that if I'd chosen 
to hustle, I could have got 
myself made the foreman of 
the. new workshop they put 
up last fall: it would have 
given me a lot more spending-
money; but d'you know, I 

, shouldn't have known what 
on earth to do with it. 
Haven't I got this stretch of 

ocean and these cliffs? They belong to me as much 
as to anybody, and I'd sooner have the freedom of 
this beach and watch the shiftings of those clouds 
and the play of color on the water than I'd be general 
manager of the company with all the fuss and bother 
that goes with the job. I?ve got my head so stocked 
up with the sunsets that I've seen on this beach that 
I do believe that if I was to be laid up in bed for the 
rest of my life, it would keep me busy just looking 
over the collection with my mind's eye. 

"No sir, dollar-chasing is a poor way to spend one's 
life, and however many of 'em you may grab a-holt of, 
you're never satisfied, but always want more, and 
then some. I've seen stacks of millionaires in .my 
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time, but never a one of them that I can remember 
who had a real, genuine smile. Of course they could 
all of 'em make some kind of a crack in their face 
when they wanted to talk pretty and behave polite; 
but not what I call a smile. They all of 'em seems 
to be chasing something outside of them; but if they 
only knew it the things that are really worth while 
are on the inside, and a feller don't have to hunt for 
'em, 'cos they're quietly waiting to be picked up 
by whosoever will. 

"Maybe young Haskins has got to learn by ex-
perience that money ain't worth all he thinks it is, 
and besides somebody must organize great businesses 
so as to make work for us fellers; but all the same 
I'm right glad it isn't my job, that's all. — Just 
look at that blazing ball of light slipping out of sight 
behind the curve of the indigo sea, and the clear gold 
of the open sky above, and the glassy smoothness 
of water in front of us! So long as I can get all this 
for nothing do you suppose I'm a-going to start out 
to chase the dollars so that I can buy something 
better?" LISTENER 

J* . 

Every Man hie own Poet 

THERE are moments when the poet stands head 
and shoulders above himself. These are the 

moments when he writes his poetry. In that way of 
putting it, it is not that the inspiration descends upon 
him, but rather that he becomes what he really is 
in his true nature. 

We all have such moments of elevation and could 
secure them daily by practice if we would, especially 
at the dawn and finish of our day. 

The difference, between us and the poet is that 
when he comes to his true self — or stands up out of 
his workaday self into his true, self — the inspiration 
he gets takes a very noticeable and obvious form 
in his mind and brain, which he can show to himself 
in distinct ideas and write down in words for others. 
In the rest of us, who are not poets, there is not that, 
unmistakable sign. But in one way we are better off 
for that. For as poetry is not coming in upon our 
minds and filling our attention we can give our atten-
tion ; to something else: namely, to what we are. 
We can, in that moment of light, realize what we 
are, our splendid and royal divinity, the light that 
belongs to us, our immortality and godhood, our 
power to be among men as a blessing, to be an in-
spiration-focus in the great ocean of life that flows 
to and fro into and around the minds of men. 

To get these moments, clearer and clearer, is only 
a question of practice day by day or night by night. 
If we follow up this practice faithfully there will 
come a moment of sudden and complete realization. 
We shall see ourselves as at once in the routine of 
daily life — and beyond it in the unfading light of the 

greater life, beyond it in the region that death, cannot 
reach to and cannot trouble. So if it is a fine thing 
to be a poet, each one of TIS has it in him to be in 
another way, just as well as he, a holder of the golden 
key, a citizen of the City of Light. STUDENT 

jt 
•• :• •• The War in a Man's Fortress-City •.. 

Tj* VERY hitman being may be likened to a fortress-
city; the walls his outer body, himself the inner 

stronghold, his city tenanted by friends — of his high-
er nature; and by ênemies, the" forces o£ his lower 
nature. • - • •. 

Between these elements of his dual nature there is 
. a ceaseless contest going on: his friends trying to sus-
tain his rightful overlordship-;?* hisieneSiies to defeat 

* them, gain control of the city .and himself, and hold 
him subject, to the end that they.may be unrestricted 
in their every desire, not knowing that in .their final 

- victory , would be not only his but even their own 
destruction. " 

Under theses conditions it would sfeem tha~t the man 
would always sustain his friends --by;--throWtg his 
,weight on their side. But in the contest^ and not 
being familiar with the real nature oFallShis tenants 
(not always knowing which are his true allies and which 
his foes),.he becomes confused .and is pf:double mind; 
now favoring one and again the mother. For oh which-
ever side -he -looks with most favor or'indulgence, that 
party wins. -

And so the war goes on with mixed and alternate 
successes and repulses,, how-of his. friends, .now of 
his enemies. And the Lord and his^city are kept in 
constant disturbance and disorder, so that he cannot 

' give his whole attention to its-regulation and govern-
ment. Its building up is retarded, its ways dis-
orderly and dirty, and he himself becomes distraught, 
deranged, depleted and inefficient as a man and ruler. 

So will the war go on; for years or a lifetime, as 
the Lord of the fortress chooses to throw his: power 
of will with his allies and their reinforcements — the 
gods and Powers of Light,— or with his enemies sus-
tained by all the powers of passion and desire. 

This is the contest and war every man and woman 
is engaged in from moment to moment. And in each 
one is the power of will to turn the tide of battle for 
or against himself: whenever he so wholly wills, to 
stand victor over the enemies of his own household 
or be defeated and subjugated. It - rests with him 
alone to become master of himself, his city and 
citadel, unconquerable by any and all foes. 

STUDENT 
* 

EACH little victory, by whomsoever won̂  is a victory 
for the whole human race. All beings are benefited 
since all are inseparably bound together in one whole. 
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Angel and Demon 

1 ' TN every man and woman born into this world 
A: (as it doth seem to -me). God putteth some of 

His infinite self whereby £11 things are possible in 
degree greater or. smaller; for to the God within us 
all things are possible, 'tis our very humanity that 
limits bur potentialities.:' Confidence in this power 
within us is a mighty aid to all endeavor.: whereby we, 
our coward flesh notwithstanding, may attempt great 
things, and though, being human, we ofttimes fail, 
vet this very effort strengthens and ennobles us. 

" 'Who art thou,' cries Flesh, 'to adventure things 
so great and above thy puny strength to perform? 
Who art thou?' 

" 'I am God,' answers Man-soul, 'since finite man 
am I only by reaison of thee, base, coward Flesh.' 
Thus (to my thinking) in every man is angel and 
demon,>eadr striving 'gainst each.for the soul of him; 
whereby he doeth evil or good according to the which 
of these twain.he aideth to victory/'. 

— *Martin,T in Black Bartlemy's Treasure, by. 
JEFFERY FARNOL . 

J* * ' ' 
' - The River. Sings 

E. M. Wilson-Haifenden in the 1Observer 

T^ORWARD" the river,sings,, v. 
- + "On, on, 

No turning back for me. - " 
Each day, undaunted, forth 1 run -
To meet the .things to be. -
So growing, strengthening, conquering, I 
Daily fulfil my destiny 
-Till fuller may not be. 

Then I, refulgent, sure, benign. 
My .memorable banks resign, 

.. Relinquish my familiar land L-:-. 
. And spread my waters free. 

Over the unresisting sand, 
With eager Sowings I expand 
To meet my welcoming sea."—Selected 

Always Be the Best 

T F you can't be a pine on the top of the hill. 
Be a scrub in the valley — but be 

The best little scrub at the side of the rill; 
:: Be a bush if you can't be a tree. • •-.. 

If you can't be a bush,, be a bit of the grass, ' 
Some highway to happier make; 

„. : If you can't be-a muskie, then just be a bass 
But the liveliest bass in the lake! 

We can't all be captains, some have to be crew. 
There's something for all of us here; 

. There's big work to do and there's lesser to do, - : 
. And the task we must do is the near. • • • U ' 

If you can't be a highway, then just be a trail; 
If you can't be a sun, be a star. 

It isn't by size that you win or you fail—• 
Be the lest of whatever you are. 

— Selected from Bindery Tal\, November 1921 

jt 

Special Notice 

THE NEW WAY was established by Mme. Katherine 
Tingley in 1911 "for the benefit of prisoners and 
others whether behind the bars or not" The pub-
lishers, The International Brotherhood League, follow-
ing out Mme. Tingley's plan since the establishment 
of this little paper,, have distributed and continue 
to distribute every month, several thousand copies 
free, without money and without price, among prison-
ers in all the Federal Prisons, most of the State 
Penitentiaries, and many of the County Jails in the 
U. S. A., sending also a large number abroad. 

The whole expense of publishing and mailing is 
borne by the International Brotherhood League — 
no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison. 

In addition to this free distribution there has gradu-
ally-grown up an increasing list of subsaibers- It is 
a maxim of our New Way philosophy that true 
pleasure increases more than twofold by sharing it 
with another. If therefore THE NEW WAY gives you 
pleasure and, we hope, profit also, we ask you to 
share that pleasure and that profit with others by 
getting them to become fellow-travelers with you 
along the New Way. 

Send us the names of your friends that we in turn 
may send them sample copies. By helping to increase 
our subscription list you will help to make possible a 
wider distribution of THE NEW WAY among those who 
are less fortunate than we and who find themselves 
deprived of their liberty and behind prison bars. 

• If you are not already a fellow-traveler on the 
New Way we invite you to join us. Let us send you 
a sample copy. If already you have begun your 
journey on the New Way we are confident that you 
will wish to get still others to join you. It will add 
to your happiness and to theirs. 

THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-five 
Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four 
or more, per year, each, Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join 
you in subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions per year $1.00. Five 
subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00. 

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE 
NETW WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be 
addressed to: THE NEW WAY, Point Loma, California. 
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The New Way Quotebook 

"THE identity of our physical origin makes no 
appeal to our higher and deeper feelings. Matter, 
deprived of its soul and spirit, or its divine essence, 
cannot speak to the human heart.: But the identity 
of the soul and spirit, of real, immortal man . . . 
once proved and deep-rooted in our hearts, would 
lead us far on the road of real charity and brotherly 
good-will."— H. P. Blavalsky 

"BROTHERHOOD is a fact in Nature. It is inherent 
in all mankind. It is based on the essential divinity 
and immortality of the human soul, which has been 
concealed and even killed by the materialism of the 
past decades. The purpose of evolution is to liberate 
the divine powers latent in man. This can be accom-
plished by means of self-discipline and true universal 
brotherly love of mankind. By depending upon this 
inner divine unity no differences of creed or caste can 
prevent the accomplishment of the evolutionary pur-
pose. Such is the teaching of the ancient Secret 
Doctrine of the East, which does hot dogmatize, but 
appeals to common • sense. The bond which binds 
man to man must become again manifest and'streng-
thened, if the miseries of the present age are to-be 
removed."— Katherine Tingley 

"WE insist that Universal Brotherhood is a fact 
in nature. Our denying it does not disprove it. It 
simply" puts off the"day of reward,arid keeps"Tls',mise"r1" 
able, poor and selfish- Why,: just think of it! Ifall in 
Chicago, in the United States, would act as Jesus 
has said, as Buddha has said, as Confucius said, as 
all the great ethical teachers of the world have said; 
'Do unto others as you would have them do to you,' 
would there be any necessity for legal measures and 
policemen ? All the troubles of the wbrld would dis-
appear in a moment if men would only do one-
quarter of what they could and what they ought." 

— W. Q. Judge 
" HE who strives to resurrect the Spirit cntcified in 

him by his own terrestrial passions, and buried deep 
in the. ' sepulcher' of his sinful flesh; he who has the 
strength to roll back the stone of matter from the door 
of his own inner sanctuary, he has the risen Christ 
in him."— H. P. Blavatsky 

"GENTLEMEN, this sacred idea, universal peace, 
all nations bound together in a common bond, media-
tion substituted for war — this holy sentiment — I 
ask you is it practicable? And I answer without 
hesitation, Yes! I do not merely say it is capable of 
being put into practice, but I add that it is inevitable, 
and that its execution is only: a question of time. 
The law which rules the world is not, cannot be, 
different from the law of God. But the divine law 
is not one of war — it is peace."— Victor Hugo 

"THE path that leadeth on is lighted by one fire,— 
the light of daring burning in the heart. -The more 
one dares, the more he shall obtain. The more he 
fears, the more that light shall pale;-— and that alone 
can guide. For as the lingering sunbeam that on the 
top of some tall mountain shines-is followed by black 
night when out it fades, so is heart-light. When out 
it goes, a dark and threatening shade will fall from 
thine own heart and root thy feet in terror to the spot." 

—Translation by II. P. Blasatsky of an ancient 
Eastern text • 

. " THE soul may be and is in the mass of men drugged 
and silenced by the seductions of. sense "and the de-
ceptions of the world. But if, iq some moment of 
detachment and elation, when its captors and jailors 
relax their guard, it can escape their clufcheSiit will 
seek at once the region of its birth and its true home." 

— Seneca 

'' WE are so preoccupied with the current of our 
thoughts that we have lost the knowledge that we are 
anything but' that. Progress lies in attaining the 
power to turn away from it and look «/>. Why not 
pay a little attention now and then to the Light 
above?" * 

"IF you want help and sustainment from Above, 
the best way is to start giving, it but around you to 
them: as needs the help and sustainment worse than 
you.,do...,_ThereValways a plenty^of.such ifjrpu'll 
look out for the small signs of distress a fellow don't 
know, he's giving. Then what *s Above will recognise 
you as one of Its agents and come right along and fill 
up your cistern. That's the strong man's way, I 
reckon."— ' Aimer Day' 

"IT is not hard to perceive one's duality — the 
personal to-itself-chattering ipind-man, and the silent, 
watching Soul. But the Soul seems so silent, just a 
presence. There seems no way to hold the mind upon 
it till we can fully realize and understand what this 
presence is and that it is our true_ self. And so, in a 
moment, we let ourselves lose our. awareness of it and 
slip down to the level of : our common thoughts for 
the rest of the day." 

"ALL common things, each day's events, 
That with the hour begin and end, • 
Our pleasures and our discontents, 
Are rounds by which we may ascend." 

"TRY it for a day; I beseech you, to preserve your-
self in an easy and cheerful frame, of mind. Compare 
the day in which you have rooted out the weed of dis-
satisfaction with that on which you have allowed it to 
grow up, and you will find your, heart open to every 
good motive, your life strengthened, and your breast 
armed with a panoply against every trick of fate." 
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for self-directed evolution, that h&must evpiveth^^ 
his own efforts, he will begin to find^himself; \h%j?/ill 
reach that higher state of ^n^otis^e^ wMcti ^He^i^^^^t^t^te-ib.^bi^ 
to the immortal man, which will sweep into: Iris life,'. 
touch it with new energy, and bring :an iilum^tion..^ 
to crown his efforts and his aspirations. If h e f e a ' i t ^ 
musidari T^ c ^ i m d ^ t ^ d - what 
will sweep into his Me; if an inverito%^ .po^ 
of profounder insight into wh t̂ ;he is- isdnain̂  to3p;v;̂ coibtffitioii ^ is: ^ 
and ultimately he:will 
the ordinary m a i n r a f e ^ depends' upon,-;Is butaii ftatufe^^ 
instrument whichmust beused by this bigh^ pdWer̂  doi^^^^ul of ina^: ̂ It; i^e^ 

We can go into all.walks,pf life, even dpwji to tiie sped^ ;^ 
humblest, the most unfortunate and distressed; arid the! 
realize that this great idea is true and1iiat tbe- GhrMb§ : Jed^^w^e^ 
Spirit is in every man. There is n6 moric^ly ?bf-it; 
it belongs to each and all. Accepfting 
trotivdy atfi^'-an&aft^^ 
the developnie^-^ 
slowly: but 

of" wfefibjljip^ 

i f tpiiM'interpret • 
righUy,l;^^|zing: tMt Jeach' man s 

evolution^m the: grp^ 
teach|e^^^there j-srifferin^ 
cfbtasq^ Jllfo^ 

ly.: For • 

efforts*;^ 

have^JMil^ 

shuts . ___ 

Cfae; 5$to 

•work arid may ^ 
is alone; he knows nothing of the companionship of..'...•'•'"Luidaly?i>;-V•• > •• 
the soul. But the man who is consdous I 
Spirit within, ever guiding, ever urging him tp grarider'; got , ® 
efforts, is never alcaie. There is a compaiiion^p4hkt .1 c i m k m y i s ^ - ^ 
is ever with him; in the desert, in the <^ei^pf.;t|ie> 'imj^d^nto 
earth, under the greatest sorrow, it will always his. • scorchingheat 

Accepting the idea of the Christos Spirit ;and t̂he to 
divinity of man as the first step, worldng it out m"̂ tlie ^ myenemj^ai^^ 
mind, in tine it becomes a ladder by which inaamy l ^ 
clirpb to a hi^ier state of consciousness. Ttop^nsia 
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" They^l/Seem^ aid chancfe totakehold in,a new way; and.I started in on 
me and-' ̂ TCry-tMnĝ and̂ tlieŷ  w<pr"helpless tochafige_ Johnson. As:alresult, my mental picture of his charac-
anythi3^>Woi^"ti&n*^:theKtode me'feel3;was ter:hOw:i£listed>with my best friends. -I've revised 
mostly fcoblame.- /H^ven"knows;f TthougiitafOssly, my-tfholereel of acquaintances, and do you know I 
' I dkh?%-*n^e^Jake believe the -good Ifindjn them, helps, them to make 
Andy-X3arke-a- tiresome bore,-or- my sister-in-law so* goodJ T could tell you a lot more of what it has done 
vain and g£fesipy,-or make my job "so hard and dirty." for=me, tod." -
All these ;̂ rerefrfacts^befQrft»J' evCT 7saw'ithe.people tohear i t " -
or places?" "-•"=- "• '; : ; • 7 - - • = ;"WeTt talk again, sometime. Time to take your 

"Affirst^-I Saved and "swore "at them;, but'they only medicine and get forty winks now, boy." ARTIST 
looked-worse,"and;mdre of Ihem.came along!?- At last, . - = 
I begged then! torgo "aTOy;-^dmyfmosthatEd enemy's J: jr. _ 
picture;7 ;or- ghcet/^r-:whate%rhVwas, -sgid:A*We ' ----_• ---
can't=g'o away;-- ./We've no -place to~go but in your J "Whatsoever thy Hand Findeth to Do . . . " 
mind. Wehelong to ybuj 'no^ne else sees/uscjust n - - , . - - . 
like this;f-we don't^like-it^but you'verhade:-these '^TTt^HY, I.only took off my glasses a minute ago 
shapes'for us,-and:we-haveHo:a)ihfe when youcall us rand now I haven't a notion where I. put 
up; the;roacPyoumade tons-first,-yourve,been-over_ them:" - ; - v . - . ' 
so often .you've made it mighty easyfor us to get -/r^Well, moral:' keep your mind all the time on-what 
across to you, any old timel- We are only half-done youire doing." -
pictures anyway:" Why don't you-finish us'up, or ~^Moral not accepted, my boy. The mind's made 
let us alone?r ' - - -a ,- * - - " - iorisomethmg- better than being" tied- down -to every 

"Well, it all $eemed real enough that "somehow it . little, no-aecount move you make from moment-.to 
was up to meto right things,-so<I asked, -ratherhumbly, -moment." '--
'Howam-1tofinishybuTH^ "Quite right, made for something much better, 
find' out.r You've^rtade a - irrean'vmess' of thingfefor better than any of us have any notion" of. But we'll 
youi^l6aiid for-xî  -hy:IMe-Ughtjhg;ah our faults and no mbre get to that without steady practice.in taking 
leavingf:out what good-/we? had." vNo wonder you're" notice where we put our glasses,and such like things, 
sick-and' miserable .̂reeling -roffsuch a-jfilm inside of than a would-be" pianist would get to play fine sonatas 
yourself all the- time.''- -.•"->>-• 1":,^-- -a." it he had a habit of taking no notice -after- the -first- few 

"Now ̂ though I-haif knew that my- brain was notes he struck what his fingers were-doing; or was 
befuddled, these living pictures seemed to meah some- ac6istomed to let his fingers wander along through a 
things. I aiuWn'tforget fth^reyen' when the fe'ver lot of snatches of this -̂that ami the other tune that 
left, and' the first - day I sat up," their meaning .struck happened l o present themselves. What chance would 
home suddenly. ,-Johnson^s:doing"nurse.duty-then; -that sort-of thing give him to become a first-rate 
his homely face and awfcwardways-had always jarred player? Wouldn't you tell him that if he proposed 
on me;? but now. J noticed -how he tiptoed" past'lite -eyer-'to get-anywhere, he must begin by.putting his 
sleeping memand hdw.-heikept-plenty.of "fresh water whole attention" on what his fingers.were doing, by 
for every onej-'and as herhelped' me back- itito- bed, rseeing to it that they played exactly and only what he 
something in-hissyes-xnade-me think- of my mother, .intended them to play, played it right through, and 
As he1 tucked me in, what""with weakness and grati- played- it "in the best possible fashion? 
tude and 'a new liking for him and shame for.not - "Well,"that's the idea. The great pianist comes to 
seeing his good-points before, Icbuldn't keep-the tears his powers by never playing: a careless bar.Only by 
back; ;Tt struck me that his gbixl points much more tins attention to the rendering of every bar and -line 
than off set -'the others; and hare Thad made -almfeah; does- he- come to his best powers. He can only reach 
false copy, "of him right: along, - p'utting.iin -theJworst and egress the soaf of his music "when his' technique 
and -leaving outlthe -best, -and making a mutilated, has thus been made instinctive. 
un]ikeable.-'johnsoh !for myself to lookoat. - He pre- "Just'you read a long sentence out of a book with 
tended not to see=the tears,^whenhe said:- '-Was l a what you call full attention, and then look up and see 
bit rough Htingyou? -Truth is, T'm not cutout;for.a whether you can Tepeat it to yourself;- You'll get 
nursej-̂ Ibut we3L do better tomorrow.' -through a dozen words and then have to stop and refer 

" Theitl knew-jthafcbecause his awkwardness worried to the text again. That place where you have to stop 
him, he'.was - bound to overrame:it,: Jittle by; little, and do,that was either the place where" in the first 
Just the iooki OIL his face "set me "thinking that "if-I'd -reading your mind took, a (perhaps unnoticed) recess 
stop picking flaws. in others, -instead = of sin myself, from ̂ attention and wandered a' moment, or wherein 
I'd find,more good inthem and in" me too. The whole the subsequent repeating, it found it easier or more 
caseJwaŝ allithe. clearer because-! M. been sick enough interesting to wander than to keep the thread. And 
to have toTet go of things-generally; Itiwas'a good the thread being dropped could not be found again. 
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"You said the mind was made for something better 
than being" tied down, to all our little casual or routine 
doings." Quite right. But'itwas also made for some-
thing better than slipping about and wobbling and 
wandering — or rather,^something- better -than,the" 
state of- debility that that sort of conduct produces. 
Though that is a state so universal "that nobody 
notices its ordinary degrees. Maybe .there's nothing 
in the universe that the mind couldn't enter into and 
render for us and make comprehensible -to us, if .we 
had it in perfect training. The mind is a reflector. 
It reflects the words of the book to you, and then their 
meaning. It reflects the music you hear and then its 
meaning a sthe-.rcomposer? iheant it and- felt-it as it 
came upon him. It reflects the form of the trees in 
the forest for-you, and then the pressure-and" power" of 
the mighty-life of them and evolving in them. It can 
reflect the meaning and thought of all creation. How 
much would.a man be likely to beoipset by the little 
worriments of daily life if he had trainedthfirmirid 
to that "point? -A wonderful instrument, themind! 
It is capable of reflecting the. clattering of-dishes in 
the- scullery, oir-the music of the spheres -as they, 
cycle in the blue!" STUDENT 

" . The Divine Spark . . . . < 

'TxO think that we would have to put up- with him 
A -for a long three weeks' voyage! ..-And.there was 

-his wife^too : although she did " not make-he-self un-
pleasant, he did himself, yet she looked -fit: com-
pany for.him." - . 
' " Thefellow went" around'the .ship "looking for argu-
ments loud, noisy,-..- up-on-the-stump- •" arguments. 
You couldn't get away from him.-- He would edge.bis-
big ear into a'conversation and take the? first oppor-
tunity to raise - Cain. - It was. some satisfaction .to 
mdtice?ime of the officers taking his-measure from-the 
darkness outside the amoldng-room as' he orated- in-
-side::"mediiim height, light hair, scar:on left-:cheek,"etc. 
We-wondered-whether they-would-take his thumb-
prints at the., end of-the journey. . - - : 

Well, let's forget hini-for a while. There were two 
stowaways on board,- and they had been set tor work 
painting. One of them: was an ugly-tempered fellow, 
and a broken nose didn't make him any less un-
pleasant to see about. - -

You know -how fair-Skinned people bum easily in 
the sun. - Well, this fellow was one of that sort; -and 
by the time we got to crossing'the equator, -his arms 
and shoulders were burnt into:great blisters; .and 
the poor boob couldn't even lie down to sleep. No-
body took much notice of him; he was only a stow-
away. 
• - But next thing we noticed was the argumentative 
pest and his wife putting ointment."on the fellow's 

raw. skin, aad.-tying him .up -with rags", where theycould. 
Somehow, no ©he else lad thought of that^ and.the 

pest "and-his" consort-went up many degrees in,general 
estimation. And-right after that, ? and -..perhaps .be-
cause "of .that, the pest mended his ways--and began to 
be pleasant;. So.after: all,they-ididn't take.-his_finger-
prints. - .-----'- 1 , -•*:.,"-"---"'""̂ y'v.if, 
. ' Human-nature is. a wonderful study.- In its;lower 
aspects it can be anything from merely unpleasant to 
as black as. Hades.;. And the possibility of.alt that is 
in . eadi.one of -us. "In its higher aspects: it-•ranges all 
the wayrfrom mere affability up to :Diviriity.,;::The 
possibility of all that is- also in .each of us; .and-at 
every .step of the -way -the- path of progress is labelled 
"plain "human sympathy." - ? ~ \ 

Maybe the -pest' and his wife were -further; albng 
that path,- than -any.'of ;the.rest' of--us;-. who. never 
thought.of doing anything for the burnt hoob.; i-: E., D, 

Mark Tapley - _ 

"/CLEANLINESS is next ,to.godliness,',!-mother 
:. V- ' ...used to say.as she looked:at;our ifoger-hails 
when we-cainfe down tobreaHastand"^t.iisfups|airs 
again for:soine" further commerce withtthjeinidlbrush. 
" We were not impressed; even; though jnothef told 
TIS [erroneously) that -the proverb ! "came ", out; of-the 
Bible. .Godliness did notappfeal-to us~ns~a desirable 
acquisition. .- It somehow suggested at long face? and 
not having any fun. : ~ ' - "- . -'-IE?--
- Wej.weren't very rich .and" sometimes father-could 

,not afford, to'let us have that. summer fortnight "by 
the-sea that we used to look-forward tb;so-intensely. 

"And mother would, say, " WeB,Aboys,' you?iftUst try 
-tOP be chappy,-here at .home thisTyeari -rWe.can"'-all 
- learn to he-happy in anŷ pJace-vV? But keeprng lrappy 
when youhadn't anything tdma^Tpu,happy?sesa^ed 
- harden than keeping - clean.;. In that case it: roust, be 
Tiexter to godliness than even d<anlinfes&. iv' 'Happi -
ness..is next: to - godliness;'?— how does that-.sound? 
Godliness es shortrforr: godfr&toess,;̂ which,: "certkihly 
sounds-better:>\Gocllikera=fine -word-aiid- suggests 
something very hag. - Howrcould merely ,being"?bappy 
stand niext-to that?- -„-.-— ^ " : 

. ^Happiness, domes fromTgbodrluckSand .such7things. 
But the"-sort that.is next to godliness is--the;feort you 
make in yourself (and compel to stay with, you.as a 
constant Companion) whether luck- is-gci^= lor bad 
and drcumstahces pleasant or unpleasant.-̂ There are 
points of-bright light in the darkest situations: ."Happi-
ness comes fromihe acquired habitof looking for them 

-and is completed by the acquired habit" of = feeling 
friendly towards everybody; Thesetwo habits awaken 
the higher peat of the mind,' hitherto- sleeping,-.the 
part whichi when awake, makes the man godlike.and 
consequently gives him the-knowledge-of -his'im-
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mortality and also jgives him the,proper viewjit death. 
This habitj<rf-creating your own. happiiies&iequires 

some- perseverancefor Jew -weeks. -E.iStfd Jiabits can 
create ẑ h&yselwSf. and 4o-,in.:us- aU,-;i^ortunately_; -
Good-ones need-seine effort, and ;this ;best one.argood 
deal of effortjlusu^y^-r^me geople have^iittle, of,it 
by naturte and. so are always very: welcome, everywhere: 
Theyare.justinslde.the dc^roftheir^diyinity, .but.dp 
not appredate :the ..splendid-things, there are- in the 
furtber-jn-parts o£ the mansion* the great ;ropms up 
the.staircase;:may noteven notice>the staircase at all. 
So theyjdonJ,t.sive,out;iaJl the ^e;helpful-influepce 
they might if-they knew^here they stood and what 
they had. . . - r ; ,-t--, . - - - . ; 

There is nothing .strange in the fact;thathappiness 
depends ongood-willto, others. The great Light of 
the World., is'the; very supremest:̂ ssence=of good-will 
itself, androf joy- There, js no way to let tins Light 
into us but by letting it out all around. The-more we 
let it out, , the. more comes.-in, and it has nohimt. 
"There.-is joy - (happiness) - in the presence of., the 
Angels-.of God over one .-sinner that i|egenteth'' -—• 
repenteth, of havingbitberto failed tor let-jn anything 
good jto :himself ..ani.out anything goOd :_tpr.others, 

So there is-;the. path>: the New Way. What's "the 
matteowith-itWit's cqmiaon, sense to hunt-uphappi-
ness, isii't it? Well,, this way makes,it a steady 
thing. Come on, boys! , V STUDENT 

The Matt" Behind the Mask 

eE was siting "with his back against .a tree, .eating. 
his noon lunch:.---juat- a con^on.'Hunky,' of 

the road-building .gang, with flashing dark eyes swift 
to kindle with anger or to^dance with lau^iter; a 
swarthy , face with high 'cheek-bones, and.a:great-mbp 
of wavy black hair. A: fellow .hard: to;get ibn_.wUh, 
one would say: too 'touchy,'. too:personal altogether 
for peaceful .contact with his,-fellows:.-good-hearted, 
perhaps; one couldn't tell; 

As ,-I ̂ sat,-studying his features and-imaguiing a 
character-to'gor-with them,, a shaft of̂ sunlight moved 
slowly-yover them.. I ?shall never forget the -effect! 
It was as though a .mask were being liftedjreyealing 
underneath it-a face^shining with a remarkable glory 
and beauty and peace — a marvelous, transformation,. 
indeed. Contentedly munching his apple^Serge was 
himselfquite oblivious of it. i-But there flashed through 
my mind .the: words '.'made in. the images of- God/' 
and withitthe memory of that other old teaching, 
that man is in reality a god„-a divine bdz^ inhabiting 
an animd body^ but capable.of Taising .himself --his 
whole nature, physical and all— up to ihe-stature of 
godhood. Before- my eyes. I had .the prophecy, re-
vealed, a picture ;o£,what our. common human clay 

will some day become,- when our .wojk of transforming 
it has been accomplished. Like the rest of us, Serge 
had not yet.awakened tothe fact of his. "divinity, that 
was all. - - . 

The beam of .sunlight passedpn^and-left again the 
everyday face, the mask, as F now felt it to be. Some-
how, since that day, every time Serge comes in sight 

The stmnge.thing is,..thatI-doget.fiashes of it through 
the; mask; did they never, show before,, or. is it- not 
rather that my eyes .are now open? One is apt always 
t o See what he is looking to.see. L 
. Outr.of this .simple, experience,, so natural .yet so 
suggestive has grown another. I-have come to see 
that the whole- world is constantly^being lit, by these 
flashes from the Divine; - one"sees.,them everywhere. 
And* here and there; I see that,Light able to .break 
through thejnasks that .hide .it, -shining steadily , and 
clearly: the most beautiful thing on earth: through 
the^eyes of a.little child, often; from the face of some 
bed-ridden, sufferer; in the patient smile of a tired, 
joyer-worked mother; on the brow, of the man who has 
conquered himself in:order that he. may be better 
fitted to help those about-him;, about the. silvered 
head-of one who.has learned the meaning .of thislife 
of-ours and is ready to pass on to the next.,>..- v 
,. . "Seeing'is believing"; he who has. once-seen;and 
recognised.;the divine light in .another will find it 
there .again, and again. He will learn to shed his own 
personaJLxnask ând be his trueself, a center, of happi-
ness -and helpfulness and strength.- And ,above all, 
instead of forming judgments; necessarily warped and 
unjust, regarding the characters of those about him, 
he will ever seek, with what patience may be needful, 
far the signs in .them, of "the Light that lighteth 
every man -that cometh into the, world.". . K. 

How- Infinite Good Itself . Must Be 

' Gilbert Thomas, in' the Bpo£ Monthly 

T AST night-1 mused-before tiie fire, alone; - -
• : - lrAnd,-as I thought on this thing; and on that, . 

- - -There suddenly-rose before me, as I sat. 
The faces of all the friends that I have known. 
A very, motley company, I own! 

..Yet was there none in which there did not shine 
Some small, peculiar hint of jJie divine—. 

One ray, at least, from the great Luster thrown. 
And then I thought of all the earth's myriad men. 

Living and dead aiid yet to be — each still . - -
: • Revealing his own glimpse of the one Will, . -". 

-His own fresh gleam of the one: Radiancy ;— ̂  
•Till all my heart and brain grew dizzy then, 

Thinking how. infinite Good Itself must be. -••.•• 



- God Speed .the. Plow' . • . - ' - thei;t^ple> ofc 
• ^ : • :•^•--y.^-fp-' . - '7; .prepaiti^ 

} ••. "Tp"'help- mmanduxmen to Tie<aitze^ihe- k^l > 
nobility of their calling and their true position ='••• a n d i i r i o ? i w o r d s o r 
in life.' '—- First ObjecZ tf ''The Irtern&ionat disturbd&e.^ez® 

Broikerkood League." •:tii^aiiif^ ; 

TySTELL do l remember thirMng^as; I ^watbhectth^ guicE^;tfie-
vv - great procession through the streetŝ of London : ith£ 

at the Jubilee of Queen Victoria of Engtend in 1887; 
aid the long line of notables taking part-;in it, that 
there was not one who could bear himself witl* greater 

pose, than my frierid Jack GrackneU BS I ^w himione noticed and of little worth.' f Thus 
day behind his plow waiting to first : long day^-dk^sl gsficî nid ̂ ornifed ôf- th^ fleers 
fnrrnw Wa iefflirirl oil fc fuinin furrow. He stood all ready to begin^ his honesfc face pf:/^util^^^lp^m 
bronzed by exposure to the . wind and; s ^ f his miKeles / u m ^ ^ 
tense, his: body straining forward like his -horsesi,.; > 
eager to begins . : -v' - ̂ f f i ^ . Bbp^^ 

There lay the earth waiting for inan's awakening . -̂5-Jack's wofckfallp^j^^ 
touch, and all ov̂ er the island htmg^ Britons iwere . mind:;. B^Sfter 1̂1- tfte tlunldi^ fe^ 
trusting blindly: that the; plowman- in the:;fi^d would of o^mysfc^^ 
do his -part and make t±ie;aUrt>roducihĵ  
forth abundant food for all who Uve:by.bread! fmk^ f̂eMifc J ^ a ^ ^ 

I like to think that it was not ^toge^er thelurê ^ 
his wages that urged him on, but thiat to ^ i ^ ^ & t i f f i ^ ^ 
at least it was the wish to help: thfe worid~^oHg; and ityî ^kttd^ of 
carry on the work ;Ms birtk-.^d traimng had assigned - / V 
him as his part in life. But perhaps tf he was -uncori- r; - - v.:/:; ;,:-• :: • 
scious of. any. motive, that made him ^e;grahder, ^ ^ : il-i-IR.? 
for then he served: the world like sOme;gr£at Nature- ^ ; . . - •• . -

- ' 

And now: the last instruction has: been given :̂ and „; -A -Jloiyer was isenl to a cm a 
with a cheerful shout t6; 
grip upon the handles, the heavy-frameworkjCTeaked, brought ^Ai-p.-* 
and as the horses leaned upon their,collars the;shining ; -V $ vkv.-V-Ir jvh \ 
coulter pierced the level sod. The well-matched: team AvS sit̂ m~my <^^d:lc»k u p ^ 
warmed to their work; and as the plowrppmt gashed - -f p i ^ M i ^ ^ 
the turf, long ribbons of the rich, brown earth. heaved 
over on their grassy backs and the first st^ge of the 
providing of the world with bread had well begun, ^or^^^ 

It is on the broad Moulders of humble"wo . stream?ojf ;life to an >efidi; .. 
Jack Cracknell and his kind that Humanity's life-
rests. For, wrote the wise Solomon/- - the profit of ;st^^out ^ ^ -lu^wS^^&out^^^ 
the earth is for all. The king Inmsdf is'SarVed by the < > t t o 
field"; and so, Sitting rapidly beifore..the:mental ey<? : 
there moves a long procesaon clad in fabrics,-ranging "liTf yoffi^^^pta 

all alike dependent on the work of sudi as Jack. cTps is:the;wa^:y 
And children too, although they knpw not whom to yoii Step ffom ithe^tra.^ 
thank, are unconsciously; trusting in Grackndl's will- the 'last leaf ̂ has. f^en |off;-nothing-î ;J[yB: Jstahdirig>but 
ingness to toil. Whilst at the end of the IdngHirawn - th^jstem^Tha^^^ 
line, come evean our household cats and , dogs and ;alone4 m"4his:wbrid^i with^all our?jformer^b^ut^rand 
cage-birds, all owing their lives. to the • plowman's • sweettiesSr i o t ̂  will 
labor. • ; ^tick l̂ast,; ^cept io^^d^i^ol^ariother. 

A feeling of reverence steials over nie as; the plow • ; Afte '̂lh^. b^Utyvw t̂Ms 
creeps up and down the field, for the-body of man is has - faded and "disappeared -̂and- itt4<^ look.as 
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jthem. they will 
if E^scm^yoii ̂ till ̂ ^ood^^ is as spur as buttermilk, 
fiUed 'w^p?^!^^ youri^eepi boars of- Ieistire turned 
pose-of§*|ii^ wretchedness. .. ; • - ;• 

tie ^ S Bot taDdn idealism but plain sense. 
Jusfc a t i ^ ^ {Ttie people who spinti^ly arrive are the forgetters. 
Take anyimm^^^ kiiid sentence to paint on your wall where-you 

as yotiwSi^^ us only 
a n d i t wKra.-r^embered.: The .noblest, revenge therefore, 

" — ; . = ; • • . . . . . . . ' Selected' . 

a aiiid jti$t. V ̂ h e Ttew :WAy was established by Mme. Katherine 
a Ut^lniHink^^ ^j^^eyxitt vl;9Il ."for the benefit .of; prisoners and 
these o t i i ^ 5 ^ ^ or not.'' Hie pub-
to Jl ̂  . ;H Brotiteriioo^ Ueaguei follow-

B u t f ^ f ^ ^ a ^ plan since the establishment 

preseajal^^ pnson--
^^Fedei^il.: Prisons, most of: the State 

manplipl^^ 

get ; ; BrotH^riit^. jte^gue —7; 

it 

list^of '̂ bsgFibers. It is 

twofold by sharing' it; 
— WjtlS^^ gives ypu 
or ;; p l ^ ^ ^so, we ask you to 
before! 

o^y. send:^ copies; By helping to increase 
rTt̂ vUi"̂  a 

tliose wlio 
; Jtesl^fc^^ and wlio; find themselves 

riot already " a fe^ow-tiaveler on the 
ypiil to join! us.; liet us send you 

desire;|b#ret^^on^is:;t^ lust that > sampile cPpy. If already, you have b^un your 
cnsla^ xy.}?,-;: ;• journey onUie^New Way we are cosifidient that you 

Wh^yoii^sfct^^ 1 will : w^i to- get still others to join you. It will add 
want^toe^ng ^ "rwairit. it; to your happiness and-to theirs. 
DISAPIPINTS^^^ , THE NETST WAV." S i ^ p ^ ^ ^ S e ^ - f i v e 
m e a n r a f t g r ^ S ? ^ ^ ^•O- .^ -^-r - . -y ' •.';?. Cents.per y ^ . Ten Cents per copy- Club Subscriptions of four 

ormdre; per year;, each, Fifty^C^ts^.. Get.yoi^ friends to join 
p e o p l e ^ o i n j ^ e ' y ^ ^i^e 'v f f l l^tepejep&frto^smib YQ» m^scribing. % ^ i > t i o n s $1.00. Five 
v o i V t l ^ ^ subscriptions for-«3.00. Ten subscriptions; for $5.00. 
„ „ .... „ , , - r . . . v - - Money orders aid checks^should be made: payable to THE 
y 0 U ; all subsoiptions and coirelpondence should be 
HOLL&SKigte idtire&ed to:- • THE NEW WAY, Point Loma. California. 
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- , TBfe. New Way " Quotebbok'-'- ' '̂ * / 

"HE who strives tb resuinreet the SpMt" cruafEed-in 
hinrby "Ms 05m terrestrial passipasj- aHd^buried deejS 
in the-' sepui'cher* of̂ Ms-siriful fleshy he who has t̂he 
strength to roll back the stone of matter from-the door, 
of his own inner sanctuary, he. has the risen Christ 
in him.'— H. P. Bldsalsky ' - ' 

"Two forces are ever active within us, and the 
sooner we get away from the idea that temptation 
comes from without, the sooner we realize that we 
must look within both for the temptation -and- the 
power to overcome it, the quicker we shall come'to 
that knowledge which belongs to every man — that 
he holds the Key, that either the Kingdom of Heaven 
is TOthin himself; or a hell, the possibilities of .which 
exceed anything that the men and women of today 
even heard of or imagined - The-forces of Light and 
of Darkness .are within."—Katherine Tingley 

I* OUR philosophy considers humanity as an emana-
tion-. from."'divinity- on its- return path thereto." 

-. " _ -^W. Q. Judge 

, - " BE content} as you are is th& good law's care for 
you. Expect nothing; foi^the good law- will bringjio 
you all you?have earned and nothing=else.- No king 
nor" power, "save yourself, can eitheri,hasten or retard 
you;wage.__ And against- you the good law wiH win 
finally"—'with/happiness .for you. . So divine isfthe 
care for you; your regard for .the law and its Giver, the 
Supreme, need be your only concern,"—^'-. • 

"THE man-rwho is all bound up in his. personal 
thoughts, and feelings is constantly poisoning his-own 
body andbrain, and-is producing for himself-causesof 
sicknesŝ  pain and death. At best/ he only half lives, 
and his influence in the real world is yery. small — 
although in his own little ^orld he may fill the whole 
hor izon . 'K. R. 

""SUCCESS is'notih never failing, but in never "fearing 
to be£m*again"^Henry F. Cope _ "' 

^INEspWb'est'-fe'^^ is 
we* 

caifcrfete^ean-cittaYate, andean stHfoster'and chferish 
that- after" a Tew-years-the' ̂ world" will̂ never^tisifect 
that it was "not a" "hereditary- g i f - i * ^ -

- - . , ' -. - Helen3 Hunf^JSckson • 
'.'SOME people when they cometo the=leasfcfbbslacle 

capitulate without "firing a shot ,at'the-enemy ̂ iTMs 
is poor warfare." , . ... : : — . " - - - J . 1 : 
"BE one who never turned his" back, ;butjnarched 

, breast forward; - , " ' 
Never doubted clouds would" break, ^ 3}-
Never dreamed, though right were worsted' =wrong 

would triumph, , _." ' 
Held-we fall to rise,, are -baffled- to. fight 
Sleep to wake."—Browning , T-'T, -+ 

, . _ ' f l '.A ̂  
"THE brain is like a dense forest, and^ourthojlghts 

are backwoodsmen blazing a trail. 'When once' ascer-
tain thought has passed through,." it isr eaajer"tfos the 
same thought to come again. _ That is"l£abit.,^lt is 
easier to fold a piece of p a ^ agamTnlthe^m^^ease 
than in any other way. That inhabit."'...S^t^^e^e a 
habit of cheerfulness, we must send c&eei^^Qugllts 
along again and again,~until the t r a i l ' i s , 
thoroughly blazed." Then it will be."easy t o j ^ cheer-
ful;"— R. P. Anderson ' 

. • „ " WHEN things first - goi-Wgcui 

. \ — THE WATS - . 
"Taevery man.there opeheth - 1 

" " A Way, and Ways, and" a Way, 
"And the High Soul climbs the High Way; -- -

- " And _the Low Soul gropes the Low, ; , -
—And in between, on the misty flats, 1 • -

The rest- drift to and fro. -
But to every, man there openeth 
A. High Way and a Low, 

"- .-And every man decideth _ " -
• - The Way his "soul shall go."—JoBi Oxenkam 

S - -V _ 
" OPTIMISM is the faith that leads to achievement. 

Nothing can be done without .hope."— Helen Keller 

put all my worries "down in the'bpttpm of myjhearl, 
then set on the lid and '.$/>,$. Wfggs 

' -"SELP-DISTRUST is.thecause of most'of buf failures. 
In the assurance of strength there isj strength-"' and 
they are jthe' weakest) "however stiXfngT whcPh^e'no 
faith"in-themsdv^""br"theif "powers'*—iJSdee,. 

s, -' - - 1 - i 
"SAY to-yourself, 'Well, I have made a false step; 

now I must-go more rarefuliyjand watchfully.* Do 
this -eachv-time,however 'frequ t̂ly^you:rfaU.*:y: Above: ̂  
all, donnof be "discouraged.̂ —St. =Fraiicis' ~<&-Sales ^ - —. - _ ^ -roir r̂a -

- "-MOST jobs, like most sums'in arithmetic)- AI'e' =Well 
within -the possibilities -of the cheerful andidaring. 
When a truly hard one comes, the habit of going ahead 
is a tremendous factor-in overcorhirig.it; and "the 
world is often accordingly: surprised Jby" the,r spectacle 
of victory-where'defeat-fMS-lopked for aVi matter of 
course. " Who would'hfsrg ihot^t-he had-:r£"inhim?' 
is a world-old cry. -'The-optiimstlma^nbt," fn- truth, 
have it in-hinvAut is r«nfeced "by'-his-belief-fn the 
backing of the universe .when a- man^w r̂ks-hard-and 
cheerfully-"enor^h'^a^ belief that-gefems-""justified- at 
least -seven times out of ten" by -vresidts:" - : 

- _ - " ' —pTtscillh- Leonard 
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closely in touch with the Infinite Laws; such knowledge.; 
as will make you feel, if you are big enough (and you : 
ought to be) that you are absolutely treading-a hew,,' 
path. The path may not be clearly outlined to you 
at first; but within the very depths of your soul, you 
will begin to find conscience working in a new way. 
How grandly it does work, if you will let it! It will. 
open new vistas for you every day! . It will enable' 
you to turn new light on the baffling problems of life! 
Awaken! Find the soul! Find the response within. 
you! Follow in confidence the path pointed out to 

there is a force T which can be evoked. =, "- -
' Nowj if just this body of-peojble here could't 
their hearts the belief mother Infinite Law, that i 
divine, why, in spite of the fiendish things-th 
read about daily in the newspapers, of man's-, 
to act divinely, of his failure to treat his- feller 
like brothers, this soul-power tha,t-.I-speak-of co 
evoked. If this were done, do you hot believ 
our newspapers would be filled, with something 
than reports of murders, suicides, divorces, kidna 
war, and bloodshed? Would we not have.the v< 
that we breathe pulsating with the grand and; 
thoughts of men? 

How long would it take a body of people'fijlo 
the enthusiasm that" I have and the belief J 
divinity of man to bring about new conditions7 

world? How long would it take just one-man 
this -audience to a point of enthusiasm that 
bring home to you the idea that the world m, 
come to accept the pnnciple of Universal Brothei 
Opportunities are coming to us to insist that 
national differences shall be settled by arbiti 
that hlgh-fnmded meti "can -gefritSgefhejt arid 
their differences intelligently and decen1Jy,iiaind 
Esten to anything-but 

How quickly a mob can l>e-stra|^ipfi®Bi 

enthuoed with the spirit of peace, proclaiming a 
less war against war — doing nothing that-could 
iere with the real life of our civilization, but sod 
that^wouldjjermlate humanity-like-.t" _~Jr 

: inOthepV lover* intenafiedT-arid •intensified', until 

you by the Seers of old! When evolution is rightly 
directed, for high purposes, we shall have conscience 
sweeping to the front, and we shall be amazed at the 
glorious results of right action. 
- If humanity can discover what evolution means,- it 
can soon find out what life means. And in finding out 
what life means, we can begin to feel our responsibility. 
The deeper meanings of life cannot be imparted by 
anyone to another. The mind of the questioner can 
only be directed to these deeper things. He must 
let himself fed the- diyinity of ids own soul, fall back 
on that colossal higher self in-human nature" which" 
Christ developed and manifested, which will come to 
every man if he will open" the door to it;'" The destiny 
of man through evolution is spiritual - knowledge and 
spiritual strength. Every, man is challenged-to ask 
himself: "Which part of me shall be the conqueror?" 

The trouble is that manyTmen, even those who 
profess .to be looking for the truths-want all their 
thinking,-all their .praying, all theit Salvation'' done, 
for them.. That is where evolution is retarded.- CivilK 
zation is held .back by the non t̂htnTangfpeopIer _;We 
might offer them our best hooksj the discourses of our be irresistible. ^ ' - j 
greatest teachers, and they would all be dead matter .^ut^ alasl ermyyfliere-& 
until they challenged themselveS-and did some Teal and m.tern^lioad-affaij^,-! 
thinking for themselves. ~ " '- * _. -Wi' 

So the question is; Which way- are yotr growing? "right?".bfitf* iWSttpTp 
Are you.evolving to the spiritual plane.-of 'vision,"-.'any evil mtent .̂ ^It' is;simply, 
illumination and the sense of'justice, -px -are Vou just. MM" are-not-acquMhted .with" 
dragging along, waiting for the_time to come .when, b^£diyine^ sympathe, 

you will lave your name.on a -up-thercj^ 
cemetary?- It is the state of mind of hum^ty;thatr.->h&evecfthingis:not iighi.rJ-#na3]tiis 
keeps- us as- we are 
that Christ had to- awaken 
of his dayJ They-had forgotten their ancient civilifca-:__ jaiL^-F gq-.there^uitfc.ofteii j \ mar f a ther 
tion and wisdom and had been to a degree sleeping in" "" sentenced .tohe-hanged. " J--suppbse:-heLwas-: j 
savagery. And the world has been doing very much 
the same ever since. 

There are minds that will say: " What is all this 
talk about the divinity of man? I never see any 
divinity manifested." But let a man once commcnce 
to feel that he himself is divine, and he at once begins 
to change the world for the better and awaken the 
divinity of others. Right within the comers of these 
little, brains of ours — for they are awfully little, else 
we should see bigger results — right within the very 
sound of our voices and the pulsation of our hearts, 

a^^yiqpna 
4ne&£ arrant cow 

clean when he was a youth as. most young"_m< 
Perhaps he had not made the mistakes that s< 
you have. But he lost self=control; he let self 
carry him on the downward path. He got Ins 
nature fired up;" arid he murdered. Iii a shot 
this poor fellow will be hanged.. They, will read 
it in the newspapers, and then he~will be for; 
This is one of the blots of our-civilization. Thj 
had a mother_and a -father. His. weaknesse 
doubtless accentuatedby the very-atinospHere 
world, by the love of money, the .-love of sen 
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the desire to ;control and get-ahead -which- are -every- A melancholy subject, to my thinking — the sun dying 
where.manjfested. But modern 4civilization,'-hangs - out .of ŝdght, light growing dim and nothing but 
him- - And- today .otherjittle babies may he coming darknessin store." 
along,* Sflreet aad" pure as far-as we can see or. know.- "Jim,"-1 said, "either your soul has gone to sleep 
But irt a few-years from now, theselittlejchildren may _ or else your liver is out of whack this morning. I 
show brutal tenderizes-that--are-more-menacing-than could eat my breakfast before that picture for ten 
those in-the-man who is-going to be Ranged-—=-and years and get an inspiration every time. The selling 
this- because ;we=haver.added to the.ibrutality of the sun? It's the rising God of Day, you jackass! Look 
worldi-by -deliberately .murdering a.m&nin.cold blood at the freshness of the early morning, the darkness in 
with the:$aactionTb£ the law. We have -to-studyjpsy- full flight, and that gorgeous gold track along the 
chologyiand the dual-natureof man -before-we-can water. Of course, if you like to throw a gloom over 
handle-these^tembleiproblfems. rightly. - . . ? the picture and call it a sunse/ there'll"be no law to 

When TLthinkrof ±h& young.-folk, rthe^babies, .the stop,you, but the gloom is-your private contribution 
little- boys-and/gnls,"who will be-commg along in4he Tand-norfault of the painter's. If you choose to sur-
next/ten .ot̂  fifteenTiy^ff^ Jfcry: .."Mercy 1: .What are" ̂  round^yourself with mental fogs and look at every-
we goiiig-to îv.&thHppjrWhat have we in our progeny? thing through-ffia/ atmosphere, every kind of a sunrise 
now to-be ,proudy p f T h e "time will-come,' Unless -turns- upsidedown and glooms at-you as a sunset." 
we m^etajhadage, Jwhendt will-seem a-sinbeforethe _r Slowcoiribe seemed to be. a trifle meditative for a 
Highw^^^^6;5ring ,{a- child - into the. world; The înce&en£ and while he wasrtuming his pipe around in 
unbom|areJjplead3ng >jn: the alfenceand through-the,, hismouth, Fnoticed that the picture was not a painting 
hearts^ofim^iiorisomething^etfer for the-children. -."J6ut-anh;Tiriust&lly good" specimen of the color-printer's 

sfioutderstorthe - Being in a generous, sunrisey mood -I said: 
wheelj-^i#'.and;cfoi^|^i^-fight-foF.the true evoiu- ""FirTgomg to buy that picture, Jim, for you to 
tioh-andsaha^r^g^Ezation. .IBMesstMsrjfcdbne,. "hang where you can see it every morning. But just 
the p^chbl^yio^^rthat_has- happened' in .the'last- youcall ifsunrise, my boy/and let some of the sunrise 

the l̂rishman idfea. getrin all-through you before you quit yourroom, 
says,^do^-^"Iatfewe ~w2t evolve in" a';direttion -- anchthen you pay it out all round you on to everyone 
that -will make- a sad history for our-beautifullcourttry-.. you meet-for the next two hours. Sunrise means a 

And^T-wSiiny jfr^my-inind wa^eidOwjaf; -fresh ̂ tart and new beginning and cheerfulness and all 
withrthe^inlikt^jaE^ of .the: wdrldj.Tstiin scarfs .of energy, *and large-hearted outgiving. .It'll 
have &6j^-^M„Li^t^;6ne;thingrthat keeps me-up. build .you all-over again, mind and "body, and you'll 
I have"ah ine smile even-whenvjencourage-all the'rest of the fellows you meet to be 
those rwh(̂ iffe.hstenmg tq.me. are ready -to give up. - feeling the same heartened-up way themselves." 
Why db^Cfed so? -^catselthe- Infinite liiw eternally . - Slowcorhbe was pleased at the little gift, I could see, 
holds ihe^soulsbf ̂ jrieir inits feeding.- It-opens-thel. and-also-inclined to thinkthere might be something 
door for;the^-^-1g:^3nderstand and become'woithy -.-in'the new idea.. put just by way of a final kick he did 
represent^ives^ofyihe- human 'race,- urgmgi-them to "remark that the sun was rising — if it was —only to 
gentlene^-ifter^rvc^passion, and-love of'justice: let" later" on, and that there'd be night anyhow in 
The^^gu^tiesfwiU'.lifMhe world out of itsfpresent avrfnie. -- - - - - : -
degradation and .bring-hqpe and peace and joy to;you - - "You're dead wrong on that,"-1 replied. "As the 
and to others: -I .have' such faith in this Infinite Law old Earth.rollsaround on its axis the sun's beams are 
that- I^can conceive of-a time.-coming when .we'shall always" striking some fresh mountain-top and scatter-
have .even-more beautiful'flowers thaa we do,now; ing. the- darkness in his royal, -liberal way. He's 
we shall hear more beautiful- -music -from- the-birds, making morning somewhere all day long. You take 
and th^animalkiagdom willbe.of.ardifferent nature,- that picture home and fix it where you can see it 
and humans-will walk.like gods upon earth! first -thing you see anything when you wake of a 

- - morning, and try the sunrise idea." -
t - " . -. jit • . - "I reckon it, got under Slowcombe's skin after a 
- ; - , while." Certainly a gradual change took place in his 

; ' . . -The Rising Sun - - - . _ character after jthat. - His-voice became less sugges-
- - , • - ,- . - r . .. tive_of a. frog with a sore throat and his step lost 

'"pHE-last time-1 was in town l stood for some time something of its elephantine shuffle. He'took a new 
at -Conklin- and, Atwater's window admiring .a start in-life, and began to be known as a pleasant 

pretty painting of the-̂ un just glowing up im-the east and helpful fellow to have around. He told me him-
over the-hiHs=beyond,thebay-. Suddenly my-medita- -self, later on, that his iwork went better and he'd 
lions -were interrupted by the-guttural croak of Jim got-to see a lot of good points in some of the other 
Slowcombe's voice-in my -ear: - fellows that he couldn't abide before, and his wife 

'"I-wouldn't have that picture hanging in my room, and the kiddies were positively glad to see him come 
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home at suppertime. "That picture's more or;less 
in the back of my noddle alL the time,"- he said. 
"Kind of sunrising away to itself right along.'' 

PlCTUBE-MAKER 

Butterfly Minds 

4 ' 'WHATSOEVER thy handjndeth to.do,' 
v v well, it seems presumptuous to say 

etc.; 
presumptuous: to say so, 

but I've never been able to agree with that. The 
whole mind on every , mechanical routine trifle one 
has to do? Absurd! Such little matters as that don't 
need the whole mind. You can just as well think of 
something else the while you do them.. Besides," .a 
fellow's best thoughts often pop into his; head while 
his hands are, busy over some simple thing. You're 
a psychologist, Jim, or. think youixe. . Whathaye 
you got to say about this? Grind out some wisdom." 

Jim stopped sweeping out the tent—. we were camp-
ing out-and it was his day to .attend to o^dbrrfestic 
arrangements;,— sat.down, filled and lit his pipe,-and 
began to hold forth. 

"Discourse will be under , four -heads, nay. boy. 
You've .wantonly let yourself in for.it, so lend me your 
long ears that I may.pour.wisdom into their furry 
depths. . 

"Firsts then; if you let your mind think of 'what it 
chc^jiia^yQifeds^ 
whilst it is true that your best thoughts-may,- as "you 
say, pop into your headi' it is just as likely that your" 
worst thoughts may. You may think of something 
funny and get a grin out of it;, or you''-may think of 
that-low-down thing Jones did ta you yesterday and 
get fired up so hot over it that.you cant cool off.all 
the rest of the day; or of that equally low-down 
thing you — being human — did onee, and • get all 
chilie£l and broken up about it. Even winged seraphs 
like you and me have done things—aye? — that we'd 
just as soon not look back at and usually get no good 
out "of if •we do. We' ve turned a new leaf; What's 
the good of grizzling over old dirty, pages except-;tq 
see that we don't let the new clean one get that way? 
Now, this red-hot affair, with Jon®, and that dis-
reputable old page in the automatic life-diary, -would 
never have turned up to bother you and fizzle away 
your brain-oil if you'd got the habit of keeping the 
mind on whatever you were doing. You might, of 
course, at some proper time, deliberately sit down and 
go over that affair with Jones in your mind and- so 
lesson yourself and strengthen yourself that if any 
such thing occurred again you wouldn't lose your tem-
per; or so go over that other affair in the past that if 
the situation presented itself again you wouldn't do 
the shady thing you did, whatever it was. But this 
is very different from having the mind scare up those 
matters at its own sweet will and altogether out 

of season. —So there's-count number 1 in- this 
discourse. ." - "': ~ . . - . - . ; \ . 
'- "Now beginneth. count number 2.--How much 
time do you spend looking for some: little, "thing you 
just put out of -your hand without1 noticing; two 
minutes ago,-and can't for the life of you remember 
where you dropped it? ~ How often do-we-make some 
cussed little mistake or omission in-what we're doing 
— or a "right big one now and then —"just- because 
we were thinking of the next "thing "we're going-to'do, 
"or of some job we've just finished, or of some-other 
affair altogether, instead of the precise job we're 
on now? (You observe-1" sometimes' say you: and 
sometimes we-/ That's s£>'s you shan*.t- feel too lonely 
in-the matter of these indictments. I've got a failing 
or two myself, "though you mayn't-ha"ve-noticed'it. 
— Now hold oh"; - Vm- doing the talking.) --••''"--•-! 

" Count number; - Here begin the positive gains 
• from the /practice;- o£ this-- concentration/--""- Thej.first 
gain-in-practising andiperfecting arid; eternally 'Using 
thepo^er of holding the xriihd down'second by second 
on-whatever one is doing,-is; that -everything finally 
comfes to be done»in -the;b«t- way that thing cantbe 
done, frdmmaking a bed and sw^ping^a-fi^r^upward; 
that new and extraordinary powers of observatiOjiare 
develops: so that you-see a hundred/thin^ip^y^y-
thing and a himdred/2ispectgdf;ev^^ 
sunse£-and a flower/ upwi^and 'dowh^af^^^where 
the ordi naryrmansees -one or- none;^tl^:;you 'get a 

ments;" and that this.is the only -̂way to get--§uch a 
control over the mind that, whatever- yoit do decide 
to turn it-upori, ,it- will be ableto, follow that-subject 
to the furthest limit and shbw yOU inwardnesses of it 
thai you never dreamed -of," There's hot one of us 
that has the least notion what-the mind,r welt:traiined 
in this: way, is capable "of• perceivings c-doiriĝ .dnd 
creating, and learning. And the hours Of practice are 
sixteen per day, and "maybe»twerity-four; aft£E a while. 
— No; I ain't, going to amplify thatlasti'clause just 
now.-: You're not sufficiently-developed, -

"Count number 4,"- -Consider this-as the peroration 
to the "discourse. . That " it is only when a Than - has 
practised this powerrof inind-holding and got" well 
into the swing of it/ that he Cant beginto; understand 
that the mind is not he himself, =bUt ah instrument in 
his possession. (At least- it ought to be. Pretty 
generally he's in its possession.) " And -then he gets 
on to the grand questionrof life: What am-/? ;That's 
a. question that "can*t be--answered,- can't: be even 
much asked,-till we get so's. we've found the mind to 
be something outward of us, an instrument that's 
so occupied-in using itself any way it. chooses that it 
will hardly allow us to use it at all, still= less- alio w-us 
to still it down into silence1 while7we try to geta feel 
of what we are in behind. - A man's, really-the soul 
of his rhind; that is to say, he's a sbul. -."---

" Well, you let yourself in-forthis: I- didn't.begin it. 
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Now you must let yourself out of it the best way you the -geometric properties of a triangle-— as indeed we 
can. Where's that broom? ~ I -forget just where T all'do. - But-in this case the boy "did not" previously 
put it down."" : - . GNB'OF THEM know that he knew. How much else do we know> 

- -"" '" -'" "' without' knowing that we know, without any sus-
- 1 " • J*- - - - - . -._- piaon of the depth of our knowlege? 

" " : - " " - - - - - - --f Some children have from the first an instinctive-
. . "I' Know" " ' ----- ' sense of" honor. Nothing would induce them to lie 

v - - - or steal. They know something, but do not know that 
"'VT'ES.-r know jrns name as weir as I know my own, they know it, still less can they express it. If they 

-L butfor the life of me I caii-'t just-think of lit try to, perhaps all they can say is that it's wrong to 
now, though it̂ s right on -the end of - my" tongue." do such things. They may want to steal, but they 

" ' ONE OF THE CAVES OF POINT LOMA 
Inthe vast life of the earth the map of land and ocean ceaselessly changes and every coast-line tells the story. 

' The'-lanfl washes out £nd becomes sea-bottoni,-'and the sea-bottom is upheaved into land again, ready for new 
•-.:- -- - -:- -. ----. life after its-bath .--:--

A common experience withes all—. We know some-
thing and know that we know it, .but.somehow can't 
get hold of it. How much else do we know, and know 
that we know, but can't- say?- Maybe, a lot of it, 
the very best of.it, won?t go into words at all. And 
rnaybe, because we can 't say.it we neglect it, forget in-
come toilet ourselves be persuaded that there's no 
such knowledge there.-- --One. kind , of Taith .is really 
knowing- and -admitting ..to ourselves that we .know 
something-which-yet-we can't express. 

In one; of. Plato's dialogs an ignorant boy is repre-. 
sented as being called up and dexterously questioned 
till, little by little,- he is=made to .see that he knows 

want not to still mOre. They feel: ngftwess in them-
selves,and love it, are at home in that feeling. Later, 
under wise training, this deep love of rightness, or 
at-homeness in tightness, this unknown knowledge, 
may come rout into known knowledge of themselves 
as souls;- realization that they are souls. The little 
gain resulting from a theft or a lie looks no gain at all 
against the background of immortal being;- For, 
along, with-the knowledge of our soulhood, comes the 
knowledge - of our immortality as souls. We knew, 
before. Now we know that we know. But even then,-
tbe expression of the knowledge, the words " I am an 
immortal soul"— is a poor affair compared with the 
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splendor of realization. So that is what we mean when 
we say that man is divine that deep within; he is a 
self-knowing souL . , 

But in life, with all the thronging preoccupations 
of his brain and body consciousness he does not know 
his own knowledge. It is for each of us, by the power 
of silence and aspiration, to find himself as a soul, 
to bring his unknown knowledge into the known, 
to realize. STUDENT 

The Right Slavery-

\ /'SLAVE to;ypuro?hi thoughts," 
r x : wonld ^tiece^raTr&g^ a n ^ . e v ^ p g i m ^ ^ y ^ ofthe'sbu 
you had pre^u^yipeteniifeed'which i&^of JhoSglife?r'' When hecaiv 
you would; be a rslaLve"to^;-^ - that job" aiani 
centre itsetf-^h. 

kihdof mind. brings <:moiel|§p£tp 
it can be go^ : 'X^r'tfiangease of comra3^ 

it is-also she who will offer-him again and-again his 
possibility of sdf-redemptionJ* . - -

Man iS pulled off from himself, then, b£ his ordinary 
run of thoughts. From the moment he appreciates 
that„ he knows there's two of him: the high, sort of 
self he's becoming for-that moment,— and the self 
of his ordinary run of-̂ thougbts- and feelings. What 
he's got to do is to follow up-that high self that-tsw'i 
this ordinary" run, that stands back of it, "that's ever 
so much greater and finer. He's^otjto get the habit 
of standing back, so-to. speak, from that ordinary run, 
from the ordinary self, and now and then day by day 

their. 

his mfii2--Off -what'he's inventirigBr-^^oyeringTand'. 

after.: He -s a slave, 
but he is in. tune with his own slavery; goes along with"1- you -aj^siis? 
it, likes it, is happy and satisfied with it. _- ^fi^sandslw 

Every man gets a touch, a feel,-onc<Ein a^-whileji: 
that he *s "something Tnore than Ee ordinarily seems to 
himselC especially every man that's aspiring to-better" 
his Bfeiand str^ghten" up. He'd pres&,ahead "with" 
that feeling ifLhe knew what it was that was going~on_ 
in him just .at that moment. _ - " "- ~ 

What's really happened is that fop that moment"! 
he's got' a little nearer" what he really is deep inside 
for high overhead, if you like). In another way of 
putting it, it's a touch of what he can be: 

The feeling doesn't last. He gets pulled off by his 
ordinary run of thoughts inside of a inoment. * Here's 
what I mean — something I have modernized a little 
out of an old book: 

"Man stands now and then at the foot of the stair-
way- leading up in ever-increasing light to the very 
temples of the gods. But from that place many 
paths spread out, leading away from the -stairway,, 
promising gratifications of sense and of mind of every 
sort, so that, eagerly trying to search out and taste 
what they offer, he loses all perception and memory of 
the stairway, or thinks it perhaps a dream, illusion 
or fancy. So his life passes. And it is not till the 
clarifying hour of death that he sees how that it was 
the pleasures offered by the paths that were the dream 
and illusion and that he has once again missed his 
opportunity. But if nature is the great temptress,: 

"f '^DEOPLE" say":5 ̂ he^iPtFlfap 'dn"e*S thoughts.' 
-L But one can. The control of the fhinkjng 

machine is perfectly possible. „ . People complain 
of the lack of power to concentrate^ not witting that 
they-may-acquire the power if they choose: 

"And without the power to concentrate — that is 
to say, without the power to dictate to. th&hrain ns 
task andto-'ea&ureobedience"—truelife-is-iispossible. 
Mind control is the first element of afulIexistenCe."-. . . 

" 'What?-1 amto cultivate my mind in the=sfreet, 
on the platform,> in the:-train," and in-r'the crowded 
street again?' Precisely." .Nothing ampler1!" No fools 
required! ,Not"even-a book; Nevertheless the affa.r 
is not easy. ~ .. 1 " -"- - -- - : , 

"When. you. leave- your -houses concentrate' your 
mind on a subject (no-matter what^-to"begin with;. 
You will not have gone-ten -yards. before" your "mind 
has"skipped-away under your very-eyes-and is-looking 
round'the comer with- another subject: _' " 

''Bring it-back by the scruff of the heck: '-Ere you 
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have readied the station-you'will have brought it back 
about fOrty'.times. Do not-despair. 'Continue. You. 
v. ill succeed.. You cannot^y-iany: chance fail-if you. 
persevere. - "i"'1" - - t ^ - ~ 

"By the • regular practice 'of concentration- (as-to 
which thfere is no, secret—save the" secret of perse-
verance} you can tyrannize over your mind* (which is 
not the: highest part of you) every-hour-of tie "day, 
and in i^matter what place. • "" • • ; - -'_'*"' 

"I dojaot -care what you concentrate on;"&r long as 
you concentrate. " I t is_"the disciplining of the thinking 
machiher that-counfe. '--But-still,- you may- as well kill 
two birds "with-one stone; and -concentrate on some-
thing useful. - ^ -:-' 

" It is not my suggestion. It is the suggestion of the 
most sensible, practical-hard-headed men that have 
walked the earth. ' T only give-it to you-at-second-
hand Try-it:' Cetyotir nSnd̂ in hand/; And see how 
the process. eUres balfthe -evils of life — êspecially 
worryj/th^miserable,- avoidable, Shameful-disease — 
worry fV1- From -JJow- to - Uve,_ on 24^ hoitis^j My, by 

_ : ~ _ 1 A S N Q E V BENNETT 

' _ j t - _" . ~ I 

Soi^iJiifeasohs f o r n o t Revenging aii Injury 
' * 

BECAUSE that's the instinctive arrintal Tray of 
doitjg- To-gnarl back'"*or- snap back "therefore 

makesydi.mcse of,anTammai anddessuofa jnans- It's. 
n o t ' c o n s i s t ^ ^ t h - d i g n i t y . ^ • 

Because you haven't done anvthing to cure the 
other mari%> ynllmgaess-tb:wrphg anyohbJhe feels it 
safe to wrongi and his spite against you in particular is 
increa^.4?At-=tM ̂ st-chahce-he wai'Jrevenge your 
reverigjEcift ̂  -jl -tfClz?^?c?r " zf?-" 

Beraii^iit- ihCTease&"thevsuia pf'evTl in the' world, 
both yo^^d'&^oth^;mam-bein£ worsened.-' -

Because there was an-opport'unity to d^elbp'willjby. 
your "restraint of' the instinctive' impulse,"~ahd ybu 
lest i t . ' _ ' -

Becau -̂wheneWr.y"ou"take revenge you have been 
'rmi' Syjs&methlng'ih'-ybur. nature. "Whatever, you 
may think of yourself, and however you may feelif you 
succeed, ypu arefa .morahyweaker man." If you are 
trying to'makeprogressin character-buildings you are 
forgetting that, every .act _-of1 forgiveness is a-stone in" 
the sthfet-xir̂ -" every" act of 'fevenge the" collapse of 
what you^have already built 

Because Divine'Law will at the proper "tijnfc and in 
the best-sway take that, man in "hand' and deal "with 
h.m sternly enough but" yet so as to better him. 
l ^ r revenge worsens him and will itself require some 
0: the same treatment! The Law knows its business 
and is not calling for our assistance. 

Forward, is the .great watchword; forward hour by 
hour, day!.by day;" forwards- to ever finer-and greater 
manhood. Taking -revenge is getting sidetracked. 

When a man comes to die-he has to face again in 
, memory all the times when he took revenge and all 
the other times where he kept on keeping on. Which 
will then look hest to us? - STUDENT 

BY meeting what seem the small events in the right 
spirit we are really solving the greater problems of life 
and shall one day come through to peace with the 
Higher Nature victorious. 

Special Notice 

- THE NEW WAY was established by Mme Katherine 
Tingley in 1911, "for the benefit of prisoners and 
others whether behind the bars or not." The pub-
lishers; The International Brotherhood League, follow-
inĝ  out Mme. Tingley's plan since the establishment 
of this little paper, have distributed and continue 
'to" distribute every month, several thousand copies 

: f r ^ without money and without price> among prison-
ers -in all the. Federal Prisons, most of the State 
Penitentiarieŝ  and many of the County Jails in the 
U. S. At sending also a large number abroad. ; . 

The whole expense of publishing and mailing is 
borne by the International Brotherhood .League — 
no subscriptions being accepted from-men in prison. 

"Iii addition to this free distribution there has gradu-
&Hy"gr5wn up an increasing Est of subscribers. Tt is 
a maxim of our-New Way philosophy that true 
pleasure increases more than twofold by sharing it 
-with another. If therefore THE NEW WAY-gives you 
pleasure-and, we hope, profit also, we ask you to 
share-that pleasure and that profit with others by 
getting,, them to become - fellow-travelers with you 
alongjthe New Way. 
"" Send us the names of your friends that we in turn 
may send them sample copies. By helping to increase 
our subscription list you will help to make possible a 

. wider distribution of THE NEW WAY among those who 
are-less fortunate than we and who find themselves 

"deprived of their liberty "and behind prison bars. 
- If yoir- are- not already a fellow-traveler on the 

New Way we invite you to join us. Let us send you 
a sample .copy. If already you have begun your 
journey on .the New Way we are confident that you 
will wish to get still others to join you. It will add 
to your happiness and to theirs. 

THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-five 
Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four 
or more, per year," each, Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join ; 
you in subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions per year SI . 00: ^Eive -
sabscriptions for*S3.®0. Ten subscriptions for 

Money oniers and checks should be roaslef>i5ayable to THE 
NEW WAY, and all subsa-ipti^a^antTcorrespondence^shouId be 
addressed to: _THE"NEW WAY, Point Loma, California. 
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The New Way Quotebook -
THE THREEFOLD - HTJ.MAX NATURE 

"TME Human Soul, the Mind,„ stands as a link and 
medium between the animal nature of man which its-
higher reason seeks to subdue, and the divine spiritual 
nature, the/Master' in the sanctuary of our souls, the 
'Higher Self,' to"which it gravitates-whenever it has 
the upper hand In its* struggle with the animal. This 
personal or human soul is therefore a compound, in its 
highest form, of spiritual aspirations, volitions and 
divine love; and in its lower, of terrestrial passions im-
parted to it by its association with its physical or ani-
mal vehicle, the seat of all these."— Arranged from 
one of the writings of H . P . BLAVATSKY 

*' THE 'right performance of duty' means theinental 
state in which l£is done, for the mere performaHjÎ eif 
an act has no moral quaEty in it, foreven a machine 
may "be-mSde toJ perform acts usually donie by 'meb-
The moral-quality resides in the person ihsi&eV ..The 
performance ofa good act is no virtue unless the'person 
within is in the right attitude of mind. - Mahy/'aii 
apparently good act is-done from selfish, hyjidcritical; 
crafty or other wrong motives. These are on^rioutf-
wardly good. So" we/must attain" to a'proper-atate of 

,,"BUT it >yere-a.gloomfc-pe&simisric philosophy, in-
deed, to consider, only th&:travail ofj->lifei«*It yields-
moreTthan 'cpes^and groans, and tears.' In^spite of 
pain and sorrow, and afflictions that might well, crush 
hope, ambition, HfejjselfiTnanprove^theinnnqr^ty 
of the soul within him by rising superior tq-|verghing 
that would hold it tied to " earth. Where sorrow is-
sown, he reaps joy;-.out pf-darkness be-brkgs--light: 
out of discord, harmony; out of the mantle--of-despair 
he fashions a bright-hued garment pf hope; ̂ endowed 
with-godlike powers,, he .shows again and^again the1 

limitless possibilities of-the soul, the? innate;grandeur 
of the spirit'that dares to say/I will,' in. spiteiof, all 
handicaps." 

because'they areour duties."— W. Q. Judge - 7 
-̂ ••-r- - ' """ are easy^ The 

real sport" is"in doing things that are hard, Tiatjs a 
game worth' playing-"— Cyrtis Curtis - " --

' "THE difficulties which dishearten qne'̂ man only 
„ stiffen the- sirffews of another, who looks oh-them asia 
sort of -mental spring-board by which to-vault across 
the gulf of failure on to the surê  solid -ground of . 
full success.'-*'̂  " - • - - r "_-""'-

"So," "with a gallant heart, through every adverse 
accident of sorrow, and of fate, to turn to l|he sunr to 
strive for the heaven; - this* it is that gives Knowledge 
to the "strong and happiness to the wesik.̂ — Bulwer 

"THOSE who complin that they have fno chance' 
should study those grand^hves whose very-grandeur is 
a result of the superhuman efforts they were, obliged 
to put forth in order to conquer the seemingly uhcon-, 
querable difficulties over which they had to'cfimfe to 
the hill of victory." 

"THE Indians have a half belief that when one days 
an enemy the strength of the slain enters the slayer. 
Certain it is that a man who slays a-seeming impossi-
bility is stronger in proportion to-the difficulty over-
come. The great men in every calling prove this 
statement true." - ' " 

"THERE isa state, of mind and soul which,.if-per-
sistently ,hdd-to,,/must in time bring .the; whole ̂ being 

and stays,, .It is a pcsitive -staĵ ,, ̂ and. requires % firm 
andnnrelenting will-exereise. Blights the-heartSfoes, 
which,; lighting up the inner: chambers- qf_the_ inind" 
and soul; purify and purge of infection .even the physi-
cal atoms of the body. .This in -the end -is-the only 
true secret of good health." - - " - -

'-SOME ' of- the ancient philosophers- jgE îfd«|--the 
body as necessarily the enemy of the souChampering 
and cppfu£an&-it. Maybe it is„to-some of^u^Bufc not 
to,all o fus al^of the time. The body, .truly,I often 
tries-todraw .us ba.^frqm^e^perfoiaBan^^f-soiiie * 

" duty,- antHs theh/an enen^f-7 Sutwhentha'f^g^duty 
is being-energetically,carried 
-often_6ej[ound to cease its resistanee=and "be--asepntent 
andpleased co-operant,-sharing afterwards,~in its way, 
in.the sense of duty well-done. ".Man, as-he knows him-
self in life, stands between" body and soul,' and if he 
faithfully and.splendidly serves Ms soul,. his;bpdy .will 
come more and-Tnorei-to share injtaelight and energy 
he is=get%g from-that soul irod-beeome, at .last-his 
ever-willing helper in _all_ his doings, an instrument 
responsive to his every touch. - Then only is iiidividual 
life a harmony.. -The. child-, is healthy, and joyous by-
gift of mother-nature.- .If-;the man -would .be the same 
again he.nrastwin-it."._r_ - . _ 

. "JFOR when every year l'find t̂he1 d^odilsubringing 

|ierfection,-1, cannot but think-that,-man,Tmade in 
God's image, was meant to be still more, beautiful in 
his thoughts and .deeds even than they.- -Then-surely 
whatman was meant to be must betheonly-tEUexeality 
of what he is. AH else merely- Mppens-to Jiim." 

— £. -Temple Xkurston 

" D O N ' T try to do day work in the darkness of the 
night. The night is the time of repair.of brain-, nerves, 
body and. mind. -You can^t repair an engine while 
it's working." - ' , . . 
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perhaps contact closely, someone, who aroused the_ .superfa^manhoodjs. .possible—possible in part "even 
better side of his nature; who was to him an example,.Tor now, possible in} iti 'entirety -for -us, if not in 

* 1 — -t-4-t.;— .-/.-is*:—r this; yet in some, .oftier^life thlt shall be ours/ It is 
oiirs kotV to begin to make our lives noble, to f(^l;«o» 
the stirriiig of the divine life in us, to follow e^inples 
of that superb maiiihobd that stands ^s. a. beacon-light 
and -guide to a .shipwrecked'-wodd. --: 

:guperb 
mShhobd — perfect hkmony of mind ahd heart and 

in a greater or lessidegree, t>f -those- high qualities 
which we all love and admire. No man who watches 
himself, his thoughts, tendencies or desires, is ignorant 
of the two opposing powers which, now one and now 
the other, hold sway-in his life. .What is-it that^giyes. 
us the power to recognise and love superb moral 
strength, high purpose, unflinching determination, 
heroism, nobility and purity? ,.To recognise, shrink, soul; the body clean and. pure, alert and "erect;" the 
frnm qhH HoAnina fAtiwi^fjiia on/1 . '^kK-.k^l^ wr J .ru .̂':̂ ": ;.xl:rv :.. 'r- 1.. . e superb gesture, the balanced'mind, the heart full of ' 

high - purpose, throbbing with noblest impulses, our 
whole life a life for others! - - C.L. H. 

jt . " "" " -

Our Household 
t ( A MAN'S foes shall be" they of his own house-
- hold/- ShttU:berf- note;; Sh^W-when?'" As 

from, and despise cowardice, meanness, impurity and 
all forms of vice? Is it not that the seeds of these, 
both the.good and the bad, exist in ourselves? Indeed, 
it is not possible to recognise in another that which 
we are incapable of attaining. The fact of our recog-
nising these qualities is evidence of our powet on the 
one hand to attain to the higher,-or on the other to 
sink down to the lower. -. We.are. the .battlerground, 
and in ourselves is waged the "fight between good and - gxm a s he r^lv^toS^^any'KM'of 'straa/^oit" 
evil. We recognise the noble and trae^ and- then, ":For tMs"effo^3sagaf^ something'in hisownjoature, 
forgetting the better, we permit; the lower-to-rule. ^ or§td6d-bn! 

How many of us can look back to more than "rare" It is- easy enough -to let-your hoat: float on still 
moments of absolute self-control and self-dominion? /-wat|ror-mth the stream. /But put younoars out,jancl 
Yet a superb manhood requires that we shall stands ^youyind: the ^ f e r j s -itroWiTCTsfi^^yo^^®^55-
not as rulers of ourselves for a moment, but £lways£ ̂ Ilt .do^^ot-want its inertia^disfiirbed.- ; 
with absolute and perpetual sovereignty.- — - : -;r no^r^st^that is/did not have that i n e r ^ ^ l ^ ^ r s 

Too lang.has humanity been weighed down with! k w i i d hav|;io^purchast and you. ,cquld_n t̂-JBoTO"an 
the^dogmas of original sin and inherent unworthiness;̂  inch. ---Ifo^em-say thaffa& soon as~yoit^te13mh& to 
yet̂ theseT dark shadows are. not the ~ teachingsJ of ^ o v f e a t f i ^ a f o e ; .*y~e£ it - just 
Ghrist, of of-any of the great Helpfers of the world.- ̂ because" ofltI^frihosfihtyrrlhat-.ybu-cin accomplish 
They taught Divinity- as man's origin, perfection"las your purpose andjget -some where.//,^jf.,, 
his destiny." They:hejd out toJiim thepossibifity of, a - ' o%accon^pli^i^-%me adWndi,'- of 
superb naanhood. How great a hope thai comefe-into 
our- lives/when, -this is known and felt to be tkisi->|^andinipa^^ 

place-to ̂ diiousSope,, and superb.courage "shallfa~g&iri: IsTthe pa^^. t l^ fc^^cbg^i^t ia ; 
thrill mengrheart&r — 7 " - _ " " ' - , "' it is fb^oneactg-gtyrj^^^ 
1 Th&obsfecles that'we'meet may be many. "We have- > is 

the obstgde'of-the transmitted habits "of a long line, Inertia tha^fajfe^^ the'foe -TfaLtB& 
of heredity; for K heredity bfeSQ-stong -that physical1 man. who^rflpefeeyto- use%is w3t; Jjher^^^^^^re 
likenes^-is handed froiff^aient-tp~chiId; how-mxich_ not to— which/may take, the form of^gg^pjtogdo 
more -the-subtle influence .of thought- and desire? something easier or-something ejse^orto'j^^^omg 
Truly the sins ofTihe Others are visited 'upon the the usual thing? /Ji|e-strong^man-ittte^^^^fi'om 
claldren; and, as we mû t-jaQ. reeognise,-the_enemies "will-^evaflsl - /J;--
to- our progress are teeming iirour own Wood.-If,t- - Jj^SeE&^hc^^^ta^^fe-new-step^mayhide/under 
the body, mind, and "soiil were separate from one all sorts" c® reasoi^ble^^oking shapes. ^Say^i man 
another, special qualities might be cultivated in one knows that he eats too much and decides to cut down 
part of our nature without regard to the other; but Immediately he will have to face inertia, in,the form 
the whole nature of man is interblended, and no one of the desire to go on overeating as usual. When he 
part can progress very far save as the whole progresses 1 puts up his Will strongly against" this he may find the 
in perfect harmony. Should we not then use this mind filling up with fears and with, thoughts that he 
power of heredity, by so purifying and ennobling our 
lives that those who come after us shall be born with 
the love of all that is high and beautiful, pure and 
true? 

The first requisite is that we shall realize that a 

will not be getting enough for. proper sustenance, that 
his health will suffer, that it is not wise suddenly to 
change old habits, and so on. And .amidst-ihesa he 
may lose sight of thesure knowledge he had before— 
that for his own good he should cut down his .food, 
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coming perhaps at last .to-doubt whether he;was right 
after alL, -If that doubt prevails, inertia-ha& w.on-and 
aji'ii-been: conquered,< - His -foe was tof; his. own- house-
hold and" has come out winner. -Any-resolve, even, 
say, the resolve to do" an hour's-serious" study; every 
evening,-, has to run t̂he same, gauntlet of opposition. 

The ,opposition may come-frora further out-.--: A man 
who a few:years-:agoiletus sayX decided not to drink,-
probably found1 that the urgency -of his icomrades :to 
take drinks witbthem became at onGemuch greater;— 
in addition to the increase of his own: desire as soon, as 
it found-that there.-was some, .danger of its being 
denied- its, customary" gratification.-,, .-{Customary, :ot 
course, covers the idea of inertia.) 

Even'blind* circumstances seem sometimes to com-
bine to makg. it-more difficult th^^ual to. carry put 
a resolve. Seem to?- They do,-. For, m-a'degree;:that 
few of; us .suspect, outer circumstances-do:jespond "to 
our inner attitude; We create ourpath as we go -along 
far more than we -think, create it and line' it jwith" 
aids and obstacles,_ draw around. us circumstances 
that -are a' close lit to oui; natures. -Things" do not" 
happen^ The, universe,-, the, flow, -of events, isrhot . 
blind, 3t--watches;and:respdnds tons. "Like the trater, -
it seems. tq,.oppose when in reality it is lending itself 
to -the stroke of our oars." The . man- who revives to ' 
keep, serenê wiE fMd-that for a.while the dr%Jmstances-; 
of his life are actually more,calculated -to irritate than 
•Jiey were before", in addition to the extra sensitiveness 
to irritation- that Ms.- ;rekolve 'has..brou'ght/atout; in • 
himself. - He-resolyedto ^;his-will mdre than, before' 
and so unconsciously, called .on .difficulties;torbeeome 
more than before. If they did not,-his -^-woidd:hay^ 
no more.to employ itself on. th^before.;. . ; " 

So thearisingof obstacles.of any sort in the way of "a 
resolution.-merely means that you have begun to move, 
your oars are out, flat.against-.the. cheek of the waters 
of life.t v •':-., 

And remember-again, that-the universe is a school;-. 
and is .meant to be. -- It watches the-' scholars: and 
helps them — partlyby resistance, partly by furnish-" -
ing-opportunity, step-by,step for.the use of every 
power ;we-have. . -. - --,: 

And again: that adman's-'household^ is, firstly, "the 
elements rof--his:--own nature;" the powers: and inertia 
and willand -ideals "and weaknesses therein; secondly, 
all theotherhumansofhis-^OT 
acts every "'moment,-whom he influences in every 
change-in;his consciousness and who influence him hy 
every change in theirs;- thirdly, the universe-of-flow-
ing events, so seemingly blind, is also a part of the 
'household'.of each--ofJus, "quite as "truly as we are 
members'.of its vasthoiisehold/- There is not oneof us 
that escapes its • watchfulness.." Just .as, in "every act, 
we *act';upoh-it, so does it. in reply adjust a-suitable 
reaction upon us. ;If we-do wrong it adjusts a suitable 
pain — suitable; because the pain is such as to be an 

opportunity to gain.some growth of character from-it. 
If we do not respond, by making some sort of effort 
of will, it brings-track the-opportunity later on in a 
new. form.=/It; no more lets us atone, than we can let 
it-alone. It,- .and;We as parts of it, keep up a counter-
play of will.and'inertia — the.desire to be, or go on 
doing; as.before. In it, mil works always toward-the 
onwatd,. upward.: -When in us 'our-will -also works 
always -towards the onward, human .life will, have 
triumphed over-death and become unfailing-joy. 

- Will needs exercise for its health and growth. Any 
exercise of it fe and. must be against inertia. And its 
possibilities of growth have "no limit - .STUDENT 

=. * > ; :The jBird and its .Feathers 

^"T^HAT was a. mighty fine bird till you came to 
A -pull the -feathers.off him." 

//Squth Africa: -We were.camping in the woods and 
I "had been out to shoot our dinner.. The bird, as Joe 
said.vhadseemed a fine one as to size and was certainly 
gorgeous as- to plumage. But when he was plucked 
naked; for tfte ̂ pot, there was .next to nothing left 
of_ him, - v: J.fV-.?-; . 
- WhereaKwe feli to moralising. Fine-Jooking, birds 
that-.come to nothing when their.ieathers, are gone 
are-just as common among humans as on-the high 
trees. -" And.they get rated .by their feathers not only 
in-.their communities but even more in their own 
rainds. ..Once^m a.-while One of them gets caught in 
something shady, plucked in a law-court,, and sent 
naked-behind the bars. ̂  It must be an uncomfortable 
time' For. they had - reckoned, themselves by their 
feathers'-iand ;felt good at seeing .the same admiring 
appreciation of them in the eyes of their fellow 
townsmen. But the adventitious importance is gone 
now and there may not be much left, perhaps a very 
small affair indeed — they had never suspected how 
small. 

"Don't let us-laugh at them. - We nearly all have 
some feather-pride. "The clothes make the man," 
says a French proverb/ We 3̂1 know how different 
is our feeling when dressed for company from the 
feeling that-gets into,us when we don the work-
stained" overalls; . / . 

Sometimes.a man's "feathers*-are-his body. He's 
six feet talU or an athlete, or has a fine nose, or is an 
expert pianist." At any moment a street accident may 
breakhis-legs or stave in his" nose or dislocate a finger 
- and those feathers are gone. . ~ --
- And sometimes his feathers are his mental equip-
ment. : He values himself on being good company 
because he "can tell a good- story, or he is a ready 
Ipeaker at the club. Or - he learns and remembers 
easily anything^he studies. But -a little hardening of 
his -arteries or some other rchrohic" trouble may strip 
him of those feathiers, arid he too finds himself naked. 
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But what is there left when the- feathers ate gone?-
What is it that gets naked? What is the real-thing in 
there all the time? How can we get to know about 
that and so begin to spend some time in the cultiva-
tion of what no amount of plucking can rob us of? 

The 'real thing' in there is the real man, he who is 
behind heredity and what heredity clothes him with,4 

who is his: own heredity, who existed before and will 
exist afterwards but who forgets himself in his ' feath-
ers,' waits to be awakened to himself. Its name, 
perhaps, is ' I ' ; but that is a name "that the feathers 
have stolen and use all the time, till ' I ' and the 
feathers seem to be one and the same. " 

Another name, we might say, is 'Silence,' because 
the feathers keep up such a constant clatter of talk — 
inward amongthemselves or outward toother bundles 
of feathers whom we regard as the 'reals' of other 
men but who likewise have their true' self waiting to 
be awakened — or, if you likê  awakened to their "true 
self. And the awakening is done,-partly by continU; 
ous acts of will and determination earned out against 
the resistance-of "the 'feathers'; and partly'by-a 
certain power that comes from the practice of silence; 
the silencing of brain-chatter and the-seafch for or 
feeling after what the- silence holds. For- itT-is-4he 
'feathers' that have made us forget our divinity and 
immortality so that we are absorbed in the happenings 
of the little passing hours and days and, krthe'quest 
for the little temporary pleasures that" the" days offerj 
miss the real -joy -that- belongs to'us,—"*in a-i 
miss our true selves hidden-deep in the 'feathers7-
that constitute personality." ' . ' * " ' -

Well, you can think a lot of fine thing& in the peace 
of the quiet woods after supper with your pipe under 
the moon. But how about holding on to -them to1 

morrow morning? STUDENT 

Never-Worry William. 

'VVTOW 1 tell you," said Jim Burgess, "it will be 
JL-N a mighty serious .business if that pimp and 

the pipes don't get here on this train.- Once.the 
water gets into the workings the bottom will heave 
and they'll close the pit for repairs; most of the gang 
will be laid off and I shall find myself in-the-very .worst 
kind of hot water with the management. WeH, -we've 
done our level best, I'll swear to that; so,let's not 
worry, but just sit down under the bank, light up our 
pipes and take it easy till the train comes in. Worry 
won't help us out any, I reckon. 

"The greatest feller for not worrying that ever I 
met was William Wiseman. Never-Worry William, 
the boys used to call him, and sure he deserved the 
name all right. You couldn't feeze him nohow. „If 
things turned out all right,— well, they was all right, 
and he went on to the next job.- If things was all 
a blamed muddle from start, to finish,— well, that 

was all right too, "as far as he was- concerned;"- He 
knew he'd "donerhis part as it ought to" be "done," and if 
the plans'was laid out wrong; or if the "other fellers 
had slipped-up on their end of-the'-job? 'twas no con-
cern of liis. He'd just look'back "and try To' see where 
the hoodoo had come7in, chalk-it-4ip in his sktdT for 
future reference,-"ahd >̂ cjuietly -pass- on- to" something 
else. But-there -was"one -thing that^stuck mollis 
head Hke- a rusty rivet in" a hole/and" that -was that 
worriment just -wore a-man's heart out and-never did 
a particle of good; " . 

-"Some guys I know are all the"other way. " If;the 
job turns out well they brag of what they did to help 
it along, and crow like a rooster on a post-at sunrise. 
If things go dippy they're down, in' the mouth at-once, 
and you'd -think"" to look'at them that they'd taken 
their Bible'oath they'd never smile again.-.There's 
lots ;of'fellers' who let their' minds -paint pfetlirfes of 

and' mak£ tMrfiselves Melancholy -mad by hatching 
out- "bugaboos" iif thfch'thinkMg-shqps.- -Now/Never-
Worfy" William used'tosay: " "lis time enohgH to 
meet -troubles- when, they con®r a-Moc^ 
door/ ahU '_ *feih 'tr no manner -of-'use-ito huot^emiup 
with a.fantem/ Jl joevef 
in his' mindj/andrl̂ r-eckoh 'twas"IBat̂ teiade:6ir6isuch 
a:^teady'worker// No lips and downs," no'-hramstorins, 
ho laying 'the- blaaiie on* the 'other:f^eF; and"n(r taking 
all1 theJ gfedit to fiimselfbut justcheetfiilly plugging 
away" atfiKjobTyear in year out^Keat anctcold and 
wet and "fine--' T. often" used to Think that- he'd-got 
more of the'-real thmg in his "ample line of talk-and 
his steady' way'of carryjhgonl than a' lot-of - these 
here txx>k-leairfe£-highbrow/OT^ 
have .never really -been- up 'against it and gotten- right 
down,tObrass tacks.< -- -

-""Of course some- fellers will tell yourthat'the power 
to stop the machinery, when the~ won y-wheelsjare 
buzzing away at top" speed-inside of your-&iIl,TK-all 
atcordinĝ fdithê teBapferainent you're bonfwith;- * It's 
a gift,' they-sayv-̂ and iFyou're bom with the worrying 
kind of brain,1 you're bound to wony, whether you 
like it or not.' Now I dpn'-t deny that-it comes'easier 
to;some- fellers/thaiirto-'othersftaput' thebrake-on; 
bnt-I hold that.a-man who is^aiianJias got,toput up 
a fight for "a cool-head; ̂ md hot at ! dowii. and 3et~his 
mind tear itself all'to, pieces because it asrt't-an. easy 
thing- to keep it steady." IH'ms one of the worryin g 
kind, I'd die fighting the habitandrif we reap accord-
ing as we-sow, and if .we. don't 'gdiput likeia spent 
match when they lay the.body. under;fhe giass, then 
somehow it's going to help-us that we:didn.'t.*fet the 
worry-wheels -buzz .just as:they liked.v I1. can't/help 
thinking that we "shall be the .better for it.̂ hafcwe put 
up some .kind'.of a fight to keep sensible.and:sane, 
for I reckon that a man in a.worry-is on the highxoad 
to real- madness if he don't look-- out :.for.jhimself. 
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" There'gofes thewMstle, and that 's'theHram round-
ing the comer:byiSlattery's 'Bend: Jf.she's got the 
pumps abodrd/ 'all rights If'she ^hasn't there 'll be 
no cuss-words from'jpe.'4:Ftv will b̂e too bad if we 
don't-get the^puErtp^^ut it-Would bea worse-thing 
if we-shoiddjlose-^uK'gfeatSf^^ijinds, wfii£h-are-:the 
onty.kmd of h^d^th/which. a; feller'T-aifSive right: 
Pumps and- pipes,alrf ^v thc^ : things -are Oir the 
outside; "but a Hand boiling" with -worry — that's in-
side ofhim'ahd he Abetter look out. -

" There's our pump on the 
second car,- boys:--';£et-s • get-* 
a move on". ' A-WORKER 

Everyday Life 

IT is,the everyday- life w .̂ 
sl^^ay^tp.dof^wkh .-

ways,-, -the everyday- hfe of J 
change, -fi|ll , of jaerpleritiesij 
smalĵ /petty,; and gften?.m^n,-i:.r 
and o f -worries- .about what 
may never -happen. -

So^'oin^edngt^tevery-, 
day will be perpetual, it ,will 
be good sense to/look aboutj, 
and seerhow we can pass. it -
most ̂  happily. Surely,, the : „ 
greatesfc:feip]piness /is/in^ t M V 
Service ..at" Life, ;working - to -
make-it truer and better. But 
in shkprjg this God'&'work-,;-
we csdt.rpake-oiirsel.yes miser-
able, others uncomfortable, -
and fret, Life by -giying the 
right off way.,, to; pur_pesky,- -
little troubles. - >- .. ~ 

What would we think -of a ., 
merchant.who filled his .store 
with na^ty^bfe.,of. stuff..that,; -= 
no one would buy ,wheii "with . ( 
the same expenditure on:some; 5j 
worth-while goods he could be a service to the neighs 
borhodd- and.'make his work -pleasant and profitable? 

Who îeallyr-wants tolivea narrow",;petty life, ..when 
by simply breaking, the ,tebitipf smaU_ thought; he 
necessarily creates the habit of largethought, ensuring 
him happiness and growth? - Qor minds can as easily 
be trained into one.as the other.. There is not a. nature 
so small and jmean/ that, it: wiU not expand , and im-
prove iigBt.-along by practice,in larger and nobler 
thoughts.'^-.: ,. • , -

Hajjpipessis. the,prize, all.humans. seek-to:have, 
and all gaiitzpore or iess of it;- 'The trouble^lrawer, 
strange-ito/say, -gets^iis ,out pf -being, miserable.' He 
tellp ^hfeAroi^les/with a-kind,of pride, and-he feels 

an inward satisfaction-when told-how miserable he 
looks. "Yet even he will not-find it difficult to enter 
into a larger life of real happiness and mental health — 
to the great profit, likewise, of-his bodily being. 

-ft requires only that he form the habit of'instantly 
dismissing" .from his mind- every disturbing -thought 
immediately^ it" enters there, routing it with some 
pleasant or constructive one. < Don *t attempt to fight 
it for reason with it, and don't let it reason with you. 
Bounce it out as a nuisance. 

A week or a month of this 
as a persistent practice, and 
the trick is done. Thereafter 

freedom from troubles! For 
one has become a : mental 
athlete, to surmount, look 
down on, - and so overcome 
them on the instant. 

Is not this freedom worth 
the trial? It is waiting for 
everyone. Any one can make 
this his everyday life during 
eternal . life —/growing freer 
and happier every day. F. P. 

As Concemeth. Fighting 

~;T3-EHOLX>! on ascertain day 
now past;; when I had 

opened my morning paper to 
see . how fared it with the 
world, I marveled greatly at 
the number of people who had 
journeyed a, great distance to 
see a prize fight. -And I was 
grave when I considered that 
many had perhaps put' aside 
the payment of.their grocer's 
bill in. order to attend; but 
I was not a little comforted 
when I reflected that most like-
ly the grocer was there also. 

., Whereat I read a little of the matter to see in what 
manner the wordly had disported themselves; and it 
was Interesting... So, being a sober and sedate man, 
and one with areputation to sustain, I looked out the 
door to see that none in passing might misjudge my 
motives: whereupon I read on to where it said "con-
tinued on page six." And it was very-interesting; 
therefore turned I to page six and continued to the end. 

-Greatly I.marveled as to what-made the matter so 
enticing; and, then it was plain to me that we are by 
nature fighters and the lovers of an honest scrap. 

But we surely ,travel too far and unduly delay our 
grocer's bill, not bong wise as to. what manner of 
conflict we should be interested in. For there is a 

, ' - 1 , L^maland Photo & isnfraprng Dept. 
- : ;"IN :^THE YELLOWSTONE PARK" 
. .(Tbe bear is not meaning any harm. He's , 
iteeljFindicating his willingness to accept 
any little trifle'of refreshment- that flue 

'-visitors might-feel moved to share--with.- . 
--s " Ihiin.;- And they shared.) . -
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mighty and- a valiant conflict to be had -within our 
own breast, with a most crafty fighter? and'without 
the softening1 of gloves. Verily it will last and never 
lose interest; and will continue day after, day, week 
inward and week outward, year following year, life 
following life, with an- ever-increasing happiness. 

Also in it you will keep not the gate receipts to 
yourself. Everybody will share in-your-gain, for your 
increased strength-and ability will help others. The 
very nature of your fight will determine that, because 
you will be battling for the conquest of comradeship 
over selfishness, and in it- you will learn to. forgive _ 
your enemies. Assuredly, to IeanSlie"" meaning of -

of that kind, in the papers some" day?^. 
other kinds will have vanished in/#eF 
peace and; happiness. 

are naturally-built thatjway. y.Gur,weaknesses,are;part 
of..the.general, tendency^of-the times-'towards. self-
indulgencfe We -live" in a sea'-of temptations like a 
fish in the oeean.; But when we put np a' fight against 
these things we,dear-out:sQme:of- the-sharks.'frara the-
briny, and, help -some-other^poor-.iishtto^fit-a^better 
chance. > We 're.-alt in-thg^wim, together !̂--And re-
member -there's always"laoptheE -chance, ra-- E. 

Man and > his Moods - - -

r_have changing moods — they are 
or all down'; and, while they may 

qne0fthese;statesweaknessjand:the 
sare really different foririsr'of weak-

opposites, and together represent 

I 
The Maeic of GoodTdeas : -i-.-ssi 

7T^|^.-^cqndition 
the other day 

_ _ ___ _ 
ê aedy;yf-and,;-̂  jconvereelj^?the\jJ^y, 

READ the other day di^imgS^gfcpm react upon̂ flw'ngJmtf̂ iiSef 
kidnapped"by a 'wild man' out may" thus' rotate/iBa^^abus 

he was leading her away she b e ^ g a n p h y s i c a l symptbffis "acting" and 
lord's Prayer:r He let go of her .hMd^pftTa^y^ other: " 
and she walked back home. " ; .-iV.-; j s g ^ a ^ i i ^ ^ .-apy kind" is a -^eat-. obstacle to 

Sounds like a tale out of the 'Sunday.rStofytdleg^prc^fes^^Jrtffim^of one kind generate extremes of 
doesn't it? But don't let that idea- Jgt iway with pnd̂ '- ,;4The"disastrous-failuire-of sô inany 
your judgment, because that taIe;isSthe'genuin .̂stuff. V ^ K ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ / m a y be' traced to thijrcaise'frihey 
There is real help to be had by calling to mind-some- of a reaction, under the-drive of 
thing that deals with the higher, spiritual side:of our" ^^^an^^B^tefction. "The'law of the pendulum 

[&•.- the : 
made in spite of the'vibrations, 

abetter illustrationis that; of a sailing ship;ad^aiidng-
to its destination by alternate tacktngs to.tHe"right 
and left of the direct course. Nobody is"able^tosail a 
direct course before the-wind, in his conduct; - for,'jn 
addition/to Eis "prime motive, aimed straight at"the 
goal, there-are numerous-lesser motives; ahd'thus he 
is carried from side to" sidfe/ 'though' progressing" all 
the time. As he gains -experieh«"'these'-vibrations 
become'smaller. """ ' -'-""• 
-Our :moods change-'becatfee ®ey--c6me/under-the 

dbmihion of an atf-prevalent law of w& ônfGgE'"|lt er-
nation, "which characterizes nature? r,-'But7 fBfere is 
something in" us which silently accomplishes îts pur-
poses despite "these distractions. - It is the^Sqiif; the 
red Self, the one "who is "living the" Efe smcf fulfilling 
his destiny. A man's-desires are at- variance with his 
Spiritual Will; and this Will thwarts thosfcTdesires 
and brings them to frustration; and the man,- in his 
ignorance, rebels. ' He dees not-yet comprehend-the 
Law -that is ruling his life;"so"he pferhaps"-"calls it 
Pate of Providence, and 'regards1 it a^Tri&ufable. 
Yet" it isr rieally his own "Will; riot "liis- personal will, 

nature, when that 'wild man,' the demon "of oUrSnake-
up, is leading" us off. This fellow is more dangerous 
than one out in the hills: him we can dodge easily, 
but the one we carry with us always — fie needs 
dodging. 

But you need to have these helpful ideas ready to 
hand when they are wanted. Write them down in your 
own words and commit them to memory. And as a 
preparation for getting'rid of big troubles, practise 
getting rid "of the more simple ones, such as that 
gloomy feeling you perhaps have when you get up' in 
the morning. Our state then is often best described 
as that of a man looking through a megaphone from 
the big end: he can't see enough to keep cheerful on. 
The scheme is to reverse the megaphone and get a 
wider view, a big idea, something outside of ourselves; 
and then the gloom lifts. If you can't remember 
things, write them down and stick them on the wall 
where you can 't help but see them in- the morning. 
Practice along this line gives us power-to deal with the 
'wild man' when he comes along. 

The great secret of coming through along this line-
is to remember-"that - whatever success you have:-is: 
certainly going to help out someone else. Things 
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From Some, of -the Writings ofKatherine Tingley 

" MAN caimot-find his-true placein the^reat scheme 
of human" life untikhe-has ennobled and'-enriched his 
nature with the-consdousness -of his Divinity, of his 
Divine/fsner Se l f -~ = - --L.^i -

" W E R E you. to.be:told^that-just outside/the door 
great minds were waiting to give you the sgpret of 
acquiring fabulous wealth, you would hot stop for 
anything. Yet that which you would hope to gain 
bdongs but to the perishable, fleeting, material side 
of life. Why not make as great an effort for the know-
ledge thatwill giveyott the secret ofrightJiving, reveal 
to you the mysteriesof life?" _ 

"MATEREOJSM and- the-.merely intdlectical: view 
have carried^man:.out upon ;a-seafof. unrest'and ;dis-
satisfaction; "-while 'the 'real -man̂ - the -Divine/Man, 
has been-ignored. -As a-iestdt,' the fihec |mowlfedgeJ— 
which "is right -at hand if we- couldibut I perceive it, 
for it lies in- the very being " of manhimself — is 
inactive and obscured/--- """ r - " 

"RIGHT within the corners of th|SE little .brains 
of ours —-for they are little, elsewe^hould see bigger 
results —right within the verysoundof. our .-voices 
and the pulsation of our hearts, there is a force which 
can be evoked" -- -

"MY whole aim is'to bring'out-the spirituaEpossK-
bilities'of" the individual."" JhdividiiM effbr£ *'f6wards 
Mgher'thingsl- That -is, what .I aim to inspire;", that 
each may come to know" himself better; that there 
may he a spiritual 'rounding-out ' of the "character and 

-the life.J Tf we can see the "individual: iising hfthe 
strength' "of his divine heritage, the 'power of bis 
spiritual rights, then comes a clearing of the mind," a 
lifting of the vol that hides the truth." -

"IN such endeavor the student finds "the sacredness 
of the hour and the day. There is no time for com-
promise. or for delay- The lazy, .the indifferent, "the 
selfish and the egotistical will not be interested along 
such" lines of research; but the "one who is stirred by 
the simple conviction that he is immortal not in 
some" nebulous future life, .but here-and now—.that 
man feels the "touch of the Divinity within." 

"THERE is a great discovery which each must make 
for himself: that human nature' is dual kid that a 
battle is ever going on between the Higher Self and 
the lower, the angel and the demon in man,— the 
immortal part and that which is made up of passions 
and desires. When the higher dominates*-- there is 
knowledge and there is peace. When the lower rules, 
all the dark despairing elements of httmsfn life rush in 
upon the unguarded soul, and too oftpn suicide is 
the result." 

tr}i 
. r̂iveted --; 

to the earth,- with all j^-phygi^"and-gr^slj^|naterial 
manifestation., 
on .his He-journey-Jwfced^r^^^^^wa^jW^0!1 

is but a-figure o f - s g e e c ^ ; a n d 
centered his. observation^©n î-jSKKef' 
-soon > escape. from the""coil§; of 
illusion. From-.tiie^d^toJ^/g^^h^Kelwould 
then become supportable^and wgrthrKvmg; even -in its 
worst phases "—J&jfc Blcfv&sfry- 'P -

"THE student,who^mows- anything^bbut^fe in-
sists:_that-pmversal Motherhood i&^t a'merStheory. 
It is a.fact,;a' liying-and .ever^es^t ;fe^fr^lwhich 

- no-nation fa.hJogertp .es^pe...f^oj]gi^- can escape 
from iVand'-eveiy"man who violates. it j5(gates,aiaw. 

;_upon him.anctiSake^him* suffer^<^% dK^i|^it; .does 
.WdisprpytA.. -
and keeps: tis-miseiabl^poor^ -just 
think of 
would act as-Jesus hafr. as 
jZbnfuous said, jalUhetgrigst e t ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ f e h e . 
worlthhaye said,-. IDo.-untqpotjtos.^jijgfflCTTO^ve; 
themdo unto-you,- would there for; 

. legal-measures -and-_ pohcemenyWith-~€lu£>s?-j- fi^Jl'- the 
troubles of.the world-would disappear m:|umoment if 
men woijld -only do one ̂ parter of-what--they-poiild 

"EVERY man. who.i^-trying-.^mov^dn^l|^-the-
highest sense,Tto-open"Up his innerliatujeand' get at 
theXight--tbere,^pass^ throug^rstafe'JiS/v^i'.the 
unworthy ̂ deeds of-his past;-ldhjg -forgotten .̂ start up" 
here and-there in memory as if revealed, and jgssfltened 
by the moving beams'-of a s^rchhghtl TSeiOns heart 
is chilled and hope fails him andhe fee^tha^such z 
creature, as • he /"can" haye^-no,chance^of ^flajiiment 
But instead o f - g i ^ g - w ^ t o ^ V ^ t e t e b l S ^ ^ tin. 
confidently." -Itwilltrosible him-but a€tjleiinae,:wtir-
be less at each-rectur^c^and :'is;-ihd^^mark of 
progress.''—' STDHCNT;JL- iipTh&€entvry P(kK\_s-\ 

" THE: quality 
of our^wg."- What we are'work^oiifT^^rfiEjg as-
circumstances permit, into what we do. So-hoj&atter 
what the outer circumstances may be tha^icwRyour 
action,' be each day -whatls highest andv£etojftyou. 
One thing at least' we.can A? each day forjour:jfellow-y 
men: think onestrohg; hefpfur"thdught-^d!w5te it 
down. If at that moment "it .̂ as sincere' it fcas^Becbhie 
a part of our being." " 
. "THE soul, contains" in- itself: tie-evenE_£th|felha!l 

. presently befallit, -facthe.event is only the:a"^u^zing 
of-his thoughts-"i-JJmerswi: -„-1 - " -



•; PEACJEsMAEERS.; i AN ..ITEM -"; IN;: THEii PEACE . AT .THE. INTERNATIONAL; ;.;",: 
i t ^ s S I j T H E ^ i ^ ^ BY ; ^ 

/KATHERINE TINGLEY, :JULY.;;16,~1923. 

Just Gomtiion Sense • d o i ^ 

The the: jottier? evenyif ̂  :Why,;;does; his 
is-lyte^i^; idbn^feel /XVJiy is it sympathy Ughten th^ . For as facts, happen-

^ i ^ J l f n t o v s o m e o n e ? iiigs, theyireniamexa^ course: 
I should not I>haye still^fost myinioney; or my • jcM^ 
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injustice done me, or one thing or another still con— acerbity or contempt, (Cuaquafy efipugh at first 
tinues to trouble me. ' -aght̂  even telling'-one man- ofjhe faults of another 

The other man has taken over alittle of my troubled shows the fact of Brotherhood;*-though it is getting 
or has passed over to me a little strength to bear it — away from Brotherhood; for you want the man you 
though, strangely, without any loss to Ins own strength, tell to share your attitude.) 
The fact that this passing over is possible and has Stephenson recognised the fact that steam expands, 
actually occurred, shows a unity.of us. It is possible- -He got'-in Tine with that 'Jfe'c^3nTCnted!SHeisfearii-
for no words to be spoken on either side, and yet that engine, and became to an extent a great man. Recog-
the lightening of the burden shall occur. Some men 
do that for you by their mere presence, even when 
you have not said anything about your trouble-

Suppose all men were of that sort,— society made-
up of such rich-natured, deep-souled, large-hearted 
people. Where would be anybody's troubles? What 
a society! Yet it is coming, some time,-when there 
will not only be Brotherhood as a fact — just as it"is 
a fact now — but when men feet it as a fact. 

The man who relieves your trouble by his mfre 

ruse the fact that Brotherhood is a fact in nature, get 
in line with it, and you are on-the way: to be a great 
man to an. extent that has no limit. Once that 
consciousness is tuned to the fact of Brotherhood and 
has got the large, clear- atmosphere-,.thatcomes of 
that, it is then (and t̂hen only)-competent to;do its 
best along any line to which it may" be directed or 
that is natural to it invention, .science, art* what 
you will. We all know that a man could not do any-

vation-of the feeling 6f Brotherhood, alwaJs^jti-~" 
likes it: Everybody likeiitwhotries it evOTjaminhte.-

Let us.thmk it out, and.nnderstand, that-thejnere ;; se& ê&in a ibri 
fact that one man can-respond to-the^troiSles or jpys^ 
of another demonstrates that unitf, "jhat' c o - n ^ t u i e , _ ^ 
which is expressed in the word^-Brotherhood;'; ^ -- ~ •- I-aft ofitfeft :_'ftl^t jsrittshort^ 

Some men are very unsympathetic. . But-in^thedonotaB^knowthaf s&hgi mind 
case of even the. worst of such therejis -at, teast^jsay,^ atw^steacty ^ ' 
owe "Other to whose troubles or tjoysrthey- respond -to^faird -create-̂ r 
some degree. Andlet them know of a suffitientcalami- 1 
ty, and thar sympathy jvill for.a-moinent^ai any;r§te, =• tofgt^w, to.take a 
become a real power. ̂  There is a eenter̂ in,thepS_ jSne. of jthose .'every little jwMeg^come-
whereBrotherhoddobtains,howeyerimaHjap^awakK ; along^Giere is"someblock,in'the/^j^of i^cSr"or 
If there were none of it they would -be iutlaws from" dislike or a quarrel ora-snarl oca-nasty.critical feeling 
Jtfe and-on the-way to be snuffed o u t . - > -^tow^s_some^e;^ step 

By ra big man* we mean a'man-whose center bf'Vof growth" is-gone.% Sd.iwe -mtj^t^'s^yjth^-same size, 
Brotherhood is awake all through and felt and £adti-r""mbi|Jl̂ aiid-inehtaBy, ^IjtbelBine, -"liv -̂and^die. the 
vated and "acted on constantly by him. .By a small/- "saiiie.aze.^" _ _ : i . ' ^ f ' - l - ' i ^ . v 
contemptible man, "we mean a man whose Brotherhood -. 
center is hardly at work at all. -He is-not "happy, " :in touch "with uhiversaL ~Iife,-js "the'^p^gthi^-does 
though he tries all the time to jget-so- It is because - notfdieg.i-_.The> aj^otherhbddTsi^t js^.the'̂ ffifrtal, 
he is trying to live apart from fife. l?OElife is the ' alwayg- Jif t^- sg^lK^^Sseiae 
'Spirit of Brotherhood and radiates out all through a- h<M of^om-immorf^ty 'iegiuie^ therefcg^pfciag; we 
man (and beyond him) from his center ofBrotherhood. seize hold on th^un^ii^ceriter, 
It is the real self or place of selfc^Wfe^ay'the selfish "" r.So--thejsensei^of^BnA^Sgc^- js^science^or "it is 
•man is working all the time--for"hini£eIf^for his own -knowledgeofjth^^ .it,is, when 
interests; —not at all! He- is neglecting, himself,- -- carried 'irtto-practi^ra^&^i^^gfflCart;^it'is a 
the frwg-self, and neglecting his owffinterests. ConseJ "very c&rhpetem- "reS'gi^^ind'-^e^s^s-^^^e-^ifeart -
quently he is- out of touch with the place in himself of-the World; it is a path, on whkhallour.powers 
where happiness is, and js away on the edge where he ripen gradually; it is -^.philosophy; 'an&Mjisxornmort 
is pursuingphantoms of it that he can never catch iup.-.ŝ MSfr, for it i^extrenifily>and^iSaanently^pleasant. 
with for more than a moment If you .want to be . What more do.you want? 
happy — don't lie to yourself by saying you don't — 
get in tune with life, with the-deep fact of life ™ 
Brotherhood: Have your sympathy with trouble and 
joy in others always on call. When you see faults m 
other men — haven't you got any? — don't "snarl-at 
them or feel contemptuous or bitter. 'Criticism' is 
seeing the faults of others through the gla: 

STUDENT 

Don't: Blame' the-Scenery- -

T OGKING. through rold papers? I came: across" some 
-L' --verses. I had written years agO.-wheiiSI had a 
fancy for .trying that kmd :of-ttdhg.""-They consisted 
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of two "pdtems, with a period between-the writing o f -
them of over seven years; and theŷ  railed to-mind 
some Of my eariv experiences^/^-. . ^ --- - -

Whed'the first-was written,' I-was a,single man,had 
a good job, andcould affordto give-myself a trip when 
holidays-'came-around.: But :what a gloomy*-,moody 
grouch.T was!' Looking'back "now I can see"that I 
never got- any real enjoyment out of: anything. And 
to think" that I used to~try to put my-feelings-and 
thoughts intoverse!. - - _--

Presently.: 'II give. you. a sample of "What I used to 
write. - T t was -written . on. a- particular .holiday =that 
I am not likely toforget^at the seaside and .during the . 
sunniest Itnne'pf the year. - The reason I remember it 
is that.when-f- retumed;- the boss called me. on to the 
carpet and asked me"Jiow I had enjoyed mysdf.- -I 
said that f had;made:the best of it; but did not find it 
very exhilarating; - He,replied-thai that just about 
expressed Jhis-own poation with regard-to-nae: that 
he had made thef.best of me,but did"not" find me 
(-{hilarating; that I was fairly capable in my work, but 
acted asla kind of generallblight around the place, 
and tOOk-:a Jot^o£ -the -ftni- out' of; the day's .work. 
And ̂ -he ?hadj>repared_ references" for me, if I cared-
to have 3T^^^andhere WEB a month's pay in advance. " 
Good-nibraShgl ? -% - .--i-.-T-,, ' * ' " -

I-tookithe.payj-scorned fhe-references, and left in^a 
white Iseat of-indignation. Ijthink it took me "until 
that month's pay was "gone to realize-that I was 
really feed,— it seemed although J.wouldn "t admit 
it to myself^f Fk^-fOT^jeing gloomyt l a blight on 
other fellpw^rhappiheS! - ' : " " - . " ,* ^ - , 

But -'reht.due' -is a fine thing to bring anyone down 
10 hard factsjl^nd^)-! decidedl would" just step^own -
town and'tkkeni) another job. - At the end of a month 
I was?g$H loqkmgyfiTrrthat jot$ ."and. hadmoveeL to 
cheaper'qWte^^ to some-
thing stall cheapef; Tand" about that time"! began to 
consider-whether., a f t e r n o t be some-
thing'imdesirableabout me. —. 

After-.a" lot of patience'and himiility I got an inter-
view: .with "the.manager. of,, a^big iinn in .my line of 
busmesV'He tuined,out,to'be a fiery old gentleman,; 
and when fie wheeled around in his chair and.caught 
sight of' me W.yjsIJed": "Good' lord! haven't 1 got 
enougb-troubiesr arqund the place without having to 
see ypu every' day? Go1 away, boy! You're like 
a rainy day." 

And right there I swallowed all my false pride and 
asked him to give me a job somewhere out of his sight. 
The idea seemed to- tickle-him,—^Ie considered a 
moment and-said: "Huh! all right; put you in the 
cellars''-"Start", right =.&way." -" And" sorl descended }to 
the packing; room, to°a;job I had always regarded as 
'mere laboring work.' -- - - -

It WaS"'tke;jlucldest''expeiience of my-life. I- dis-
covered1 that" itffi jiot the-kind of -work you do, but 
what kind'of than you' are .that matters; arid so I set 

to work and learned to be cheerful instead of spreading 
gloom around. In course of time I graduated to the 
office —? I really had some ability in that line. I even 
founds-girl that was willing to put up with me, and 
I was a proud man when at length I was able to take 
the'family-to the seaside—my first trip that way for 
the seven years I spoke of. - -

Now, here's where the scenery begins to come in. 
I hadn't tried writing poetry since I was at the sea 
before — had too much else to think, of; but now I 
got an itch to try again, and here was the first verse: 
" " "The day'draws all.too quickly to its close; 

.And wave speeds after glistening wave, to fall 
, " . And crawl in leisured-happiness, and spend itself 
_ ^ In .gleeful ripples on the pebbly "shore." 

After that there was something about the sea-gulls. 
But- that's not important; here's the peculiar thing 
about it i -When I got home, I dug out my old portfolio 
where I used to keep my 'poems,' and when I opened 
it, here's what stared me in the face, written at exactly 
the same seaside place seven years before, just before 
I ; wa& fired — 
=. - "The dreary day drags onward to its" close, 

V" And wave but follows wave to fall and crawl 
; And spend itself in frothing waste and drear 

Monotony upon the littered shore."' 
"At first-! wouldn't believe I had written it. I 

surely hadn't forgotten being fired, but I had no 
: memory of the verse — the strenuous years in between 
must have obliterated it". -But there it was; I must 
have written it. And as I said, it was done at quite 
the same place. When I wrote that gloomy stuff, 
I hadn't a responsibility in the world, and had money 
to buna. When.I wrote the last lot,.I'd had a seven 
.years" fight, and- it was the first long holiday I'd 
"been able to afford. 

What-do you make of.it? It's plain to me that 
a fellow's happiness doesn't come "from outside of 
"him" all/ It was-while -I was in the packing cellar 
that -I- learned to be cheerful; and it didn't come 
from my surroundings,-but .from my own determina-
tion to be cheerful. 

And I discovered the greatest secret in the world: 
that it " doesn?t matter'what :circumstances you find 
yourself in, you can get a glow-of happiness by living 
as a-true comrade with those around"von. You may 
be in a position that sends you downhill physically, 
but there's a magic in simple kindliness and con-
sideration" for'others that brings happiness in spite 
of that; and something will radiate out from you and 
light up . your surroundings, just as it did for me on 
that second trip to the seaside. - - - -
, You may think that a seaside is an easy -place to 
light up; bvtt what about that first trip of mine, when 
I was such a fool? If I ever find myself like that" again 
I'm goingback into the cellar with the packersr J. B. 
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Turning- off the Steam 

1 ' T/~ EEP on keeping on." It would be hard to 
J-V pack more wisdom into as few words. For 

you never know at what moment the 'keeping on' 
may bring you irirtory in what you are keeping on at. 

It takes exactly as many turns to mwind a ball 
of string as to wind it. 

That was what I was thinking. And I got dis-
couraged. I had let a very bad habit in on myself 
through a number of years of yielding to it. Now that 
I had taken a contract to get over it and was finding 
that I got beaten every time, the case seemed to get 
more hopeless the more I philosophized. "Keep on 
keeping on"- - that was a good maxim, of course. 
But the bad habit was the wound ball of string. 
Every turn in the winding was made by a yielding to 
my temptation. . So the corresponding- wK-tum must 
be made by a wof-yielding. But the- temptation, was 
always too much for me, now. J.had not won a single 
victory over it with all my efforts. All the unturns 
yet to do; not one accomplished.. And even if with 
great effort one were accomplished, all the rest would 
be there, perhaps hundreds of them, each requiring 
the same effort! I hadn't "got:the stuff in me.. Per-
haps I could do one. But an almost, endless succession! 
Clearly the thing was hopeless. I must go oil to my 
grave with that accursed habit uriconquered. And 
the grave would not be .so" far away unless I-did 
•conquest -1 -

Some poor fellow gets behind the bars. The-first 
day is an appalling stretch, of gloom- and horror. 
He looks forward. •-.•-:" Hundreds and hundreds of days 
like this ahead! It can't be lived through." 

You know where he is wrong. The next .day won't 
be quite as bad; the next a shade less so. -. In a week 
there will be quite a lift. The surroundings are 
becoming something like a habit. In a month he will 
be interested, even, in his surroundings, will have 
found alleviations, to an unexpected degree got ac-
customed. In other words the weight and gloom, of 
the first day is no guide to later days, has thinned out. 
His mistake was to multiply the gloom of the first day 
by the number of days ahead, and of course the product 
looked as if it must kill. 

It's the same with a fellow who is stricken suddenly 
blind. At first it seems as if life could not be borne. 
In a year, probably, he is enjoying life as much as 
before the accident and has found that nature always 
compensates. 

I have said that my habit gave pleasure — of a 
low sort.. "What," I thought, "no more of that 
pleasure?" Life looked rather grim stretching along 
and along and never another go at that pleasure. 
This dark picture grew all the darker when with a 
great effort I did forego one yielding to my habit. 
I could not face the thing. I could not say, " I won't 
do that any more." 

- The ball.of string was a bad analogy.- -It isn't like 
that at all, .Drop it! - . -

You've seen an engine run along after the steam's 
turned off. Quite a while, due to inertia.But you 
know it will stop. Suppose-the,brake is.put on. 
The engine still goes, but it will, now stop mudasoohcr. 

Up to pretty recently I; had gone with -the-;_habit, 
enjoyed it; made no resistance in; my mind, -in- fact. 
dwelt.ori'itm my mind.. • ; - ; - , 

Then I seriously looked the situation oVef." "There 
was nothing to be said for the habit; a thousand things 
against it. I came to look on it, even while fielding, 
as a degradation, against my dignity, -as.' a'mah, a 
soul." I had a new attitude. That 'was beginning to 
turn off the steam.- The engine kept On -running, 
partly by the "steam still- going,-partly'by the inertia 
it would stilt-have for a while afteralfthe"steam was 
turned off, I made my attitude firmer, 'kept . review-
ing the situation,-kept-trying'to feel-myself as above 
such a'failing; a soul that had forgotten its dignity 
as something bom' of Light-Was every man is. The 
steain' was: off "at last, " though-1 didn't " know it: I 
had Won "out" now and theri before that, but-hot- with 
any idea that T could keep it up. -But-nW T began 
to see that the pleasure was" aboat^qfebife^fethat 
thing. The pleasure that still se«m '̂to-'t^-i'h'"it-was 
mainly the still-persisting memory of the pleasure-that 
had been in it. It was just a habit that>H"ow had no 
more real pungent life in it. < - - - _f 

" "'"Und'sb" ̂ ^it^ ' felToffr j"'" 
1 Themoral of all.this is;4hat:a rtkn:m^t gradually 

teach himself a new attitudebf fmnd.towardVa failing 
he wants' togetover? Let him get the habit of feeling 
himself abase that failing, especially 'just aftgr he has 
failed and when he would ptM^^^be'inctined to 
feel the failing above him. Wejmust-winlour victories 
first hi mind, ke^pirigit upiail thfe time; ' addtheit rush 
in suddenly and take them mfact.' Try/it." - Arid when 
you have taken one, think: "Well, f did"that once. 
So the power to do. it must be there, somewhere in 
me,"or that couldn't have happened." - In" point of 
fact thesteaia wia^a&ually offthen,.kad'thou*gh some 
more "spurts of it maylwbisk in .pretty keadily for 
quite a. while, they are-, all. the time less even they 
don't-sefem to be." KeSp pnkeeping on, e'veh.if .you 
can't see that there's any resulting at all. 
There is. STUDENT 

Tides of the- Inner Life 

'TAHE week had .been a wet one,- but thatSaturday 
J- afternoon, as I.walked to the car with-Al Jones, 

it began to clear up. and the leaves unfolded in the 
warm sunshine;while you watched-.;-One would have 
thought that everyone -would be .rejoicing/with-the 
feel' of the spring in his bones; but not so Al. 
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"It's like this," he'-saicl,-r"only ;a week-or" so=back 
I was as chirpy as -3 ericket;"; and when I wasn 't 
whistling aloud I "was making music inside! Kind of 
good feeling to everybody all the time" and no: trouble 
to keep i t -£utJtodav it ̂ seemSF'as if-all the.good in 
me was dead" and buried, I can'tang any more-than 
a black'crow, and I;feel as if11 wouldn't want to lift 

an honest man .yet who didn't allow that very often 
when he'd been trying his hardest to live up to his 
best he'd" take "a tumble and .find himself in the mud. 
-Life is made up-of ups;and downs, and a fellow has 
no call to get worried over them 50 long "as he keeps 
on-trying. - The very fact that you're bothered over 
that dead feeling is a sure sign that you're keeping 

t' . ' •-. - - - Lomtttand Pkoto-A Engranni Dept.. 
.IN -BALANCED ROCK-^PARK,* AT HIPASS, ALONG THE SAN DIEGO AND ARIZONA RAILWAY 
5. Tbls is. the higtfest point on Hi® 'lne> 3,660 feet above sea-level. Sitty^three miles further east, at El Centro, in 

-Imperial Valley, the line descends to 49 feet below'sea-level; and thirty-four miles beyond.El Centro, on the : 
- ' • • - . Southern'Pacific Line.at CalipatriaJ.it further, descends to 183 feet below sea-level. 

a finger to help my best friend. Think of a surly 
bear and a greedy hog and:a bilious army mule, all 
packed "together under- one skin—and that's me. 
And all for no reason that. I know of. It's plum dis-
couraging, that's what it.is.'\-

"AI,-my_boy,"_I said, "when you've reached sixty-
three you'll- know you're suffering from something 
as common as measles. It's nothing to worry about, 
man. They used to tell me when I was a kid that 
' The path:of the Just is as a shining light that shineth 
more and more "unto the perfect day'; but .1 guess the 
word, 'Just- .must be intended;:for something.' we 
haven't got. to yet and anyway I haven't/found it 
work out that way. with me. In fact I never found 

up the fight and are on the win. You don rt want to 
get proud of yourself, when the tide is running strong, 
nor yet to feel discouraged when the water goes down 
and leaves the mud flats all exposed,. I tdl you it's 
just because .there's something great and splendid 
inside of you that makes- you feel discouraged and 
dissatisfied. If.you were all cur you'd be perfectly 
content with your own snarling and -snapping, now 
wouldn't you? But there are two of you, and it's 
just the- to and fro of the battle you're feeling, and 
nothing to worry about. All you've got to do is to 
keep the push as steady, as you can and be sure that 
in ways you can't now see. you're helping, some 
other fellow to do the same. As -I see it, our business 
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is to use the force of the flowing tide to help us to get 
a little higher; and when it ebbs, as ebb it must and 
will, well hold on like grim death and try not to lose 
the ground we've gained. By and by "we shall get to 
a steady place of peace where the tides don't reach, 
for tides belong to Nature, and by rights we're above 
Nature and don't forever have to bet swept- back and 
forth with the coming and going of the waves. 

"Well, here's your jumping-off place; so good-bye 
till Monday. And don't think t've been preaching 
at you any more than at myself.. Weall needa friend-
ly word now and-again.- "And'maybe an.old.sailor 
who knows the ropes a bit can give a' few pointers to 
a chap that's come onboard a bit taterlthah he has.'* 

- THE "OJLD SkiiOR ~ 

Mike>Said: V " „ 

" T y ) N ' T think ydu~are_a "cripple'-.because^you: 
J—' have lost a.limb or-two, It-jsthemincl that 

counts. You know, there ib no such thing as a cripple 
if the mind is all right. Don't spend your time think-
ing about the things that are gone and can't be brought/, 
back. Think of what-you have. "Keep your niindr-
working and you can accomplish"iwonders/*. .—7. 

That' sounds rather trite,, doesh't-it—"a\little liker 
Pollvanna talking through her hat? Well, there: are" • 
very few folks who have any licence to give out that 
free advice — but the man who made that statement 
was one of thrm. 

Mike Dow ling gave that advice. Mike Dowkng lost 
both legs, his right arm, and some fingers of hi 
left-hand .m a-Minnesota=bli2zard, yhfen_he"was four-j-
teen years old, He Jived that advice,%-and had -a", 
right to give it, - -J" , ----- =fV 

Now they are going to build a'hospital for crimed 
children, up in Minnesota," in memory of Mike Dowl-
ing, who died two years ago. That's what the Minne-
sotans think of him. You see, he didn't quit. Penni-
less, maimed, at the age of sixteen he was put in a1 

county institution. He made his way to the board 
of directors, told them that if they'd give him just one 
year in college he would guarantee to take care of 
himself the rest of his life. That wfis theiaSt charity 
he ever asked. And that wasn't charity—it was 
sound business. 

Mike Dowling made good. He taught school, "ran 
a skating rink, did odd jobs, ran a newspaper — finally 
went into business and began to make money. = >More 
than that, he made himself an outstanding. inftmfflCe 
in his state — what kind of an influence -you 6an 
imagine. There are literally'hundreds of young men 
forging ahead in that state today, through Dowling's 
direct help. How many he helped indirectly, only 
the recording angel knows. - "-< 

What he said, then -—he - was "talking to disabled 

soldiers when he spoke the words wes've quoted^ is 
absolutely thfc/straxght goods', to everyone who faces 
life .with a handicap:. And1 what-these trustees-did 
when Dowling asked for a chance at colleger is a'lesson 
to everybody .who-wants to help-handicapped jboys 
to make -their own way. - -\---s 

- " . —From i'The, San Diego-i Union 

- .The Japanese View of Silence 
(From -a recertify published Japanese book by %^lieda) 

TpVE^YOlfE in;Japan is familiar with-the|littie 
^ statute-- representing three- monkeyŝ , known as 
Koshinzaru.i ̂  One monkey holds his hands-over- his 

- . t h e third ova: hisSiQuth, 
meani^J'S^jQQpSeai; not, speak not." , The word 

- zar«. to^^dp^lfc^eaiing.It" means, either jnorikey 
_ or^ij^amH1 t^piQ^^ltatues owe'their existenceto 
this1play--:up6£ w^3sL"i-'p>e saying" Is constantly in 

reprgyihg^chil-

out-inconl^eto^g^^y^^SOT^^^i 

.bat: , 
-That 

J-
sad-offings lapke^TOth^impj^ye iCompo^e. J.Tf* is 
as If we stood oB^ Jittie ̂ sSndî n t̂bê ocean unshaken 
by. the ips^t^tfgfB^^^ 

.growihe mwe 
rfinaEyjihalss our 

-gusgopf^pgra^d^^^S^tilpJejaci 
orjWiBr;/ 

first visited Saigo Takamori, the t̂ vo men sat facing 
each other for'a foil1 hour without escbjahgiiig _a word 
except the formal salutations of greeting and farewell. 
Later, when Sakampto^Ryuma retUî etL. homeland 
informed his frjends^of-his visit,' he'saidr "Saigo is 
certainly a most interesting person. I never enjoyed 
visiting -anyone "so -ihnch as-'-yisiting him.'' -

Arid.Saigo likewise^said'-to.his'frifendsj "Sakamoto 
is certainly wonderful person;* - z >>'-. 

This -first meeting: led to .'-an intanate-.'frienddiip 
between the two men, which .iaetedr-the remainder 
of their lives.- Such-.a'al^^raeetingds called in 
Japan "'a heart talk'*r~" Men who d«:not -know - how 
to' talk with their':hearts' are :thought -lacking in 
culture-,' -rst-'-r -js feg^T 

By the expression -.enjoy- one's-,sdf'*̂ we-,uSderstand 
to comhiune silently with-one's^own heart? to- be in a 
conditiM-of -restful,:-b62#tiful,-.natural peaq£,fo^be 
filled*'with -pure; profoufidji religious- thought^ -Jo- be 
plunged- defeply'iSi piulosctphkal-'raeditaUon, to stand 



or. s i t ; S ? ; r.; ; ; tbkt; in the buman pkri 

alwj^^ii i l^ 

full .Mea^^ v Psî  . •c; ; ̂ ; ̂ ^. 
salvs^^Sfn^ soMy ^ d ^ o n e . . ; 
in hiK^gJa^^^ . ••̂ V'"-

Why;bui|dthesecitiesglorious} ^ ' 
' If .man mbmld^l gpcs?;' • . 

In v^webuild the work unless • 
>.". The builder./ also r̂ows.-— Sclcdcd 

' ,. Special Notice ; : 

By hdpiit ;̂ increase 
. ̂ oti. ' ^ to ni^e^ppsable a 

.:.' :.v • % v ; : y o a ; . ' ali^dy" ^rf^ow-teayder oii: th* 
- F S S J ^ ^ f f i S ^ f e ^ i ^ l ^ ' N^J^V^^ ' in 1 ?^ \-Let ns.s^ad you 

.'- a V • ..po^f;^aS^aid^.you l^ve" bfegun your 
" •-*• : ---' / v , .. jQT^ey.on.ilie^ew Tfiay ^e';are w ^ d ^ t iiiat yoix 

otlî rs to join ;yx>u. ifc will add 
i t n d ' t o : ^ 

Get iy&or MendsttoTjoin. 
yon m Subscriptions per year 51, Qp, ' Five 

r. xl^oiiard and" 
addressed 1:0: 

'sub^riptions and' cbtTespondisniice' 
1 ^Galifbrma: 
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From the Writings of KatherineTingley •.YES;:; there^are-still 
- -. - the present chaot^-condition oEthe-mghd,wOTid^and 

' ' ONCE the duality of-'humannature is admitted by the sorry debris of t&foest "human ideals,1 stSl̂ iiersist 
science, our, asylums will" hecomeTgreat schools of - in hdievingEmd*t^&hg\thakthe. now; idat^M^ssx 
study from which a deeper understanding and a larger perfection iario cfeeas^But aJaw.df'disSaena6are^nd 
compassion shall come^ For without-a. study of the that, had manl̂ d."tor;wait£ven&mifficm 
Self in ils duality, mental disorders cannot be under- it must some'day Ireacltifc wS^mm&^ ^me'^-godsi, 
stood." "Meanwhile,'the periodk^^se'and-fall' 'of̂ humah 

" W H E N a man has the courage to "analyse himself, character, on the.e^e^planertak^pla^ow^sit 
his purposes, his motives, his'very life-when he ± d ^ d ^ e o r t o ^ - a v e r a g ^ p ^ f a o ^ o f 
dares to compare the wrong things" in his life with the t o o ^ t o s e e i h a t b ^ o ^ - ^ ^ c h « 
right ones, in the spirit of a love for humanity sufficient time on a higher plane,than _ : 
to make him willing to lay down his life for it if need ' ""' . - ' - - " - . 1 

be, he will find the secret of living. This is what I " A s . f l 
mean when I say that we are ever being challenged — being ground, so' we, and "we liquid 
challenged by the better side of our nature to stand process, no.matter how painful,"by which' our^rac-
face to face with ourselves. That is the. challenge — ters are perfected,"—- IF. Q'judge - ^ 
to reach out in recognition to the Divinity, within, " - ' " . *, ' V̂'* ^1 ' -^-
For this- Divinity, this Knower, this Spiritual Corah -•'' WE thiiikthat W M n w ^ t h e j i t u a l 
panion, is ever pleading to be listened to, ever waiting path everything is over- for,us;," but it is just herShat .?! 
to be recognised, ever ready to help and serve that "it the new_and the good! begins.'̂ rr Tolstoi1' - J 
may bring the whole nature of man to its standard - - ' - ' „ ~ i"- ."" ; ' ' -
of godlike perfection." . --- "LET us "ask hi aU -mesaS^^ie ^ 

' "" - - . ."-. soul.' What we canassert poataVely^bijit rBlvfe'it 
"THE two forces the physical dominated by, the the truth to say ttot"we~!heanour Ipn^ipJhr US 

spiritual, the mind illuminated by treasures of truth a^ility ""to hope, " ouF thirst:;foVvkiwwIedge~^0^tlly ? 
and inspiration from the Higher Self, these two, work- g^^ i - than we J l 
ing together, will bring about results 3that are un- m know—for "happiness mfinftely '^"ter^haSlwe 
believable. Nor will it take all eternity to bringibqut experience?- Is it'not^ouf^ability" tojeelfffiat^lick, 
these things. The very atoms of-our-body can be ~ t^t emptiness? And the'instiiiet^hafewe^ere.cfeated 
touched by the fire of divine life and .brought into f o r things greater than'things on earth?" Is-it ndfckhe 
harmony with.the mind and soul, controlled as the inwax<j tragedy of unfulfilled desire? This sbuhds like J 
master musician controls his instrument, by the t h e truth."— Charles-D. Stewart -' -- - -'-
Higher SelL . ^ " "'" j" T /" 

."For life is Light and Light is life, and the Christos- "If ' a man, by steady efforts-is ablesito raise his/, 
spirit is in everything in degree. Could we but sit at sunken' chest .and straighten Lhis- drooping shoulders/ > 
the feet of "the Law like little children, could we free then he can also;rai^ hiffj»wers trf-jwdUi .of faith' aiy!1 

our minds from misconceptions and learn from Nature dependence, oh the-infinitely wise and rompaissiSriate : 
and listen to the Christos-voice within, oh, ~whaf i a w s that rule the .universe, Of which his own-Higher 
revelations would come to usL- We should then be gglf is the administratorTor- him."-. t - - - ' v 
able to say, This is immortal and tkat is mortal; this - T, - 1 -
belongs to the animal nature of man, and that to the "THE very best.tfcnjj"that can"happen to a man Is ; 
spiritual. The power to do tins is the power-that the next thing. If he has found the truth-of that, he is : 
we need, arousing us from the dead, so to speak, and past his troubles." / " " - " '" "- -
bringing to us light and illumination." • - " " i . 

"SILENCE IS the absolute poases-orbalance of bpdy, : 
" I THINK each of us is a focalization to a "point of mind, and spirit. The man .who pfeseirveVhis selfhood 

all the good and all the evil dements to which w6 have ever calm and unshaken by the stonns of existence — 
given conscious life in the past. At each moment, as not a leaf, as it were, astir on the 1fee,;nbt a jipple on 
we consciously incline towards good or evil, one or the shining pool — his, in the mind of tKe..pge;is the -
the other feeds into and fills the mind. And it is ideal attitude and conduct of life. . If youjsk-him, , 
obvious that the point of connection with either is that What is Silence? he will̂  answer, 'It is the Great 
failing or virtue to which we are most inclined/, How- Mystery. The Holy Silence is His Voice.' If you 
ever small a point,-it must, if encouraged, lead to and ask, What are the fruits of Silence? he will answer, 
involve aB the rest- on that side of the stores, of our 'They are self-control, true courage or endurance, pa-
nature and the universe. If this is true, it'follows that tience, dignity and reverence. - -SSenceMs the keynote : 
to give our conscious volitional backing to any fault or of character.' " --'1--.' ; ' 
any failing, is on'.immensely pregnant move downward" — DR. CHABLES EASTMA'N*:- The-Soul ofah Indian 



:PJ&ACEiWORKERS\'OF TftE FUTURE:" STUDENTS OF THE RAJA-YOGA COLLEGE AND ACADEMY 
POINT^LOMA, CALIFORNIA, FOUNDED BY KATHERINE TINGLEY IN 1900 

As : to the Prisoner 

him' 
ea 

""' .the writings of Katherine Tingley) 
•ranS 'a' m ^ as a ciiimna]. Teach him;, 

•is" a'sdtil and"give him-a chance.'1 Let' 
tnaSoinfê eKeves in him. Give him the 

entltfiat perhaps he.has missed ail through 

his" life, and" the' lack of which may have helped to 
make him what he is. 

I believe in the Divinity of Man. I believe that 
the potential"-;God-life is within the murderer, the 
thief, the outcast, and that there lives no one who has 
it not. Why, then, do these, types exist? 

Because human nature is' dual- In the life of the 
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man who has made his mistakes we can see the forces ^that they are outcasts, quite shut away from the 
of evil, the forces of the lower psychology, g r a i n y , world/forgotten and c<mdemned,"knowing""only that 
taking control of that life Until a: certain point is" theoutadeworldjis whir5ingon,5novingon, indifferent 
reached • a climax; and then the man who is under they- learn" to Kate humanity, "for they" have learned 
their sway weakens and falls, in spite of-his education, to hate- themselves.' They do nor understand: nor 
his intelligence or his wealth- Why? Because -the " will they see that disciplineis necessary and Jsrfiest 
subtle psychology of .ignoi^e^selfish-^mbition .or -They-, meet little, - perhaps, '.that-"is, sympathetic or 
vice, has broken down and ruined the' magnificent' compassionate — few Tigris indeed "that we'are our 
human system which is the temple of "God. 

If the hopeless, discouraged men in our prisons 
could be made to realize the' potential "strength of 
their higher natures; the latent spiritual force that fi.es 
within them waiting for the call, they wbuld have the 
key to the problems of life. 

Fear the criminal? Not I; Ac is labeled. It is the 
criminal who is no! labeled whom we must look out for. 
We suffer more today from the class of wrong-doers 
who cloak, themselves in hypocrisy.-and jijove among 
men unsuspected, than from the 

Aye, today I wo^d^athertiT3S%jnyseIf in the handk^ 
of a murderer than in-those" of a- hypocritef >Snd - Let us look 
what discerning perso4~wbuta hot?!--5 

brother^ keeper.- - -Thisis not.the casein.every "prison, 
but it is the case with thegreat majority. The'marvel 
to meis'thatthese menUo as wefias tliey do,-~jnirfhey 
enter; discouraged, and discouraged they "come-out. 
The very fact that somany.really refotm isJo me proof 
of the Divinity of -man. And yfet" these men^are' our 
brothers, and sometime," somewhere along- thefway, 

1 Tire haive done our part to encourage them in mistakes. 
We are pushing them- into discouragement- and aime 

^dimGture - _ - V 

^ ^ x - J I f 

tjmffttie^i^id 

Somewhere, at somfe iiinei wel have^filedyn^o^I^w&kling^the more 
duty or we_shouId -not."have-t3imii^s hi our-MdlsL";"; ̂ ons" haVe' cakriedfhem' so "faJ^SasSS^tSssSfisflE.* 
It is part of the Divine Law Jhat shall havegiist - society th 
this resist; however, .until. we- aWaken -tolqur "higher" " vThere^ 
duty to our feUow-inen.-- » " - y ' -V -behouseS.andhomes.xId^e^fl^yel^pplSbWsaiCh 

The marvel is that witfcso little knowledge of'their , these prisoners should" riot be-.separatM -fi^-l&eir 
inner ̂ natures, the-dual; forcesj.that .swajr them-now .families. - iThef- s h ^ s b e ^ c ^ ' j ^ ^ ^ f c ^ ^ ^ a y 
this way_^dnow tfiat, men.do-not.gd further istfayr^ 
The m^elis,truly;that there;i&.not-fncra^ VunderTa^oeit^ if 
world," considering the obscurations on every-hand j- we were very thoughtful, than -we 'givtf to'certain 
in the mentatlife^qf ran. / _ . , " " invalids. They.would feel tlxat they we£e m^alios-

Crimi^s4c^_Taith i n # ^ m t y ' before they lose- "plEa^Ta a' school, ;'with ev^h ing so-helpMi^tt 
faith in themselves. -Why-is ;thi& :the case? It is ' " 
because so^many declare them to be dinners.-' They" 
have made! the j£nif so wide betweeri.tfaemselVes and 
the so-caEM.'criminal dasses' that'thelattermake-
their ownflrttle world, of^criminality arid-become psy-
chologized by it. rr-i'-i---",-

Let those who stand forth today as~spmfa^j£achers^fsome of thp^^ftte^atrfjrl-
helpers of humanity; read their consciences,' study-irgformersl' How-dagLwe 
their ownnatures. Then let them-mgwerfatthe^bar^ "dareTfe stUlti^Shsj^iggiS*' of the souToi^ji? 

f them that th"ere"-w.bald"be.. np.?giducement-tolii^fel 

antf-L khow t̂fra îriKtoy of these^We^-aiB^waneri, 
possibly most of fhern, if properly;.1eh6bfeag'ed;'. and 
hd j^ j rou ld arousejOielstrength of-theff^hi^ier^ia-

of justice as to why so many unfortunates drift into 
prison. And we, in the twentieth" centuiy,--boasting 
of our civilization, support laws that consign them 
to the scaffold! . , 

The thinking world today is quite ready to admit 
the influence of psychology; to admit that thoughts, 
in a sense, are things, and that the invisible, the in-
tangible, the seemingly unexpressed, are -sometimes 
the most potent in making or marring character. 
This has a great bearing .upon questions of prison-
reform, for imprisoned -men move and. live, .month 
after month and year after year, in a psychological 
atmosphere of condemnation and of gloom. Reminded 

• Cahwe riot^et ̂ ^ ^ i n ^ a t s c a r as .far'WWsSnto 
-the broad arena -"T;'^'-," 

What Socrates Meant' 

" 'TV/TAN, know thyself!' — Ij suppose that old 
' G r e e k chap thought h^ w^s'sayiE .̂̂ bme-

thing pretty good. But don't every feUdw -inow 
himself?" " . . : 

" You .cant walk up a ladder if- you never see it 
because of steadily, looking the other way." j 
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"AB.j.righf;-^butwhereldoes' that -come:in?" every-time a man subdue&atx appetite or turns some 
"The 61dr Greek-chap, as you call -him, :Ms ,name-- rotten thought out of-his mind he's therefore got self-

being .Socrates, --wanted-everybody ̂ to^walk - up -the knowledge. Yet he's taken one step, he's begun. But 
ladder-towardS the light, of their iOWn-divinity, be<ause he must,-do it with-the thought-of what lie's about, 
there areincrfedibly &eithings to he reached up'there. " with -the feeling, of "himself as the ruler of- his own 
He was poiBting.but^the/ladder"' :-' 'r . ' /^l^y • domain and themtendingrrnler-of all that shall go;on 

" What-"is:fhe ladder?".' - >-; , . v -- in,his own "domain-; Theunhappy man is one who is 
'' E^afctlypyits -steps are^Just thatc self-knowledge the prisoner, at the heels of his'own thoughts. He can 

thatiyou^think•everybody-has. :TWe-don't* know our- never tell whatrthey'll do with him, what kind of a 
selves;-: ^ d ^ a ^ : a h : the:troubleis- ofhrinian life, thought-storm may be coming along with the next 
mcluding-the war justJoyer,—ifeit is over, "We think thing his mind thinks of.- And the lowrdown man is 
of oiuselves as.-bemg/sonrethihg — ̂ or several things — one who is the slave , of his own appetites and lusts, 
which we are not. • While-we do/thiat we shall, have to. "And the other way about., Happiness,- permanent 
feel,- as happening to ourselves,- things which are really happiness, comes :from themastery of mind; dignity, 
only happening .to the thing we think we are" — death, elevation -of- character, - come from mastery of appe-
for instance,-.which happens to the-body only, not to tites. " The man.- rwho practises these as-the way to 
the man i« the .body tM ~ - . find himself- by bringing himself into constant , will-

"Well, if you're-niot anything you think you* are, action—this man has;got sight - of the ladder of 
how are you going to get straight'about-it?'*" self-evohition and increasing self-knowledge, has come 

"By doing things.? It-is by^domg something about to thefootof it and is. beginning the ascent to the 
it that ajjriian:. learns .anything lira-real: way.; You heights of his own divinity.: All- human, weaknesses 
couldnlt.learn much .chemistry; out of arbook?atone, come from our thinking, ourselves to be something 
You must .rfo.cthe experiments.-" _;,, -- ".-:.- . . - _-'_ - we are not and acting accordingly, . When a, man, has 

"What/are-,you retkonmg-a.man must do in order strongiimpulsesand.the strong determination toldomi-
to know. :himsc3f?" - , " • - ,. . nate over others, we call him a strong man. But he 

"There's only one -way-*to get into action. -You is not. His real strength1 will only come, when he 
hear; a : lot of: talk:-sometimes about 'ruling, yourself/ take& in hand the. task-of dominating his impulses 
It means well, but itVbadly said. Strictly^ speaking _ and.Tiis ambiiion. . " . 
you can't nde-yomself.1.It'^yoiirse}f that-has:got to "A man can't get the fed of what he really is 
co the ..ruling of all-inryou that- is not yourself. till he's"seen .what he-wK't and seriously begun to get 

" Men thinkiheyidiebecause theŷ .think themselves himself,into action. And it's a kind of inner action ~ 
to be the bodywhich does die. Gettingself-knowledge this will-work:—that mightn't give a" single outward 
h the .only realcureforthe fear, of death., -Till we*get , sign of what was-going-Qn^v- except a kind of dignity 
it we are all morfe or less the prey of every mood that and weighfe-he would soon halve- But he's on the way 
the changing,bodtiy/states induce jri.us*. And,among to".the greatest reward in human life.. He won't have 
the rest, of the most depressing of all moods—,fear. to believein immortality; He'll know it. That's 

" And-thenj-besides thinking .ourselves-to be the part of the natural knowledge of the man that has 
body - we .equally think ourselvesto.be the .mind and come to know himself:" - A LADDER-CLIMBER 
consequently-acceptand go .along with andactupon -
any thoughts-that =may happen. to. be thrown'up in -• .. 
the or.dinary.<^sde '̂ChtOTJinggoing oninthebrain/' - • --.— 

'' Well̂ iif ,man isnt his body and isn't his moods International- Good: Manners 
and isnJt Immirsd, what, is he? And if the-doihgsof = - T . . . . 
neither-body,.nor ̂ mind -are< his;-, doings, what ere .his "V^OTJNG Edward and- his father were planting 
doings?'r-HpwVbeLgoing to .get himself"into action?- 1 cabbages.on- the!other side~of,the fence one 
Mindraction, thihking;-you say isn 't his action; body- evening; 'and while :I would riot give away- family 
action^ movement, also, isn't his"—according-to. you, secrets for a king's ransom, -yet" what -1 heard was so 
Don 't~yau; see,' you '.ve- got him tied up too tight to very -much to the. point that I felt it really ought to 
stir at aB.-^What are"you gdr^ to say about-that?" come ;out.:in print. 

"What.hels got-to do is to tie the other.Jhings up "NowJook'e here, Teddy," said a gruff voice, 
too tight-to move — ~ except as he. chooses; = Isn't that " I don -t expect you to .talk like a "book of sermons, 
action?;?:L)on-'t you^see that whatwe call self-mastery but:you've just dropped four words that I can't 
is really^theSnastery of the _other things,-of bodily put up with -nohow. You've called Chinamen, 
appetites,"-of:moods,, of thoughts? What is it that is 'Ghinks,' and Mexicans, 'Greasers,' and Japanese, 
thendoing.thejnasteryifnot the man himself? Self- 'Japs,* and Hungarians, 'Hunkies.* It may: be that 
knowledge'comes from self-mastery because.it is the you've met up- with some low-down specimens of 
self in action-as masterras doing-the mastering. It*s these races that-you think deserve no better respect, 
will action we've got;to be doing. I- don't say that but I tell you this, young feller: When you're dealing 
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with folks from foreign parts you've got to consider 
the honorable nations, they belong to and not to call 
them out of thar right names. You may think you're 
doing it just for short or all good-humored-like. But 
it sounds: like slighting them peoples, and the way. a 
man speaks is pretty soon the: way he./eefc-. And the 
words and the feelings corresponding gets on the air 
and you're doing your bit to make them other honor-
able nations feel sore agin us and want to get even. . 

"You take some pride, I hope, in being a native of 
God's own country: — very well then, suppose you're 
walking where them Mexicans live some fine day and 
you hears one of 'em refer to you as a 'Gringo' or 
an 'Am,' or passes some funny remark about 'amerry 
cur'; how'd you like it I.want to know, eh? I rather 
guess from what I 've seen of that hot temper of yours 
you'd be very likely to say something forcible with 
your fists by way of reply. Isn 't that so? 

"Just look at China f'rinstance. Their, ancestors 
were weaving silk in the finest way, and writing first-
class poetry, and painting silks and vases and tea-
pots, and carrying on a" .high-class philosophy and 
religion while the folks back in England where we 
mostly sprang from, was running wild through the 
woods with nothing on their skins but a little blue 
dye by way of overalls. With other nations as .with 
other men, it makes for good relations all- round to 
show 'em consideration and courtesy and respect their 
feelings. Of course I wouldn't ask. you to call Bill 
Crowther who empties the garbage-can ' the Honorable 
William Crowther Esquire;' nothing like that you 
know; but you might call him William once in a 
while instead of just 'Garbage,' see? 

"That's-all right Popper,"' I heard a squeaky voice 
reply," but if I go kow-towing to every. Tom, Dick, 
and Harry, the fellers will think that I'm pretty small 
potatoes myself." I don't want to act doOr-mat for 
other people's feet; No Sir!" -

"Now I tell you," growled the deep bass voice 
once more, "you never made a bigger mistake in all 
your life than to think you'll lose other people's good 
opinion by showing proper respect and courtesy. 'Tis 
t'other way round altogether. A boy who can show 
genuine courtesy gives sure;proof that he's counting 
on good qualities in the other fellow, and once you've 
recognised a good quality it 'ud be mighty queer if 
you couldn't make some kind of a stagger to get it 
yourself. Now that's a promising beginning that you 
can't say where it will bring you out. And besides 
that, in treating a man with respect you make a kind 
of call to the better nature that's in him and maybe 
instead of acting common and ornery, he'll take hold 
of himself and call to mind some good resolution he's 
made - - way back in the past it may be — and pull 
himself together and act up fine and surprise himself 
and his friends too. You never know where that sort 
of thing will lead to. It's infectious, I tell you; 

"If you go and treat other fellows as if they were 

the dirt under your feet they '11 act dirt- aslike asiot — 
to you, anyway; but once ypu-make^em feel thkt ycu 
expect something of-'em and teti to one they-'ll.-fheet 
you fair and. square and .on the level.; A wise ol&chap 
I knew one time did often-use-to say that "God^wai 
everywhere and didn 't-live^ somewhere -up in thersky 
only, and being everywhere he must-liaturalljr be in 
everybody. -Whenyou:meeta-man,^he-usedtt>:say, 
'you shouldn't just think of hhn asif he was-only a 
person, but make a private salutation to the.God 
that's in him, hidden -up as it -may be.'. NovirChere's 
Something for you to chew on> Teddyr my-̂ hoy." 

Just "then a neighbor starte&'-in to-beat .carpet 
and I missed the rest-of the:good'advice;... V::: ---;Li 

"Ending--- Right"' 

T t 7 E hate a heap ofideas^and feelings inside us'ihat 
W need-explaining: - But we're so accustomed to 

them-that we never :think of making" them stand up 
in frodt of us and . give" an account lof rthonselves. 
- You've just finished: readiftg -that rnoveT~and ̂ you 
feel pretty good about It. - The villain got what he 
ought to, and the fine young-hero came -through his 
troubles and was properly recompensed for.hisxrourage 
and'self-sacrifice. .' 

Hold on to the words 'ought to' arid Ji®operiy.' 
You see, we've got itIfix&d.deep in- our-:minds,;that 
villainy and ^tshness <)wgA/ to;geCinto frbubie7-and 
that coiirage-and "self-sacrifice. entitled-to. regard. 
The universe owe£ reward to one: and-punishiiient to 
the other. But /whilst we feel-that, we are sometimes 
inclined to think that the -universe dofes ;npt-always 
pay its debts! - : - ' -.- •" 

This feeling — that-right and -wrong: should .be 
evened up ~ is what we- call sense- of-:justke.-";'Tlow 
did-we ever-get :it"jf-it isn't,in the real-iwOTking--of 
thirds? Can a natural law sometimes workand&ome-
times not? Can. it -be flouted "arid checkMated by 
anybody? It-may b^delayedj-but it wfll -surely 
get there! " - " : . - - -

You could say that the vfflam's^'llamy^was' -the 
cause of his troubles or punishment,"* couldn't :you? 
And that the hero's fine cohdilct was tHe vause- of 
his last-chapter happiness? ----- - ~ ' - - y - v v 

In the physical world it couldn't happen that a 
cause didn't have its proper effect. If there's an 
extra big sun-spot there must be magnetic disturbances 
on the earth. - A cause and .its effect are two" ends of" 
one and the same thing. That's why:we instinctively 
feel that one of them has to be followed by thfe bther. 
It is for that very same "reason that we feel that bad 
conduct ought to be shown in the novel as fbllowedby 
punishment. Pain of-some sort-is the effect-of the 
deed, two ends of the same "thing,-- though -one--end 
may be a good way from the other". ' CauSe 'ahd effect 
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is the^ea'tiaw of;the:physicaI-.world,- -It must "also .. • • _ Taking Account of. Stock 
be a work;(inwhat we caH a moral way) in the ' -
humaSwrorld; ; Ja'6the?:wof ds,-wickedness of any sort - TZ>ERADVENTURE, when I went to the big store 
OTW^brihg~abbut trbu^ of the same £ in. our-home town to . buy . some things, and also 
degree,-.-as-;you mayTsay,,.as'.the offence. But not to settle my running.account, I met with the Un-
necessarily, at once. k The effects of wrong-doing on the expected. One of my debtors had surprised me with a 
doer might be" delayed a good while for one reason or goodly number of shekels, so that I was buoyant in 
another ̂ andi-yrili jyet irieyitably get- home in the mind and-flush of purse. . I went down street with 
long - , - - - . . the tread of one about to pay his bill in the nick 

So we need ndtTFonder how we get our deep sense of time. . . -
of justice;\how. ithappens that we feel that wickedness . -My purse had the key to the situation, and my 
ought-'to-hav.e-pam-.asj.ts effects — just proportional nose fore-sniffed whiffs of the fragrant Havana which, 
to the-dejgree of wronghess; ihbw it happens that we betimes, comes back with a receipted bill. Oh, yes, 
thinfcftetx;ri'gh^e^-and ̂  .unselfishness Jones&.Joneswould welcome me this time, I thought, 
ought-to^e finaUy metwith happiness;, why-we feel, as I reached-the store comer, and then— Instead 
that ̂ ahovel-that does not'end that way ends 'badly* of the usual lure of the store front, I came up against 
andleayes bur sense: of justice outraged. "He's got a blank wall of broad window-shades, and on the door 
his.desserts": we seehow came that idea of 'desserts,' was tacked this crisp notice: " Closed. Taking ac-
of just^i-If a mah ddes"not seem to be getting his count of stock." 
just desserts • we: feel that something is out of gear, Just then, Jones, Sr. rounded the comer, gave me 
thingsTnOt running, as. they should be, a natural law an appraising look, and said briskly, as he unlocked 
not working {!), cause-not followed "by proper effect, the door, "Come right in!" Forthwith, like Mary's 
We; haye that feeling, the -feeling for 'justice,' for lamb, I followed him in and down the center aisle, 
' deserts;* 'because:iit -correspbnds to the law of the noting on every hand clerks, male and female, busy 
umverse;Aeveiy :g with pencil and paper-pads. The counters and shelves 
gqaring-;adjusted for-the* promotion of man's highest were in orderly disarray with endless and countless 
evoiution^The mind of the youngest child has the things being measured, and counted and recorded 
essential of .this idea of justice. . - where they, were sorted out,— each after its own kind, 

But if so, then this gearing of things, the gearing of like the assorted animals that, history filmed as they 
full punishment -to wrong-doing, and- of happiness and filed up the gang-plank of Noah's Ark. 
other kmds of reward to right-doing — this cannot be Well, being in for it, I paid my debt and got the 
dislocated.̂  It will shbw-upinthe long run to the last Havana premium for keeping Jones & Jones waiting 
detail.iJ.pur deep and inborn sense of justice shows of for their money — just long enough. Through the 
itself "that;.death does not wipe out our scores. - -The private office, window, I saw that the clerks had some 
man who seeinsi t© '̂ get-away with' a piece of wrong- job on their hands. So I said: "Tell me: my business 
doing1 has got his full score waiting for him somewhere " iS' so different, do you have to take account of every-
onbeyond.. And when he'smet it there's a still further thing-you have got in stock?" 
'onbeybnd'^m;which he will have a chance to show - "Yea, verily," he said, "not only that, but we note 
whether • his pumshment taught him anything or everything we have not got that the business calls for, 
whether-he! chooses to try another fall. For punish- and begin to go after it." 
ment iŝ a lesson: What's theworth of a lesson unless "Then stock-taking has both a plus and a minus 
there's'a chance toshow that it has taught what it side to it," I said. '.'Which is more important?" 
was intended to teach? *. . "Both," he answered promptly; "they are live 

And there ?s nothing to worry about in this, either, issues that go together. "What is-minus is as much a 
For if a man's made a perfectly-sincere resolve-to part of the game as the negative pole is part of a 
straighten; ap his ways, that resolve is itself a cause magnet. We let the customer know that the minus 
and a mighty strong one, with good effects to match, quantity is ordered, or on the way,, or ready to be 
It's going to be taken fully into account and put unpacked, so that in his mind's eye he can see it 
down to his eredit:- - A man who's genuinely" straight- moving his way. II is amazing how much figure the 
ened up'-is not going to find anything that happens minus sign cuts in calculations." 
to him-.too much, for-his -shoulders. " 'The universe Jones had set me to thinking. I carried home-, 
want!" jiisfe-that- kind of a man, self-redeemed by his something more than the Havana. I have pondered 
own striiggl.es; much about taking account of stock in myself, trying 

." Whatsoever a man sows, that shall he also reap." to figure just-what parts of my nature are in the plus 
Steady-^ght striving with yourself and genuine broth- state and what are. minus. , Believe me, there are some 
erhood tp^all your fellows will, bring, along a pretty surprises coming for any one who tries it, and you may 
goodncrop for ryour reaping! No man has a past as well keep-mum about the details, for it is all you 
that - is irTedeemable. - . - STUDENT can do to believe them about yourself. But here is 



one confidential tip that you -may get what you can •.. "Seems likely. .Don't knowasi !ve thoUght of that." 
out of, in testing your own case: It is human nature - "And- ihat i^.tto;.hearfe^ereialI^^kenM:,witii 
to keep so busy re-counting the best things in our - the sense .of their'loss and with,their personal .grief 
make-up that stand for a good outer showing,- that we ' they would make its- wayr more difficult andrinake-the 
overlook the importance of getting after -what we new message almostimpossibleof deliveryinifcs.:Word-
lack to make an ideal of.our Business of Life.- .We lessTvay. mtojtheir.hearts?'* . „.-
mull along, indulging a poor-kind of satisfaction, by • "Yes,- yes."--.- ---•-.: - - r - -
comparing the best in our ..stock of character with - ;.."So the, black garments and all, the outer -signs of 
others who fall short in the same special lines. -: So we loss and despair are out of place, not, in key :wrth the 
largely miss the novel and liberating sense of largeness real situation?.-"; • , .. . ... . . - - . . . - ^ v , . 
that comes with striking out- to.go after the missing - "Yes,for those ofuswho can" think of it in-this way." 
points of all-round character which the human equa- v'r And one.of the.very wrongest ways of thinking is 
tion calls for. Minus qualities become plus limitations to thirik thatithe burying.of. the .body .tinder_thfe earth 
in trying to handle what character-stock we have on arid its:resolution once more into the.oceanofg^neral 
display or stored away in mind and heart and body; nature-life has anything to doi with thfe .freed soul-, or 

Of course,": stock , taking is not a money-making that iri its. new.iightthe-soul even knows of any of 
operation. But there is no more profitable deal than this, business.or- would car& of i t did — " : .. 
to shut out everything else and-then have an honest "Goon." > < - . , 
reckoning of your whole equipment for doing-the "In other words.people have. got.-their thoughts at 
Business of your Ideal Self. •-. -STUDENT the.wrohg.end; onlheieft-oiFfoSy,: instead, of.oh.the 

' : " --""---v_ soul," andi.that :ifidt- every-,.[death . we;,all;:iepf:. our 
• : ' . . t h o u g h t s on ihal,-\n another generation death-would 

- :.:-- have,become for^ns what it reallŷ is"—^a^bene"diction 
Libeling' the Universe. for- the soul -and. some-initiation -intojh^tr'forthose 

' " . ' that remain: inother-w6rd#;agaWtbe: right?yfeW:,of 
< (T)OOR old Jim! - Six feet- under ground now." deathr;spread abrpad among ^nkind^teughMpJh^ 

^ "Now, Tom, look here—" . . . - . . . ' . children, and as:it were^tutat^:mto.t^^ 
"Yes, yes, I know. He isn't under ground. It's be always, generation-after generation",-, thinning- the 

just a way of speaking." . . veil; between .this .hfeland-that ... We Jove7;with 'our 
"It's a way of speaking, my boy,-because it'sa way hearts,,our -spiritual heart% rnot.-with our brains and 

of thinking: And'if it wasn't; it would gettobe by-the brain-thought, andtheheartsof .those, who love-each 
saying of it. The way to come to think a thing. to other are in constant-interplay, of response,-on esfrth 
say it a few times. - The mind finally, makes" a-fast or elsewhere. -- Death cannot, interfere with ̂ or-; alter 
picture, for itself out of the words. . That's the sole this communion, deeperas it is than -words/deepfef than 
secret of the fear of death. We picture ourselves just what .we call thought."To/grieye -is' but hiynan.na-
as we speak of and picture others v - as rotting under ture, • natural; of- -course. But remember that grief, 
six feet of cold soil. What.sort of an idea is that for the ordinary-personal -grief,? would fain draw; the freed 
the children to get from us? What sort of an idea is soul, backagaih.v Let-it pass., on 1; •: Arid ^loiigjwith 
that to be-allowed to live generation after generation that let us reme'mber^that: while.-it--passes/to; -new 
in people's minds, spreading and spreading like an experiences.which necessarily could notibe ihade=Gom-
infection?- Why, man, it's a deadly poison; a great prehensible to our. braiiMninds t̂he^ heart-link is for-
gray-black fear all over , society. And it 's a libel oh ever unbreakable and-;® th£ .power that will sometime 
the universeand on divine compassionate Law! You're bring about reumoiiof those _t]tat:.Io_vedi 
picturing the universe as a permitted death-house. .-"So. let us oustfrom t^.jmmd.once aridrfor all.that 

"Let's get tins thing straightened out. The. de- 'six feet under the-igrotrnd^-ipi^itmare!"-
parting soul is passing on into peace and light, isn't it?" .--- - 7 ' - - - = i —A. profes/aiit 

"Yes,-1 believe that" ". " : • - -;.- "• v : , 
"You think it instantly forgets those it leaves :- r-. .: \r,- . : - • .i. - >,-"" 

behind?" "THE achievement oiXh&:power to-'achtesejs-greatzr 
"Impossible!" . thanalmost any.givenachieVemen.t.^Yetit may be got 
"Remembers them with love and desire to.-help through any.acbievements that.ehallenge our inertia. 

and give them its new sense of peace and light?" Thepower to achieve may evenbegot fhrpuj^failures 
"Suret" if the failures .did.-not.indude.failure of- det^hinatipn-
"Mighten't it be that if they thought of the de- In a large view nothing is defeat but-that. vYPh&lgrow-

parting soul in this way and tried to feel its peace and ing tree-has been known to bend round the_overMhging 
light they would not only help it in passing along but rock and then come.up straight again as soon as-it .got 
would enable it to get its new message for-them past the obstacle. It had never lost its determination, 
clearer and fuller into their hearts?" . K.- Grainger 
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. ^ an kidkin*, friend; 

;•(1> "And-gliraibliEr yiigHt'ah' .day..'"/. \.'. v̂ 'V^ 

. ; ̂ ^ d i W & f r ^ e ^ ^ k l i o w yoii: a r ^ : 

. b̂ t wlkt . 
v'-/• v. Bodked io¥get; His slap; - : v; . ' " '•"• 

; WThore. ;b^^t ligbts; shin e," > 
- . Aey ask y^ are 

v. - ' - J 

And thoughtv '̂Had I. a swprd,of keener steel —:V:-" 
T̂hat blue; blade that the kingV son bears,—but this 

yBluntthrng 1". flui^ 
vAhd; l ower ingc i^ta*^ '^d l^ 
Theriiame the kingV'soiv.w^ . 
And . weaponless, arid saw the broken sword, 

'Hflt-buried-inthe-t^ 
And ran. 2nd and .with battle-shout ; 
Lifted' afresh he hewed his endny "dowii,; . 

? And saved a great cause that heroic day.—Selected 

: . ; . Special Notice " . . ; - ; - : 
W i t f / ^ Katherine 

Tiiijgtey. in 1911 "for the benefit of prisoners^ and 
others-^ bailor' not;' The pub-
lishers. The Iiit^^ati6nIl:Brofeei^o6d League, follow-
ing, out Mme. .Tingley's plan since the: establishment 
of; this little vpiper,; have distributed anid continue 
to distribute eŷ er̂  month, several thou^d c»pies 
' " ^ ^ o u t ^ among prison-
efs in .'the"v ip^ei^; most of the State 
Pmi^fiatries,. a n d i ^ in the 

•/The i e^p^se of is 
borate" by", the • InterdatiOiual Bro&e^ 

^ pcrison.: 

sore. 

ally grown tip an; moeasing fist; of subscribers/ It is 
.. 1.;,;;.-a m^xto:of. ourIXewZ^Vay-;p^ilosopliy; that true 

: li: , : '̂ pleasure: increa^^ m o ^ • it 
' ^T^ ^otheb WAY gives you 

pieasike A to 
sl^e::1^t;pl^"siire ^Hf t ^ t profit w others by 

i ^ t i ^ / ^ ^ b l c c ^ ; ! - y o u 
along "the New Way.,. f; '.'"'•-V' V.'-' 

turn 

list you help to make possible a 
: Vwder dis^bution of Tiffi WAY among those who 
are less fO^ 
deprived :of t h ^ Ubertŷ  prison bars. 
; ; Mow-tray^ler on the 
New Way;w ê~m t̂e you to join us! Let us send you 
a sample copy. If already you have begun your 
journey on the New. Way; ysre are .confident that you 
will wish to get still others to jom ybu. - It will add 
to your happiness iand to theirs. ; : 

- C JDcm't^ii^ or u % . 
: ^ T i a l k ' ' ' - • 

: O P P O R T U N I T Y ^ V - / 

' 'dr̂ ameH it;ln a dream: — ; 

Z. rP̂ V̂̂ ĈTfe <lust plain; 
- in.; it̂ . ;: f ; 
5 A ^tii^iS battle,' and *inen yelled, and swords1 ;; 
Shocks upon swords and shields; A prince's, banner. 

^^'tsta^s^^ foek. 
A craven, hung .along the b«ttle*s: edge,v '-' •" 
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The New Way Quotebook 

"EACH of us can relatively- reachrthe Sim of Truth 
even on this earth, and. assimilate its warmest and 
most direct rays."— H. P. Blavatsky - - ,-„- • 

"To be silent with the mouth-is much;-to be silent 
with the ears is more; to be silent with-the mind is 
most. For it gives both power and peace." -

—William• Q.: Judge 

"WORDS have been tried, innumerable words shaped 
into innumerable sentences called creeds and dogmas, 
but Silence has not yet been' fully tried Silence, 
where nothing, comes between the. individual and his 
memory/his love, his God. 'Silence is thfereal "worship, 
the real understanding. Only in Silence can man 
draw hear to the things that cannot be communi-
cated by words."—"C. Leibis- Hind' 

" M A N Y a man has never found himself until he has 
lost his alL Adversity .stripped him only to. discover 
him. Obstacles, hardships, are the chisel and. the. 
mallet which shape the strong life into beauty." 

" THE angel of our higher and nobler selves would 
remain forever .uhknown in the rough quarries of pur 
lives but for the blastings of affliction, the chiseling of 
obstacles, and the sand-papering of a- thousand, an-
noyances." - • —- -

"THERE is A strength 
Deep "bedded in our hearts, of which we reck . 
But little, till the shafts of heaven have pierced 
Its fragile dwelling. Must not earth be rent 
Before her gems^re found? "— Mrs. Hemans 

" IT is a simple fact that the will to do anything can 
and does, at a certain pitch of intensity, - set up by 
conviction of its necessity,- create and organize new 
tissue to do it with." — George Bernard Shaw " 

" BUT try, I urge,— the trying shall suffice; 1 

The aim, if reached or not,- makes great the life." 
— Robert Browning 

" GREATLY begin! Though thou have time • 
But for a line, be that sublime,— •• 
Not failure, but low aim, is crime." 

— J. R. Lowell 

"OUR doubts are traitors, . 
And make us lose the good we oft might win, ; 
By fearing to attempt."— Shakespeare 

"I HAVE found that the enemy lays down his 
heaviest barrage just before he strikes his flag." -

" T H E Y chattered -all~the way home-on* the heauty • 
of a lecture they had heard oik 'The "Power of .Silence 
and its Inspiration.'" -- ' - : _- ---_-•-. 7-:., • —' 

"NOTHING ,wears .6ut:-the-brainlso-jnudi as thinking. 
of the next thing to-jje done whilst this thing is yet 
unfinished." ; i " . ^ " v - V r ; - . - - • ' 

' "Do not think outJoud,:"Digestion, ̂ qfideas, like 
digestion' of food, is not a. public function,? but a per-
sonal affair, to" be doife -silently."' Conserve" words, so 
that when you speak, you will say something, and not 
merely talk,!"'" 7 ' " . , ' . -

"EVERY atom of compassionate"energy?that a--man 
sends out in the thoUght-for'othWs. comes^back "to 
him like a" thousandfold :reiriforcid echo" in"his hour 
of need." " : V- - : .,- ------

'' BY observing how 'm^hy cqmerto us for help iwhen 
we are trying.to live our best, .we can get-some idea 
of what opportunities for.-service"-we/miss when we 
go our way in-indifference1.".-

"HE that dmnot "fbrigiye- q ^ 
over which he must pass -himself; forevery/man-has 
need to be forgiven. . "\-v i . ^ -

"ALL ordinary thiiddpg is a preparation for action, 
a preliminary actual action .on a small "scale, a ;reh«far-
sal, a passage of some force into the channels of action, 
and thus an expenditure. -The-action may be merely 
speech. It may be attended by much, feeling and is 
always attended bys<»we, which again is an expenditure 
of force. Where the thiiiking is to'try out'in imagina-
tion the effect of a proposed act; as one does in con-
sidering a move-in ches for"iristancfer it islegitimate. 
But ordinary thinking is not thus-purposefiil; it is 
automatic—that is; goes on of; itself; jBy such think-
ing, while domg something dse,-"wfedivert pait-of the 
current which" that, something should- get-"ahd\fhus 
not only starve.it but waste force and faiLyto do the 
thing, well and learn-to-do it better, whi 1st encouraging 
the saime process for- future occasions- Let ng reverse 
this habit, concentrate,- arid -be silent/' 

— Psychological Studies 

"THE true optimist achieves his greatest victories 
at the gates of defeat:" ". - --- - -- --

"No man can grow great qualities in hiii|elf";while 
he ponders small ones in others," • 

"TIIERE is no failure-.save in giving _up." -
M.'^M.-- Clark 

"THE day .always comes to those - who.- hang on 
tight."— James Logan. . 
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T AM ^ways" flunking of reconstniction, for it is a 
* .time Of-: new tihiings, new light, and very great 
hel^^ it^ The reconstruction of hu-
inanity!; HoW^sh^ we set about it? The first step, 

I hold, is to declare to man: You are Divine! There is 
within you soul-life, and if you WILL to bring out that 
life it will reveal to you the truth; it will make clear 
every step that, you take. Greatest of ail, it iuill reveal to 
you your duty. For humanity at present is working 
largely on mistaken lines of duty.. 

Duty is misunderstood as Justice and Equity are. 
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Yet if we could free ourselves from-the limitations of - Thisneed not remain the age of darkness, nornked you 
preconceived ideas — ideas that, are literally riveted wail uiii.il another age arrives before you can-..work at 
into the mind — we could, move .out into the free air -_your best. It is only jinY ageof darkness for those who 
of harmonious thought and action, and would rknow .cannot see the Light, for the Light itself has never faded 
what duty is. The things we believed in yesterday we and never, will: It is yours if you will turn to it, - live 
should: believe in no longer; the false gods we have init;yamsfodiiy+t^ 
•worshiped in our home-life and the life of the nation, is said with ears that understand, 
would vanish in the presence of the -New Light. "- Arise-, then, fear.nothing, and- taking that which. is 

For the light is only waiting to be perceived.- You your own and all. men's, abide with it in peace for 
can find it for yourselves, although since all have evermore. . 
evolved differently, in different environments, under . - . . - , 
different conditions, and up to different points of - - jt - - . - . . . . 
understanding, one cannot say when or how. To " 
establish a set rule for reformation would therefore be Credo - . 
unwise. This we do know, however, that with the 
motive pure and the soul ever urging one upward, one f^RBDO, a Latin word meaning I believe. Creed, 
moves forward naturally on lines of simple duty, and V-*' an English noun derived from the other, meaning 
thus into the light of the higher nature and of Truth, a statement of what is believed. It is usually restricted 

Let us bring into life as an active, potent factor that to a statement of religious belief., : 
knowledge which is not to be purchased, for it is only "He", just got .what was coming .to' hirn,"̂ —:said 
to be won by the surrender of the lower nature — the?, .often enough of a man who finds himself landed behind 
passionate, the selfish, the lustful nature — to the the barfc It spunds simple and offhand,.-but there's 
Christos-spirit, the God within. - Then let us call - rre^ly a"CT;̂ r,-eveii.:a: religious one, hidden in-it. It 
forth this inner, Divine Self, that.it -may illuminate means that the Than" did-%)niething (because he was 
the mind and bring man to the. heights of spiritual something,. ;-for ...doxngKisTaiL outdome'of character) 
discernment, to knowledge, of theHigherSelf- and . which "caused a suUabtf-x^^i^q jst^. 'cojmng rafter 
realization of the true life. _ him. Finally it arrived".-; . 

We shall never possess the courage that rightfully _ The;speaker" showedthat'hefhad some_conception 
belongs to man as part of the Divine law, until we of rî htness, of justi<iei^;-s^ch.^ 
know that we are souls, until we have opened" new " of a religion; :and 1batheihore^:k^ clearly ,ascribed 
doors of experience in our .lives, interpreting life to-the tightness inherent înthings- tha'power to work 
according to this Law and the higher knowledge of itself out-in proper results, upon .those who act -un-
our being. ._,"-". rightly.' Thafcisa-bit of a religion and abitoMrcreed, 

When with great effort a man has clarified his na- however poor the shape.which have'.taken in 
ture. when he can say, Get thee behind me, Sdtan! — ".the -speaker's mind.and: howeyerJhê wStil.d whittle it 
then he has entered the path of self-development,-"., away -if you cotifrontedzhiirr a stateflient'of it. 
Though his lower nature may meet huh/at every turn .YMpst inen have at";apy rate ihat".much;creed -and 
of the path, never can he fail if his purpose is pure, religion.- -But it will bear a lot of extension m-several 
The godlike qualities of -jiis higher nature are disci-. directions. Let's try one .ofJffienh ' 
plining him because he has said It shall be so. - - There's a-rightnessin the heart of thihgs t̂ehding to 

Greater than all. Christ knew was the"divine com- -". adjust .eventŝ .̂ ."-There'sia ri^tnessLm us f̂prrespond -
passion that he felt; audit must have been whan on the - ing to the inherent -rightntfes in" thingsZatlarge/ so that 
heights, sounding the harmonies.of the soul in his we have a-sense, of. what is right and some._-desire 
compassion for humanity, that he looked into the (most-:of us):td get: that. sense into actioriias right 
future, beheld the divine possibilities of those-who conduct. " 
were to come, and said, Greater things than these It's that quality common -to man and ='things in 
shall ye do. . general,' to man and the^universe, the common right-

The mentality of man will never be fully developed ness, that we need-to consider,, the. way the linkage 
until he has made his own the enlightenment that works out. 
comes from self-knowledge. And yet each holds this Here's an ambitious young, fellow,, supposing him-
rare possession within his heart of hearts. It belongs self possessed of all sorts of fine capacitieŝ  to which 
to all men; they have but to claim their own. his present job-gives no outlet- He curses iate and 

0 ye men and women! - Sons of the same Universal feels himself ill-used. In our.; present- use ..of-..the 
Mother as ourselves! Ye who were born as we were words, he thus shows himself to have an imperfect 
born, who must die as we must die, and whose souls like religion, no-complete creed. For- his. attitude"tneans 
ours belong to the Eternal: I call upon you to arise that he thinks the universe takes ho account of him, 
and to see within yourselves that a new and brighter day has no Jink with him. Its lightness or justice'is not 
has dawned for the human race. working in his case. It is not giving him the chance 
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that lie thinks it'ought to.". -Faithm the universe would ty will, have its utmost evolution and we become as 
mean: faith that just" as wrong doing starts a'penalty ., gods in our perfected humanity. The universe is a 
coming along-after-you^the; two bang-two endsof one great home for us.-.. Time and life stretch along, never 
cord: rsb/reai- capacity in any, direction must .start broken.. We have not done with life and time, nor 
anopportumtyforit&exercise coming along, towards got out of this mighty home, just because this body 
you., Tt may take a- Iong time-coming up. wiih you, . has worn out! We take too short views of things, 
but come it must.. -For as in the-other case; -capacity Opportunities don't cease and evolution does not 
and a full bpportunity. for its use are ends of oae cord, .cease, and great" latent capacities in our minds and 
one end in "you, -the other out "in the coming .events souls don't lapse just because this, body gets too tired 
which contain the opportunity,.. Faith in all that is a to run any more or happens to get into mortal trouble, 
well-based faith,- and he who has hot got it is-not Death itself is an opportunity, though we may have 
opening .his. eyes -wide enough. . ----- to .come close up to it to see that. It passes along 

"Manis a "seed-thrown into life for the development just like any other opportunity, and it is up to us to 
of all its possibilities," is not so very well said. For .get alt it offers, 
some seeds fall on sterile ground and die without any Don't let us get misled.by the seeming accidental-
developroient. ' T o get the saying right you've got to' ness of things. There isn't any accidentalness. Look 
supposea ground that slowly kept altering its nature into the worst of situations you get into and youH 
till at last there came a change that was exactly suited find it presently softens a whole lot in its hostile ex-
for that particular seed. In the meantime the seed pression and finally will show that after all it was all 
could.be occupied in-developing itself inwardly so as the'time having an eye to your welfare and develop-
to be better, prepared for the;- opportunity when at ment. The universe is our friend, however it may look 
last the ground isfright. - . - at times when we are despondent. STUDENT 

That complaining young, man is making a mistake. 
The job howinfront o f himi which he despises so jt 
much; - is: already. opportunity. There is 'something 
latent in Ms hatUreTwhich he has not yet brought out, "Getting it Over" 
and this'is his and its chance.. We say he-lacks some-
thing —for instance strong sense of duty in regard to '4 T, COULDN'T seem to get it over, somehow, that 
small thingŝ  VBut hedid n'ot lack it; it is there hidden •*•" night. I don't know what was the matter, 
deep inside/ And itmadea call upon opportunity, Kind of cold and slushy outside. Maybe.that's what 
which wasireplied :to. by a .situation crowded with got into the crowd." 
small irritating, duties requiring to be done;? If he "What do you mean by 'get it over'?"-
fully attends5 to ;thejn; if he calls out the necessary. " Over the footlights. . We actors have a sort of feel 
endurance and sense of bonor and fidelity, he will get when, we 're not getting hold of the audience. Can't 
all the situation ̂ as intended fof. . Then it will pass explain it; none of us can." 
along and he-wiU.get the responseto some other part " People get restless? " 
of his nature:, some" capacity which he complains of "No, no; often nothing you can see. But we sense 
having: now no chance, to -use and- develop. - All will it. all the same. It's just a feel, and we know how it's 
come in time; .̂ Everything we do is better' done, every going to be that night the minute we get on the stage.'' 
faculty better expanded, if; we did well what .came "Sort of thought-currents between you and the 
before, if we expanded to the utmost the faculty that audience?" 
was previously in artion at-the front. -" Well,-yes; ./eeimg-currents morelike. Some nights 

Opportunities for great good and great development the crowd on the stage and the other out in front seem 
are often, roisusedas opportunities for evil. -. A man is almost to make one family. Not a" point lost; all 
in a-position of trust," for instance. It,is a special call friendly and jolly. Then, some other time it'll be all 
to him to-bring-up" out -of his inner'nature the quality the other way. No sympathy, no 'currents' as you 
of honor and it came upon him because of the call of call them at all." 
that latent, hidden quality in him for its opportunity to It reminded me a little of something an old ex-
develop. - He may prostitute if into an opportunity prisoner once told me. He said the parole board used 
for betrayal of trust. -- And then the other end of to meet every three months and spend the day deter-
tkai cord — which-niay be a very long one —"is . . . . mining the claims of the applicants. All that day 
But that too will-turn out to be opportunity. there was an atmosphere, so to speak, of strain and 

Let us have this religion of trust in the universe, tension through the prison, felt almost as much by 
trust that opportunity after opportunity comes along, those who had not applied as. by those who had. All 
every -single one answering to some latent or only the men used to notice it. 
partly developed quality in our natures, called to us They had capital punishments in that prison, but 
by that quality , and" answering to it point by point, the date of the black day when six or seven were to be 
So that in- the long rim every noble quality and capaci- sent on beyond was carefully kept from the rest of 
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the men — usually even the fact that there were any 
such. But all the hours of that day it was as if black:, 
night was on the hearts of the hundreds of men — all 
that were anyway sensitive, at least—and yet not 
one per cent guessed the reason of the chill and de-
pression that was on them. And those that did kept 
silent about it. 

They write books nowadays about the 'psychology 
of the crowd' and the 'crowd mind.' This is the very 
thing I'm talking about. It means that besides the 
strictly personal mentality that each of us lives his 
little separate life in, he's really pervaded and soaked 
through by a much larger mind, the collective men-
tality of humanity. And much more of what he feels 
and thinks comes from that than he has any idea of. 
He might have more idea than he does, though, if 
he would take notice. Mustn't it have happened, for 
instance, that while the Japanese earthquake was 
doing its vast destruction and a whole nation was in 
horror, we felt something — we couldn't tell what — 
couldn't place it —ra depression, a gloom we knew 
no way to account for? Some did, anyhow, and 
spoke of it. 

You don't have to go so far afield as that. Aren't 
there some men and women we feel the better for being 
near, whether they say much or not? And some men 
we feel chilled and eviled by, though there's nothing 
in what they say or seem to do that accounts for it? 
I believe that the moral progress of humanity — what 
there will be of it — depends mainly on the scattering 
throughout society and the nations of certain .men and 
women, mostly unrecognised, who are like lights in 
the dark, souls with a passionate love of right, an 
unbreakable will to right, a stedfast will for the wel-
fare of humanity. They may seem to be ordinary 
citizens; often they may not know themselves as the 
power they are. But if we could 'see' with other eyes 
than we have, they would seem of another order from 
those who hardly have a thought but for themselves 
and their own interests and pleasures. 

All of us, because there is something of divinity in 
us, have power to make ourselves one of these. Once 
we recognise that there is a 'wireless' radiation of 
thought and deed and feeling from each of us, first 
out to those immediately about us and then further 

. and further out in widening ripples, wre have seen the 
path to the ranks of humanity's real lights and in-
spirers and sustainers. We shall recognise that we 
cannot do a wrong without making it easier for some 
weaker man to yield to the same temptation- We 
cannot stand up to a hard duty, or speak up for right, 
or give sympathy, or lend a comradely helping hand, 
without making the path of right easier for all those 
with whom we have any sort of link, even if only the 
link of common confinement behind the same prison 
bars. ' 

No one is really alone. In a sense we live in the 
company of all our fellows. Unknown to them and 

unconsciously to ourselves there is an inter-touch of 
mind all the time. We are steadily helping or hinder-
ing, doing something to redeem or- debase.. 

You want light and strength yourself? Well,; use 
what you already have for the general .good Put it 
out on the air.:•::•: Stand up as morally straight as you 
can. Do right with all the power you have, in order 
that some weaker fellow may feel it and-get heartened. 
That gives you a much better result than doing it 
just in order that you yourself may be kept clean. 
It is the way to come irito the great brotherhood of • 
those whose work keeps humanity from another reign 
of darkness, those who keep ideals burning. 

STUDENT 

Jt 

A Fable Retold 

BEFORE I sit down, boys,-I want to tell,a little 
old story. Hudyard Kipling told it at a recent 

meeting of doctors in England to which he was in-
vited. But I don't think he quite got the.full of it. 

Man had just been created, or rather put together. 
He was a compound of the animal earth-forces; and 
spirit. And being partly spirit there wa&'of course a 
partial divinefiess to -him. ~ 

It was this divinity that made" the earth-gods 
jealous of him.: "He's made of our stuff,"'.they said, 
" but he's also got divinity. .And that will enable him 
very soon to" raise himself beyond our sway. -What 
shall we do?" -

So they agreed to steal his" divinity from him,- and 
did so, so that he seemed now to be just earth-forces 
and earth-instincts even as they were; but without 
their intelligent cunning and : nature-magic powers. 
And he had no will, only desires. - -> -

Where were they -to hide -what they had stolen so 
that he could not get it? For they knew that among 
his desires was one that would never let him have 
-perfect content amid his low pleasures. It was" tins 
one upon which, while hi& divinity was with him, it 
had shone, and it retained- some of the glow- So this 
one shining desire—the only one" he had. that did 
shine and was not of earth, the desire for the light — 
would, they knew, never leave "him in peace but keep 
him searching, searching, searching,; for his lost light. 
If they hid it anywhere on. the earth he would come 
upon it sometime, If 1hey hid it in. the heavens he 
would sometime find a way to scale the. heights. 
. " I will hide it," said their chief, the creator of all 

the earth-gods. "Look," and he placed his great 
hand upon it: In a moment he opened his hand and 
behold it was not there. 

"Where is it??' they cried. "What hast thou 
done with it, O Father of all desires?" 

And-he answered, "I have hid it in the body of man 
himself, deep in his consciousness, the most difficult 
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place of all for him to find it in. He will go all over course of life for many years. While you are noting 
the earth for it and it will not be there. And the how the oft-repeated self-indulgence brings its in-
charms of earth-life will so beguile, him that he may evitable penalty of pain, a sudden flood of glory from 
perchance forget to search. And even should he raise an unsuspected flame within may rend the veil that 
his eyes to the sun and the heavens, his earth-blinded has been weaving all this dreary time.- Some strug-
vision will perceive naught of their divinity. Where- gling ray sient by the hidden soul may pierce the 
fore it is well hidden till the day when he shall search gloom, and in its vivid flash your fellow-traveler may 
no more outside himself, neither in the elemental earth in a single moment be transformed, so that you see 
nor in the veils of the sun, but verily wrrtMw, within him for that moment transfigured as a god and 
that one desire that still hath upon it the light of his shining with the splendid promise of heroic deeds 
divinity. But should he find that, he will have found in days to come. 
also the divinity of all the heavens, and both I and ye, The light burns steadily behind the thickest clouds 
ye poor earth gods, will alike be subject to him." man ever raised to shut it out, and even in the life 

"What shall we do," they said, "to beguile him so of those who never showed a spark of anything except 
that he search not within but ever look outward?" the red and smouldering glow of passion and desire, 

"Make all things pleasing unto his senses so that the most astounding possibilities may lie waiting to 
his mind shall be preoccupied with the quest for break their way to full expression and transform a 
pleasures. Then shall ye and I be ever in safety and ruined life. Let us expect the heavenly gleam in all 
man's eyes remain unopened." who wear the human form and never give up hope of 

: And such is-the way, boys, that it mostly is to anyone, nor faith in the undying divinity of human 
this minute. . REPORTER . nature. : And even though one passes behind the veil 

with all his grander possibilities still unrevealed, let 
. us remember that there is limitless futurity before us 

with limitless opportunity for the growth of every 
. noble human quality. . .• . 

The Light behind the Clouds It sometimes seems that by our follies and mistakes 
- • we are self-sentenced to a long, dreary lifetime to be 

I NEVER shall forget that ride one summer's day occupied with following our evil habits and repeating 
along a barren stretch of California coast.; The helplessly those trains of thought which had their 

rounded outlines of the brush-clad slopes were tinted origin in selfish, personal desires in days gone by. 
with a blended harmony of grays and greens and And yet: at any moment we may make a confident 
browns, while here and there lay patches of the crim- appeal to something deep within ourselves which only 
son ice-plant lending its vivid coloring in welcome waits our recognition and support, to break the chains 
contrast to the somber landscape overcast by low that bind us to our past and lead us to a radiant future 
and gloomy clouds, bright with the rosy promise of the dawn. STUDENT 

The day had been a sunless one from early dawn; 
and though no trace of fog concealed the rolling hills, ^ 
the tints were all subdued and not a single ray of sun-
shine pierced the cloudy roof above our heads. As we 
approached our journey's end the day was near its Gold versus Home 
close, and riding towards the cliffs we heard the fitful .•• 
lapping of the leaden-colored sea upon the rocks A GENTLE old man, who went by the name of 
below. A brightening spot among the clouds that 'the Shepherd,' used to wander about one of 
overhung the western waves challenged my roving the goldfields of Western Australia. They called him 
glance; and as I checked my horse the better to observe the Shepherd because he always carried around with 
the scene, I saw a brilliant shaft of silver light shoot him a piece of quartz with a well-formed star of gold 
through the rift and falling on the waste of waters showing on it. The poor old man was weak in his 
light a little patch.of glory on the shifting sea. The head, and he; spent most of his time looking for a 
memory impression of the day so near its close was mine — his lucky star was going to lead him to it 
suddenly transformed; that momentary gleam re- some day, he reckoned. 
deemed the day from utter gloom, and in the place of He was a saddler by trade, and an excellent one, too; 
dull and featureless monotony, my mind now holds but you couldn't keep him to a job for more than a 
the picture of a silver ray in brilhant contrast with its couple of hours at a stretch — he would give over 
background of an ashen sky and the smooth surface and wander off aimlessly looking for gold, 
of a level sea.. He used to live over on the eastern side of Aus-

As with a day, so also with your fellow-man you tralia, in one of the mining towns of New South Wales, 
cannot make your-final summing-up merely because with his wife and family. But he wasn't crazy then, 
you may have watched his sordid, passion-clouded His wife was one of the sweetest and most sensible 
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women you ever set. eyes on, and there werehalf a 
dozen boys and girls growing up around them~ There 
was no end of work'-— well-paid work for a man of 
his trade, and he had the- most comfortable house in 
the town: fruit-trees and a garden, and a couple of 
horses and a cow out on his own paddock- . 

But the gold-bug was always biting him, and he 
would save up until he could leave a bit of money with 
his wife, and then off he'd go looking for a mine. 
His big idea was that he wanted to give his fairiily k 
good education: move them all into Sydney and send 
them to school and college. 

Well, he always stayed away longer than" the money 
lasted to keep his wife and family, and his wife would 
just buckle to and do a bit of washing for the neigh-
bors, or take in sewing, or do almost Anything that 
would turn in'an honest penny. But it was pretty 
tough; and by the time he would get back she'd be 
done up — and he wouldn't have found his. mine. 

Then he wouid set to work at. his trade, and straight-
en up the garden and get everything comfortable 
again. His wife used to try and gethim to see that 
they were far happier as they were thaui if he did 
happen on something rich. The children had no wish 
to be highly educated, and. she. reckoned that if she 
could rear them to be good, honest fathers and mothers 
they would find their greatest happiness that way. 

But maybe his education idea was only a. .'gold-
fever' excuse; and he 'd hold on as long as he could 
out of respect for his wife, and then off he'd go 
again —and. to work she'd go before he got back. 

Well, he did strike it rich eventually; sold out to a 
company and got more money than he ever dreamt of 
getting. But while he had been fooling about after 
gold, his wife's health had been failing; and instead of 
taking his family to the city to educate them, he had 
to take his wife down there to specialists. After about 
a year of trying one and the other, she' died, and he 
went off his head with the shock of it. 

A 'friend' of his wanted to try his luck over in the 
west, and it was easy to persuade the poor fellow to 
pay both their passages across. : So his family lost 
track of him entirely for about ten years, and he 
himself had no idea as to who he was. 

They found him eventually, and his eldest daughter 
and her husband took him to live with them. He 
got quite all right again, and was as cheerful as a 
cricket when I last saw him — and working hard 
at his trade, too. I reckon what brought him round 
was the * homey' feeling about him: his daughter 
was just the same kind of motherly woman his wife 
was. • 

Maybe his 'lucky star' did do him some good; 
but not the way he reckoned it would.. Anyway 
he had found out there are two kinds of 'gold' and 
which of them was the one you could rely on for 
steady comfort. And that's a pretty good find. X>. 

'•• •••'' <: Mf ;r Mad- Trees:' ". - " - v ; . . 

"CX)R various'sj^mbolic reasbns some of the ahrient 
J- philosophers compared man to a tree Sndieven 
spoke of ^e -man^plant' V:' ; • : - ' • 

CPuld you conceive; of a-tree-gone jnad? ; A tree 
that instead of, putting forth ai steady -app^f'igreen 
leaves to- collect £rid store the sunKght,"Md butiaWew 
of these — just one here and there, or perhapsf even 
iione at all? Instead, motley and vanishing crojK of 
leaves - of every chance size and shape and:;.cdlbr, 
useless tor the collectiPn of sunlight, ;never. still an 
instant, falling to the" groiind as fast as they ap-
peared, decaying "quickly arid then poisoning the soil. 

What are thoughts properly for,^ these leaves that 
we throw out from our minds,; which- stay >but a 
moment, arid then fall useless? . Leaves are-tb- store 
the energy, of sunlight and use it for the preparation 
of new material for growth. A tree grows iri.prppor-
tioritotheiiumber^ 
manericy. The increasing height shows the way in 
which the leaves have done their duty, every one 
contributing something. '"-

Some men can hardly do the simplest -duty so 
incessantly are their• -.tfe^gfete; aw îy 
in hand. They'read Ipageytif"ibobk^ 
know what thiey have read.. Appemng to listen to 
what you tell them, their: scattery attdatioh "hardly 
holds on through a dbzen words.̂ -;v : : : f r 

The real function i>fc^PUg^iis:^ do 
everything to the . utmost of .efficiertfcy'4—;s(ndÊ  to be 
constantly getting i/gAf and generating the energy for 
real growth.of every/sort; But owr thoughts, unlike 
the leaves of a tree,vrftWi/>^eand s c ^ ^ energy f̂rom 
morning to night and mostly hinder instead of pro-
moting, our growth in character-and the rational (to 
say nothing of spiritual) life. :They consist of : useless 
memories and aritici^rions, f e ^ , e ^ c ^ of past con-
versations, snatches of what we hive; read; unpleasant 
pictures of other fellows, chance wished for a thousand 
things we have not. Let us be hoiiest aiiid admit that 
mnetyrriine per cent of the whole daylong; crop is 

: worthless or:worseii Verily we arein^d t r ^ putting 
; out fohage that takes 
: of adding to tiiem^that cannot absorb a ;tay/of the. 
onmipresent spMtual ^ and ; that " finally 
kills us a hundred' years > before there is need for us 
to die. : We-'have beenTD^^ 
for us to get sane. Still it ̂ c&n be done! •;••. 

Sbme men seem as if :they ^had-.^ imdeitoniB of 
rich inner life sounding all the tiirie. They dp about 
the same things, perhztps, as you and?I andrthere may 
be nothing very remarkable in; their talk; \ Bit you 
are conscious that^sbmet&h£mOTe^ 
on in them all the time. The perennial-foliage is the 
real thing, storing the energy of light- ̂ id.life.; No 
leaves^are useless; rail serve them for some real pur-
pose; A man is, of course, va very complex 'tree'. 
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His life is a; thousandfold richer than that of the 
outdoor trees. But as every leaf of a tree has its duty 
and does it,":so -every .thought of ours should have a 
definite"job-and be so guided as to do it-- If we were 
10 practise this .but -for a •week, we should' find the 
guidance getting;, easier, thoughts getting less rackety 
and useless ahd:.trqubIesome,.iessinclined to bebusy 
with .perscHialities (our own included. there), more 
concentrated on. what we were dcdhg> more conducive 
to efficiency," more aware: of that higher'life always in 
us and about "us of .-which we know so little,' , 

The boysin, the school jeer behind "his back at the 
weak tutor ,-who can't -keep/them in "order and get 
obedience. J almost imagine "that our thoughts must 
jeer at us When they get together at night for our 
inability to dp anything to. control them. Let's begin 
to establish a little discipline, and make-these leaves 
useful ̂ -BeCTe us instead of pulling us wherever they 
choose..-- '-..-•.-• ' - '_" . . .STUDENT 

Uridis mayed ' 
. ,". Jaines W. Foley 
. T T-E cameup smilin' — used to say 

Hemadehisfortunethat-arway; . 
He had hard luck -a-plenty too, 
But settled down" and fought her through;. 
An*«very timehe got a jolt 

;-He:jist" took ,on a tighter holt, 
Slipped back-some when he tried to climb 
But came upsmilin' "every time. 
He came Bp smilin'! — used ,to it-
His share of knocks, buthe had grit, "-_ 

- An'if they-hurti he didn't set " 
Around, the grocery store ah* fret. 
He jist grabbed' Fortune by the hair 
Ait hung on till he got his share. 

- He had th' grit.in him" to stay 
Ail*.came-iip smiluv- every day. 
Hejistgripped hard and all alone 

. Like a, set bull-pup with a bone. 
An'-if he got shook loose, why then 
He got up ait'-grabbed holt again. 
He didn't Have ho time, he'd .say. 
To bother about yesterday, -
An*--when there was a prize to- win " 
He came up smilin'-and pitched in. 

- He'"came up smilin' — good fer himl 
He-had .the grit an' plarck an'vim. 
So he's'on Easy Street, an* domed . 
If l don't think"his luck is earned! 

rNo matter if he-losL sometimes. 
He's-got the stiifE in him that climbs, 
An' when his chance was mighty slim, 

- He came up sm3in' — good fer him.— Sclccled 

"IF man would fully honor whence he sprang, 
He must by training wear his daily lot .-. 
Liketo the way God ̂  wears the Cosmic Robe; •.•,•••;7 

Hence, all the woes, the joyful.times as well, 
Which " instant . follow on the act that caused : ••:.•• 
Or fall upon, him from the lap .of Fate 

~ (Deposits from the unremembered act)." -
Incessant teach him how to wear the dress 
Divine — to bear himself the likest God. 

— I. L. Harris, Sen. 
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The New Way Quotebook 

"MEDITATION is silent and- unutiered prayer, or, as 
Plato expressed it, 'the ardent turning of the soul 
towards tire divine; - not to ask any particular good 
(as in the common meaning of prayer), but for good 
itself — for the universal Supreme Good' of which -jve 
are a part on earth, and out of-the essence of which we 
have all emerged.''—H. P. Blavatsky' 

"All our obstructions are of our own making, all 
our power the storage of the past."— W. Q. Judge 

"EACH man is his own creator, "creating his future 
life by his present."— W. Q. Judge 

"AGAINST ill fortune temporary and limited, how-
ever appalling it may seem, 'you have it in your power 
to put up an endurance limitless and eternal. A. man 
may always be greater than any possible ill .that 
comes against him; in the night and jungle of this: 

disaster-haunted world, all that the wild beasts are 
roaring at him is this: Trust, you fool! and you are 
our master."— K. V. Morris 

"OUR bodies are our.gardens, to'the;which our wills 
are gardeners; so that if we will plant nettles, of sow 
lettuce, set hyssop and weed up thyme, supply it with 
one gender of herbs or supply it with many, either to 
have it sterile with idleness or manured with industry, 
why, the power and corrigible authority of this lies 
in our wills."—Shakespeare 

: "NOT in the clamor of the crpwcled street,. 
Not in the shouts and plaudits of the throng, 
But in ourselves are triumph and defeat." 

— Longfellow 

"NOTHING is at last sacred but the integrity of 
your own mind."— Eliphas Livi 

"How strange it is that mortals blame us Gods 
And say that we inflict the ills they bear, 
When they, by their own folly and against 
The will of fate, bring sorrow on themselves." 

— Homer >r ' • • • 
"PAINTERS have painted their groups and the center-

figure of all, 
From the head of the center-figure spreading a nimbus 

of gold-colored light, 
But I paint myriads of heads, but paint no head 

without the nimbus of gold-colored light, 
From my hand from the brain of every man and woman 

it streams, effulgently glowing forever. 
O I could sing such grandeurs and glories about you!" 

— Wall Whitman 

. " A jouRNEY -bf a thousahd-"miles-̂ commences "with 
one step," - - , „ 

"BEFORE you "can "ihaiiage'inia .you 'i£ust"learrt 
to manage yourself." ". _" " ' f . ' 

" E>o innocence. Take .heed' before" the" actv? 
Nor e'er let1 sleep upon thine eyelids "steal"! :? 
Till the day's "acts thou thrice hast spahrieS -̂ f-
What done; what done amiss,: what "Ieft iiridone. 
Go o'er, the whole account-nor aught oinit> 
If evil, chide thee,'and if good, rejoice^n-
This do, this meditate, this ever .love,- "-• 
And it will lead thee into Wisdom's Pkth." 

— Pythagoras : r 

" I F we were Iess absorbed IN OUR e^RNAL jifairs, 
if -we took advantage .Of a faculty which, as-Plotinus 
says, ' All possess but few use,' ~we should beVconsGrous 
of a spiritual and eternal world around and. withihus, 
a world in which there is no" death, and in whichheings 
are separated from each other not by distance but only 
by discordance of nature."—Dean Inge 

"SUCH as men themselves are, such will God Him:" 
self seem to them to be."- - Cambridge: Platoiiist -. 

" WAS .the trial sore?=: - -""._- - - . . . ! ; -
Temptation" sharp? Thank God a second time! 
Why comes temptationbut. forymanfto imeetP;. 
And master and make crouch beneath his-foot, 
And so be pedestaled in triumph?''-™ Browning 

"NEW day, new hope, new "courage! " L6t. this be, 
0 soul, thy cheerful creed! -What's-yesterday, 

With all its shards and wrack and grief/̂ to tiiee? 
Forget it, then — here lies-the .v^orVway" 

— James. Buckham 1 

"I BELIEVE that bereavement is thedeepest\bf all 
initiations. In perforxmngthisj>fficeitpartly.explains 
itsdf. Without it I think we should never penetrate 
much below the surface of life.-As has been-said, 
' The life that has nor known and accepted sorrow is 
strangely crude and untaught^ It' can^neither "help 
nor teach, for it has never'leariied. Thelife.that has 
spurned the lesson of sorrow* or failed torreadiCariglit, 
is cold and hard; but the life fhat has -be.^,disci^ined 
by sorrow is courageous and fall of holy- anB^entle 
love. Without sorrow life glares, it' has:no half-tones 
nor merciful shadows.. Sorrow is a gentle .teacher, 
and reveals many things, that would otherwise be 
hard to understand'."— Dean Inge - . ' 

"HE who listens to the voice offettery is lost. 
One swallow does not make a summer, aigi. one 
fine deed does not make success." - : -—. 

— Edgar Guest 
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Self-Study and Self-Control 

(From: some of the writings of Katherine Tingley) 

SELF-ANALYSIS, self-study, self-control! These 
are the divine, protective power, the golden 

keys to an understanding of the Higher Self in each. 
Oh that you might realize what books of revelation: 
are piled up on the shelves of your own lives! Study 
your own duality, and then put your mental house 
in order ! Have a spring-cleaning, and fit the brain-
mind to become the repository of noble and beautiful 
thoughts, with the Spiritual Self — which is yaurself 
in very truth — standing at the portal! 

I have no time to write a volume on this subject. 
though there should be one in every school and home ; 
but under the pressure of the heart-ache which comes 
to me when I see one who is fitted to serve the world 
superbly yet dominated by some weakness or obses-
sion that is absolutely foreign to the Real Self, I.must 
say a word here and a word there, as I can. 

Have you thought of that Higher Self to which you 
aspire,— your true self? This thought and medita-
tion is the first step to an understanding of the real 
nature of the inner and outer man. If 'clarifies your 
whole being, unloading and separating from you much 
that you have hitherto thought to be yourself, helping 
you to an understanding of the valuelessness of much 
that you have hitherto desired and. perhaps thought 
necessary to your welfare or peace of mind, separating 
the chaff from the wheat in consciousness, conferring 
added power of insight into human nature, and dis-
crimination in your dealings with men. 

We are too slow in looking at these grave problems 
of human nature from Lhe practical standpoint. Yet 
this is just what we must do if we are to go forward on 
the path of self-conquest and real helpfulness to others. 
We may talk about duality all day, but what does it 
avail if we do not apply our knowledge to the condi-
tions of actual life? 

It is in the mysterious chambers of the Self, within 
the very atoms of the mind, that the little weakness, 
the all but unnoticed vice, take root and grow, marking 
the subtle beginnings of an evil that is worse than a 
crawling, venomous reptile ready to spring at your 
throat. 

To reconstruct mankind we must arouse more faith 
in the Self. The spiritual failure becomes such be-
cause man has lost faith in himself. That is always 
the initial step. Then comes loss of faith in his 
friends, then in mankind as a whole, and soon he. finds 
himself living in a strange house — the house of the 
lower nature. 

No one, thoroughly set in a wrong course, can ever 
be brought to a realization of that fact by words alone. 
Why? Because the lower nature is, for the time, 
master of the situation, master in the house of mind, 
inimical naturally to whatever would enable its victim 
to learn the truth. 

We all know that the inner man is true, eternal, 
strong, pure, compassionate, just. The outer is too 
often weak, wavering, selfish: its energy arises out of 
desire and ambition. Yet it is the-instrument which 
the soul, the inner, seeks to perfect in compassion. 
It is in this outer nature, usually physically dominated, 
that arises the common feeling of 'I ' , and it is to-the 
blending of this with/the real' I " that evolution tends. 

Victories are won first in thought; and the habit of 
substituting a good thought or picture that arouses 
compassion or any part of the spiritual nature, or a 
grander idea going in any way beyond the personal 
or sensual one, is easily learned. 

I find myself thinking the same thing today that ,1 
did yesterday, holding the same ideal but with each 
day living closer to it, nearer to the warmth and glow 
of the real life. Soon habit is established, the habit of 
aspiration and self-control, the foundation of character. 
Were this knowledge universal there would open new 
paths in life. We should have, no disharmonies,' no 
war; we should have religion itself, religion that would 
lead us to see the beauties of nature in a new way, 
to study humanity in a new way, and to find the. vir-
tues of our brothers and cultivate them so under-
standingly' and generously that in time all hatred 
would disappear, , 
:: It is indeed time to think along these lines, for the 
spirit of hatred has passed so deeply into our natures 
— sucked in, so to speak, as the rain is su&wd into 
the earth — that it will take no end of spiritual sun-
shine, no end Of spiritual virility and .splendid ihopc 
to bring us to a higher standard, with its promise 
of ultimate perfection. 

* 

A Christmas-Eve Experience 

TTERE is a remarkable experience which I had in 
J- A Aust ralia one Christmas-time. We had a sheep 
'station' on the Darling River, in New South Wales, 
out in the back country, about six hundred miles 
from the coast, and had invited the neighbors to 
spend Christmas with us. As the season had been art 
unusually fortunate one, everything pointed to a 
merry time. 

Of course, it is midsummer out there, at Christmas-
time, and if the mercury doesn'tslip.up to 120 degrees 
by midday out on those vast inland'plains, you- feel 
deprived of something. Well, the day before1 Christ-
mas was a hot one all right; but strange to say, the 
river, instead of being down to summer level,.'was up 
to flood, owing to unusual rains far higher up. It 
wouldn't stay up for long, but while it was running 
high, all the 'billabongs' would fill, and the game 
would come in.swarms. 

You see, along the Darling, when the flood gets, up 
to a certain height, the water runs away from the river 
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in creeks or 'billabongs,' as the natives call them, and its own reality. The further I went on into the forest, 
spreads out into shaUow lakes. So we got the launch the quieter and clearer my brain became; and a 
ready and set off up the river to where we were sure sense of great peace and joy grew and grew in me and 
to get our Christmas dinner. But we hadn't got reached its climax when I suddenly came out into a 
more than a quarter the way when the launch went grassy glade with the clearest and stillest pool in it 
back on us, and we set out to walk the rest. • that I ever saw. 

But it was no kind of weather for walking,'. so What a silence and happiness was there! — a silence 
presently we :Iaid down to rest a while under the so deep that thought itself was stilled. Indeed there 
gum trees. Away off on the treeless plain, there was was no need of thinking: I tew now why we were 
a fine mirage of lake and forest that would have traveling on and on by the river. The nearest I can 
deceived anyone not used to the lay of the land. But put it in words is that the whole scheme was intended 
we were not to be fooled, and we dozed there in the to be a great song of joy, a magnificent harmony that 
shade before continuing our journey. left nothing to be desired — a universal brotherhood. 

Presently I jumped up and said; "Well, we had I drank a little from the pool, and turned back to tell 
better be getting on now." But here was an odd the others what I had found so that they too could 
thing : instead of there being only half a dozen of us, get the same peace and knowledge, 
we were now part of a vast crowd.. There were That happened a long time ago, and I have learned 
thousands and thousands of people in an endless since that you don't have to go to sleep under a gum 
stream traveling along, the bank. The river itself had tree in order to find that place of peace and knowledge 
become immense, and was covered with innumerable — actual, unarguable knowledge. It's in a man's 
tilings: sometimes we passed places full of shipping; own heart for the finding; and he finds it by stemming 
sometimes it was like a vast lake full of game; it \ the tide of ordinary, sensuous life, by being a true 
seemed to continually present some new aspect of comrade to his fellows and by aspiring towards the 
teeming life. - • Divine. As he strives towards it, it advances towards 

And the crowds Of people kept'on and on, hurrying him, and before he knows it he will find a new life 
and hurrying; some boisterous, some silent, but all springing up in him: and he will know the real purpose 
moving "on and on endlessly — seemed to be all crea- and meaning of living. 
tion there. You know that distressing sensation you By the way; we got our Christmas dinner — two 
sometimes' get in a dream- that you have been .doing fine brush turkeys, each of them over twenty-five 
the sairie thing for ever and ever, and are going to pounds, and ducks to spare as well. — D. 
keep right on doing it for ages without end? Well, 
that's how I felt: I' had- forgotten where we were o* 
going and what we wanted. If I could only stand 
still a moment and think' the matter out! Why . How to Play the Piano 
were we keieping on arid on? Where had we come •• 
from, and where were we going? A PPARENTLY I was listening in at the middle of 

With a great effort I braced myself against .the -a conversation and as it did not seem to be 
crowd; but they jostled me and pushed me on im- giving away any secret, and anyway as I should never 
patiently. I watched my chance and climbed a tree, see the speakers again, I stayed listening in. 
though my companions tried to drag me back. "Moods, moods! I never seem to know where I am 
"Whafs the fool doing? -Gome on, come on," they with 'em, leastways never where I shall be tomorrow, 
yelled. * I disregarded ' them, and theypassed on One day I feel as nice as pie to the fellows, pleased 
and left me. to see 'em every one. Tomorrow, like as not, I'll 

But it was not enough to get above the crowd: I wake up and find myself hardly able to stand the sight 
wanted more quietness. Away off on the plain there. and sound of 'em. Sort of all through grudge against 
was still the mirage, and I determined to go over everything. Happy one day, no clouds anywhere and 
towards it. That wasn't easy; it was like crossing a no difficulties to meet. Another day nothing but 
flood. I tried to explain to some of the impatient ones clouds and difficulties and • fears of something: ugly 
where I was going;, but they reckoned I was crazy, turning up. The body, I reckon. Depends on the 

I got beyond the crowd and crossed the plain, state that's in. Lord, what slaves we are! They call 
Here was a strange thing! The lake and forest were, no the body a keyboard ' whereon man plays what tune 
mirage — they did not recede as I approached; rather he will.' Does he! Seems to me more a keyboard that 
they seemed to advance as I neared. Almost before plays what tune it will — if you're so complimentary 
I knew it I was walking on the grassy bank between as to call it a tune. Pretty rough 'tune,' mostly! 
the lake and the trees. I did not attempt to argue Gettin' born on this old earth ain't like sittin' down 
with myself-that I had been in that part of the country to a new piano, though it may look like one. It's 
for years and that there couldn't be such' a place, really a tough old thing made up of bits from your 
because somehow it carried with it the conviction of parents and your grandparents and your aunts, may-
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be, and uncles from way back. And it's got its own 
ideas of what it's goin' to play and starts-off. on 'em 
directly you get your hands on the keys. And you've 
got to listen and go with the 'music' and see every-
body take it for your music and reckon you up ac-
cordingly. Some of it you like and are willing to 
stand for, and some you hate but have to stand for 
that too." - . 

" Pretty good grumble," said the other fellow. "But 
see now, the thing ain't as hopeless as you make it out." 

"Yes, yes, it's better'n it was, I know. I'm more 
my own self more of the time- than I used to be. 
But there's heaps of room for improvement yet, I 
tell you. I snap out at fellows about the same way 
I used to, but maybe it's over quicker." -

" I don't altogether go with that piano simile of 
yours. You've got to make it too complicated for 
easy working.:. Fill it out and it '11 have io be like this ; 

"Some morning the piano wants to make an ugly 
noise and is all set to do it. And you say to yourself 
you feel as if you could snap everybody's head off. 

"But that ain't what you need to play out loud, or 
rather, let the piano play. Suppose you say ' Good 
Morning!' to the first fellow you meet, as polite as 
pie, cordial-like * and -with a friendly "smile lookin* 
out of your eye. And then the foreman comes-in to 
ask you for his day's instructions and consult up with 
you. And what you feet that particular morning- is, 
'Oh you again, you everlasting nuisance!' .But you 
don't have to let that out on the keyboard,-not-a 
sign of it. 'Come in,' says you, all cordial 'How's 
things goin' today? You look a bit worried, old man. 
What's the trouble?' - That"s the tune you actually 
do manage to play, whatever the piano wants, if 
you've decided to tackle this mood proposition. And 
it's a pretty nice tune and it gets- into the wires and 
sticks there and mixes in with what else is there. 
You've got to think of this body-piano of yours as 
takin' note of what you make it play and remembering. 
it — aye, and trotting it out again sometime, little 
by little, just because it's there to come. 

"A fellow ain't helpless against his moods. Maybe 
he can't change them right in a minute or a week. 
What he can do is to act and speak as if he didn't 
have the ugly mood, as if he had the: cheerful, genial, 
alert mood he wants— even' if the ugly mood is so 
bad he. don't even seem to himself to want any other. 
'Playin' a part?' Just so. But you get to be the part. 

" It comes to this: In the early days of this piano of 
yours, if you felt' ugly you did ugly and spoke ugly and 
consequently registered the ugly on the wires and 
registered it good and hard. And naturally it comes 
back and comes back now when you don't want it 
and wish it wasn't .there. Now turn about! Play 
the tune you want (whatever else the piano wants) 
and keep registering that! And little by little it'll 
change the wires and you'll have a piano that just 
wants to do the way. you want it to do. The body 

is a register of all we do.. - It registers a-feeling that 
corresponds to the words we utter and the things we 
do in- relation to, •our fellows.; And if we put. those 
words , and those deeds right, . right, feding will- be 
registered"—good,"it's worth noting incidentally^for 
even bodily health — and being once registered -will 
damp out all the rest and come out. on theiiL-bwn 
account, all the time. :-That's the way a man. can 
change his nature to correspond with his : NATURE— 
and that 's godlike if he'd only teach himself little, by 
little to give it a permanent outlet. . And filename's 
easy and only -wants a little sticking to." -

And then came the first call to dinner and -I. shoved 
for the dining-car. " REPORTER 

l i M P S l M K ^ 

Old Man-Parsons gets, a Present 

T ALWAYS look upon old Mr. Parsons as a very 
A- deep student,-not because he is a great reader, 
but for. the reason that he studies life itself. , The 
only value of books, .so far as-I understand the matter, 
lies in their power to help us to an understanding- of 
life; but Parsons go® straight ,to the-life that is 
being lived around him and studies that at first hand. 
He was patching an old coat when ! called and-he 
'turned on the tap' somewhat as-follows:"" w ; 

"No sir, I'm tired of these-'practical' feHers'rwho 
talk as though they had ho use "for anything that you 
can't check up on- a pair of scales'or put in a barrow. 
Say a word to 'em onanythjng in life that goes deeper 
than the dqllaf.guestion and they ain't there. • 'Twould 
make a "fellow discouraged for humanity sometimes 
if he didn't see a touch of the other, side now and then 
that heartens him all/up. -'""'. - - ". 

"Why only, last week I got! something from a 
newsboy .that did me more good than a iive dollar bill 
in my pocket, and yet it was nothing you could weigh 
on the scales nor eat for .your " breakfast- neither. 
It was like this:- It had been raining-hard all night arid 
was coming like cats and.dogs that Tuesday:mdrning 
and I was- feeling my -rheumatiz". somethingi-fierce. 
Well,. the first; trouble was. that it- leaked into- the 
kitchch 'cos the man I: asked tdrfix the roof had- been 
putting it off from- day to day just" through laziness 
I reckon. Then a feller who'd promised to pay. for 
his suit called in to letrme ;fcnG_w-: that he simply: had 
to get a wrist-watch for his best "girl and would "I let 
his little account stand over till Ghristmas-. -Of coursc. 
it was. up to me to smile, and .tell him it- would be 
perfectly all right,.though I needed the moriey^badly 
just. then." 'When I. came' back frOrn" ihe. .-grod '̂-s. I 
found 'that the heels of my shoes "had just -melted 
away, being built of brown paper, and- L began to 
have-such a poor opinion of. my fellowTcreatures that 
I was ashamed- to be one of 'em as you may say-
I had just made up my. mind that old man Noah had 
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made a big mistake^ building that floathig:,menagerie 
of his and. .ch^ting'the Deluge' of ̂  its lawful prey;' 
when I heard a stamping on the steps outside and 
JacksonV boy breezed in with the paper, .his face all 
over smiles and the .ring of the morning roaster in 
his voice. , ~ 

" 'Gee whiz! Mr. Parsons,' he says, 'it's coming 
down" like everything outside, but I 'was bound , to 
leave you your paper, if I died in. the act/ Now 
I'd teld'him not to bother-about the paper in stormy 
weather—Mm being - a; bit. weak on the ohest you 
know—-hut that young feller was so chock full, of 
grit that"he wasn't agoing to disappoint a customer 
if he could help it.. tip went my good opinion of the 
Human Race.- It : wasn'tr just. the -getting of- the 
paper, you understand, hut-to know that there were 
still sbme-people who'd pretty nearly die rather "than 
slip up on.a kindness or an obligation;,arid after he'd 
run off in a regular cloudburst I seemed to feef-the 
sweetest music inside .of my vest for all. the world 
like a cage of anging birds -

lcI suppose that little slip of a hoy will never know 
the value of what he gave me that wet day. But I 
tell you that ever "since then, when I've been tempted 
to slack up on my job and just let.things slide, I've 
gritted my teeth and made up my mind that I wouldn't 
give othef-folks Die chance to feel about their fellow-
creatures as I- did that day before the boy.turned up 
with the paper. I've always tried ever since to gî fc 
everybody who has xome .into my shop a present tfiw 
you couldn't, put -a vilue on — a better opinion.of 
human nature in general, and a greater, faith in-,them-
selves because -they belong , to such a . fine bunch 
of fellers."" . 1 .*.; -.,• - ,. • ". . 

"Yes:.indeed," I chimed.in,, "and there's a big 
truth in what'some poet wrote that:.'We:, live by 
admiration,.hope and love.' ; It's a "dead sure-thing 
that unless a man has some idea" of what the Human 
Race has got it mitto.be, and sometime will be, he's 
:ittle better, than-an ox. The hope of a great ideal of 
what human life is going to comelout into is something 
that you.can'tput a price .on and yet a man who's got 
that singing inside of him has no earthly reason to 
envy a r millionaire. -What's to hinder a permanent 
Christmas Day all -over the earth from now on?JJ 

"Not a thing," said Parsons, "except that men 
ain't yet" got the idea that it could be." - L. 

Playing "the Great Game 

TF you over-eaty-even at one meal, a certain cor-
responding amount of digestive trouble follows. 

The English scientist, Huxley, compared life'to a 
game of chess. - Your opponent is Nature. She plays 
perfectly fair,. but she mever fails to take her full 
rightful advantage of-eyery. single mistake you make. 

In.our illustration the over-eating was a -mistake and 
she took advantage proportional in degree to the 
degree of the'mistake; - She might however dday 
till a good number of mistakes of some sort had- been 
made and then even them all up at one time. That 
may be the explanation of some very serious blow that 
reaches a man for a relatively small transgression. It 
is an evening up of a long line .of transgressions that 
seemed to pass , unnoticed by our great opponent. 

Huxley called Nature an-opponent.. -But it is ob-
vious in his own statement that she is also a friend 
and. teacher. She isn't wanting to win the game or 
take revenge for our mistakes. She wants to teach 
us not to make those mistakes or to fill up weak places 
in our character or get us to prune off vicious growths 
that spoil our symmetry and sap our strength. 

Sometimes the .-moves' we make in this game are 
not- outward and visible at all, and yet possibly get a 
reply. A man may for years have been accustomed to 
have everything just as he wants it. That's not a 
yery . bracing situation, is it? He comes to feet 
hardly knowing it, that he has a sort ol.right to have 
things softer for himself than they are for others. 
That's a seed of all sorts :of possible evils,— pride, 
arrogance, disregard of proper consideration for others, 
and so on. , . , . _ -

.Some time comes the return 'move.'.. He sudderily 
gets, into a situation in which he may find that he 
cannot get anything-yu&t as he wants it, may not even 
get his. rights, is treated, perhaps worse than any of 
those about him, and receives ho consideration at all 
from anybody. . In times of prosperity his personality 
had —: perhaps without his having had any suspicion 
of it — thrown out a vicious growth and it is now up. 
to him to-prune it. .The new situation will either keep 
with him steadily or keep recurring till he does prune 
it.. It is up to him to prune it at once by a new mental 
attitude taken up — an attitude of not thinking him-
self entitled-to extra good treatment — or to suffer 
and suffer and whine or curse for as long as he chooses; 
till, in fact, he is 'on to' the game. Developing in 
the heart the sense of brotherhood would be his 
quickest way. to do the pruning. You might say that 
humility is the way. Sojit is if you mean the feeling 
that you have .no title to anything better than any-
body else, that you are ready to take share with your 
fellows in the ups and downs of- life. Ups and downs 
follow each -other for all of us: not -in any chance 
way, but as a lesson from our great 'opponent.' ..A 
man who gets/an 'up' and thinks it due to his own 
merits may be quite mistaken. It may be merely an 
essential. preliminary to his having a pretty sharp 
'down.-. A valley calls for a hill. 

Brotherhood — that contains charity. If I watch 
some, fellow having an 'up' when I am having a 
'down' and snarl at him in my mind, thinking envious-
ly, "He'll get his fall pretty soon, never you fear!": 
why, I am making a false move — inwardly — even 
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if I say nothing, and trouble is coming for me. The . and not only the separate experiences but the whole 
opponent is watching and will surely not omit the lot taken together, the life as. a whole.: A life is one 
return move when the time comes. Brotherhood is great step in our unfolding, and the innumerable 
always a good safe move for us to make. separate items of experience are the separate little 

The return move of the opponent is always for the steps that make up the great step, 
best. It is always so arranged as to be provided or If we would irws/ more, we should see this better, 
lined within with an opportunity. There is always And trusting more: would save us from wasting so 
something to be got out of the situation.. A man who much effort in trying to'sidetrack painful things and 
was confined to his room in semi-darkness, not al- get more of pleasant ones. The real philosophy of 
lowed to read or do anything, because of an attack of trust consists in taking what comes along, doing our 
eye-inflammation* told the writer that while he didn't . full duty by it as it comes, and trying to understand: 
want another spell of the same he wouldn't have the hint it is trying to give us. Pleasures and relaxa-
misscd the experience for anything; though when he tions will come in their due and natural quantity, 
heard the doctor's sentence it didn't seem "very differ- They cannot be in the long run increased, f So why 
ent from a sentence of death., In a few days he found strain so much to get them in advance of their natural 
he was catching up with his arrears of thinking and coming and quantity? In the very straining we are 
realizations and has never been the same man since, almost' sure to seize some that are quite harmful. 
Life took him into her confidence and showed him should hot be had at all, and will require considerable 
something of her purposes and meanings. He. found. doses of pain later on to cure us of their effects -and at 
the stern 'opponent' to be a friend, after all. the same-time of the wish for them. ' • 

Never get taken in by this opponent's appearance. Pain will always do a valuable work upon us, well 
She is always a friend, and not in the least more so worth having done. But naturally it will be much 
when she is heaping favors on you than when she is more valuable if we try'to look carefully into it and 
acting her sternest. The secret is, that this life is see what its message is, what strength we can get 
not all there is to us. We were before and we shall be out of it. It is. correcting something or building 
after., The opponent takes long views of us and we something in us.; "He that hearkeneth to the reproof 

. take very short ones — just this life. But a chess- [properly, correction] of life shall abide among the 
player's life does not end because that little two-b}'- wise." To resent it is to waste our store of a very 
two game has! But he's learned a little better how to Mgh form of mental energy, an energy that is capable 
bear reverses without growling and successes without : Wbecoming Wisdom itself and also Will. Irritation, 
getting top-heavy. """':"'.'' reseiitment, hate, are a' sort of alcoholic and heady-

It seems to a youthful ball-player mighty important fermentation of it into a poison. for ourselves and 
that his side should win this game; but you know others. Solomon said, Get Wisdom, get Understand- • 
that the important things are that he should get more . ing, and he was speaking of this very power, the power 
health, learn to take victory generously and defeat to understand what life is for, to see its promise in all 
gracefully, and be a comrade all around through any its divine light, and to will our own co-operation, 
happenings of the moment. CHESS-PLAYER "What happens to us is a very small affair;., how 

-s. '. - we. take what happens is a very big one." We'don't 
. <.* . ; •! need to take it with 'resignation,' 'submission,' or 

•' - cringing, but in the spirit of oiie who says: "Well, 
The Philosophy of Trust - what can I get out of you in the' way of building 

' ' V...-r •• " material?" '•• •' STUDENT 
t4 TT was a rough bit of experience, but now as I . ' •* 

A look back I'm glad I had it to go through." : ; j , :• 
Not a very uncommon remark. The man feels 

that he got something out of the hard time that was Three Treasures . 
of value to his character. '• "•• ' . ' ".>-/"'-.":'.•-A'" •— ? • . . 

But his outlook was too limited. He had the hint /"\NE of our township justices, speaking to a junior 
and could have seen much further. This, in fact: chamber of commerce audience last week, paid 
: That all painful experiences are valuable to us. That a tribute to three great guaiities of friendship. His 
is what life is for ̂  to put us through valuable ex- thought, is worth remembering. We all of us have so : 
periences;. And the most valuable at present are the many small and purely transient interests — so many 
pairiful ones.. In the view of the great Power that small cares and worries and preoccupations about 
runs all things — and which is fully represented in things that really don't matter—: that when anybody 
the heart, of every one of us — every man has the says a true word about the things that are deeply 
makings of being a valuable and essential co-operant worth while, it deserves our attention. • 
to its work. And that is why his experiences through- Justice Jennings called upon us~to cultivate three 
out his life have a value and meaning and reason; qualities—faith, patience and loyalty. Perhaps the?e 
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made a big mistake in building thatfloating menagerie In our illustration the over-eating was a mistake and 
of his and" Crating* Tfe^ lawful:prey,- she took advantage proportional in degree to the 
when i.-heard a stamping ; on; the step® .outside-and degree-of the mistake* She might however delay 
Jackson's-boy breezed in 'with .lie" paper,";his face all ' till a good number of mistakes of some sort had been 
over smiles -and' the, ring of the morning rooster ..in made and then even them .all up at one time. That 
his voice.; - -.. . -:-. - / - , may be the explanation of some very serious blow that 

" 'Gee whiz!vMr. parsons,' -he -says, 'it's cominjg reaches a man for a relatively small transgression. It 
down:Iike everything outside; but I "was. bound to is-anevening up of a long line of transgressions that 
leave , ypu your,, paper if I died in, .the act.' Now . seemed to pass. unnoticed iby bur great opponent. 
I'd teld him.not:-to; bother about the paper in stormy .. Huxley. called-Nature an opponent. But it is ob-
weather—Him being- a bit weak on the.chest you vious in his own statement that she is also a friend 
know—.but that young" feller was sqchockfullof and teacher. She isn't wanting to win the .game or 
grit that he wasn't agojng to disappoint a customer take revenge for our mistakes. She wants to teach 
1 f he coiil ihelp it. Up went my good, opinion, of the us not to make .those mistakes or to fill up weak places 
Human Race. .It. wasn |t just the getting of the in our character, or get us to prune off vicious growths 
paper, you urKlerstand,.J>ut.'to know that there were that spoil our symmetry and sap.our strength, 
still somepteople who'd pretty nearly die rather than Sometimes .the 'moves' we make in this game are 
s!ip up on a kindness or an obligation; ,ahd.,after he'd not outward and visible at all, and yet possibly get a 
ran off ina regular, cloudburst I seemed to feel the reply. A man may- for years have been accustomed to 
sweetest music inside of my vest for all the world have everything, just as he wants it. That's not a 
like a cage .of singing birds., -.-'-_ -- t very .bracing situation, is it? He comes to feel, 

"I suppose that little slip Of a boy will never know hardly knowing it, that he has a sort of fight to have 
the valueVf whathe gave me that wet day. But I things softer for himself than they are for others, 
tell you that ever sincethen^when I've.been tempted That's a seed of all sorts of possible evils,—pride, 
to slack up on .my job and. just let things slide, I've arrogance, disregard of proper consideration for others, 
gritted my teeth and made upmy mind that I wouldn't , and so. on. . . . .. 
give other;ff)lks the;chance to fed about their fdlow- Some time conies the return 'move.' He suddenly 
creatures as I did that dcty. before the boy turned up gets into a situation in which he may find that he 
with the:paper. I've always, tried, ever since to gixe cannot get anything-}ust as.he wants it, may not even 
everybody who has crane into my shop a presentth* get his rights, is treated perhaps worse than any of 
you couldn t̂. put a value on — a better opinion of those about him, and receives no consideration at all 
human nature in general, and a greater faith in .them- from anybody. In times of prosperity his personality 
selves "because, they- belong-to such -.a fine" bunch had—^perhaps without his having had any suspicion 
of fellers;" .__"-.,-' . , • ,, .:-.," .->•-..'" of it — thrown out a vicious growth and it is now. up. 

" Yes .indeed," I chimed ,in, "and there's a big to him to prune it.. The new situation will either keep 
truth in what some poet wrote that; - .'-We live by with him steadily or keep recurring till he does prune 
admiration, hope and jove.' It's a dead sure thing it.: It.is up to him to prune it at once by a new mental 
t'nat unless-a marihassomeideaofwhat.tlie Human attitude taken up — an attitude of «o/ thinking him-
Race has got it init to be, and sometime will be, he's self entitled to extra good treatment — or to suffer 
little betterthan an ox.. The hope of. a great ideal of and suffer and whine or curse for as long as he chooses; 
what human life is going to come out into is something till, in fact, he is 'on to' the game. Developing in 
that you can'tput a price on and yet a man who's got the heart the sense of brotherhood would be his 
that singing inside of him has no earthly reason to quickest way to.do the pruning. You might say that 
envy a millionaire. -What's to hinder a permanent. humility is the way. - Soit.is if you mean the feding 
Christmas Day all oyer the earth from now on?J' that you have no title to anything better than any-

"Not a thing," said." Parsons, "except that men body dse, -that you are ready to take share with your 
ain't yet got the" idea that it could be." - L. fellows in the ups and downs of life. Ups and downs 

- follow, each other for all of..re: not in any chance 
. .* jt . way, but as a.lesson from our great 'opponent.' .A 

. man who gets-an 'up' and thinks it due to his own 
-; - Playing the Great Game merits may be quite mistaken. If may be merely an 

essential preliminary to his haying a pretty sharp 
TF you over-eat,-even at one meal, a certain cor- 'down.' A valley.calls for a hill. 

responding amount of-digestive trouble follows- Brotherhood — that contains charity. If I .watch 
The English scientist, Huxley, coinpared life"to a somfc. fellow having an 'up' when I ara having a 

game of chess. Your opponent is Nature.., She plays 'down' and snarl at him in myroind, thinking envious-
perfectly fair,..but shie-never fails to. take her full ly, "He'll get his fall pretty soon, never you fear'.": 
rightful advantage of every single mistake you make, why, I am making a false move inwardly — even 
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if I say nothing, and trouble is coming for me. The and hot only the separate experiences but the whole 
opponent is watching arid will surely not. omit the lot taken together, the life as. a whole. A life is one 
return move when the time comes. Brotherhood is great step in our unfolding, and the innumerable 
always a good safe move for us to make. : separate items' of experience are the separate little 
. The return move of the opponent is always for the steps that make up the great step, 

best. It is always so arranged as to be provided or If we would trust more, we should see this better, 
lined within with an opportunity. There is always And trusting more would save us from wasting so 
something to be got out of the situation. A man who : much effort in trying to'sidetrack painful thiiigs and 
was confined to his room in semi-darkness, not al- get more of pleasant ones. The real philosophy of 
lowed to read or do anything, because of an attack of trust consists in taking what comes along, doing our 
eye-infiammation, told the writer that while he didn't full duty by it as it comes, and. trying to understand 
want another spell of the same he wouldn't have the hint it is trying to give us. Pleasures and relaxa-
missed the experience for anything; though when he tions will come in their due and natural quantity, 
heard the doctor's sentence it didn't seem very differ- They cannot be in the long run increased. So why 
ent from a sentence of death. - In a few days he found : strain so much to get them in advance of their natural 
he was catching up with his arrears of thinking and coming and quantity? In the very straining we are 
realizations and has never been the same man since, almost sure, to seize some that are quite harmful, 

. Life took him: into her confidence and showed him should not be had at all, and will require considerable 
something of her purposes and meanings. He found doses of pain later on to cure lis of their effects and at 
the stem 'opponent' to be a friend, after all.. ..;' .-•-.. the same time of the wish for them. ' - - '•• 

Never get taken in by this opponent's appearance.: -: Pain will always do a valuable work upon us, well 
She is always a friend, and not in the least more so worth having done. But naturally it will be much 

: when she is heaping favors on you than when she is more valuable if we try to look carefully into it and 
acting her sternest. The secret is/ that this life, is see what its message is, what strength we can get . 
not all there is to us. We were before and we shall be out of it. It. is: correcting something or building 
after. The opponent takes long views of us and we something in us. " He that hearkeneth to the reproof 
take very short ones —just this life. But a chess- [properly, correction} of life shall abide amdng the 
player's life does not end because that little two-bv- wise." To resent it is to waste bur store of. a: very 
two game has! But he's learned a little better how to Jfcgh form of mental energy, an energy that is capable 
bear reverses without growling and successes without Wbecoming Wisdom itself and also Will. Irritation, 
getting top-heavy. • . resentment, -hate, are a "sort of alcoholic and heady 

It seems to a youthful ball-player mighty important fermentation of it into a poison for ourselves and 
that his side should win this game; but you know others. Solomon said, Get Wisdom, get Understand-
that the important things are that he should get more ing, and he was speaking of this very power, the power 
health, learn to take victory generously and defeat to understand what life is for,- to see its promise in all 
gracefully, arid be a comrade all around through any its divine light, and to will o.ur own co-operation, 
happenings of the moment. ••-. CHESS-PLAYER . "What happens to us is a very small affair;. how 

* ; ' 1 1 ' * we. take what happens is a very big one." We'don't 
* & \ need to take it with 'resignation,' 'submission,' or 

. cringing, but in the spirit of one who says: " Well, 
•,.:':.' The Philosophy of Trust what can I get out of you in the' way of building 

. • / • .; ' ' " . material?" • • STUDENT 
" T T was a rough bit of experience, but now as I • • . -. '•" • •' -'•--. 

J- look back I'm glad I had it to go through." j i 
NOt a very uncommon remark. The man feels' ' _ 

that he got something out of the hard time that was , '- Three Treasures 
of -value to his character. ' " . . . . . . : - . IS ; T"; • " .:';-

But his outlook was too: limited. He had the hint f ^ N E of our township justices, speaking.to a junior 
and could have seen much further. This, in fact: ^ chamber of commerce audience last week, paid 
That all painful experiences are valuable to us. That a tribute to three great qualities of. friendship. His 
is what life is for —to put us through valuable ex- thought is wOrth remembering. -We all of us have so 
periences. And the most valuable at present are the many small and purely transient interests — so many 
painful ones.. In the view of the great Power that small cares and worries and preoccupations about 
rims all things — and which is fully represented in things that really don't matter — that wheii anybody 
the heart of every .one of us — every man has the says a true word about the things that are deeply 
makings of being a valuable and essential co-ope'rant worth while, it deserves our attention. •' •' 
to its work. And that is why his experiences through- Justice Jennings called upon lis to cultivate three 
out his life have a value and meaning and reason; qualities faith, patience and loyalty. Perhaps these 
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don't entirely- sum up the total" of right relations to 
our fellows, but they" come mighty near it." _ -

Who.of us that has ever, had a friend cannot remem-
ber the sustaining qualities of a friend's faith, In some 
trying time?. Who of us has not made demands, upon 
the patience of a friend? Who has not found refuge in 
the security of a friend's loyalty? 

It isn't at all a waste of time to take a moment or 
so from1 the pressure of small daily tasks to consider 
things of this sort. " Money, influence, ease, power — 
all the attributes by which we measure ' success ' are 
actually: insignificant:-things, beside the possession of: 
true friendship, and "when any man calls upon us to 
think of the deep foundations of friendship it is a 
privilege to respond. Few of us are toiling upon any 
achievement that will; outlive a homely, ordinary 
friendship. 

Faith,- patience and loyalty ennoble the "man who 
exerts them. They bless and comfort the friends of 
such a' man. . Call this a truism, a preachment, or 
what you will. " It's' worth thinking about. 

— Editorial in The San Diego Uiiion, Nov. 18,1923 

The Quest 
. J. H, Cousins 

r IAHEY said: 'She dwelleth in some place apart, 
Immortal Truth, :within whose eyes 

- Who looks may find the secret of the skies 
And healing for life's smart!" . . 
I sought Her in loud caverns underground,— 

On heights where lightnings Hashed and fell;, 
I scaled high Heaven; 1 stormed the gates of Hell, 

But Her I never found . 
Till through the tumults of my Quest I caught 

A whisper: 'Here, within thy heart, 
I dwell; for, I am thou: behold thou aft 

The Seeker — and the Sought.— Selected 
& 

The Clearer Self 
Archibald -Lampman 

EACH mortal in his little span 
Hath only lived if he hath shown 

What greatness there can be. in man 
Above .the measured and the known; 

• How through the ancient layers of night 
In gradual victory secure, 

. Grows-ever with increasing light 
The Energy serene and pure; 

: The Soul that from a monstrous past, 
From age to age, from hour to hour. 

Feels upward to some height at last 
• _ Of unimagined grace and power. 

Though yet the sacred fire be dull, 
In folds of thwarting matter furled, 

Ere death be nigh, while life is full, 
0 Master. Spirit of the world. 

Grant me to know, to seek, to find, 
In some small measure though it be, 

Emerging from the waste and blind, . 
. The clearer self, the grander me}—Selected 

Special Notice 
THE'-NEW WAY was established by Mme. Katherine 

Tingley in 1911 "for the benefit of prisoners and 
others whether behind the bars or. not." The pub-
lishers, The International Brotherhood League, follow-
ing out Mme. Tingley's plan since the establishment 
of this little paper, have distributed and continue 
to distribute every month, several thousand copies 
free, without money and without price, among prison-
ers in-all the Federal Prisons, most of the State 
Penitentiaries, and many of the County Jails in the 
U. S. A.j sending also a Targe number abroad. . *-

The whole expense of publishing and mailing is 
borne by the Internationa] Brotherhood League — 
no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison. 

In addition to this free distribution there has gradu-
ally grown up an increasing list of subscribers. It is 
a maxim of our New Way philosophy that true 
pleasure increases more than twofold by sharing it 
with another. If therefore THE NEW WAY gives you 
pleasure and, we hope, profit also, we ask you to 
share that pleasure and that profit with others by 
getting them to become, fellow-travelers with you 
along the New Way. 

Send us the names of your friends that we in turn -
may send them sample copies. By helping to increase 
our subscription list you will help to make, possible a 
wider distribution of THE NEW WAY among those who 
are less fortunate than we and who find themselves 
deprived of their liberty and behind prison bars. 

If you are not already a feljow-traveler on the 
New Way we invite you to join us. Let us send you 
a sample copy. If already you have begun your 
journey on the New Way we are confident that you . 
will wish to get still others to join you. It will add 
to your happiness and to theirs. 

THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-five 
Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four 
or more, per year. each. Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join 
you in subscribing.: Foreign Subscriptions, per year 51.00. : Five 
subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00. 

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE 
NEW WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be 
addressed to: THE NEW WAY, Point Loma, California. 
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" HE who strives to resuire^ &e Spixrt; crucifiedin: <ircumstai3^V; ̂  ; 
him by his own terrestrial passions, -andburied. <î ep lil̂ ie;;.of'ĵ eir-.ff̂ c^^^V ^ 
in the 'sepulcher' of his sinful flesh; he who has the . -̂ p.; " 

.strength to roll back the ston^of waUw from the door; ; 
of his own innersanrtuafyv he feats the risen- Christ > -: »..-or-*—«— ^ 
in himr—H. P. Blavatsky • ' *•: . ^ . o n l y real 

'' OUR strength Jieâ  irt; j^^pii^ irl ^ 
a steady joy in our hearts; in a momentary mutation. g b ^ 
on all .floating great ideas till we have seized them and 
made them ours; ,-.;'in aineditatioiVw^^ v _ * 
tion on the. life of • liiiffliai^.-^ 
grandeur; in dwelling on, the conception of .Brother- ; J^Fiiro;:^ •, 
HOOD. "^ KtriJmine Tingley •'[' : ; J" EVERJRTH^^OPG^^ 

•"' . • ; . • / . -

; "ALL• our obstructions ai'e of rbur owir M^RIG, AFT — 
our power is vthe;stiSna^of ^"CIKe""-Tprai^t^^=-^nr^^^V :wi^'"A3!!--

• : V ,0 ' j ; - : i r -
: "You never tdt how far-anap^rendy insi^^ 
ficanf b i to f^oddw^ 
thrown i n t o " t h e ; n f c ^ k ^ e i ^ ^ 
its ripples.Katherine Tingley; ' '•-,..• \ 

"A NEW heav^ iand a new earth? :"There 
need for1 ^emlMiJies^ 
It's a new ihaii to liv^-in ^em'tit^^f^^ed^^-S^tt^-
thatr6 willing to: «ee ̂  '̂ ri^. ̂ /XJie _ - - --•> 
the same old e a r t h , - . 
6yesf^-Butthat^siy^s t ^ t ^ - b e ^ d e s ^ 
hood. No other' ~ " 

" E V E R Y ^ ^ S O N ^ 
receives fronr others, and-oiie, more iiii^r^ntif iwMt̂ ; 
he give's1 hirrtself,' Gibbon • • : ':•. .•?••"":.• 

"THERE are things which -we must try. to attain; 
yet it is not:; really the attainment that matters; it 
is the seeking. And consequently: in- some: s£nse the 
real victory is with him/who fou^t best, ̂ ot with the. 
man who happened to win.. Fof beydnd all tie a£ar 
dents of the stniggle .•. there is the presence of :an ; 
eternal Friend, itis our relatiqn to 

—GWeri.jMm^ 

'^SOMETIMES, looking, backward, it. .appears: to-me 
that nearly every px^e of gopd luck ,1, ever JHad 
led Meetly to a bad result; and, ail the. things Thought. 
were bad luck when they bap^hed^ in the; end tupi^ 
out to be ̂ the foundation of opportunity.'' " : " 

V — Mouse]: 

"THERE'S a somewhat doth remMn from ail.sweet 
kindly' words that's food for the" sayer, nounshirig iis 
well Ms heart as the heart of Innf he i sp^etft 
Nourish others,: then, if thou wouIdst h^e^iiiiSiir^. 
for thine. own best part. : Otherwise thou starvest 
mortally when thou mightest liave immortal plenty 
at no cost."— Frew an old mystical tract 

.J 

/But tô  eve^ ni^^the^ 

Which ;;way 
• : ' ^ ^jokn Oxmhcntipfu 


